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ABSTRACT

Ewan Roderick Tearlach Goodier BEng (Birmingham)

RELUCTANCE MACHINES WITH FLUX ASSISTANCE

This thesis presents three reluctance machines with flux assistance. These machines provide 

alternative novel geometries that provide high efficiencies with a reduction in the ampere turns in the 

armature windings for torque production, lowering armature winding switching losses and reducing 

the power electronic rating. The Dual Stack Variable Reluctance Machine is a switched reluctance 

variant of the homopolar inductor alternator topology. The Single Stack Variable Reluctance Machine 

is a simplification of the Dual Stack machine. Both machines use a toroidal field winding to provide 

additional flux. The methods of connecting armature coils on each stator pole to utilise the armature 

flux and the choice of power electronic circuitry are important. Testing shows that such machines 

favour unipolar excitation with single coil per pole for the armature windings. Use of the field 

winding in series with the armature windings improves torque production. The Dual Stack Variable 

Reluctance Machine can have the mechanical angular displacement between the two stator stacks 

varied to provide an improved back emf waveshape for smoother torque production. The Single Stack 

Variable Reluctance Machine has parasitic and axial air gaps that pose interesting design issues (e.g. 

end thrust). Magnets can be placed in steel sections where flux is unidirectional. An ideal candidate 

for magnet insertion is the Flux Switching Motor. A Permanent Magnet Flux Switching Motor has 

been built that replaces the field windings with ferrite magnets. The Permanent Magnet Flux 

Switching Motor achieves efficiencies of over 80%. It adds no additional cost to the fan application as 

cost savings in lower temperature rated thermoplastics offsets the cost of magnets. A prototyping 

circuit incorporating a novel micro-processor program to alter the commutation timings as the 

machine operates has been designed to allow fast optimisation of each machine for minimum input 

power.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION

This thesis presents three motor designs with novel geometry that are based on the concept of 

reluctance machines with flux assistance.

Five factors comprise the motivation behind this thesis:-

Increase in energy efficiency 

Reduction in material content 

Increase in power density

Reduction in kVA and complexity o f power electronics 

Lower cost

As with any machine design, any improvement in energy efficiency compared to existing equivalent 

machines is desirable. With greater awareness of the limitations of the planet’s resources, there is an 

increasing global need to have greener products. This is becoming increasingly more important, 

especially in consumer electrical goods. All designs should ideally use less energy, be made from 

recyclable materials and give fewer emissions (e.g. noise, heat). However, such improvements must 

not unreasonably increase the price o f the product.

By improving energy efficiency, smaller machines can be built which give the same output power as 

larger machines. The smaller machine uses less material quantities in its design.

The power density of machines can also be improved by having machines that produce more output 

power per unit volume or weight. Improvements in power density can allow either same sized 

machines to produce greater output power or smaller machines to produce the same level of output 

power.

The power electronics used with each machine has a kVA rating. Higher input power machines tend 

to have large, expensive power electronic circuitry to provide the high kVA rating. Reductions in 

kVA rating through efficiency gains allow smaller and cheaper components to be used. More 

significantly, reluctance machines are known to have a high kVA/kW penalty due to the need to 

deliver the field energy and the electromechanical energy through the power electronic converter. It is 

one objective o f this thesis to design machines which minimise this penalty.

Chapter 1 1
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Cost is always an issue in the commercial environment. Machines built at lower expense but with at 

least the same level of quality allow the manufacturers to develop their sales markets to their 

advantage. Cost savings can be obtained, for example, through smaller machines needing less 

materials, with cheaper components and materials being used.

It has been noted [1] that motor efficiency is not always of concern to some customers of motor 

manufacturers such as equipment manufacturers since it is the buyers of the equipment that pay the 

kWh bills. The apparent lack of concern has been recognised in the USA and a Federally-sponsored 

study recommended the introduction of measures to encourage the inclusion of explicit efficiency data 

on nameplates and to even introduce mandatory minimum efficiency levels.

Greener products are becoming more marketable, notwithstanding any associated higher costs 

involved, as consumer awareness grows and new government legislation comes into effect. The net 

result has been that consumers are more likely to buy the greener product that would lower their 

electricity bill (through using less kWh). Examples of commercially successful ‘green’ electrical 

products that have been more expensive than similar non-‘green’ products are the Lo-Watt range of 

fans by Vent-Axia (http://www.vent-axia.co.uk) and, on a larger domestic scale, energy-saving light 

bulbs produced by e.g. Philips (7W c.f. 40W).

These five factors, when suitably assessed and applied to each machine application, can be used 

towards the design of lower cost, higher efficiency machines. Into this can be incorporated the use of 

higher cost materials, such as permanent magnets, that have properties known to benefit machine 

design.

Three motor designs based on the concept of reluctance machines with flux assistance have been 

designed, built and tested. Each design incorporates a novel geometry. The appropriate use of field 

windings and magnets in such designs was required. This thesis provides a complete account of the 

design procedures, testing and result analysis for the building of dual stack and single stack variable 

reluctance machines with toroidal field windings and for a Permanent Magnet Flux Switching Motor.

Chapter 2 covers background information regarding reluctance machines with flux assistance, 

introducing the relevant types of machine. The uses of field windings and permanent magnets in 

machine designs are discussed. The placement and flux orientation of the magnets are discussed. The 

basis of the motor designs within this thesis is discussed.

Chapter 3 discusses the power electronic circuitry used for reluctance based machines and shows that 

the choice and complexity o f circuit is dependent on the type of armature windings used. Also 

Chapter 1 2
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discussed is the development of microprocessor programs and experimental control electronics 

circuitry for prototyping the optimum electronic commutation timings for two phase variable 

reluctance and flux switching machines.

Chapter 4 describes the design, build and testing o f a dual stack variable reluctance drive. The use of 

a dc current toroidal field winding for additional flux is shown. The design is based upon the design 

structure of the homopolar inductor alternator. Optimum winding types and methods of improving 

torque production are shown. The effect o f changing the angular displacement between the two stacks 

is discussed.

Chapter 5 shows a simplification of the dual stack design. The design, build and testing of a single 

stack variable reluctance motor with a dc current toroidal field winding is described. Methods for 

improving torque production and the effects of magnetic forces across the air gaps not between the 

stator and rotor poles are discussed.

Chapter 6 discusses the replacement of a field winding in the Flux Switching Motor with permanent 

magnets. The Permanent Magnet Flux Switching Motor was designed to replace an induction motor 

in a Domus SIR 100mm axial wall fan. The lamination design is presented through the use of Finite 

Element Analysis and spreadsheet calculations. The test results and conclusions are presented with 

factors such as dB noise levels, air flow performance, and rotor skewing included.

Chapter 7 compares all three reluctance machines with flux assistance. The use of field windings and 

magnets are compared, as are the types of armature windings and power electronic circuits. The 

geometries and flux paths of the machines are also compared.

Chapter 8 presents the conclusions from this thesis and offers suggestions for future work.

The thesis ends with a bibliography, a list of publications and the appendices.

Chapter 1 3
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND TO RELUCTANCE MACHINES WITH FLUX ASSISTANCE

2.1 INTRODUCTION TO TYPES OF MACHINE RELEVANT TO THIS THESIS
This thesis shows the use of field windings and permanent magnets in novel geometries as novel 

alternative solutions to the problems of energisation and de-energisation in the armature windings.

A permanently energised dc current coil retains dc flux as a field. Sets of diametrically opposing coils 

can be energised in turn to produce electromagnetic energy conversion as armatures, to generate 

torque to turn the rotor.

It is appropriate to highlight some uses of field windings and magnets in both generator and motor 

applications. They are usually applied either as a generator or as a motor, but some designs are both. 

The use of field windings and permanent magnets in generator and machine topologies is shown to 

enlighten the reader for explaining the machines developed in this thesis.

The theory behind acoustic noise cancellation techniques, cogging torque reduction and the use of 

powdered iron as a replacement of laminated steel sections is shown. The airflow regulatory 

requirements for fan applications are presented. The theoiy is offered as background information for 

the reader to better understand the work presented.

Permanent magnets can be applied to both machines and generators. The advantages of their use has 

to be placed in context with the disadvantages. Field windings offer a source of dc flux that is varied 

by the level of field current. Magnets can replace field windings meaning that no field current is 

needed and there will be no heating effects due to I2R copper losses. The cost of magnets can be 

cheaper if designed correctly but their B-H curves and properties may restrict the design of machines 

with magnets. Permanent magnet excitation can be beneficial in smaller machines but tends to be 

costly and offer smaller efficiency gains in larger machines [1]. With some permanent magnet 

materials the field flux changes little with increasing temperature. There is little or no control of the 

magnet field making their use unsuitable in some applications. One of the main disadvantages of 

permanent magnets is demagnetisation which can occur through high armature mmfs, large 

mechanical disturbances (e.g. knocking, disassembly), excessive temperatures, etc.

The efficiency improvements that can be obtained with the use of magnets is increasingly being 

recognised in terms of environmental benefits. The lack o f rotor I2R loss and magnetising current
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stator loss in permanent magnet machines is mainly responsible for greater efficiency when compared 

to induction machines.

2.2 THEORY OF TORQUE PRODUCTION
Linear analysis assumes that there is no magnetic saturation, that is to say that inductance is unaffected

by the current [2]. Fringing flux is ignored and all the flux is assumed to cross the air gap in a radial

direction (between the stator and rotor pole faces). Mutual coupling between phases is small and is

ignored. The voltage equation for one phase is (2.1):-

T_ Tn dy/ Tn dy/ Tn d(LI) __ Tdl rdL .V = IR + -^- = IR+a>—  = IR+(D— — - = IR+L—  + coI—  (2.1)
dt d0 d9 dt d9

where V is the terminal voltage, /  is the current, y/ is the flux-linkage, R is the phase resistance, L is

the phase inductance, 0  is the rotor position and co is the angular velocity. The last term of (2.1) is

also known as the back emf, E (2.2). The supply voltage is dropped across a resistance volt drop, a

L(dl/dt) term and the back emf. A graph of inductance versus rotor position can be used to give 

dL/d0.

£■ = © / —  (2.2) 
d6

The instantaneous electrical power is given by (2.3):-

VI = I 2R + U —  + o) I 2—  (2.3)
dt d9

The rate of change of magnetic stored energy at any instant is given by (2.4):-

— ( - L l A = - I 2— +LI—  = - fa > — +LI—  (2.4)
d t\2  )  2 dt dt 2 d9 dt

From the Law of Conservation of Energy, the mechanical power conversion P=^y Tis what is left after 

the resistive loss (I2R) and the rate of change of magnetic stored energy are subtracted from the input 

power (FT), where T is the instantaneous electromagnetic torque (2.5).

j - —! 2—  (2.5)
2 d9

A non-linear analysis [2] uses magnetisation curves (curve of flux linkage versus current at a 

particular rotor position). The stored magnetic energy, Wf, and co-energy, Wc, are defined in (2.6):-

Wf  = \ldy/ Wc = jy/dl (2.6)

Chapter 2 5
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In a magnetically linear device with no saturation, Wf =WC. When saturation is taken into account, Wf 

<WC (.Figure 2.1). In a rotor displacement AO at constant current, the energy exchanged with the 

supply is (2.7):-

and the change in magnetic stored energy is (2.8) {Figure 2.1):-

Wf  =  OBC -  OAD (2.8)

The mechanical work done is (2.9) {Figure 2.1):-

AWm=AWe-AW f  

A Wm= ABCD -  {OBC -  OAD) 
A Wm =OABCD-OBC  
AW„ =  OAB

(2.9)

and this is equated to TAG , so that, in the limit, when AO

dW„

0,

T =
dO I-constant

The average torque is (2.11):-

average
s w
2 k

(2 .10)

(2 .11)

where S is the number of strokes per revolution (S=number of phases x number of rotor poles), and W 

is the area enclosed between the unaligned magnetisation curve U, the aligned magnetisation curve A 

and the line UA at current I {Figure 2.2).

The area W  is described further in [2, 3] in which the use of freewheel diodes in power electronic 

circuits such as the asymmetric half bridge converter (Chapter 3) can aid in providing additional 

positive torque, as shown, by example, in Figure 2.3.

c
D

>

0 Current i [A]

Figure 2.1 Coenergy, Wc, stored field energy, Wf, and calculation o f instantaneous torque from the rate o f  change o f  coenergy 

at constant current [2],

Kvwv

Current / |A]
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Current, /  [A]

Figure 2.2 Calculation o f average torque [2]. 

Flux-ilnkage

Current

(a) Transistor 
conduction 
period

Diode
conduction
period

Current I
0

(c) Entire loop

Current I

Figure 2.3 Example o f  energy conversion loop showing stages comprising average torque [2],

2.3 MACHINE TOPOLOGIES

2.3.1 SWITCHED RELUCTANCE MOTORS AND GENERATORS (DOUBLY 
SALIENT, SINGLY EXCITED)
Switched Reluctance Machines produce torque by the excitation of a phase winding while the 

inductance of that phase winding is increasing due to rotation of a salient rotor pole. The magnetic 

circuit must be de-energised to prevent negative torque being produced when the salient rotor pole 

reaches a position of minimum reluctance. To continue torque production a subsequent phase winding 

has to be energised. A substantial amount of energy is therefore delivered and recovered due to the
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continual energisation/de-energisation process. To this energy has to be included energy used in 

electromechanical work. Hence the power electronics have a high rating.

The Switched Reluctance Machine can be used as both motor and generator and is ideally suited as an 

Integral Starter/Generator, ISG, (ISA -  Integrated Starter/Alternator) in applications such as aircraft 

engines [4, 5]. Switched reluctance generators are the dual of the machine as a motor [4, 6]. They do 

not require magnets or field windings. Permanent magnets, due to having a constant flux source, give 

problems when faults occur, as the excitation cannot be switched off. Field coils can also fault due to 

short or open circuits within the windings. By not having either these faults are avoided. Such 

starter/generator systems can be done with position sensors or sensorless as in [7].

A connecting device such as a turbine or aircraft engine turns the rotor of the generator. The generator 

needs a bus voltage to generate. For each phase there are two switches and two diodes. Initially, both 

switches are on, building up a current. When the switches turn off, current decreases due to 

conduction through the diodes. But when dL/d0 < 0, the back emf is negative and it tends to increase 

the current and convert the mechanical power into electrical power (generating) [4]. The generated 

current waveform is a mirror image of the motoring waveform around the aligned rotor position.

Phase 1

dc coil

coil

Phase 1

Flux due to dc coil Total Flux
Figure 2.4a Switched reluctance version.

I dc coil

Phase 2

Phase 2 \\

dc coil

Flux due to dc coil Total Flux

Figure 2.4b Switched reluctance version.

Structure of a 6/4 pole SRDC motor

Figure 2.5 Switched reluctance drive with auxiliary dc winding [10],
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2.3.2 SWITCHED RELUCTANCE WITH AN ADDITIONAL FULLY PITCHED COIL
The addition of a fully pitched coil to switched reluctance machines has been addressed by many

researchers [8-13] and the use of a fully pitched coil or a permanent magnet that is mutually coupled to 

all the machine phase windings has been proposed. This additional winding is used as a commutation 

winding [11] to retain the flux within the motor while one winding current decreases and another 

winding increases. It is shown that the kVA rating o f the power electronic converter was reduced. 

Other researchers [10, 12] have demonstrated improved motor performance from continuous 

energisation of the fully pitched coil. The simplest example of these systems is illustrated by Figure 

2.4a and Figure 2.4b. A switched reluctance machine with four stator poles and two rotor poles has a 

coil wound around each stator pole with diagonally opposite coils connected together to form a phase 

winding. A dc current permanently energised fully pitched coil retains dc flux as a field. Two sets of 

diametrically opposing coils are energised in turn to produce electromagnetic energy conversion as 

armatures. Subsequent energisations of each armature set of coils (labelled as Phases 1 and 2 in 

Figures 2.4a and 2.4b) give resultant flux that aligns the rotor with the energised stator poles.

A Switched Reluctance Drive with auxiliary DC windings achieves built-in field excitation (.Figure 

2.5)[10]. A larger percentage of armature current is used in production of torque rather than for 

magnetising the motor (building the field). Up to 50% increased torque density than a conventional 

Switched Reluctance Drive is achieved without losing performance. To accommodate the extra 

copper area in the 6/4 pole combination, two stator slots are deepened for the fully pitched field 

windings. It allows better coupling with the phase windings as it acts as a secondary winding o f a 

transformer (absorbing and releasing transitional energy). Further information can be found in United 

States Patent 5,866,964 [12].

2.3.3 SWITCHED RELUCTANCE MACHINES WITH PERMANENT MAGNET DC 
FLUX EXCITATION IN THE STATOR
Field excitation from permanent magnets in the stator yoke has led to a doubly salient single phase 

permanent magnet generator with improved torque production and efficiency compared to induction 

and variable reluctance machines {Figure 2.6)[ 14, 15]. It has two permanent magnets in the 2-phase 

4/6 structure. The rotor has no windings on it. The structure of the stator is simple, even with the 

inclusion of the magnets. It is the reverse arrangement of a 6/4 motor described in [16].

The phases of a Variable Reluctance Machine are decoupled from each other, making its use as a 

generator more appealing since the faulted condition (usually shorted) will not conduct current should 

the remaining phases continue to operate [17]. A problem for the Variable Reluctance Generator is 

that of a lack of self-excitation (c.f. Permanent Magnet and Lundell generators). A separate stack and 

small field winding could be installed adjacent to the main stack to provide the excitation requirements 
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during starting (Figures 2.7, 2.S)[17]. The armature windings of the main stack are extended to 

enclose the poles of the second stack. The alternative would be to place magnets in the core of the 

second stack to replace the field windings. However the magnets cannot be turned off when the 

generator has started but the flux from the magnets could be used for additional torque.

Phases

Phase b

Permanent
Magnet

Magnetic Structure of Doubly Salient Single Phase 
Permanent Magnet Generator.

Figure 2.6 > Doubly Salient Single Phase Stator Permanent Magnet Generator [14,15].

F ield  W ind ing Armature W indings

Perm an 
Magnet

Permanent
Magnet

Stator C ore(s) V R  M achine

D ou b ly  salien t doubly excited  V R  m achine.

Figures 2 .7 ,2 .8  Variable Reluctance Generator with stator permanent magnets and field winding adjacent to stator stack [17]

Showing side view of excitation when 
employing permanent magnets.

Slotless Axial-Mux p m  Machine: A. basic layout; tf, cross-sectional 
view o f one-half of the machine electromagnetic structure.

I ROTOR

STATOR

ROTOR

Mechanical weakening of the flux linkage via the regulation of the 
angular phase displacement 2 a  between the two PM rotor discs.

B
Figures 2 .9 ,2.10 Axial Flux Permanent Magnet Machine layout and rotor disc displacement [18].
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An Axial Flux Permanent Magnet Machine can be used for starter/alternator concepts [18]. The 

magnets give axial flux that is used for torque production or for generation {Figures 2.9, 2.10). It 

consists of a single toroidal stator between two steel rotor discs with surface mounted permanent 

magnets. The magnets give axially directed magnetic field in the air gaps of the machine. The stator 

is a slotless toroidally wound strip-iron core that carries a three phase winding wound in a toroidal 

fashion by means of as many concentrated coils as numbers o f poles to form each phase of the 

winding (i.e. one coil per pole and per phase). The coils are rectangular according to the core cross 

section. The axially directed end winding lengths are relatively short resulting in low resistance and 

lower copper losses. The active conductor lengths are the two radial portions facing the magnets, 

whose polarities are arranged to induce additive back emfs around a stator coil. A tangential force acts 

on the active conductor lengths when a current is in the stator coils to interact with the flux driven by 

the magnets across the two annular air gaps into the stator core. Machine torque is the contribution of 

all forces that act on the two working surfaces of the core. Weakened flux linkage is possible in this 

type of machine by a cam-spring governor and treadle lever regulating the angular phase displacement 

between the two permanent magnet rotor discs. The net result is a method to maintain constant back 

emf magnitude at higher rotor speeds.

The doubly salient permanent magnet machine also exists in a two stator stack form {Figures 2.10,

2.11)[ 19]. The 4 stator, 6 rotor single phase machine has high torque capability, symmetric current 

and inductance but cannot start from a fully aligned rotor position as there is neither permanent 

magnet torque nor reluctance torque. It has been solved by joining two single phase machines 

together by installing two rotors on the same shaft and two stators in one machine frame. The stator or 

rotor of one machine can be shifted with respect to the other machine by 45 degrees , producing a two 

phase motor. When one side of the machine is in the fully aligned position, the other side is fully 

unaligned, giving 90 electrical degrees out of phase. The pulsating reluctance torque (proportional to 

the square of current) does not contribute to energy conversion as, between each side of the motor, it is 

180 degrees out of phase, cancelling itself out. There is no electromagnetic coupling between the two 

stacks hence a space for the windings must exist between the two stacks. The additional copper 

requirements and increased size are compensated by higher torque capability, smoother torque and 

good stating torque when compared to a 6/4 Doubly Salient Permanent Magnet structure. Improved 

control methods for Doubly Salient Permanent Magnet Motors can be found in [20], highlighting a 

method for improving the unequal voltage distribution from a split capacitor power converter.

A similar magnet arrangement can be found in {Figure 2.13 and Figure 2.14)[21 and 22] where three 

phase 6/4 doubly salient permanent magnet machines are shown.
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Structure o f  a 4/6 Pole DSPM Machine

Figure 2.11 > 6/4 Doubly Salient Permanent Magnet 

Machine with magnets on stator [19].

DSPM set 1 DSPM set 2

Structure o f 4/6 Pole Dual Stator DSPM Motor

Figure 2.12 Dual stator version o f  6/4 Doubly Salient Permanent 

Magnet Machine with magnets on stator [19].

Cross section o f DSPM motor.

Figure 2.13 An alternative 4/6 Doubly Salient Permanent 
Magnet Machine [21],

Cross Section of Doubly Salient Permanent Magnet Motor 
with Stator Magnet Excitation.

Figure 2.14 Another version o f  the 4/6 Doubly Salient Permanent 
Magnet Machine [22].

Iron Core
S pole — N pole

m

Stator core Stator core
S-pole domain Permanent Magnet N-pole domain 

S pole *♦—►N pole

Structure o f  a doubly salient-polc homopolar machine.

Figure 2.15 > Doubly salient homopolar machine (dual stator) with permanent magnets [23],
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Stator

Magnets
(o)

Shaft
*

Rotor

Winding

(c)
The single-phase, 2/3 configuration flux-rcveisal generator prototype.

The principle o f operation o f the flux-reversal machine.

Figure 2.17 Flux Reversal Machine operation [25].Figure 2.16 Flux Reversal Machine structure [24],

A doubly salient homopolar machine exists with axial flux permanent magnets between the stator 

cores (it is a permanent magnet synchronous machine). The magnets make one stator core a North- 

pole domain and the other a South-pole domain (.Figure 2.75)[23]. The windings for one phase are 

shown and it is drawn to the reader’s attention that the rotor is skewed by 45 degrees into two adjacent 

sections. The laminations used were those for a Switched Reluctance Motor. It was noted that the 

iron losses limited the speed capability of such a machine.

The Flux-Reversal Machine [24] is another type of brushless doubly-salient permanent magnet 

machine {Figures 2.16, 2.17). It has a three pole rotor and a two pole stator. Two magnets of opposite 

polarity are placed on each stator pole face. Figure 2.17a is an equilibrium position where the flux is 

set up by the magnets circulates entirely within each stator pole and no flux is within the stator back- 

iron. No flux links the coils in this position. In Figure 2.17b the rotor is displaced by 30 degrees 

anticlockwise, so that the rotor poles overlap one or other of the magnets. Flux now passes through 

the coils and the back-iron and the phase flux is at a maximum at this position. In Figure 2.17c the 

rotor is at a second equilibrium position, displaced from the first one by 60 degrees, hence there is no 

flux in the back iron and no flux linking the coils. A further 30 degree anticlockwise displacement 

gives Figure 2.17d and phase flux is at a maximum but in the opposite direction to that in Figure 

2.17b. The back emf is zero at Figure 2.17b and Figure 2.14d maximum positive at Figure 2.17a and 

maximum negative at Figure 2.17c. The motor operates because of the variable flux-1 inkage induces 

an emf that interacts with the alternating armature current. Although field excitation is due to 

permanent magnets, the flux-linkage of the armature windings is modulated by the variation of the 

magnetic circuit reluctance as the rotor rotates, in such a way that a bipolar emf is induced without 

rotating magnets.
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2.3.4 SWITCHED RELUCTANCE MACHINES WITH PERMANENT MAGNETS AND 
FULLY PITCHED COILS ON THE STATOR

Statcx.
Bnry
bon

■MagnetStator
P h a » '

Inner
Stator
bon

Rotor

Doubly Salient Permanent Magnet Motor (DSPM)
Figure 2.18 Doubly Salient Permanent Magnet Motor with Flux Control [8 ,25].

Lower cost designs can be achieved whilst maintaining the higher efficiencies by using ferrite 

magnets. Such a design is a doubly salient permanent magnet motor with flux control {Figure 2.7#)[8, 

25]. It places the magnets between the stator teeth and the stator yoke, allowing concentration of 

permanent magnet flux through one tooth at a time. The area of the magnets is wide allowing the use 

of cheaper ferrites. The space between the magnets accommodates a dc field winding that boosts or 

weakens the permanent magnet flux (for low and high speeds respectively). This motor still retains 

some design similarities with the switched reluctance drive but is operated as a brushless dc machine 

as electromechanical power conversion results from interaction of permanent magnet and/or field flux 

with stator current. It differs from a brushless dc machine family as the flux in the air gap changes 

with permeance variation instead of magnet rotation.

2.3.5 SWITCHED RELUCTANCE MACHINES WITH PERMANENT MAGNETS IN 
THE ROTOR
The Switched Reluctance Machine has some disadvantages as part of its operation. It is known to 

have poor utilisation o f the active copper and iron due to its variable reluctance action. The stator 

phases carry a current component for torque production and a current component for magnetisation, 

having a current commutation associated with a large turn-off inductance that reduces torque 

production capability, and a substantially reduced air gap is used to push the motor into the highly 

saturated region [26]. To reduce these ‘deficiencies’ permanent magnets are used to provide rotor 

excitation {Figure 2.19)\21\ This doubly salient permanent magnet (DSPM) motor is similar to a 

square-waveform PM brushless DC motor, since the torque it developed is dominated by current- 

magnet interaction (mutual torque), instead of the current-iron (reluctance torque) of Switched 
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Reluctance motors. An electronically commutated Doubly-Salient Permanent Magnet (DSPM) motor 

has been developed such that it has the basic structure of a three-phase 6/4 Switched Reluctance 

motor, except for the presence of four high-energy (NdFeB) permanent magnets inside the rotor poles 

[26]. The torque is produced by the same method as for permanent magnet brushless DC motors but 

the cogging torque is used to keep the rotor stationary when there is no supply. The rotor poles act as 

flux guides for the permanent magnets. Such a motor has been designed with the aid of a magnetic 

equivalent circuit {Figure 2.19).

Cross-sectional configuration of the new _  . , . . ,  , -o r
electronically-commutated DSPM small motor. Equivalent circuit for the new DSPM motor.

Figure 2.19 Doubly-salient permanent magnet motor with rotor magnets and its magnetic equivalent circuit [26].

(a) Two Layer (b)Three Layer

(c) Four Layer (d)Five Layer

The rotor configurations o f  PMA SynRM.

Figure 2.20 Increasing number o f  flux barriers for deepest slit inserted permanent magnet synchronous motor [28].
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(a) IPMSM with distributed w illin g .  

q-axis
d-ads
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90deg.

(a) BPMSM with distributed winding.
A

6 0 d e g .

(b) IPMSM with concentrated winding,

typical Configuration o f  IPMSM.

Figure 2.21 Interior Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor 
w ith different w inding types [28].

 /

(to) IPMSM with concentrated winding.

q-axis flux distribution.

Figure 2.22 ;-Flux paths within each winding type 
Interior Permanent Magnet Synchronous M otor [28],

(a)Type A (c) Type C(b) Type B  

Rotor configuration.
Figure 2.23 Magnet placement strategies within Interior Permanent Magnet Synchronous M otor [28],

The synchronous reluctance motor has higher efficiencies as it only utilises the reluctance torque 

generated by rotor saliency and does not use the magnetic flux of permanent magnets. The efficiency 

can be improved by reducing the peak current and copper losses. The use of magnets can be used to 

produce highly efficient magnet assisted reluctance motors (.Figure 2.20)[28], Permanent magnets can 

be added to a synchronous reluctance motor to reduce copper losses and increase the efficiency (to 

94.4% for a 750W motor, a 3.6% increase). They are embedded in the deepest slit of a flux barrier to 

take into consideration irreversible demagnetisation under a load current. The magnets produce 24% 

of the total torque.

A range of brushless motors named Interior Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motors (IPMSM) also 

exist. It has been shown that analysis of the placement of the permanent magnets within the rotor of 

an IPMSM can minimise iron losses and that a concentrated winding (rather than a distributed
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winding) using rectangular wire rather than circular wire minimises copper losses (Figures 2.21,

2.22)[29]. If the magnets are treated as air, the flux density is greater from the concentrated winding, 

even though there is an asymmetry in the winding distribution due to the nature of the machine. 

Comparison of rotors with differing saliency ratios but with same thickness and length (hence volume) 

of magnets, shows that the flux density in the stator increases as the magnets are embedded deeper into 

the rotor (this increases the saliency ratio). The flux density affects iron losses and, as the saliency and 

flux density increases, so too will the iron losses. Thus a Type A [29] rotor is best for minimising the 

iron losses {Figure 2.23). Rectangular windings improve the packing factor and provide a reduction in 

the mean length per turn allowing improvements in copper losses and a reduction in overall machine 

size and weight.

The slotless axial flux permanent magnet machine (AFPM) is used in both generator and motor 

applications {Figures 2.24, 2.25)[30]. It differs from radial-flux machines due to the flux in the air 

gap being along the mechanical axis of the machine. The machine stator is a slotless strip-iron core 

that carries winding coils (the core may be in two halves joined together for production purposes).

The toroidal stator is placed between two rotor discs which carry axially polarised permanent magnets. 

The magnets drive flux across the annular air gaps into the stator core. The flux travels 

circumferentially along the toroidal core, back across the air gaps then back through the back iron of 

the permanent magnet rotor discs. The current in the conductors interacts with the flux from the 

magnets to give a tangential force. A single rotor, twin stator version is discussed in [31 ] {Figure 

2.26). Multi-stage AFPM designs (including water cooled form) also exist. The toroidal core was 

replaced with a water duct in a two-stage version [32] {Figure 2.27).
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core

rotor
disc.

stator
c o re \ .

cooling
hole permanent

magnet

Schematic view of the main parts of an AFPM. (a) Slotless stator Schematic representation of the torque
core with concentrated coils, (b) Surface-mounted PM rotor disc. production mechanism in AFPM’s.

Figure 2.24 Slotless Axial Flux Permanent Magnet Machine [30], Figure 2.25 Torque production within Axial Flux Permanent
Magnet Machine [30],

INTERMEDIATE ROTOR MECHANICAL COUPLING

flywheel

end windings

*
► stator
^  permanent magnets 

haft andbearines

AFPM machine flywheel arrangement

Figure 2.26 Single rotor, twin stator AFPM machine [31].

EXTERNAL
ROTOR

EPOXY
BODY

I !  I \

IRONLESS 
WINDING COIL

COOLING DUCT

Cross-section o f two-stage axiai-flux permanent magnet machine 

with ironiess water-cooled stator winding

Figure 2.27 Multi-stage, water cooled AFPM machine [32],
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Axial Flux Circumferential Current (AFCC) machines also use permanent magnets and exist in two 

forms; one with an axial air gap, the other with a radial air gap. (Figure 2.28)[9, 33]. Such machines 

have three parts, a stator with iron poles and permanent magnets, a circumferential winding and a rotor 

with salient poles. The main flux provided by two nearby permanent magnets is concentrated in the 

stator pole and becomes axially orientated. This flux then passes across the air gap, through the rotor 

pole and rotor centre cylinder, returning to the adjacent stator pole. The winding links all the main 

flux. The rotor poles on the two end plates are shifted by one pole pitch. The axial air gaps could 

introduce unbalanced axial force between the rotor and stator (due to mechanical tolerances) and thus 

may require special axial thrust bearings. The radial air gap version of the AFCC has similar 

unbalanced force problems but conventional bearings can still be used.

Much work exists that compares the merits of similar machine types. One such paper compares the 

two stator/one rotor Axial Flux Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor against the one external 

cylindrical stator/one internal cylindrical rotor Radial Flux Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor 

[34]. In simplest terms the Axial Flux motor is best when the pole number is above 10 and the ratio of 

axial motor length to external motor diameter is below 0.3. It demonstrates that some motor designs 

are better suited for some applications than others.

TORUS concept machines are internal stator, external rotor designs (Figures 2.29, 2.30)[35]. The 

strip wound steel stator is slotted such that polyphase windings can be placed in the slots. The rotors 

are disc shaped and carry axially magnetised NdFeB permanent magnets on the inner surfaces. Two 

versions exist, the names of which show the flux direction from the magnets. The TORUS NN motor 

has magnet driven flux entering the stator that then travels circumferentially along the stator core. The 

TORUS NS motor has magnet driven flux entering the stator that then travels axially along the 

machine axis of rotation. The NN version has back-to-back wrapped windings and the NS version has 

short-pitched lap windings. Further design information can be found in [35].

Magnet

Winding

Rotor

Winding

An axial-airgap AFCC Machine. A radial-airgap AFCC machine.

Figure 2.28 Axial Flux Circumferential Current machine in axial and radial air gap forms [33].

pole 

Stator pole

Magnet 
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(a) (b)
Slotted TORUS concept machine models (a) NN type, (b) NS type

Figure 2.29 TORUS concept machine layouts [35].

stator. rotor-2

(a) NN type (b) NS type
(a) NN type (b) NS type One pole pair of the slotted TORUS machine at the average diameter

3D Flux paths o f TORUS NN type and TORUS NS type structures and flux directions for both NN type and NS type structures
Figure 2.30 TORUS concept machine flux paths for each machine type [35],

2.3.6 STEPPER (STEPPING) MACHINE
A stepper machine [36] uses a magnetic field to move a rotor. Stepping can be done in full step, half 

step or other fractional step increments. Voltage is applied to poles around the rotor. The voltage 

changes the polarity of each pole, and the resulting magnetic interaction between the poles and the 

rotor causes the rotor to move. Stepper machines provide precise positioning and ease of use, 

especially in low acceleration or static load applications.

There are three types of stepper machine: Multi-stack variable reluctance stepper machine, Single 

stack variable reluctance stepper machine, and hybrid stepper machine.

2.3.6.1 HYBRID STEPPING MACHINE
The hybrid stepper machine [36] has a rotor-mounted permanent magnet that has axially orientated 

flux as shown in Figure 2.31.

The excitation of each phase gives the flux paths as shown in Figure 2.31. The length of each step is 

simply related to the number of rotor teeth (Figure 2.32).
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r o t o r

Crom m ctioa o( m hybrid m om  to  1h* th rft

Figure 2.31 Hybrid stepper machine in cross section [36], Figure 2.32 Ends o f  stepper machine [36],

•  coils
S-pole

rotor

permanent
magnetN -pole

rotor

Construction of two-phase hybrid stepping motor.

Figure 2.33 Hybrid stepping machine with axially orientated flux from the rotor magnets [37],

A two phase hybrid stepping machine has axially orientated flux permanent magnets on the rotor.

Such a machine has many teeth on the rotor and stator {Figure 2.5J)[37]. It was originally designed as 

an ac two phase synchronous machine for low speed applications so may theoretically be considered 

as a multi pole synchronous machine. One such machine has 8 stator poles, each with 5 teeth and has 

a rotor with 50 teeth. The rotor is magnetised axially by the permanent magnet such that one end is 

magnetically North and the other end is South. The teeth in the North pole rotor is one tooth pitch out 

from the teeth of the South pole rotor. By energising each of the two phases in turn, the rotor turns 

one step (defined increment of rotor position) at a time [36].

2.3.7 TRANSVERSE FLUX MACHINES
The transverse flux machine has permanent magnets and is capable of high torques per unit volume. 

The pole number can be raised without any increase in conductor volume. More information on 

transverse flux machines may be found in patents by Weh, Rolls Royce and Mitcham, such as, for 

example, EP0763880, EP0762618 {Figure 2.34), DE19507233, DE4400443, US5633551 and 

US5051641 (more examples may be found through patent searches). SMC’s (Soft Magnetic 

Composites) allow high operating frequencies and enable the back iron to be made continuous [38].
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SN

Figure 2.34 Examples o f  geometry o f  transverse flux machines based on EP0763880 and EP0762618.

Having many poles the machine is better suited to low-speed applications but direct drive is possible 

due to very high specific torques.

2.3.8 SWITCHED RELUCTANCE MACHINES WITH TOROIDAL PHASE 
WINDINGS (SINGLY EXCITED)
There has also been a recent development for Switched Reluctance Drives. An as yet unpublished 

paper reports the use of simple hoop windings to solve a problem of a reduction in mmf per armature 

coil as the pole number increases (which means that torque does not necessarily increase with an 

increase in pole number (Figure 2.35)[39]. The new topology allows an increase in torque with 

increase in pole number. It has separate isolated phases, each consisting of a simple hoop winding 

enclosed by a magnetic circuit. The rotor and stator have identical tooth numbers, so the permeance of 

the magnetic circuit linking the hoop coil varied with rotor position. Circumferential current in the 

hoop drives magnetic flux up one set of rotor teeth, across the air gap, radially up the set of stator 

teeth, axially across the stator core, then back through the other set of rotor and stator teeth to 

complete the magnetic circuit through an axial return path in the rotor. Since the hoop coil does not 

compete for space with the teeth, the pole number can be varied without affecting the coil mmf. Solid 

steel is suggested for the machine, as the lower speeds of operation would not cause significant eddy 

currents. A larger machine would require laminations but this would detrimentally affect the three 

dimensional flux paths of such a machine. It is suggested that powdered iron could be used as an 

alternative construction technique but the magnetic properties are not always favourable. A final 

design proposes use of laminations where the flux paths were laminar and powdered iron where the 

paths were three-dimensional. The laminations cannot be constructed as a complete ring. Instead a 

small gap is placed at one circumferential location in each phase. The gap prevents formation of a
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shorting ring that allows eddy currents to flow around circumferentially to oppose the mmf of each 

winding. The eddy currents would have impaired performance and caused major losses. The 

inclusion of the air gap prevents this. The multi phase machine comprises the phases being stacked 

axially but with the poles for each phase being offset from the next so that energisation of each phase 

in sequence causes the rotor to turn. This hybrid design could be regarded as a form of transverse flux 

switched reluctance machine. This design is very similar to that described in {Figure 2. id )[40]. The 

design of [40] {Figure 2.36) appears to be well suited for magnet insertion in the stator poles as the 

stator poles will have uni-directional flux present when the winding within the poles is energised.

Hoop
winding

Three phases stacked together to 

One Phase o f a hoop wound SRM. Produce a ™ lti-phase machine.
Figure 2.35 Hoop winding switched reluctance machine [39].

48 = 360%,

stator poles

winding

air gap

rotor poles 

supporting construction 

Segment o f  one motor phase

A0 = 360°e(+6#‘

stator and rotor poles

ring winding
supporting construction

Structure of one phue oT the TFR

Figure 2.36 Possibly the same hoop winding switched reluctance machine [40].
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2.3.9 INDUCTOR ALTERNATOR
The inductor alternator was first developed to produce high-voltage AC at frequencies of 250Hz to 

200kHz. The advent of high power radiotelegraphy meant that a source of high-frequency AC was 

needed. A later use of the inductor alternator was for supplying induction furnaces at 2000Hz for 

industrial high-frequency-heating loads [41, 42, 43]. Generating frequencies above 1000Hz (referred 

to in older books as cycles per second, c/s) requires both high speeds and large pole numbers [44]. 

The absence of conductors on the rotating part of the machine greatly simplified the problem of 

insulation. This type of alternator advantageously allows high pole numbers with high operating 

speeds.

Since peripheral speeds are limited by mechanical stresses, the pole pitch becomes uneconomically 

small and the field winding cannot be successfully accommodated in other designs. The absence of 

rotor windings in the inductor alternator allows the speed to be raised to the safe limit of rotor 

centrifugal stress.

The alternator rotor and driving motor armature are mounted on the same shaft and mounted on the 

same frame. The alternator fields are connected in series with the motor armature, so that as the 

machine is loaded the current to the armature is increased, and so increases the excitation, 

compensating for the drop in voltage caused by armature reaction. The motor field has to be 

differentially compounded to keep the speed constant.

There are two types of inductor alternator, namely the homopolar and heteropolar variants. The 

homopolar inductor alternator machine has two stator and two rotor cores forming a single magnetic 

circuit, energised by an annular dc excited winding, Figure 2.37. The heteropolar type has a single 

stator and rotor core. The short shaft makes possible a very short gap, an important advantage in 

determining the output. The stator and rotor carry varieties of slotting, and the stator periphery is 

divided into heteropolar zones, Figure 2.38. Only the homopolar inductor alternator will be discussed 

in detail.
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H o m o p o l a r  I n d u c t o r  A l t e r n a t o r  

Figure 2.37 Homopolar Inductor alternator [42].

Homopolar slotting (c) Heteropolar slotting (d )
S l o t  A r r a n o f .m e n t s  f o r  I n d u c t o r  A l t e r n a t o r s

Figure 2.38 Slot arrangements for inductor alternator [42],
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The homopolar and heteropolar inductor alternators have the same basic principle namely the 

pulsation or variation of the magnetic flux linking the stator coil system as a result of the cyclic 

changes of gap permeance round the stator bore. The permeance is most effectively varied by use of 

rectangular rotor teeth and a short air gap. One complete cycle of gap-permeance variation is 

produced through the movement of the rotor through one tooth pitch. The generated frequency, fg, is 

independent o f the stator tooth arrangement and is shown by (2.12)[42] :-

fg=v.Sr where v = rotor speed (revolutions/second) (2 .12)

Sr = number of rotor slots (or teeth)

The stator coils should have a pitch of one-half the rotor pitch in order to fully utilise the flux 

variation. Figures 2.38 (a) and (h) show two arrangements for homopolar inductor alternators. One 

has a conventional winding: the other has coils round individual stator teeth. For comparison, a 

heteropolar winding arrangement is shown in Figure 2.38 (c). Here the total working flux remains 

substantially constant so that no appreciable alternating EMF is induced in the dc exciting coils.

The rotor slot-pitch in an inductor alternator of rotor diameter Dr is (2.13) [42]

yr = 7iD/Sr = 7tDv/vSr = u/f (2.13)

so that with the peripheral speed, u, limited mechanically by centrifugal stress, the slot-pitch must be 

very small for high frequencies. It then becomes necessary to use stator and rotor teeth of equal pitch 

{Figure 2.38 (d)), producing a pulsating flux; with the stator coils housed in larger slots of span equal 

to any suitable number of the smaller teeth.

The homopolar inductor alternator is usually symmetrical about the central field coil winding {Figure 

2.39) [44, 45], the stator on either side being slotted and the armature winding consisting of coils 

wound around each tooth (labelled as ‘a-c output winding’). The rotor has half as many slots as the 

stator, the rotor teeth being known as ‘inductors’ {Figure 2.39) [46]. The magnetic flux paths flux, (j), 

being produced by the excitation of the field winding follows those shown in Figure 2.40. Cast steel 

yokes connect the two halves of the rotor and stator (labelled as ‘housing’).

The polarities of the inductors are all the same on one side of the machine and not alternate as in the 

conventional machine. Electromotive force is generated in each armature turn since the flux linking 

with it will change from a maximum, as an inductor faces the tooth to a minimum, as the pole passes 

by and a slot takes its place. The gap permeance fluctuates as the stator and rotor teeth move in and 

out of alignment.
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A two-core rocor of a homopolar alternator. 
Mdropolitan-Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.

Figure 2.39 Inductor alternator rotor [46].
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Figure 2.40 Winding arrangement for inductor alternator [44 ,45 ,46].
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Figure 2.41 Flux waveform for inductor alternator [44], 
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Figure 2.42 Difference curve for inductor alternator [44],
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A lte rn a to r  1 A lte rn a to r  2 A lte rn a to r  3 A lte rn a to r  4

K v a ...................................................... 587 520 95 30
P o w e r fa c to r ,  ........................... 95 80 80 50
F re q u e n c y , H z ............................. 3 .2 0 0 3.200 3 ,200 3 .200
S p eed , r p m ...................................... 2 4 ,0 0 0 3 9 ,000 3 9 ,000 6 ,0 0 0
N u m b e r  o f  p o l e s ......................... 16 10 10 64
S u b tr a n s ie n t  r e a c ta n c e

p e r  u n i t ......................................... 0 .5 0
S y n c h ro n o u s  re a c ta n c e

p e r  u n i t ......................................... 0 .87 1.20 1.67 0 .2 4
L e a k a g e  re a c ta n c e  p e r  u n i t . . . 0 .35 0 .3 2 0 .2 8
Effic iency . ° „ .................................. 90 90 87
H a rm o n ic  c o n te n t.
L in e - to -n e u tra l . n o  lo a d  . . . . 10.3 3.5 5.5 18.0

ra te d  lo a d  ................................ 5 .5 8 .3 21 .0
L in e - to - lin e . n o  lo a d  .............. 1.6 4 .6 2 .0 0 .5

ra te d  l o a d . 6 .8 l . l 0 .5
L e n g th  o f  s ta to r  s ta c k , in. . . . 4 .0 3 .06 2.4 2.5
N u m b e r  o f  s ta to r  s t a c k s ......... 4 4 2 ■>

S ta to r  p u n c h in g  O .D ..  in . . . . 11.7 10.27 7 .96 18.5
I .D ., in ................................................ 9 .5 7.65 6 .0 15.0
S in g le  a ir  g a p . in ........................... 0 .125 0 .1 2 0 .0 8 0 .0 6
N u m b e r  o f  s ta to r  s l o t s .............. 72 60 60 108
H o u s in g  le n g th , i n ....................... 36 .7 29 .5 14.0
D ia m e te r , in .................................... 18.3 16.5 10.0
W e ig h t, l b ......................................... 975 630 115

CourtcM of Department of the Arrr 
Port Belvoir. Va.

n .  U.S. Arnn M< Hqmpmcnt Research and Dev clopmont Center.

Figure 2.43 Homopolar inductor alternator data [46].

It should be noted that the number of cycles per revolution is equal to the number of rotor projections 

and not half this number as with other generators. For example, to obtain 10kHz at 3000rpm (= 

50rev/sec), 200 rotor slots are needed (from fg=v.Sr). For a given speed and a number of rotor ‘poles’ 

(or teeth), the inductor alternator will produce a frequency twice that of a comparable synchronous 

machine.

The emf waveform of each conductor will be identical with the space distribution o f flux density B. 

This would appear in the first instance to be rectangular as the flux changes rapidly from the low value 

in the slot portion to the high value in the tooth. The effect o f fringing at the edges of the rotor teeth 

modifies this considerably in practice, but the actual waveform is far from sinusoidal.

For simplicity, the flux waveform can be regarded as rectangular varying from Bt to Bs (Figure 2.41 

[44]). The coil emf is due to the difference between these quantities (Bt-Bs).

As the excitation F is increased, Bt will follow a normal type of magnetisation curve to be expected 

from a small gap with an associated iron circuit, but Bs will increase linearly over the same excitation 

range, since the mmf required for the much larger gap presented by the slot is very much greater.

The difference curve (Br Bs) thus shows the anticipated shape of the open-circuit voltage characteristic 

Figure 2.42 [44]. The manner in which it droops at the higher values of excitation is a particular 

feature of the inductor-type machine.
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Some data for military application homopolar inductor alternators is given in Figure 2.43 [47]. It 

should be noted that the homopolar inductor alternators are highly efficient and operate at very high 

speeds. It should also be noted that they tend to be large in diameter and have high pole numbers.

The homopolar inductor alternator is said to be more expensive to construct as it differs considerably 

from other standard types of electrical machine. The heavy yokes and separate cores add to their cost. 

The central field coil magnetises the shaft and bearing troubles are prevalent. The rotor has an 

abnormally large moment of inertia that imposes a heavy starting duty on the driving motor or turbine. 

There is a large time constant of 5 to 20 seconds of the field system since all flux is linked with a 

single coil. It may be difficulty to maintain constant voltage under fluctuating load conditions. The 

design of the heteropolar inductor alternator was to overcome these disadvantages. In one type of 

heteropolar inductor alternator, the field coils are in slots in the stator and are no longer concentric 

with the rotor shaft. The Lundell alternator {Figure 2.44)[48,49], a synchronous claw pole alternator, 

has discs with protruding claws which are mounted on a hub so that the claws intermesh. A field coil 

wound (inside the claws) around the hub, producing North poles on the claws of one disc and South 

poles on the other disc, resulting in alternate magnetic poles on alternate claws. Figure 2.44 shows an 

example of the Lundell (claw pole) alternator and its principle of operation.

stator coil

magnetic 
flux \

pole _ 
w heel

stator coil
excitation coil

Figure 2.44 Lundell (claw pole) alternator and its principle o f  operation [48,49],
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(a)

©

Figure 2.45 Inductor Alternator based on a Switched Reluctance lamination [50].

Field lature

Research exists demonstrating the operation of a Switched Reluctance lamination generator using an 

inductor alternator based topology {Figures 2.45, 2.46)[50].

2.3.10 LAW’S RELAY LIMITED MOTION ACTUATOR
The reluctance principles as found in inductor alternators and hybrid stepper machines is also present 

in the Law’s Relay Limited Motion Actuator [51]. It has dc field excitation in permanent magnet or 

field winding forms as shown in Figure 2.47 and Figure 2.48 respectively. The armature winding, 

when energised, (a dc current that changes polarity to change direction of rotor movement) results in a 

limitation in angular movement of the rotor. Such a machine may be modelled by aid of a resistive 

model of the magnetic circuit as shown in Figure 2.49. It should be noted that the use of the magnets 

results in a stator that is not a single piece.

m agnet

S stator sta to r

Figure 2.47 Magnet version o f  Law’s Relay Limited Motion Actuator [51]. Figure 2.48 Field winding version o f Law’s Relay Limited
Motion Actuator [51].

Figure 2.49 > Magnetic circuit for Law’s Relay Limited Motion Actuator [51].
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2.3.11 FLUX SWITCHING MACHINES

Figure 2.50 4/2 flux switching machine - the two aligned positions achieved by switching armature current polarity (left: field positive,
armature positive, right: field positive, armature negative).

The Flux Switching Machine (FSM) combines the switched reluctance machine and the inductor 

alternator. It exhibits machine characteristics similar to those of a D.C. machine but it uses the 

reluctance principle for rotation. The machine windings are fully pitched. The field and armature 

windings shown in Figure 2.50 have a conventional dot and cross notation to denote positive and 

negative currents. The field winding carries dc current at all times. The armature current carries 

bipolar current (the polarity changes with each phase for the two-phase 4/2 machine shown). When 

the armature current is positive the top and bottom stator pole pair is energised which pulls the rotor 

into vertical alignment as shown. When the armature current is negative the stator poles on the left 

and right are energised which pull the rotor into the horizontal position. The field winding is 

permanently energised so flux is always present. The armature can be regarded as orientating the flux 

between the flux paths shown causing the rotor to attract and align with one stator pole pair or the 

other. A full explanation and background to the new flux switching technology is given in [52]. It is 

also of note that there are unipolar flux sections in the stator behind the field winding which reduces 

the iron losses in those sections.

2.4 OTHER COMPARABLE MACHINE CLASSES OF RELEVANCE

2.4.1 INDUCTION MACHINES
Induction machines have rugged construction, maintenance-free operation, and low cost [53]. In a 

single-phase machine, the stator field does not rotate, but alternates poles as the single sinewave 

voltage swings from positive to negative. Because of this, the stator field remains lined up in one 

direction with the poles changing position once each cycle. Since the stator magnetic field does not 

rotate, there is no relative motion between the stator field and the bars of the rotor. A voltage is 

induced in the rotor bars due to d<3>/dt (rate of change of magnetic flux due to sinusoidal current).
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Since the bars on the rotor are short-circuited, current flows in the rotor, but the magnetic field this 

current produces is lined up with the stator field so no net torque is produced on the rotor. A single

phase induction machine has no means for starting itself but will run once it has been started. The 

double revolving-field theory of single-phase induction machines states that a stationary pulsating 

magnetic field can be resolved into two rotating magnetic fields, each rotating in opposite directions 

and each of equal magnitude. The induction machine responds to each magnetic field separately and 

the net torque of the machine is the sum of the torques due to each of the two magnetic fields [53]. If 

power is applied to a three-phase machine while it is forced to turn backwards, its rotor currents will 

be very high. However, the rotor frequency is also very high, making the rotor’s reactance much larger 

than its resistance. Since the rotor’s reactance is very high, the rotor current lags the rotor voltage by 

nearly 90 degrees, producing a magnetic field that is nearly 180 degrees from the stator magnetic field. 

The induced torque in the machine is proportional to the sine of the sine of the angle between the two 

fields, and the sine of an angle near 180 degrees is a very small number. The machine’s torque would 

be very small, except that the extremely high rotor currents partially offset the effect of the magnetic 

field angles. In the single-phase machine, the forward and reverse magnetic fields are produced by the 

same current, each contributing a component to the total voltage in the stator. The forward rotating 

magnetic field, having a high effective rotor resistance, limits stator current flow in the machine. The 

current supplying the reverse stator magnetic field is limited to a small value and, since the reverse 

rotor magnetic field is at a very large angle with respect to the reverse stator magnetic field, the torque 

due to the reverse magnetic fields is very small near synchronous speed.

However, most o f these single-phase induction machines use some sort of automatic starting and are 

often referred to by the starting method used. There are three basic types, namely, shaded-pole, split- 

phase induction, and split-phase capacitor start machines [53].

A three-phase induction machine requires a revolving stator field derived from the three-phase power 

source. The induction machine uses no slip rings or commutator assembly. Instead, current is induced 

in the rotor by the cutting of electromagnetic flux lines (from the rotating stator field) across the rotor 

windings. This voltage induced in the rotor causes a current to flow which sets up an electromagnetic 

field in the rotor. The induction machine generates its own rotor current.

Induction machines can never operate at synchronous speed. If the rotor were to turn at the same 

speed as the rotating field, no lines of force would be cut by the rotor conductors, and no rotor field 

would be produced. An induction machine rotates at something less than synchronous speed. The 

difference between the synchronous speed and the actual rotor rpm is called slip. The full load slip in 

most induction machines varies between 4 and 6 percent. Should an induction machine become
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heavily overloaded or stalled (the slip would be 100%), the rotor would be damaged. In general, slip 

in an induction machine should not exceed 10%.

2.4.1.1 SHADED-POLE MACHINES
A shaded-pole machine uses a small shorted shading coil wound in a small notch in the stator pole 

piece [53]. In some machines this coil consists of a single copper ring or copper band. When the 

electromagnetic field builds up around the main coil, the flux cuts across the conductors of the shading 

coil. Since the shading coil is shorted, current flows which produces a field opposite that of main 

field. The main field is then strongest on the side away from the shading coil. However, the field 

through the shading coil reaches maximum intensity much later - at a time when the main field is 

already decreasing. The electromagnetic field in the pole piece then appears to be stronger on the side 

nearest (or through) the shading coil. This produces a sweeping motion from side to side in the stator 

pole piece. The small motion of the field back and forth between shaded and unshaded portions 

produces a weak torque to start the machine. Because of the weak starting torque, shaded-pole 

machines are built only in small sizes.

An alternative machine topology has stepped poles as well to provide a reluctance augmented start.

2.4.2 BRUSHLESS DC MACHINE
DC machines [53] operate because of the interaction between magnetic and electromagnetic fields.

The stationary field is not always a permanent magnetic field. It may be supplied by an 

electromagnetic field, as with a dc generator. The field windings are excited from a dc power supply, 

and provide a steady electromagnetic field. The polarity of the field is determined by the direction of 

the current flow through the windings. However, a machine also requires dc excitation to the 

armature. This could be supplied by a separate dc power supply, but often the field windings (stator) 

and the armature assembly (rotor) are supplied from the same source.

There are three types of dc machines: series, shunt, and compound. This refers to the method in which 

the field coils and the armature coils are connected. The torque produced by a dc machine is 

proportional to the armature and field currents.

In a direct current (DC) machine [53], a device known as a split ring commutator switches the 

direction of the current each half rotation to maintain the same direction of motion of the shaft. The 

speed of direct-current machines is controlled by varying the field or armature voltage. Brushed DC 

machines have built-in commutation, meaning that as the machine rotates, mechanical brushes 

automatically commutate coils on the rotor. Brushless DC machines use an external power drive to 
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allow commutation of the coils on the stator. Brush-type machines are used when cost is a priority, 

while brushless machines are selected for specific requirements, such as maintenance-free operation, 

high speeds, and hazardous environments where sparking could be dangerous. The rotor contains a 

permanent magnet and the stator has the conducting coil of wire. Brushless machines offer reduced 

maintenance, no spark hazard, and better speed control. They are widely used in computer disk drives, 

tape recorders, CD drives, and other electronic devices.

A series dc machine is one in which the field coil and the armature coil are in series. Since the starting 

current through the armature also flows through the field coils, the series machine develops a high 

starting torque, but has poor speed regulation. As the speed decreases, the amount of torque delivered 

to the load increases because, as the armature slows down, the emf developed in the armature 

decreases, increasing the current through the armature and field, increasing the torque. Increasing the 

current through the field coils and the armature increases their fields which increases the torque. A 

series machine runs fast with a light load, and runs slower as the load is increased. If a series machine 

is allowed to run without a load, it may run so fast that the armature will fly apart. It is for this reason 

that series machines should not be used with belt coupling to the load. If the belt were to break, the 

machine would be without a load, and could destroy itself.

Shunt dc machines are connected with the field windings and the armature windings in parallel. The 

field windings carry only part of the excitation current, and are made of smaller-gauge wire than those 

of a series machine. A shunt machine has good speed regulation, but low starting torque. An increase 

in load torque to a shunt machine slows the machine down, causing a reduction in generated back emf, 

which results in an increase in armature current that causes an increase in torque to match the load 

torque at a lower speed. By adding a variable resistance to the field coil circuit, machine speed can be 

controlled above its nominal value. Increasing the field resistance decreases the field current (field 

weakening) and the emf induced in the armature. This causes greater current to flow through the 

armature, increasing the torque and the machine will speed up. Decreasing the field resistance causes 

the field current to increase, increasing the emf developed in the armature, thus reducing armature 

current. The reduced current produces less torque and the machine slows down. Thus, the speed of a 

shunt dc machine can be relatively independent o f the load.

A separately excited dc machine has a field circuit supplied from a separate constant voltage power 

supply. When the supply voltage to each machine is assumed constant, there is no practical difference 

between the separately excited and shunt dc machines.

A compound machine uses both series and shunt field windings. The advantage of this arrangement is 

that the compound machine can be made to produce a variety of operating characteristics. By 
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adjusting the polarity and placement of the field windings with respect to each other, a number of 

machine types can be designed. For example, when the series and shunt fields are in series-aiding, the 

machine is a cumulative compound machine. When the fields are series-opposing, the machine is a 

differential compound machine. Another factor in the design of a compound machine is the placement 

of the series winding. When the shunt winding is connected directly across the armature, the machine 

is a short shunt compound machine. When the shunt winding is connected in parallel with the 

armature and the series winding, the machine is a long shunt compound machine. By controlling the 

field strengths around the coils using cumulative/differential, or short/long shunt methods, a 

compound machine can produce any characteristic that can be produced by a pure series or shunt 

machine. A compound machine can be safely operated without a load and can have the speed 

characteristics of a shunt machine and the starting torque characteristics of the series machine.

Because the dc resistance of most machine armatures is low (0.05 to 0.5 ohm), and because the back 

emf does not exist until the armature begins to turn, it is necessary to use an external starting 

resistance in series with the armature of a dc machine to keep the initial armature current to a safe 

value. As the armature begins to turn, the back emf increases and, since the back emf opposes the 

applied voltage, the armature current is reduced.

2.4.3 FLUX SWITCH GENERATOR
A NASA report [54] shows different types of homopolar and heteropolar generator. Page 68  [54] 

shows a flux-switch generator that is a simple version of the heteropolar inductor alternator {Figure 

2.51). It has two alnico magnets as the source of flux and two steel stator sections. On page 69 [54] is 

shown an electromagnetic flux-switch alternator, but it is only used where low outputs and waveform 

shape is unimportant. As is clearly shown in Figure 2.52, there are sections in the stator back-iron 

where flux is uni-directional and sections where the flux is bi-directional.
Output Vlarfiag

Figure 2.51 Flux switch generator [54],
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Figure 2.52 Flux paths in electromagnetic flux-switch alternator [54],

2.5 RELUCTANCE MACHINE DESIGN ISSUES
Issues such as cogging torque, acoustic noise cancellation techniques, powdered iron technology and 

fan industry requirements are discussed in detail in Appendix A.

2.6 SUMMARY
There are a wide variety of generator and motor topologies that utilize field windings and permanent 

magnets to give desirable benefits in machine design. Some machines actually use both permanent 

magnets and field windings together for improved performance capability (e.g. Doubly Salient 

Permanent Magnet Motor with Flux Control (Figure 2.18)[8, 25]).

The homopolar inductor alternator has a common rotor and a field winding placed between two stator 

stacks. A back iron links the stator stacks. The homopolar inductor alternator has high pole numbers, 

allowing generation of high frequency ac voltages in the stator windings. The homopolar inductor 

alternator geometry can be used in novel variable reluctance motors with flux assistance from toroidal 

field windings. This is the basis of two machine topologies being used in this thesis (the Dual Stack 

Variable Reluctance Machine and the Single Stack Variable Reluctance Machine as described in 

Chapters 4 and 5 respectively).

Although the use of field windings allows production of constant flux, this requires input power.

Where flux in a machine is known to be unidirectional, there is the possibility of replacing the steel in

those sections with permanent magnets. This would be at the expense of increased reluctance of the

magnetic circuit, but the magnets, having replaced the field windings would allow a reduction in total 
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input power. The flux switching motor is an ideal candidate for magnet insertion as there are sections 

in the back-iron where magnetic flux is uni-directional. A Flux Switching Motor (FSM) is reviewed 

for the third machine topology (the Permanent Magnet Flux Switching Motor as described in Chapter 

6).

When designing motors with magnets, the choice of magnet material, its size and placement all affect 

machine performance. The same may be said for field windings. The additional flux from either can 

be utilised to reduce switching losses and to improve efficiencies. It is shown that magnets may be 

inserted on or even inside the rotor or be inserted in the stator. The orientation of flux from the 

magnets can be radial or axial. This does cause some complications regarding the flux paths within 

the machines. This has been overcome in newer designs by using improving magnetic capabilities of 

the modem generations of powdered iron and its alloys.

Axial flux from the toroidal field windings and flux from magnets can be implemented in novel 

geometries to be shown in this thesis in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 . All the geometries will be shown to have 

potential for improving torque production and lowering power electronic rating requirements for the 

armature windings. Low input power, high efficiency designs may therefore be attainable.

The chosen lamination shapes of the motors affects the acoustic characteristics of the motors during 

operation. Cogging torque may also be affected by the motor geometry and is of particular interest 

when constant flux sources are used. It is shown that altering the motor geometry, e.g. by skewing the 

rotor or stator stack, and improvements in the control algorithms may reduce the effects of cogging 

torque. Improving the commutation of the armature currents may result in quieter operation of these 

motors.
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL POWER AND CONTROL ELECTRONICS

3.1 INTRODUCTION
The machines developed during this thesis (discussed in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 ) require appropriate 

selection of power and control electronics to operate them. The selection is dependent on how the 

windings within each machine are connected and energised.

Figure 3.1 illustrates the field and armature winding topologies with associated power electronic 

circuitry that exist for reluctance machines with dc magnetic flux assistance. A discussion into their 

merits is discussed in [3, 92-94].

A field coil energised with dc current requires a simple dc power source. Where the field is due to a 

permanent magnet, a cause for concern is that of back emf in the phase (armature) windings as the 

rotor turns but with no armature excitation due to this permanent source of flux.

Reluctance machines with 
dc magnetic field assistance
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Number of independent 
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Figure 3.1 Field and armature winding topologies with associated power electronic circuitry for reluctance machines.
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The phase windings (armature) and field windings are energised separately or together in series. The 

field may be from either a permanent magnet or from an energised field winding. The armature 

windings may be short pitched or fully pitched (Figures 3.2 and 3.3). The armature windings and field 

windings are chosen to be separately energised as this allows greater flexibility in testing by being able 

to vary the supply to the winding types.

Switched reluctance and stepping motors have developed around the concept of short pitching each 

phase winding, generally around a single stator tooth (Figure 3.2a). By employing such a winding 

torque is derived due to the rate of change of self inductance of the excited phases. Utilisation of the 

electric circuit is poor, due to the fact that each phase winding is restricted to periods when the self 

inductance is rising, so that any one winding can only contribute to positive torque for a maximum of 

one half of the time. Alternatively, if the machine is wound with a fully pitched winding (Figure 3.2b) 

then it can derive virtually all its torque from a changing mutual inductance between phases. The 

machine therefore becomes a dual of the conventionally wound machine, which operates entirely upon 

rate of change of self inductance. Because of the fundamental change in operating mode, each phase 

of the machine can contribute to positive torque production for considerably greater than one half of 

the cycle of rotation, leading to a more efficient utilisation of the winding.

Short pitched armature windings (Figure 3.2a) are energised in either a bipolar or unipolar manner due 

to the choice of power electronics, which is illustrated in Figure 3.1. Short pitched coils are simply 

wound around each stator pole.

Bipolar and unipolar excitation (the names referring to the current flow within the copper windings) is 

achieved through the armature windings being wound either bifilar or single coil per pole.

Fully pitched armature windings are achieved through the windings being wound either bifilar or 

single coil per pole. The copper spans across more than one stator pole in fully pitched windings.

FLUX DUE T< 
ENERGI^E'tf' 
C O I L X

FLUX DUE TJ 
ENERGISED
C O IL /

Figure 3.2a Short pitched winding for one phase Figure 3 .2 b F u l ly  pitched winding for one phase

for a Switched Reluctance Machine. for a Switched Reluctance Machine.
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CURRENT IN COIL
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lase 1B

Phase 1A
F LUX PATh S

Figure 3.3a Short pitched windings with bipolar Figure 3 .3 a S h o r t  pitched windings with unipolar

excitation which are bifilar (only one phase shown). excitation which are single coil per pole.

The choice of fully or short pitched windings, the method of current flow within the windings and the 

winding types determine which power electronic circuits may be used. The appropriate selection of 

power electronics is needed for best performance from the machine windings. An inappropriate 

selection could reduce the overall performance or even, at worst, result in circuitry and/or machine 

failure. Figures 3.3a and 3.3b show how the coils on the stator poles may be connected for short 

pitched windings with bipolar excitation which are bifilar and short pitched windings with unipolar 

excitation which are single coil per pole. The figures show current flow and flux paths when the coils 

are energised.

The control electronics manages the timings of switching the armature windings on and off by feeding 

control signals to the power electronics. This chapter introduces a novel experimental prototyping 

circuit for developing the timing characteristics for a Switched Reluctance Machine, Flux Switching 

Machine or a variant of either. It will control a two-phase machine with either one or two switches per 

phase [3, 92-94]. The position is determined via an opto sensor that changes state when the rotor is 

aligned with a stator pole pair (the point in back-emf testing when the back-emf changes polarity). 

Opto sensors are used for simplicity of rotor position detection, although other rotor position detection 

means such as Hall sensors and sensorless control methods are alternatives.

It is notable that machines can display different operational characteristics as they warm up and cool 

down during testing. A circuit that allows the timing sequences to be varied during continued testing 

of the machine is desirable especially if the final timing sequence needs to be determined quickly and 

accurately. The circuit can alter the timing sequences of the armature excitations as the machine is 

running through use of analogue to digital converters to provide values that can be used as time delay 

parameters. The circuit allows a simple, fast and reliable optimisation process for meeting machine 

performance requirements. The aim of the circuit is to achieve minimisation of input power for a
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given load as this would mean that efficiency is maximised. The experimental electronics for this 

circuit, described later in this chapter, allows three types of operating mode based on the speed of the 

machine.

3.2 POWER ELECTRONICS FOR RELUCTANCE DRIVES WITH DC MAGNETIC 
FLUX ASSISTANCE
The requirements for a power electronics circuit are based upon the winding type chosen, the 

methodology of connecting the windings and the current conduction directions. Bifilar windings use 

the transformer effect to transfer current quickly from one phase to the next since the windings of each 

phase are wound round each other. Inverter circuits use a dc supply to give ac supply to the windings. 

Converter circuits use a dc supply to give a pulsed dc supply to the windings. [3, 94-96].

The machines described in Chapters 4, 5 and 6  require suitable power electronic circuits depending on 

the selection of winding type and armature energisation required for desired flux production for each 

machine; the types of power electronic circuits appropriate for each selection being detailed below.

3.2.1 SHORT PITCHED WINDINGS WITH BIPOLAR EXCITATION
The requirement for bipolar current in short pitched phase windings requires the use of an inverter. A 

single-phase full (H) bridge inverter requires four power switches two of which have floating gate 

drives (.Figure 3.4). Alternatively a split dc inverter circuit can be used which requires two switches 

one of which would have a floating gate drive {Figure 3.5).

3.2.1.1 SHORT PITCHED WINDINGS WITH BIPOLAR EXCITATION WHICH ARE 
SINGLE COIL PER POLE
One circuit used is the split dc inverter {Figure 3.5). The short pitched winding armature coils can be 

in series producing a single coil per pole configuration such that both ‘phases’ are energised 

simultaneously as single phase with bipolar current {Figure 3.6).

  ------------------------- t  Va ----- ^---------------     ^-Va

a
n
*

Figure 3.4 Single phase ftill bridge inverter circuit.
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Figure 3.5 Split dc inverter circuit.
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Va

i

j

Phase 1A Phase 1B

I

Figure 3.6 H-bridge inverter circuit to use all bifilar windings as single coil per pole (at the same time) with bipolar current.

FIELD

Vf Phase 1A Phase 1B

Figure 3.7 H-bridge inverter circuit to use all bifilar windings as single coil per pole (at the same time) with bipolar current.

The other possible circuit is a full or H-bridge circuit that requires two floating switches and two 

ground referenced switches.

For the same ampere turns from the armature windings, half the current, I, would be needed (as the 

number of turns has doubled with this method). The resistance, R, has doubled due to twice the turns 

being used. The resultant mechanical output power would theoretically be the same as the current 

flows for twice the time every cycle (3.1). Using this circuit allows the ampere turns to be potentially 

doubled if the windings allow the increased copper losses. If the windings and power electronics 

allow for increased supply then it may be possible for more ampere turns to be utilised up to double 

the ampere turns, hence more torque production is possible. This circuit uses all available armature 

copper.

2.(0.5I).(0.5I).(2R) = I2R (3.1)

The full bridge inverter circuit has twice the number of switches, two of which are floating gate drives, 

increasing the overall circuit complexity. True bipolar current is driven through the armature 

windings. Due to concerns regarding the thermal loading (the maximum ampere turns in the armature 

at any one time has doubled with this circuit) and difficulty of building such a circuit, this circuit was 

not investigated any further as the bifilar winding topology with half bridge converter circuit would 

give similar results with a much simpler circuit. The full bridge inverter circuit also demonstrates that 

a machine with bifilar windings is essentially single phase. It is single phase because, if only one coil 

set (1A or IB) is energised, the machine operates as per normal. When operating, half the time the 

current is positive in sense and the remaining time the current is negative. All the windings share the
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same flux linkage at all times and it is possible that one set of phase windings energised with bipolar 

current will operate the machine. Thus it is correct to label each set of phase windings as Phase 1A 

and Phase IB {Figures 3.6, 3.7).

3.2.1.2 SHORT PITCHED WINDINGS WITH BIPOLAR EXCITATION WHICH ARE 
BIFILAR
Bifilar phase windings allow the use of the half-bridge converter circuit. This is shown in Figure 3.8 

in which the toroidal field coil is separately excited from a dc power source. Phase 1A and Phase IB 

are formed by series connection of coils positioned on all of the four stator poles (such that the back 

emf from each coil summate). This drive can produce torque from all rotor positions through 

simultaneous energisation of all stator poles of the switched reluctance stator. Only two ground 

referenced switches are required for this circuit.

An alternative circuit is shown in Figure 3.9. This circuit is based on a current source half bridge 

converter. The current source inductor is the toroidal field winding. Testing the machine with the 

circuit in Figure 3.8 allows the field ampere turns to be varied independently but a series connection 

of Figure 3.9 could be used if the desired field ampere turns were achievable with the armature 

currents.

The labels Phase 1A and Phase 1B refer to the two bifilar windings used for positive and negative 

armature current. They are each made up of coils on each stator pole. The circuits in Figures 3.8, 3.9 

are for bipolar flux in the stator poles. The bifilar windings offer a transformer effect for faster 

transfer of current from one phase to the next during switching. When the supply to the armature is 

switched off (i.e. MOSFET, IGBT or transistor is turned off), the current transfers from that armature 

winding to the secondary winding (as would happen in a transformer, due to the windings being linked 

magnetically by mutual inductance) due to the windings being bifilar wound. The current then 

freewheels through the diode of the secondary windings.

r

L o

Phase 1A
<;

V f

Separately excited field
( to ro id  w in d in g )

J 6 t j y
r

MOSFET MOSFET!

Two phase armature
w in d in g s  (b ifila r w o u n d )

Figure 3.8 Circuit used for bifilar windings for coupled windings, 
bipolar excitation (half bridge converter circuit).

field (toroid)

P hase 1A

MOSFETMOSFET
$  $

Two phase armature
w in d in g s  (b if ila r  w o u n d )

Figure 3.9 Field alternative circuit for bifilar windings 
(current source half bridge converter circuit).
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3.2.2 SHORT PITCHED WINDINGS WITH UNIPOLAR EXCITATION

3.2.2.1 SHORT PITCHED WINDINGS WITH UNIPOLAR EXCITATION WHICH ARE 
SINGLE COIL PER POLE
When the machine is operated with short pitched windings with unipolar current the asymmetric half 

bridge converter circuit is used (Figure 3.10). The flux in the stator poles is unipolar. Single coil per 

pole short pitched windings cannot use the transformer theory to transfer current from one phase to the 

next making the use of the half bridge converter and full bridge inverter circuits inappropriate. Flux is 

not linked between the two sets of windings so, in this form of winding type, the machine is actually 

two phase. Diodes give a current return path when a phase is switched off making the asymmetric half 

bridge circuit a good choice {Figure 3.10). It has two ground referenced gate drives and two floating 

gate drives making the circuit more complicated. It can have a small value power resistor (sense 

resistor, Rgense) to be used to limit the size of the current in the armature via a closed loop feedback to 

the gate driver circuitry.

3.2.2.2 SHORT PITCHED WINDINGS WITH UNIPOLAR EXCITATION WHICH ARE 
BIFILAR
This circuit has a single switch with the diode on the coupled winding, as shown in Figure 3.11.

>FIELD

Vf

Figure 3.10 Asymmetric half bridge converter for short pitched, unipolar excitation two phase armature circuit.

P h ase 1 A J  . P h ase  1B

Va

MOSFET

Figure 3.11 Circuit used for short pitched windings which are bifilar with unipolar excitation.
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field (toroid)
windi
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Two phase armature
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Figure 3.12 Circuit used for bifilar windings (half bridge converter circuit). Figure 3.13 Alternative circuit for bifilar windings
(current source half bridge converter circuit).

3.2.3 FULLY PITCHED WINDINGS

3.2.3.1 FULLY PITCHED WINDINGS WHICH ARE SINGLE COIL PER POLE
The choice of circuits for this winding selection is either the full bridge inverter or the split dc inverter 

per armature phase, as shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5.

3.2.3.2 FULLY PITCHED WINDINGS WHICH ARE BIFILAR
Bifilar fully pitched phase windings allow use of the half bridge converter circuit. This is shown in 

Figure 3.12 in which the toroidal field coil is separately excited from a dc power source. Phase 1A 

and Phase IB are formed by series connection of coils positioned on all four stator poles. This drive 

can produce torque from all rotor positions through simultaneous energisation of all stator poles. Only 

two switches are required for this circuit.

An alternative circuit is shown in Figure 3.13. This circuit is based on a current source half bridge 

converter. The current source inductor is the toroidal field winding. Testing the machine with the 

circuit in Figure 3.12 allows the field ampere turns to be varied independently but, once an optimum is 

found, the series connection of Figure 3.13 could be used.

The labels Phase 1A and Phase IB refer to the two bifilar windings used for positive and negative 

armature current. They are each made up of coils on every stator pole. The bifilar windings offer a 

transformer effect for faster transfer of current from one phase to the next during switching.
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3.2.4 CIRCUIT CHOICE FOR MACHINE TYPES
The Switched Reluctance Machine has a power electronics circuit that is dependent on the choice of 

winding type and how each coil of the windings is to be energised. This is true also for the Variable 

Reluctance Machine with dc assisted excitation.

The flux switching machine uses bifilar windings in the armature coils. It also has a field winding that 

can be excited in series with the armature coils. The Permanent Magnet Flux Switching Machine 

(PMFSM) has no field winding. Thus its can use the half bridge converter as the simplest circuit 

(bifilar windings with bipolar excitation). The H-bridge inverter may be used as an alternative if all 

the copper is used at the same time (bipolar excitation, single coil per pole) but this increases the 

circuit complexity.

3.3 EXPERIMENTAL ELECTRONICS FOR RELUCTANCE MACHINES WITH DC 
MAGNETIC FLUX ASSISTANCE

3.3.1 BACKGROUND
Switched Reluctance Machines and Flux Switching Machines cannot operate without some form of 

control circuitry acting on the power electronics. They require a form of rotor position sensor so the 

correct phase winding or correct current polarity can be energized to turn the rotor in a pre-determined 

direction (optical or Hall Effect sensors are commonplace but work exists for ‘sensorless’ detection of 

rotor position). The control of the phase firing timings is through the use of a microprocessor. The 

increase in complexity of controlling such machines does allow advantageous control. Pulse width 

modulation and pulsed timings can be performed to give better operational characteristics. Efficiency 

can be improved through greater control of the timings and it is possible to use control methods to 

reduce acoustic noise.

3.3.2 THE BACK EMF WAVESHAPE
The shape o f the back emf curve is very important. Ideally a square wave is the optimum shape for 

maximum torque production. A simple power supply has only a constant power supply that may be 

varied manually in terms of magnitude only (pulse width modulation, PWM, is associated with more 

complicated power electronics). Using a simple dc machine analogy, the power supply V, the back 

emf E, armature IR copper loss volt drop and the inductance, L are linked by (3.2).

V = E + IR + L(dl/dt) (3.2)
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Where the back emf and current waveshapes are of the same magnitude polarity, the product of back 

emf and current gives positive torque. When the power supply voltage is fixed, where the back emf is 

small the rate of rise in current is high and low amounts of torque is produced. Where the back emf is 

large and the current is large and increasing, a large and increasing amount of positive torque is 

produced, which would speed the machine up. Where the back emf falls and the current is the same 

the amount of torque produced is still positive but reducing in magnitude. If the back emf is negative 

and the current positive, negative torque is produced, which would have a tendency to slow the 

machine down.

It is therefore apparent that the timings of energisation of armature phase winding is energised is 

dependent upon the waveshape and magnitudes of the back emf curve. If the armature is energised 

during negative back emf, the torque is negative. There are parts of the positive sections of the back 

emf curve where energisation will produce greater amounts of positive torque. It may be possible to 

not energise sections where the back emf is positive but small in magnitude as the amount of torque 

produced is minimal compared to the armature I2R copper losses imposed. Thus it is not always 

appropriate to energise an armature phase winding for all the period that the back emf is positive in 

magnitude. Viewing the back emf waveshape, the armature current waveshape and the input and 

output powers will help in predicting the optimum timings for energizing each armature phase 

winding.

This is complicated by the speed of the machine. The back emf is proportional to the rotor speed 

(Figure 3.14). The faster the rotor speed, the greater the magnitude in back emf. A faster rotor means 

that current build up for producing more torque is limited through there being less time for current 

rise. Positive torque production is limited due to higher speeds. There is a method for resolving this 

which involves starting the energisation earlier while the back emf is still negative. Although the 

torque produced during the negative back emf period is negative, when the back emf is positive, the 

current has already built up allowing a much greater positive torque production that will overcome and 

greatly exceed the negative torque such that the machine produces more torque than it would have 

done if the energisation had not been brought forward (advanced). An optimum timing setting also 

exists for this type of operational mode, in a similar manner to that of the slower speeds operation.

For the purposes of this thesis, pulse width modulation, PWM, is not used for regulating the voltage 

supply to the armature windings, although it is appreciated that PWM has its advantages. PWM can 

complicate the power electronics circuitry and the control electronics. Voltage regulation is not 

required, per se, since the machines have been designed to operate at various manually set voltages.
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Instead, the control electronics is designed with three operational modes, one for each of the specified 

speed ranges -  start up/slow speeds, mid range speeds and higher speeds.

Conventional control is via a small and preferably inexpensive microcontroller such as those found in 

the PIC range by Microchip Technology [97]. Such microcontrollers e.g. PIC16F84 are EEPROM 

devices which are relatively simple to program and reprogram when corrections are required. The 

calculations of timing sequences are relatively easy to achieve.

| OPTO SENSOR SIGNAL | ;

NORMAL MODE i
(START UP / SLOW SPEED) j PHASE A

BACK EMF

OPTO SENSOR SIGNAL

NORMAL MODE PULSED 
(MID RANGE SPEEDS)

PHASE A

BACK EMF

o 3 o OR SIGNAL

HIGH SPEED MODE 
(HIGHER SPEEDS)

PHASE A

JACK EMF

Figure 3.14 Speed Modes in relation to an example sinusoidal back em f trace and an opto sensor signal.
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(START UP / SLOW SPEED)
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HIGH SPEED MODE 
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Figure 3.15 Speed Modes relative to opto sensor signal.
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3.3.3 EXPERIMENTAL SPEED MODES
There were three speed modes that will be referred to as Normal Mode (without pulsing), Normal 

Mode (with pulsing) and High Speed Mode (Figures 3.14, 3.15, 3.16, 3.17). Each Mode is designed 

for operating a machine depending on both the back emf waveshape and speed requirement, 

depending on which mode would give the maximum efficiency.

3.3.3.1 NORMAL MODE (WITHOUT PULSING)
At start up and lower speeds the Normal Mode without pulsing is used and this starts armature phase 

firing at the change or a delay after the change of the opto sensor state (Figures 3.14, 3.15, 3.20, 3.21). 

The use of an opto sensor is one way that such machines determined which phase was to be energised.

From a stationary position, the torque produced has to turn the rotor and, at low speeds, much of the 

available cycle is used for positive torque production to build up and maintain rotor speed.

This method was acceptable when the machine speeds are slow as the time required for current 

transfer between successive energised phase windings is long and allows for current build-up for 

positive torque production. As the machine speeds up the time for current build up is not as long as 

required, giving less time for positive torque. The timing sequence is referred to as Normal Mode 

without pulsing.

This is only possible due to use of a variable voltage supply. Pulse Width Modulation, PWM, could 

have been used to control the current with PWM increasing with speed until the motor is fast enough 

for a single pulse mode (same as Normal Mode with pulsing). PWM was not used in order to simplify 

the control algorithm.

3.3.3.2 NORMAL MODE (WITH PULSING)
At mid range speeds it is desirable to pulse the supply to the armature windings to give better machine 

performance (Normal Mode with pulsing) (Figures 3.15, 3.20). The back emf magnitude is greater at 

higher speeds. A pulsed energisation during a period where the back emf is of a larger magnitude 

gives efficient higher torque production (where the back emf is low, the torque produced is at the 

expense of higher copper loss in the energised armature windings due to raised current levels).

The armature phase firing started at or a delay after the opto sensor has changed state but is then 

switched off after a second delay but before the opto sensor has changed state again. The next phase is 

energised in the same way upon the next opto sensor state change.
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3.3.3.3 HIGH SPEED MODE
At higher speeds the increasing back-emf inhibits the fast rise in positive torque-producing current for 

a given supply voltage. As the machine speeds up, the time delay between the switching phases 

becomes a larger fraction of the time for one cycle, resulting in the next phase having less time to 

build up enough current to produce a significantly useful positive torque on the rotor to keep it turning 

CFigures 3.15, 3.20, 3.22).

The phase firing is brought forward (advanced) to a point before the opto sensor changed state such 

that the back-emf is small allowing a faster current rise {Figures 3.15, 3.22). The initial negative 

torque produced was offset by the boost in positive torque production as the opto sensor changed state 

and that phase remains energised. The phase is turned off such that a small delay existed between 

energising each phase to allow the current in each phase to minimise before the next phase is turned 

on. This is called the High Speed Mode.

Basic Control for a Machine
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operation 
(no pulse 

or pulse)

1

Quick enough
for

High Speed Mode?
1 NO

High Speed Mode
(fast) 
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High Speed Mode?
I NO

Example Speed Mode 
Selection for Machine

S e t up  PIC16F877 
for m otor controlling
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Figure 3 .16:- Flow diagram for Normal Mode (no pulsing) and High Speed Mode. Figure 3 .17 :- Complete flow diagram.
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3.3.3.4 CHANGING BETWEEN SPEED MODES
The crossover between Modes has to occur at a definable speed {Figures 3.16-3.19). The method 

allows a machine speeding up to enter a faster Speed Mode but allows a slowing machine to return to 

a slower Speed Mode, without there being an error situation where a machine is stuck switching 

erratically between two Speed Modes.
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from Advanced Mode

siowingdown in Nohna/Mode

Speeding up in Normal Mode
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*S peed  to enter High Speed Mode 
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^>Speeding up in High Speed Moc
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(due to coding)

$ variable position 
(due to coding)
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Figure 3.18 Hysteresis between Speed Modes.
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Figure 3.19 Speed Modes transition chart.
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Figure 3.20 Transitions and timings behind Normal Modes.
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Figure 3.21 Normal Speed Modes variable delays.
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Figure 3.22 > High Speed Mode variable delays.
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The speeds at which the machine change speed modes is variable. A variable hysteresis loop exists to 

prevent the machine from changing in between modes indefinitely (Figure 3.18). The machine then 

operates within any one of three possible Speed Modes depending upon the machine speed (.Figures 

3.16, 3.17, 3.19).

Some control algorithms may not want the Normal Mode with pulsing and this is shown by the flow 

diagram in Figure 3.16. The basic outline of the full program code is seen in Figure 3.17.

The frequency of the opto sensor is directly related to the rotor speed. For example, for a 4/2 two- 

phase machine, the frequency of each phase winding, if multiplied by 30, represents the speed (rpm) 

of the machine. The changing points are definable by rpm values.
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Flow Diagram Showing PIC16F84 
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Figure 3.23 Simplest control flow diagram.
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3.3.4 IMPLEMENTATION OF CONTROL ALGORITHMS
Figure 3.23 is an example of a simple control flow diagram. A simple low cost microcontroller only 

uses time delays programmed into the coding and there is no easy method of altering this externally.

At slow speeds the change of optical (opto) sensor signal from low to high or vice versa would signal 

one phase to switch off, followed by a time delay to allow the current to reduce out of that phase 

before the next phase was turned on {Figure 3.23). The opto edge could equally well trigger the turn 

on event with a timed pulse length before the switch is turned off again.

Simple microprocessor software can implement any of the Speed Modes and can easily change 

between them through the speed range. Such software cannot modify the armature phase firing angles 

in response to a user input as the angles are fixed in the software.

It is possible to calculate, for a given speed, the appropriate armature phase firing angles but it is at the

expense of overly complex software program code.

Direct time delays are used instead for the phase angle timings in experimental timing applications. 

This control circuit is specifically designed for experimentally working out the best time delays for 

specific machine applications. As such, when the time delays are found which best matched the 

machine application, the phase angle is merely a calculation for that speed. This control circuit 

allowed the machine to have various time delays for different speeds i.e. a time delay profile can be

designed for that machine to get best performance at various speeds.

Any requirement to alter the time delays within the program of a simple microcontroller would usually 

involve reprogramming the microcontroller. In simple programs used in microcontrollers such as the 

PIC microcontroller (for example, Figure 3.23), the time delays are fixed values put into the program 

code and the only way to alter it is to take the PIC out of the circuit and to reprogram it again. The 

machine would have to be turned off during this time. It is desirable to alter the timing sequences as 

the machine is running as it is easier to optimise control parameters during testing.

A problem is that, for any new machine design, it is not known how exactly the timing between phases 

in both speed Modes should be optimised. Likewise, it is not known which speeds the machine should 

have to go between the Modes or even if all the Modes are required, such as not having the High 

Speed Mode for slow speed machine designs.

The PIC16F8X range by Microchip [98] has 8 internal analogue to digital (A/D) converters. The 

voltage inputs to these converters (eight in total) are used to give variable time delays. Simple 

potential dividers are used to provide the variable voltage to give the variable time delays for the
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armature phase firing timings. It is possible to have a program that could give all possible time delays 

for the firing sequences as variables that could be altered at any time without the need for stopping the 

machine and reprogramming the PIC. It is possible to have variable time delays with an accuracy 

potentially to lps (for a conventional 4MHz PIC, or even 0.2ps for the new 20MHz generation of 

PIC).

This allows the machine to be controlled and re-timed as the machine is in fact turning. Hence 

optimization of the machine control for specific applications is possible. The speed at which changing 

between Speed Modes is controllable as well as overriding the Advanced Mode to prevent it from 

being accessed by the machine.

The coding was such that the 20MHz PIC could have been altered to give several ‘steps’ similar to a 

speed response curve, allowing greater optimization of the machine over a wider speed range.

The program code was such that it was transferable to smaller and cheaper microcontrollers when 

optimisation of the timing sequences is completed. The control coding was written so that it was 

easily altered for programming the much smaller PIC16F84 microcontroller using the delay times 

found by this development circuit (the values being fixed in such a microcontroller).

A flow diagram representing this coding is shown in Appendix B to give a brief idea of how this 

coding worked. The PIC16F84 version of the flow chart is shown in Appendix B demonstrating the 

simplicity of the conversion of the coding into the PIC16F84. By being able to do this the final circuit 

size is kept small. Appendix C demonstrates the coding used for the PIC 16F877 for a two speed mode 

application (Normal Mode without pulsing and High Speed Mode). Optimization of the machine 

control is shown in Appendix B. The PIC16F877 has built-in analogue to digital converters that allow 

the timing delays to be variable. The PIC16F84 has no analogue to digital converters and, as such, 

requires the delays to be made fixed vales based upon optimised values obtained from the PIC16F877. 

The PIC16F84 is a less complex, smaller and cheaper microcontroller than the upwardly compatible 

PIC16F877 [97, 98].

3.3.5 OTHER 16F877 PROGRAM FEATURES
Features of this controller include starting the machine from powering up the controller (a switch 

exists to override this). The machine also does not have to enter the High Speed Mode as an override 

button exists (it is not regarded as essential to start the Machine in the High Speed Mode). If the 

machine is stationary for a short time period (around two seconds) it turns off all the phases 

automatically. User intervention is then required to restart the machine (a master reset option standard
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to all such PIC microcontrollers is utilized by use of a switch). The value of the potential divider does 

not have to be accepted by the microcontroller as a switch is used to allow the value to be used or 

ignored. If timing delays are such that the machine attempts to fire both phases at the same time, it is 

prevented from doing so by switching off the already energized phase and then switching on the next 

phase following a built-in safety delay - the error being reported with a diagnostic LED. An LCD 

display with its own dedicated PIC microcontroller has been developed to give user timing 

information and error information (Appendix D). Phase windings with two switches per phase are 

accommodated via two outputs per phase (both have identical outputs) and one switch per phase is 

merely achieved by using one output only. The coding required is adaptable to smaller 

microprocessors so optimised values are entered at programming and the finalized control is still 

achievable at the smallest cost.

Changes to the timing of the machine are immediate. The machine does not require being switched 

off for altering the timing. The circuit only needs to be connected to the gate drivers of the armature 

switches. As such it is an ideal prototyping circuit.

3.4 ADDITIONAL CONTROL ALGORITHMS
There are several possible ways of energising Reluctance machines. A discussion into the merits of 

each type is discussed in [3, 92-94]. Some of the control circuits required are discussed in papers such 

as [94, 95, 96]. The use of microprocessors for control is a requirement in such machines, one such 

example being that of the PIC microprocessor range [97, 98].

Some machines may require more complex control algorithms for specific applications. More 

complex control algorithms for any of these machines may include features such as sensorless rotor 

position estimation [99-103] and high performance speed control [104, 105]. Such references have 

been included for further reading purposes only to illustrate some of the recent research publications.

A simpler reference for machine control may be found in [3]. It is known that improved control 

algorithms may reduce the effects of cogging torque and acoustic noise. It is also a fact that some 

machine problems may be alleviated through redesigning the machines with the aid of 2/3D Finite 

Element Analysis and other design aids such as simpler two dimensional reluctance calculations [106].
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3.5 SUMMARY
The choice of circuit is dependent on armature winding type and power electronic circuit complexity. 

The decision to have the field winding in series with the armature windings also affects circuit choice. 

The circuit cost is proportional to the number of components used (switches and diodes). The bipolar 

excitation with bifilar winding armature is ideally suited to the low cost half bridge converter circuit. 

The unipolar excitation with single coil per pole short pitched windings can be used with an 

asymmetric half bridge converter. The bipolar excitation single coil per pole configuration allows full 

utilisation of armature copper but is not investigated further as it has the most complex circuitry (full 

bridge inverter circuit) and offers the highest armature copper losses.

The gate drive input signal is generally derived from a position sensor signal, such as from an opto 

sensor, as current commutation in reluctance machines cannot occur without some form of rotor 

position detection. Microcontrollers are often required for better manipulation of the gate drive 

signals for improved machine performance.

A new controller is demonstrated to operate at a speed of 19020 rpm in both main speed modes for 

Variable Reluctance based two-phase machines. It is demonstrated to operate at up to 126,000rpm 

using signal generators. Full timing control is shown for the two speed mode possibilities. Control is 

‘on-the-fly’ as it is immediate upon the machine in question. The PIC16F877 microprocessor does not 

need to be reprogrammed in order to control such machines.

The optimisation potential is demonstrated with the Variable Reluctance Drives and the PMFSM, as 

will be shown later in this thesis. The timing values have been successfully transferred into the 

smaller PIC16F84 microprocessor where the same optimised control timings were still maintained.

The control circuitry and the program coding can be used in assisting optimisation of control timings 

for 2 -phase machines or single phase bipolar machines.

It is possible to improve this type of coding further to have more than three speed modes and that the 

control could then become similar to a speed response curve. This feasible concept was not 

investigated any further.
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CHAPTER 4 

DUAL STACK VARIABLE RELUCTANCE MACHINE WITH AXIALLY 
ORIENTATED FLUX ASSISTANCE 

4.1 INTRODUCTION

An alternative way of providing additional dc flux to the systems explained in Chapter 2 is through the 

use of a toroidal, axially oriented coil. A Dual Stack Variable Reluctance Machine was constructed 

and tested in which the stator comprises two stacks separated by a coil to give axial magnetic flux.

This construction was similar to a homopolar inductor alternator [38-41, 44]. This chapter describes 

and develops the complex magnetic structure of the machine and describes the test results. The 

possible power electronic and control circuits for the motor are described. The chapter describes the 

theory of selection of the angular orientation of the two stacks to give an improved waveform. This 

chapter extends this theory to discuss the relationship between crest factor and current waveform 

shape for armature windings. This chapter shows that optimisation of crest factor is not necessarily 

the best for torque production. An optimum angular position between the stacks may be obtained.

4.2 MACHINE TOPOLOGY

4.2.1 DESIGN FOR A DUAL STACK VARIABLE RELUCTANCE MACHINE

The easiest method to building a Dual Stack Variable Reluctance machine was to start with a pre

existing Switched Reluctance machine. The machine chosen was a 70mm stack length (laminated 

stator and rotor) two-phase 4/2 Switched Reluctance lawnmower motor. The outer diameter was 

92mm. The lamination dimensions were to be used in the modelling of the motor.

A homopolar inductor alternator concept was applied to the motor. In simplest form the homopolar 

inductor alternator has its stator in three sections. The two end sections are stator stacks and the 

middle section incorporates the field winding. The two end sections of the Dual Stack Variable 

Reluctance Machine were derived from the stator stack laminations of the Switched Reluctance 

machine (by splitting up the laminations). The middle section was formed with a machined steel 

section that incorporates the toroidal field winding, linking the two back irons of the stator stacks. The 

rotor was to remain in its original state, namely a laminated two pole graded design.

The winding topology was reviewed during the design stages. The original machine had only one

stator stack requiring four sets of coils (one set per stator pole). The new design had two stacks so the

number of armature coils doubled. Excitation of the coils was such that one pair of diametrically 
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opposite stator poles was energised as one phase and the other pair as the other phase. The inclusion 

of a field winding also increased the number of winding terminations.

The flux paths within the machine differ from the Switched Reluctance concept. The flux does not 

travel from one pole, across the rotor, to the other diametrically opposite pole when the stator coils for 

those poles are energized. Instead, the flux travels along the axis of the rotor, through the stator poles 

and back axially through the stator (i.e. the flux travels in an unconventional direction compared to a 

normal switched reluctance motor). It is an axial unipolar flux. Depending on the chosen direction of 

the flux through the rotor axis, the current direction in the stator coil windings is chosen according as 

to whether they are required to ‘push’ or ‘puli’ flux into or out of the rotor.

Short pitched coil windings were wound on the stator poles to provide flux to allow control of rotor 

movement {Figures 4.1 and 4.2). A toroidal field winding placed internally within the machine meant 

that flux is produced with little or no end winding leakage (due to the nature of the proposed flux 

paths). Also, less flux was to be produced by the armature coils on the stator poles. It is known that 

end winding leakage is present in machines where parts of the coils are external to the machine. By 

less flux being produced by the armature coils the amount of end winding leakage from these coils is 

reduced. End winding flux leakage cannot be eliminated fully as part of the coil is on the outer edge 

of the machine.

PhasePhase

F I EPhaseB 
current direction

Phase A 
current direction

iPnase B
ROTOR

G \ DC FIELD 
I V CURRENT

DIRECTION OF FLIJX IN ROTOR

Phase B 
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PhasePhase

Phase Phase

-4- Phase A 
current directionPhase A 

current direction

Chapter 4
Figure 4.1 Simplified model showing a possible winding layout within the machine.
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The axially orientated dc coil is toroidal in shape (Figure 4. /). It provides maximum packing factor 

(0.76) and hence excellent utilisation of winding area. There are no end winding losses associated 

with the toroidal field. Permanent excitation of the field winding with dc current efficiently produces 

axial flux within the rotor. The toroidal field winding, depending on the sense of current within it, 

polarises the rotor so one end was a North Pole and the other a South Pole (Figure 4. 2 ) . The current 

direction in the field is not important as the machine operates the same way whichever way the rotor is 

magnetised.

This toroidal field winding produces a significant proportion of the total magneto motive force of the 

machine. All the copper of the field is used as the coil is permanently energised with dc current.
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4.3 COMPARISON WITH HOMOPOLAR INDUCTOR ALTERNATOR AND 

SWITCHED RELUCTANCE MACHINES WITH DC FLUX

It is possible to have a homopolar inductor alternator operating as a motor. Switched Reluctance 

laminations were used to build a Variable Reluctance machine based upon a homopolar inductor 

alternator concept. A constant dc supply to the centrally placed field winding gives constant dc flux 

with the armature windings energised to produce torque to turn the motor. The flux from the field 

windings was used to aid torque production, improve efficiency of the motor, and reduce the required 

rating of power electronic components.

Figure 4.3 demonstrates a simple design comprising two stacks, each with four stator poles, and a two 

pole rotor and a centrally placed toroidal field winding between the two stacks. A fast method of 

building such a motor involved the redevelopment of a set of pre-existing Switched Reluctance 

laminations. This was the starting point for building a dual stack Variable Reluctance machine.

4.4 WINDING CONFIGURATIONS

The magnetic flux paths within the machine are three-dimensional. The toroidal field winding is 

permanently energised with dc current. The flux it produces is axial along the length of the rotor 

production making the rotor magnetically polarised at its ends. The flux at the ends is guided into or 

out of the stator poles by the stator pole windings in order to turn the rotor. At one end flux leaves the 

rotor whilst at the other it enters. There are two sets of bifilar wound windings on each stator pole, the 

poles labelled as A, A’, B, B’, C, C’, D and D’ {Figures 4.3 and 4.4).

There are different possible winding layouts. The choice of layout affects the choice of power 

electronics circuit for energising the windings. The flux paths required in the machine determined the 

sense of current in the armature coils. One stator stack will be seen to push flux into the rotor, the 

other stack pulls flux out.

When a phase is energised, the energised stator poles become an effective South Pole or North Pole 

{Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3), depending on the sense of current. The field winding magnetises the rotor 

axially such that the rotor pole faces were North Poles at one end and South Poles at the other.

Where there are like Poles between aligned rotor and stator pole faces, repulsion between the fluxes 

forces the rotor away from that stator pole pair giving the effect of reduced leakage flux from that 

stator pole pair. Where there are unlike Poles between unaligned rotor and stator pole faces, attraction
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pulls the rotor into alignment. The rotor turns until it reaches an aligned position where the pole faces 

of the rotor and stator are of unlike magnetic polarity (flux crosses the air gap between them).

The effect is the same if the field current direction changes. Each phase has its own aligned rotor 

position. The forces of repulsion and attraction turn the rotor.

Figure 4.3 Coil labels for both stacks in three dimensions.

Figure 4.4 Coil labels for both stacks (left stack at front, right stack at rear).
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4.4.1 CONFIGURATION AS BIPOLAR EXCITATION SINGLE COIL PER POLE

Bifilar coils are wound on each stator pole as shown in Figure 4.5. For each phase, windings from 

each stator pole were connected in series such that the induced back emfs would summate, with a 

series connection between the two stator stacks. For each stator stack, two diametrically opposite 

stator poles direct flux in the same direction as flux from the field coil, attracting the rotor into 

alignment with them, and the other stator poles prevent axial flux from entering them and repelling the 

rotor (.Figure 4.5 and 4.6). When the stator coils are energised with positive current, the rotor is pulled 

into alignment with the set of coils directing flux in the same direction as flux from the field coil, with 

the unaligned poles pushing the rotor into alignment {Figure 4.6). Therefore, when the current 

direction changes, the rotor turns ninety degrees to align in the only other possible position.

The magnitude of the flux from the field coil which links each of the phase windings of the stator is 

modulated by the permeance of the magnetic path. As the rotor rotates the phase winding flux linkage 

reaches a maximum when the rotor poles align with the poles of that phase winding. An alternating 

emf is therefore produced in the machine phase windings. The machine phase windings on adjacent 

reluctance poles have emfs exactly out of phase with each other. An innovative method of driving this 

machine involved series connection of all the phase windings such that the induced voltages are all in 

the same sense {Figure 4.7). A bipolar current is then forced to flow in opposition to this induced emf 

to produce motoring torque. The ideal is to have a square wave current waveform in the armature 

windings. Switching losses in this configuration would be high as all the windings would be energised 

all the time, with all the copper being utilised. The required power electronic circuitry is more 

complex than for other winding configurations.

This configuration showed that the machine could be operated as single phase.

4.4.2 CONFIGURATION AS UNIPOLAR EXCITATION WITH SINGLE COIL PER 

PHASE

Another method is to use coils A, A’ and C, C’ as Phase 1 only and the remaining coils for Phase 2 (B, 

B’ and D, D’) {Figures 4.4 and 4.7). This however means that flux could escape through unexcited 

poles during operation, creating a circumferential magnetic short circuit. Not all the flux is available 

for torque production.

Because the machine could be operated as single phase, when there are references to two phases, as 

shown by coils A and B in the figures, it is actually correct practice to refer to them as phases 1A and 

IB, and any references to two phases for such machines shall be construed with the literal meaning in 

mind.
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4.4.3 CONFIGURATION AS BIPOLAR EXCITATION WITH BIFILAR WINDINGS

To prevent flux leakage, two diametrically opposite stator poles are energised to bring the rotor into 

alignment and the other two poles are energised to push the rotor away for each phase, as shown in 

Figure 4.8. This is so that one stator pole pair provides flux in the direction of the field flux and the 

other pair opposes any flux leakage and pushes the rotor away which was thought to aid maximum 

flux usage for torque production. Only one phase is energised at a time.

When the phase changes, the transformer effect (the armature windings of one phase are magnetically 

linked to the armature windings of the other phase in the same manner as a transformer as both phases 

have parallel wound windings) provided by the bifilar windings of the second configuration reduced 

the switching losses and speeds up switching. The copper is thus used more effectively.

For both configurations, shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.10, half the copper is energised at any one time. 

For both configurations, one phase has one stator pole pair as its aligned position and the other phase 

has the other stator pole pair as its aligned position.

This second configuration (Figure 4.10) was to be used initially for the design of the machine. It was 

assumed that the transformer effect of bifilar windings would allow fast current transfer between 

windings that could help the motor during operation. Future diagrams may refer to the windings in 

sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 as ‘conv’ and ‘b if  for unipolar excitation with single coil per phase and 

bipolar excitation with bifilar windings respectively only for the purpose of simplifying the text.

Appendix F shows an alternative diagram of one variant for the flux paths in such a machine.

Chapter 3 covers the possible power electronic circuits used for each winding configuration.

Flux from energising A

  Flux from energising B

Figure 4.9 Unipolar excitation with single coil per pole windings ( ‘conventional’).
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Flux when A is energised

Flux when B is energised

Figure 4.10 Bipolar excitation with bifilar windings (only one armature energised at a time).

4.5 STATIC MODELLING OF 3D MAGNETIC CIRCUIT

The windings, when energised, produce a magneto motive force (mmf). The flux produced by such 

windings, in an ideal situation, remains solely within the steel of the machine and across any air gaps 

between the rotor and stator poles (based on the assumption of no flux leakage). Saturation was 

ignored due to an assumption of linearity for ease of calculations. To evaluate a new concept, 

magnetic equivalent circuit techniques were more appropriate than finite element analysis as it 

allowed a quick method to evaluate different geometries.

The dual stack variable reluctance machine was modelled from first principles, namely by calculating 

the magnetic equivalent circuit by reluctance calculations [106]. The machine shape was determined 

in the form of a sketch of the machine and a sketch of the magnetic paths that might be found within 

the machine when energised in an aligned rotor position. By using the principles of magnetism an 

intuitive first approximation of the flux paths was determinable. It was assumed that flux permeates 

preferentially in steel rather than air and that all the flux permeated across deliberate air gaps between 

the rotor and stator. Leakage was ignored and it was assumed that the flux paths were as short as 

possible.

At this stage the machine dimensions were all potentially variable but reasonable care was taken to 

minimise areas of magnetic saturation. The machine was divided up into radial, axial and 

circumferential reluctances to aid determination of a magnetic equivalent circuit [106].

Reluctance is the magnetic equivalent of resistance (4.1). In motor steel it has a low value (due to 

high p,r). In air it has a high value (due to (Xr=l). The amount of air gaps in the design should be kept 

minimal so as to minimise reluctance of the motor flux paths.
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R = — !—  (4.1)
HoVr A

where R=reluctance (H-l)

Mength (m)
-7

Po=4ti; 10 H/m=permeability of free space 

pr=relative permeability of material 

A=cross sectional area (m2)

As with any design, constraints were defined which included those due to use of existing laminations. 

The length of the two stator stacks, the space for armature and field windings, dimensions of the 

linking back iron between the two stacks were all definable. As the design was an adaptation of an 

existing motor, the laminations gave fixed values for some dimensions but the axial length of the 

individual stack laminations (length b) was still variable to an upper limit (the total length of the 

original stack).

The flux paths were split into sections where the flux was substantially uni-directional within that 

section. Each section was for one material only. Where two materials were next to each other, then 

two sections were made even though the flux was in the same direction. This was because it aided 

calculation of the reluctance within the sections. Where saturation was thought to occur, extra 

sections were included to give extra modelling security. The adjacent sections have to be in parallel or 

in series with each other (Figures 4.11). By having the sections in this manner and by calculating the 

reluctance of each section, a magnetic reluctance equivalence was calculated for the machine (in the 

same manner as resistances in series or parallel) {Figure 4.12).

By having as many variables as possible defined within the reluctance calculations, as the dimensions 

of the machine were varied, the equivalent reluctance was calculated. The design had to incorporate 

space for field and armature coils (slot areas) and any former used to hold the field and stacks in 

position relative to each other.
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Figure 4.13 Magnetic equivalent circuit.

The greater the number of sections used the greater the potential accuracy of any calculations. This 

was a crude yet effective version of Finite Element Analysis. A magnetic equivalent circuit was thus 

derived (Figure 4.13). For each section the flux within each was affected by the cross sectional area 

that the flux passed though and this was a limiting factor on how great the flux could be. The total 

reluctance was simplified to a function of the dimensions of the motor. Dimensional parameterisation 

of the reluctances allowed any dimension and variation in shape to be accommodated. The machine 

was then modelled with a 2 -dimensional model even though the magnetic paths were three- 

dimensional.

The product of magnetic flux and reluctance was equal to the total ampere turns of the motor. The

amount of space available for windings (copper area) was the packing factor times the slot area.

Dividing this by the cross sectional area of one strand of wire gave the number of turns available. The

current density times the copper area gave the expected current in the windings. Figure 4.13 shows an 
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example of the equivalent circuit for one position in which the mmf from the dc field coil is 

represented by Mf, and the mmf from an energised phase winding is represented by Mp. Accepting the 

limitations in accuracy of the simple magnetic circuit, a flux versus position versus mmf map was 

produced. A plot of current density and flux density against length given to stack allowed 

optimisation for the motor dimensions. For a given range of current densities, as the proportion of 

stack length for the two stacks was varied, a range of possible magnetic fluxes was possible and from 

this a suitable value of length for each stack was obtained. For the stack length of 70mm, equations 

were developed to define magneto motive force using the magnetic equivalent circuit and using the 

current density equation. The distance for the axial length of the stator pole was defined by b (in mm). 

For a given flux density, B, and current density, J, and the motor dimensions, the equation for an 

optimum value of b (using a linear magnetization assumption) is shown in (4.2).

k_(7.8xl0'6J-H).9784B)±f(7.8xl0~6+0.9784B)2-4(0.01398BX2.654xl04J-805.85B)]1/2 (4  2)
0.02795B

From manipulation of this equation, a value of b=24mm was chosen as an optimum value. This was 

because a large choice of values for either B or J could be used without making the length of b too big 

(as space was required in the middle for the windings).

For various values of J at b=24mm 1.234T < B < 1.8T

For various values of B at b=24mm 11.538xl0^A/m^ < J < 18.270x1 O^A/m^

f\ 9
A middle value of B and its corresponding value J were chosen i.e.:- B=1.5T, J=15.794x10 A/m . 

Due to the machine using laminations it was assumed that the flux within the machine would not be as 

great as predicted due to cross lamination fluxes, iron losses and eddy currents. It was assumed to be a 

good value though. Using these values, a magnetomotive force (mmf) of almost 1232A-t was 

calculated. This gave an idea of the machine capability.

4.6 DYNAMIC SIMULATION

The field coil was made using self bonding wire for dimensional stability (see Appendix E).

It was assumed that there was no flux leakage and that, for a two phase 4/2 motor design, a 90° 

revolution of the rotor gave a change in magnetic flux of dB=B. It was assumed that all the flux was 

used in torque production. The back emf expected for a given speed is shown in (4.3).
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„ XTd<D XT. d B  E = N —  =NA—  
dt dt

A = stator pole area, N = turn number per phase,

B = flux density in stator pole

Xfpm=^ rpS (4-3)

1 revolution takes —  seconds 
x

Y  revolution takes —  seconds

Y  revolution dB=B

Ya revolution E = N A ^ ^  /  4 a is

The model predicted the total magnetic equivalent reluctance for the machine. This value multiplied 

by magnetic flux was the same as the total ampere turns of the machine. The number of available 

turns for the field and stator (armature) windings was determined by the slot areas, packing factors and 

wire diameters selected during the modelling process. A dc motor equivalence was used to predict the 

motor performance (4.4). L(dl/dt) was ignored as the current, I, was assumed to be constant, for ease 

of calculation.

V =E +1 R
a a a a (4-4)

VaI =E I +(Ia)2Raa a  a a  v a '  a

Such a theory assumed that the field winding produced all the flux and that all this flux interacted with 

current in the stator coils (armature) to produce torque. As the possible number of armature turns was 

known then the required current was calculated and used in the dc motor equivalence equations. The 

supply to the armature windings equalled the sum of the back emf and the volt drop across the 

armature windings (current times resistance). The back emf was predicted as was the armature 

winding resistance as shown by the previous equations. The power calculation was a simple 

expansion of the dc machine voltage equation (4.4). Torque was calculated through electromechanical 

energy conversion in the phase winding circuit model (4.5). The interaction of the current and back 

emf gave rise to torque production. It was possible to predict the performance of the motor for a given 

speed in radians per second.

EaIa = T o  where Ea = back emf (V)
Ta = annahire coil current (A) 

T =  torque (Nm) 

u  = speed m rads1
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The magnetic flux was limited by the cross sectional area of sections of the motor. The smallest area 

was regarded as the constraining value and, for a required magnetic flux density, the mmf of the motor 

was calculated. The mmf produced by the stator coils and the field coil was to match this value and 

from the dc motor equations the performance of the motor was dynamically modelled for a given rotor 

speed and supply voltage. The choice of wire size and packing factor were varied and the model 

included error detection to prevent selection of impossible dimensions and parameters.

The model ignored laminations and assumed that the steel helped flux permeation. The laminations 

existed in the stator stacks in the radial plane. It was suggested that the mmf needed to drive flux 

perpendicular to the laminations would be greater than expected. The flux paths were three 

dimensional but the laminations were designed for two dimensional fluxes in the same plane as the 

laminations. Also, effects such as iron losses and eddy currents were assumed to not exist. There was 

a risk that the model would over predict the flux within the machine.

The choice and dimensions of plastic formers used to hold the stator stacks parallel to each other can 

be found in Appendix E.

4.6.1 TEMPERATURE RISE CALCULATIONS

Work was then conducted on how much heat was produced by the motor at various magnetic flux 

densities. The flux density was directly linked to the current density and mmf as shown in (4.6) (the 

equations are specific to stator axial-based lengths of b=24mm).

mmf = 82L285# = 7.8x1 (T5J (4.6)
J=10.529rl06R

Stefan’s Law was used to calculate the radiated heat as a temperature rise above ambient temperature 

when the wire carried a current (Appendix E). The modelling used on Microsoft Excel was such that, 

for any calculated slot area, mmf proportions from the windings or plastic former thickness, at any 

specified flux density (B), the currents in the coils, the voltages required, the I2R resistive losses and 

the associated temperature rises above ambient were instantaneously calculated. The design was 

optimised numerically to give the shape with minimum reluctance (Figure 4.14) and optimum thermal 

characteristics. This allowed the maximization of the magnetic flux for a given supply. Table 4.1 

gives a list of the main dimensions and turns numbers within the machine. Figure 4.14 shows how the 

machine dimensions.
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Figure 4.14 Surfece area calculations for an armature coil.

TABLE 4.1 - DIMENSIONS WITHIN MACHINE

T oroid Per Phase Total
Turns 550 600 -

Wire Diameter 0.475mm 0.315mm -

Resistance 9.82ohm 2.615ohm _

mmf estimated maximum 1478
Packinq factor 0.711 0.3 -

Power wanted - - 300W
Sneed wanted - - 8000
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4.7 INITIAL TEST RESULTS

4.7.1 WIRING AND BACK EMF TEST RESULTS

The stator stacks were initially in perfect alignment. For one stack, when one diagonally opposite set 

of coils for one phase was energised, they were connected so they gave a North Pole at the stator pole 

face. The equivalent pair on the other stack was connected so that they gave a South Pole at the stator 

pole face. This meant that, at an aligned rotor position with only these coils excited, the flux produced 

was axial along the rotor (i.e. the fluxes from each stack complemented each other, not cancelling each 

other out). The other poles were excited so they would give opposing pole faces to that on the same 

stack. The net result was that, when one phase was energised, one diagonally opposite pole pair was 

equivalent North Pole and the other equivalent South Pole whilst the other stack was the same except 

that the equivalent Poles were 90° shifted. When the field was energised the rotor had one end as a 

South Pole and the other as a North Pole. When one phase was energised and the flux from each 

diagonally opposite pole pair had two possible effects. Where the rotor pole and stator pole were of 

the same magnetic polarity, repulsion occurred and the rotor was forced away and, where the magnetic 

polarities were different, then attraction occurred and the force generated brought the rotor towards 

that stator pole pair. Thus each stator pole was used to generate torque.

In each stack for each phase the two pairs of diagonally opposite coils had back emfs which were 

inverted forms of the other. By connecting the coils such that the sense of one is the same as the sense 

of the coil on the adjacent stator pole it was possible to add the back emfs. This was done for each 

phase.

The design was connected to a dc motor and the back emf was measured from the stator windings of 

each phase (i.e. the motor was tested as a generator).

The back emf waveform was not square wave, as ideal, but was in fact very peaky and was probably 

due to the rotor having a graded design. The magnitude of the back emf was half that which was 

expected. The possible causes of reduction were:-

1 The value of reluctance for the magnetic circuit was approximated by using mean paths. The true 

flux paths are unknown and the Pr value of steel was approximated. The use of laminations had 

not been accounted for.

2 Flux leakage was assumed to be zero.
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4.7.2 MOTOR TESTING

Tests were carried out on the machine at no load (configuration as bipolar excitation with bifilar 

windings). The machine was not suitable for torque testing. It was very prone to overheating as the 

load increased {Figure 4.15). The winding temperature reached 80°C at no load.
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Figure 4.15 Temperature measurements during tests.
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Figure 4.16 Speed o f  machine increases with temperature for fixed supply.
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Figure 4.17 Test waveform for zero mechanical degree displacement (60V armature supply, 10V field supply).

It was noted that the motor sped up with time for fixed voltage supplies to the windings (Figure 4.16). 

It was suggested that the field winding resistance increases with temperature that lowered the field 

current hence lowering the field flux. The motor had to speed up to produce the same amount of back 

emf. Figure 4.17 shows an experimental waveform for a no load test. It was found that, if the packing 

factor was kept as tight as possible, Stefan’s Law was accurate to within 2 degrees Celsius.

4.8 REMODELLING

The back emf measured in each phase was exactly half that of the expected value. More back emf was 

needed for improved torque production so that load testing could be performed. For an improved back 

emf waveform, the number of turns in the armature had to be increased. Space for the windings was 

limited and any increase in armature turns resulted in a decrease in field windings. A decrease in field 

windings limited the amount of flux that the field could produce. Table 4.2 shows dimensions and 

turn numbers for the remodelled machine.
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TABLE 4.2 - DIMENSIONS WITHIN MACHINE

PROPERTY PROPERTY VALUE
Toroidal Field Outer 
Diameter

78mm

Toroidal Fiel d Inner 
Diameter

47mm

Field turns 750, 0.315mm diameter 
wire

Total length 73mm
Length of each stack 24mm
Outer diameter 92mm
Armature turns per 
phase

1192, 0.315mm 
diameter wire

4.8.1 INPROVING THE BACK EMF WAVEFORMS WITH ROTATIONAL 

DISPLACEMENT OF THE STATOR STACKS

The Homopolar Variable Reluctance Machine consists of two stacks separated by a toroidal axially 

orientated coil. The angle, #shift, is the mechanical displacement between the two stacks {Figure 4.18). 

The original model used a mechanical displacement of zero degrees. That is, the two stacks were 

perfectly aligned with each other.

The back emf in each coil stator pole coil is produced by passing current through the field winding and 

turning the rotor (as in the case of a generator). This machine has an electrical angle of twice the 

mechanical angle.

Zero shift degrees is defined as the initial angular condition. Each stack has windings associated with 

each of the two armature phases. This initial condition is such that the back emf generated in the 

armature windings of one stack would be in phase with the same phase armature windings in the other 

stack {Figure 4.19).

To expand this concept further, consider the coils in one stack as being labelled as A, A’, B, B’ and in 

the other stack as C, C’, D, D’ for each phase {Figure 4.18). In each stack the diametrically opposing 

coils are connected such that any back emf produced in each add (not cancel each other out). The sum 

is termed as where x is the coil pair (AA’, BB’, CC’, DD’) and n was the phase number (1 or 2) -  

as shown in (4.7).

A + A’ = Va,, (4.7)

B + B’ = VBn 

C + C’ = VCn

D + D’ = Vdj, where n = 1, 2 (the phase number)
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In one stack, for each phase, the back emf adds to VBn due to the way the coils are connected. VAn 

is connected to be in phase with VBn at zero shift degrees. In the other stack, for each phase, the back 

emf VCn adds to VDn due to the way the coils are connected. VCn is also connected to be in phase with 

VDn (4.8).

Back emf per phase armature in StackAB = - VBn (4.8)

Back emf per phase armature in S tacks = VCn - VDn

For each phase, the back emf generated in one stack and the back emf generated in the other stack are 

represented by vectors. For zero mechanical degrees the back emfs from each stack are in phase and 

so are zero electrical degrees different (4.9). The connections between each stack are such that for 

each phase there is summation of the vectors at this angle.

Zero degrees shift total back emf per phase = (V ^  - VBn) + (VCn - VDn) (4.9)

Zero degrees shift total back emf in Phase 1 = (VA] - VB]) + (VCi - VD1)

Zero degrees shift total back emf in Phase 2 = (V ^ - VB2) + (VC2 - VD2)

The back emf per phase is thus Vphase n = Vstack) + Vstack2

where Vstackl = (V ^ - VBn)

Vstack2 C^Cn " ^ D n )

and n is the phase number

phase

shift angle (in mechanical degrees)= 0shift 
electrical shift angle =  20shlft

Figure 4.19 Vector theory in relation to displacement angle betweenFigure 4.18 Shift angle displacement between stacks, fthm-
stacks.
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shift angle (in mechanical degrees)= 0d 
electrical shift angle = 20.**
Figure 4.20 Vector theory simplified.
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Figure 4.21 Vector theory defining electrical angle shift in back em f 
waveform.
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Figure 4.22 Electrical displacement in relation to mechanical displacement and two examples.

phase 1

This is shown in vector form below whereby the mechanical shift angle is shown as an electrical 

angle of displacement 20shift {Figure 4.19). This is due to the machine having two rotor poles and four 

stator poles per stack. As shown, the total voltage for the phase, Vphase, is shown as being displaced by 

an electrical angle a.

The first stack is regarded, in this case, as the reference stack, so the second stack is displaced by the 

electrical angle 2  0shift.

If Vstacw = Vstack2 = x (in magnitude value) and VPhase ~ V (for simplicity) for a given phase, the vector 

diagram simplifies as below (4.10). Vstack2 is split into y and z components so that VPhase can be 

calculated by geometric calculations. The relationship between a  and #shift is then found {Figures 

4.20, 4.21).

Calculations y = x cos(2<9sh,ft) 

z = x sin(2 0 shift) 

ztana  =
( x +y )
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ta n a  = 

tan a  =

tan a  =

hence

Also

xsin (2 0 ^ ) xsin(20lfii/, ) sin(2<W) )
^x+xcos(20Jtoyl)J (x ( l+ c o s (2 ^ ))J [l+ co s(2 0 ^ )J

Z s i n ^ c o s ^ ,  ' ' 2  sin e,m  cos 0 ^ '
( (1  + 2  cos2 9mj) - 1) J 2 cos2#Jij() J l y c o s ^ c o s ^ J

sin#shift

C O S #
tan#shift

shift y

^  ĥift

sin a  = — 
V

V = xsm(20shift)
sin a

therefore

but a  = #shift

V - V  = xV phase v  A
(4.10)

The overall electrical angle of displacement for each phase equals the mechanical angle of 

displacement even though the electrical angle between each stack is twice that of the mechanical angle 

{Figure 4.22). The back emf in each phase is shown by vector diagrams to be a function of the 

mechanical angle in terms of overall electrical displacement. As the mechanical angle varies so too 

does the effective surface area of the stator pole faces over which the flux passes through. The back- 

emf traces are then variable in magnitude and shape.

The theory of vectors is supplemented by utilising the back emf waveform shape itself.

The back emf trace for one stack for one armature phase was recorded for one electrical cycle. This 

waveform is the same shape as that of the same phase on the other stack (disregarding any phase 

difference).

For one armature phase data points were taken and a plot of back emf in each stack against rotor 

position was replicated. The sum of the two waveforms (superimposed) gave the total back emf 

waveform for that phase winding. The Stack 1 plot was taken as the reference waveform. The Stack 2 

plot was phase shifted against the Stack 1 plot according to the mechanical angle of difference 

between the two stacks, 6 ^ .  Dependent on the shape of the waveform for each stack, the overall 

waveform shape for each phase was changed as the mechanical angle, #shift, was altered.
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4.8.2 SELECTION OF THEORETICAL IDEAL ANGLES

For smooth torque production to be ensured, the back emf waveform shape should be as close to a 

square wave as possible (the ideal condition). The rate of change of permeance affects the rate of 

change of flux as the rotor turns and this itself is affected by the rotor and stator pole shapes. But, 

with this type of motor, the angular position between the two stacks was used to manipulate the back 

emf trace to obtain a squarer shaped trace. To aid the determination of the best value of 0shift the term 

crest factor is introduced.

Crest factor is used to compare the ideal back emf waveforms. It is the ratio of the peak to rms of the 

back emf curve. A square wave is the ideal and has a value of one. Hence a value closer to one is 

more idealistic. A square wave back emf trace would also represent smooth torque production. The 

crest factor is only applicable to waveforms with a repetitive cycle.

For the ideal square wave the crest factor is 1, for a sinusoidal wave the crest factor is V2 (1.4142). It 

is regarded that the nearer the crest factor is to 1 the better the waveform.

The other remaining item of interest within the back emf curve is the average of the modulus of the 

half cycle mean for the total back emf waveform for the armature phase.

It was then possible for a plot of peak, rms, averaged modulus half cycle mean back emfs and crest 

factor against stack displacement angle, 0 ^ (Figures 4.23, 4.24, 4.25, 4.26).

Crest factor versus mechanical angle between stacks
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Chapter 4
Figure 4.23 Crest factor against mechanical displacement angle.
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Figure 4.25 Crest factor and back em f versus mechanical displacement angle.
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Figure 4.26 Predicted back em f versus rms back em f with mechanical angle.

The total back emf waveform in each phase changed shape and magnitude as the angle of 

displacement between the stator poles changed. Tests were carried out every 5 degrees over a 90 

degree range. It was noted that for every one mechanical degree there are two electrical degrees 

(Figure 4.27).

By aligning the two stacks so there was no angle difference between the stator poles of each stack the 

back emf for each phase had the same shape as for an individual stack but with twice the magnitude.

As shown in Figure 4.25 the overall magnitude of the phase back emf fell with angle and, at 90 

mechanical degrees, the back emf generated in one stack was cancelled completely by that in the other 

(due to 180-electrical degrees being antiphase).

At 0 degrees the crest factor was 2.25 {Figure 4.25). At 45 degrees the crest factor was 1.62 {Figure 

4.27).

At 25 degrees the back emf waveform had already lost its large spike characteristic and the mean 

value over a half cycle had lowered {Figure 4.28). It had a crest factor of 1.85.
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At 45 degrees the waveform was more constant in magnitude but was decreased further in mean value 

{Figure 4.27). It was larger in value initially compared to the zero degree condition, that was, it is 

more square in shape than the 0 degree case).

As the angle approached 90 degrees the back emf waveform decreased in size and was practically non

existent at 90 degrees as the back emf in one stack was being cancelled out by the back emf in the 

other stack. Figure 4.29 shows the back emf waveforms obtained when the two stacks had a 

mechanical shift of 85 degrees. The back emf traces were almost zero. It was the same as two 

waveforms in antiphase being added together.

The 45 degrees condition had an improved crest factor so would give an improved current waveform.
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Figure 4.28 Phase 1 and Phase 2 back em f curves at 25 mechanical degree displacement between each stack.
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Figure 4.29 Phase 1 and Phase 2 back em f curves at 85 mechanical degree displacement between each stack.
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4.9 MEASUREMENT OF COGGING TORQUE

Energising the field winding with dc current gives constant flux. The flux was used to bring the rotor 

into the aligned position. This constant source of flux caused a cogging effect as the armature phase 

windings were successively energised to turn the rotor. As the field current increased the cogging 

torque also increased (Table 4.3). The back emf waveform gave a good indication of the torque that 

could be obtained from the machine. The less 'square' the waveshape, the less smooth the torque 

would be. It was an assumption that the change in mechanical angular displacement between the two 

stacks to produce smoother torque would also reduce the effect of cogging torque (Table 4.3).

TABLE 4.3 -  COGGING TORQUE OF DSVRM

Field current 
(A)

Average Cogging torque (mNm)
Not skewed Skewed

0.4 54.23 40.18
0.45 60.58 44.20
0.5 66.53 48.22

0.55 74.21 52.23
0.6 81.30 56.25

4.10 LOAD TEST RESULTS

It was decided that the more sinusoidal-fashioned back emf trace at 45 degrees mechanical shift would 

give a better current trace. The machine was then tested as a motor at this condition (configuration as 

bipolar excitation with bifilar windings).

Figure 4.30 shows the current waveform at low speed (551 rpm). It was very close to a square wave 

indicating that the machine would produce a smoother torque. It was noted that the machine had too 

high a total input power at no load. It had 71.5W input power of which 39.9W was to the armature 

windings. Both the field and the armature currents were around 0.85A which was nearing the current 

density limit for the windings. Figure 4.31 shows that an increase in field winding current sped the 

machine up whilst reducing the armature current for a given armature supply. The shape of the 

armature current was retained close to the ideal square shape.
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4.11 DISCUSSION

The two stacks and the rotor were all laminated as the machine had been built from a switched 

reluctance stack. The 3-dimensional magnetic flux paths were hindered by this fact as it was therefore 

more difficult to drive flux across these laminations. Iron losses were unacceptably high as the eddy 

currents due to cross lamination fluxes were significant. The flux from the toroidal field winding was 

produced in a very effective manner as no end winding losses were associated with it. The armature 

windings produce only a fraction of the total flux in the machine. End winding losses associated with 

the armature windings were less than that of a machine energised by armature alone. The machine 

worked in principle but a design without laminations using powdered iron technology might have 

proved more useful. Increased space for a larger toroidal field would also improve performance.

Testing the machine with increasing loads was impaired heavily by the fact that the windings were 

prone to quickly overheating. The motor would barely run over 3000rpm at no load without the 

windings exceeding 100°C within 6  minutes of operation. The reason for the poor torque production 

and performance lay in the method of the flux production. Half the windings on each stator pole were 

associated with one phase and the remainder with the other phase. The energised windings on the two 

diametrically opposite stator poles for the aligned position (for that phase energisation) generated flux 

that aided in pulling the rotor into the aligned position. All this flux was used in torque production. 

The other windings on the unaligned stator poles had a dual function. The first was that the flux 

produced pushed the rotor away into the aligned position. The second was that the flux produced 

prevented flux produced by the field winding leaking across the air gap. The flux produced in these 

poles was not all used in torque production. As the armature current increased with load, there was a 

risk that the flux in the armature windings associated with the unaligned pole would increase to the 

point that the flux it produced prevented field flux from being utilised fully in torque production 

(based on a fixed field supply with increasing load). Increasing the field current with load would help 

if this was indeed the situation that would require the use of a current source half bridge converter 

circuit for the power electronics. Unfortunately only 3D flux modelling using Finite Element Analysis 

could reveal the true situation of the flux paths within this machine.

The alternative method of operating the machine was to use a unipolar excitation with single coil per

pole method (a modification of the ‘conventional’ Switched Reluctance method -  explaining the term

‘conventional’ for this variable reluctance machine alternative). For each stack, all the windings in

two diametrically opposite stator poles were for one phase only. The windings on the equivalent stator

poles on the other stack (i.e. that would be in parallel if there were zero mechanical degrees

displacement between the stacks) were for the same phase. The coils produced flux in a different

manner than a conventional Switched Reluctance machine in that the flux from each stator pole set of

windings aided the flux produced by the field winding (push flux into or out of the rotor, depending on 
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the magnetic polarity of the rotor due to the field). All the armature flux was used in flux production 

(excepting that which escaped as flux leakage in the unenergised stator poles). This method provided 

better torque production and hence gave a different performance characteristic. The machine had 

unipolar current with unipolar flux in the stator poles rather than the bipolar flux in the stator poles.

The motor operated with the new winding configuration but with a newly optimised mechanical 

displacement between the two stacks of 29°. The new angle allowed, for a marginal increase in crest 

factor, a larger back emf waveform that still maintained a shape indicative of reasonably smooth 

torque production {Figure 4.32). The amplitude and shape of the back emf in each phase was identical 

to that for the bifilar version. The machine was tested at various speeds with various loads and field 

currents to optimise the phase firing timings and supply to the field and armature for best performance.

The initial tests involved optimising the phase timing sequence so that the input power for a given 

speed was minimised. There were three possible speed modes that were used (Chapter 3). Initially 

the back emf, after the opto sensor changed state at zero volt crossing, was small and the torque 

produced would be small (a fast rise in armature current was seen as well). After this, the back emf 

quickly rose and had a period of relative large value. This section was excellent for smoother torque 

production (shown by a levelling off of the current waveform to a constant value with little ripple). In 

the last section the back emf fell towards zero. Here the torque produced was reducing (and the current 

would be rising again). The middle section of relatively constant back emf was the best for torque 

production, and this was best achieved using the Normal Mode with pulsing (Figure 4.33). By 

optimising when each phase was energised during each opto sensor period, the maximum efficiency 

was obtained through optimised torque production. Ideally the current waveform would be a square 

wave for smooth torque production. As was shown, the optimised firing sequence at 4000rpm gave a 

current waveform that produced very smooth torque and left the machine operating audibly quieter 

than at zero degrees mechanical displacement between the stacks (no acoustic tests were performed). 

The machine operated at a much lower temperature, allowing load testing to be performed (.Figure 

4.34).

The effects of changing the field current for a fixed speed and load were investigated. A plot of 

efficiency against field supply showed that the machine increased its efficiency as the field supply 

increased (Figure 4.35). This suggested that having the field in series with the armature windings 

would improve the machines performance at higher loads.

This was confirmed in a plot of efficiency against load at 4000rpm where the field current was 

increased from OA to 0.6A. Increasing the field current increased the efficiency {Figure 4.36). It was 

hard to ascertain whether there was a marked difference in improvement in efficiency with load for 
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increasing field current as the graph seemed to imply towards the higher end of the loads. The initial 

remark was definitely true however.

Investigations into the effects of speed on efficiency versus load for a fixed field supply showed that 

the machine seemed to be less efficient at lower speeds. There was a marked difference in efficiency 

when at 3000rpm but only a small difference between 5000rpm and 4000rpm (Figure 4.37). The 

machine did not operate successfully at 6000rpm (its speed varied at the optimised timings so the tests 

were abandoned).

B ack-em f a g a in s t  ro to r  an g le  fo r a  29  an d  4 5  d e g re e  m ec h a n ica l a n g le s  b e tw e en  s ta c k s10000

8000

6000

4000

2000

Rotor angle (d eg re e s)-2000

-4000

-6000

 291 degrees ------- 45 degrees
-8000

-10000

Figure 4.32 29 and 45 degree mechanical displacement back em f waveforms for each phase.

Back em f for 29 d e g re e  m achanical d isp lacem en t angle, o p to se n s o r  signal and exam ple p h a se  firing tim ing aga inst ro to r position
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Figure 4.33 :-Possible armature firing timings for a 29 degree mechanical displacement angle.
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Figure 4.34 Actual optimised phase firing sequence with optimised current waveform.
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Figure 4.36 Field current effect on efficiency.
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Figure 4.37 Speed effect on efficiency.
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Figure 4.38 Input and output powers and efficiency against load for 3000rpm.
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Figure 4.39 Input and output powers and efficiency against load for 4000rpm.
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Figure 4.40 Input and output powers and efficiency against load for 5000rpm.
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It was noted that, at start up, when the machine was at room temperature, its input power for a given 

speed was large. The field supply was kept constant but, as the machine warmed up, the rotor actually 

sped up and the armature supply had to be reduced to bring the machine back to its original speed. 

The machine improved its efficiency as it got warmer. The previous theory was still proposed to 

explain this behaviour. It must be pointed out that all tests were performed when the machine had 

reached its operating temperatures (when the machine ran at constant speed for at least ten minutes 

without having to alter the supply). All sets of tests were carried out at the same time so individual 

test conditions were as similar as possible to avoid this speed problem affecting the results.

Plots of the input and output powers and the efficiency of the machine at various speeds show that 

most of the losses in the machine are armature losses and that, as the load increases, these losses start 

to increase in an exponential manner (Figures 4.38, 4.39, 4.40). This implies it is increasingly more 

difficult to produce the flux to generate the torque. This is in part due to the difficulty in driving flux 

across the laminations of the two stacks (the laminations allow 2D flux and hinder 3D flux). A circuit 

that has the field in series with the armature would help to reduce this problem. The machine keeps its 

‘other losses’ (windage, iron losses, hysteresis losses) relatively constant with load. The value of these 

losses are a significant amount of the total machine power indicating that eddy currents due to cross 

lamination fluxes are significant.

The maximum efficiency obtained through having the field separately excited was in the region of 

30% (a value of 37% was achieved in one test but this may not be reliable). This would be improved 

through use of the field winding in series with the armature windings but appropriate turn numbers 

would be required to fully utilise the potential benefits.

The toroidal field winding is definitely an efficient source of flux that boosts the efficiency of such a 

machine.

Displaced stack theory can be used to give smoother torque by having a squarer shaped current. The 

maximum back emf obtainable and the maximum torque achievable is compromised in the process. 

This means that, for such a design, the optimum angle for torque production is not necessarily the best 

choice.
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4.12 SUMMARY

The new machine construction has provided a valuable insight into alternative reluctance machine 

geometries and excitation schemes. The test results have demonstrated that the concept (of a switched 

reluctance variant of the homopolar inductor alternator topology) works and that control of the 

machine characteristics can be achieved via either the field current or the phase winding (armature) 

current.

The complex magnetic geometry has been reduced to a simple model for design purposes. However, 

test results have shown the model to overestimate the magnetic fluxes, indicating that eddy currents 

due to cross lamination fluxes may be significant. It is therefore concluded that this geometry would 

be very appropriate to be evaluated with powdered iron core construction. Powdered iron would allow 

the possibility of three dimensional flux paths with reduced iron and eddy current losses and the ability 

to shape a motor to benefit the complex flux paths. This machine has a topology that is ideally suited 

for an investigation using powdered iron technology.

One factor that partly explains efficiency limitations with this design is caused by the use of the 

toroidal field winding itself. The dc current in the field winding will give dc flux axially within the 

rotor, when considered as the only source of flux. This would not cause significant circumferential 

eddy currents in the steel sections with axial flux - as there is no significant change in flux magnitude 

to cause the eddy currents to oppose the change. But a sense coil around the field winding does show 

a ripple in the flux, and spikes of back emf where switching occurs in the armature coils of each phase. 

Thus there is a degree of eddy current losses in these motors. It is possible to reduce the 

circumferential eddy currents by use of powdered iron or by breaking the paths by insertion of e.g. 

plastic spacer so flux can still travel axially as desired but electrically insulates preventing eddy 

currents.

The displaced stack theory has shown that a current waveform can be improved to give a smoother 

torque due to the current having a squarer shape. However, this has also been shown to limit the 

torque capability of the motor. It is necessary to select a displacement angle that gives a higher back 

emf and hence torque for a slightly less square current. It was shown that optimum smooth torque was 

at 45 degrees mechanical displacement but 29 degrees gave a better torque output for a slightly less 

smooth torque. Different angles would give different machine characteristics. For this machine, 

smooth torque production was desired and was obtained.

The use of unipolar excitation with single coil per pole windings produces unipolar flux per stator

pole. It gives a higher torque output than the first version with bipolar excitation with bifilar

windings. This is due to all of the flux produced by the unipolar excitation with single coil per pole 
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windings being available for torque production. In the case of bipolar excitation with bifilar windings 

model, some of the flux is used to prevent flux leaking into the unaligned stator poles and to push the 

rotor into the aligned position. It is speculated that this bipolar excitation with bifilar windings model 

was detrimental to axial flux from the field winding. A three dimensional finite element analysis 

would be best suited for accurately modelling this style of machine. It has been modelled with two 

dimensional analysis with a satisfactory level of success. Only the 3D model would reveal the truth as 

to what happens with the flux in the bifilar windings. The 3D model would also possibly provide 

enough data to model L(dl/dt) in the dc machine model of (4.4).

The bipolar excitation with bifilar windings version of the machine is better suited to a current source 

half bridge converter circuit to energise a series connection of armature and field windings. The best 

torque production is when unipolar excitation with single coil per pole windings is used but this 

requires an asymmetric half bridge converter circuit.
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CHAPTER 5 

SINGLE STACK VARIABLE RELUCTANCE MACHINE WITH AXIALLY 
ORIENTATED FLUX ASSISTANCE

5.1 INTRODUCTION
The dual stack variable reluctance machine is a complex design incorporating a three dimensional flux 

path. It incorporated two stacks separated by a toroidal field winding. It was realized that a 

simplification of the machine design would allow a smaller machine to be built. This simplification 

would produce a machine based upon the same homopolar inductor alternator principles [14-17, 2 0 , 

2 1 ] as the dual stack machine but with a reduction in the overall machine complexity by halving the 

number of stator stacks. There was still the novel method of providing additional dc flux through the 

use of a toroidal, axially oriented coil. A two phase 4/2 variable reluctance machine was constructed 

and tested in which the stator comprised a single short stack adjacent to an axially orientated coil 

arranged to give axial magnetic flux. This construction is the machining equivalent of half a 

homopolar inductor alternator.

The complexity is reduced by using one stack and replacing the other stack with a steel block to 

complete the magnetic circuit. An example sketch of the design is shown in Figure 5.1. It is possible 

to house the toroidal field winding within this steel block. The rotor is altered to accommodate this 

housing block for the toroidal field winding. It has a conventional two pole rotor (for a 4/2 design) at 

the stator stack end with the remainder of the rotor cylindrical at the field housing end (a boss design). 

This allows a novel addition of a magnetic slip ring to the machine. The magnetic slip ring forms part 

of the rotor (by the toroidal field winding end of the machine), giving a constant air gap around the 

rotor. By doing so there is a constant cylindrical air gap as part of the complete magnetic circuit but it 

allows minimization of overall machine axial length. The design is especially useful as the section 

housing the field forms part of the back-iron and the inner part of it surrounds the magnetic slip ring. 

The toroidal field winding is simply dropped into this housing during production and is kept in place 

by the stator windings on the only stack. This allows manufacturing benefits. To give extra space for 

the field winding, a different type of bearing is used in preference to the usual ball bearing. The 

needle roller bearing is just as effective in principle as the ball bearing but occupies a smaller radius, 

allowing more design flexibility in modelling the machine.
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Figure 5.1 Sketch o f  single stack variable reluctance machine with interior view.

As with the previous design, an existing 4/2 switched reluctance design of 54mm stack length was 

used to make this new machine (the laminations were used in a lawnmower machine). The lamination 

dimensions were thus known and this allowed limitations to be imposed on the modelling process in 

terms of dimensional parameterization. As with the dual stack motor, the field winding was used to 

produce a unipolar axial magnetic flux and bifilar windings were used for the stator coils to direct the 

flux into or out of (as well as providing additional flux to) diametrically opposing stator poles pairs.

The machine design included cooling ducts due to the temperature problems encountered with the dual 

stack machine. The aluminium end caps that existed for the 4/2 laminations had enough axial length 

to allow safe inclusion of an internal fan allowing improved cooling potential. It was proposed that 

the fan would suck air from the motor rather than blowing air into it as this had proven in the past to 

be the wiser method of motor cooling.

5.2 MACHINE TOPOLOGY - DESIGN FOR A SINGLE STACK VARIABLE 
RELUCTANCE MACHINE
Self-bonding wire was used in this machine (Appendix E) to keep the wire coils in their wound 

shapes. The wire self-bonded at 120A/mm2, although heating in an oven, using hot air streams and 

painting on methylated spirits were possible. The use of varnish and glues to bind the windings 

together were unsuccessful due to the high packing factor in the toroidal field winding (0.7).

Self-bonding wire limited the packing factor obtainable because this type of wire had an additional 

layer outside the insulation which bonded together with similar wire when activated by heat. The 

packing factor obtained in the motor for the toroidal field winding was 0.52 compared to 0.7. This was 

still a high value but it imposed limitations on expectable packing factors. The self-bonding process 

did not appear to affect the wire resistance based on values before and after treatment.
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Nylon66  was also used to hold the stator coils in place so they did not interfere with the rotor 

(Appendix E). The field winding was held in place by the presence of the stator coils.

The machine design had a basic initial specification of 8000rpm at 300W input power.

The bearings were inserted into aluminium end caps or aluminium sections held in place by end caps. 

Being non-magnetic the aluminium was not included in any modelling except for allowing space for 

inclusion of any parts.

5.3 WINDING CONFIGURATIONS
There are different possible winding configurations that could be used for this type of machine, which 

are based upon and explained further in terms of magnetic flux paths in Section 4.4 of Chapter 4. The 

winding possibilities are shown in Figures 5.2 to 5.5. Future diagrams may refer to the windings in 

sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3 as ‘conv’ and ‘b if  for unipolar excitation with single coil per phase and 

bipolar excitation with bifilar windings respectively only for the purpose of simplifying the text.

The toroidal field winding provides maximum packing factor and copper utilisation due to its shape. 

There are no end winding losses associated with the field winding. The energisation of the field 

winding was arbitrarily chosen to make the rotor stack a South Pole. The magnitude of the flux from 

the field coil linking each of the phase windings of the stator is modulated by the permeance of the 

magnetic path. As the rotor rotates, the coil flux linkage reaches a maximum when the rotor poles are 

aligned with the stator poles of that coil. An alternating emf is therefore produced in each of the stator 

coils. The stator coils on adjacent stator teeth have emfs exactly out of phase with each other. This is 

why the term armature can be used for these coils.

North

S o u th

Figure 5.2 Coil labels PQRS. for single stack. Figure 5.3 Bipolar excitation with bifilar windings (phase B energised shown).
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A only

A only

A only

A only

Figure 5.4 Unipolar excitation with single coil per pole ( ‘conventional’). Figure 5.5 Switched Reluctance energisation -  the
field winding is unenergised -  a comparison model only.

An innovative method of driving this machine involves series connection of all the phase windings 

such that the induced voltages are all in the same sense, as shown in Figure 5.3. Forcing a bipolar 

current to flow in opposition to this induced emf produces motoring torque.

5.4 STATIC MODELLING OF 3D MAGNETIC CIRCUIT
As with the dual stack motor a sketch of an initial design was made, incorporating the two pole rotor 

with cylindrical section forming part of it and the four pole stator lamination section. The field 

winding was set within the steel block that surrounds the cylindrical rotor section and which formed 

the completion of the magnetic circuit. The potential flux paths were sketched onto this design to 

illustrate how flux might travel within the motor for an aligned rotor position. It was assumed that, for 

ease of calculation, the magnetic fields were those that were intuitively drawn for the model and that 

no flux leakage would occur. The use of a 54mm stack length, 88.5mm diameter 4/2 lamination stack 

gave certain limitations of the size of the final machine. It was desirable to keep the final overall 

length of the machine the same.

The motor was modelled as a magnetic equivalent circuit such that a total reluctance for the magnetic 

circuit in the aligned position was calculated and the stator and field coils produced the magneto 

motive force to produce the flux.

The static modelling closely followed that shown in Section 4.5 of Chapter 4 but with a single stack 

design in mind.

Where possible all dimensions were variables such that an optimisation process for minimising 

machine total reluctance was possible. It was decided that, as the overall axial length of the machine 

was not to exceed 54mm to maintain overall size, the axial length of the 4/2 laminations could be a 

value less than 54mm which would be included into the model as a variable. The model also allowed 
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space for the field and stator windings to be inserted. The model provided slot areas for these 

windings. The space for the stator coils was compromised by the inclusion of a plastic former 

(Nylon66  material -  assumed non-magnetic -  see Appendix E) to hold the stator coils in place around 

the stator poles. The values of slot area multiplied by the packing factor gave the available copper 

area (packing factors were typically 0.3-0.35 for the stator coils and 0.5-0.7 for the toroidal field 

winding). Selection criteria regarding the packing factor can be seen in Appendix E. The number of 

conductors possible was then rounded down value for copper area divided by the cross-sectional area 

for one conductor (copper wire). The space for the toroidal field winding was also not fully toroidal. 

The section of the steel housing (near the bearing) provided a magnetic link between the rotor and 

back-iron, carrying all the magnetic flux. It is known that flux does not travel well around a 90° 

comer and heavy saturation at that point is commonplace so it is replaced by two 45° corners to round

off this point. The toroidal winding is wound on a specially made former to allow for this design 

feature.

In addition to the air gap between the stator and rotor lamination there are two air gaps within the flux 

return path that pose interesting design issues (Figures 5.6, 5.7). The first is the radial air gap whose 

function is to provide a continuation of the flux paths between the cylindrical section of the rotor and 

the housing of the field. Its purpose is as a return path and not for torque production and it is therefore 

regarded as a parasitic air gap (Figures 5.6, 5.7). This air gap has to be very small (0.2mm, ideally 

less) to minimise its reluctance but mechanical clearance has to be retained.

There is also a gap between the end face of the rotor and the field housing. If this is too small a large 

axial force (end thrust) would be produced. This axial gap was chosen to be 10 times greater than the 

radial gap (i.e. 2 mm) to minimise this problem.

There is a possible use o f this end thrust effect. Ordinarily this effect is detrimental to the machine as 

bearings are not designed for axial forces. Some loads have an effect of pulling or pushing the rotor in 

an axial direction e.g. fan blades moving air. If the machine are connected correctly the end thrust 

produced by the machine could be used to reduce or cancel the axial forces caused by the load. It is 

noted that such a cancellation technique has to allow for the fact that, at start up, the axial load forces 

would be minimal. Any machine making use of the effect (not covered in this thesis) would have to 

be specially designed.

The resistance of the coils were predicted by knowing the average length per turn of wire (found from 

the model) and knowing the cross sectional area of one turn of wire (5.1). The coil resistance was 

proportional to the square of the number of turns (5.2).
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Resistance, R = — 
A

where

p = 1.7xlO'8Qm 
1 = N(average length per turn) 
A _ copper area 

N
N = number of turns

hence R = kN2 where k= P O ^ g e  length per turn)
copper area

(5.1)

(5.2)
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5.5 DYNAMIC SIMULATION
The back emf is the product of rate of change of flux and stator turns per phase. It is assumed that 

there is no flux leakage in the machine and that, for a 4/2 lamination design, a 90° turn of the rotor 

(1/4 revolution) gives a change of flux density of dB=B. The flux is the product of flux density and 

stator pole cross sectional area (5.3). This area was a variable due to the modelling of the machine and 

hence the back emf was a variable in terms of number of turns, speed and variable cross sectional area 

of the stator pole.

_ XTdO MA dB E=N—  = NA—  
dt dt

A = 16.6x1 O'3/) where 0</><54mm
xx rpm = — rps
60 H (5.3)

1 revolution takes —  seconds 
x

Ya revolution takes — seconds 
/ 4  x
Y  revolution dB=B

X D y  D y

revolution E= NA—  = 16.6xlO'3NZ)—
15 15

The model predicted the total magnetic equivalent reluctance for the machine. This value multiplied 

by magnetic flux is the same as the total ampere turns of the machine. The number of available turns 

for the field and stator (armature) windings was determined by the slot areas, packing factors and wire 

diameters selected during the modelling process. A dc motor equivalence was used to predict the 

motor performance (5.4). Such a theory assumes that the field winding produced all the flux and that 

all this flux interacts with current in the stator coils (armature) to produce torque. If the number of 

armature turns was known then the required current was calculated and was then used in the dc motor 

equivalence equations. The supply to the armature windings equalled the sum of the back emf and the 

volt drop across the armature windings (current times resistance). The back emf was predicted as was 

the armature winding resistance as shown by the previous equations. The power calculation (5.4) was 

a simple expansion of the dc machine voltage equation. The interaction of the current and back emf 

gave rise to torque production (5.5). It was then possible to predict the performance of the motor for a 

given speed in radians per second. L(dl/dt) was ignored as the current, I, was assumed to be constant, 

for ease of calculation.

V =E +1 R
a a a a (5 4)

V.I = E .l-K I.)2Ra
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E4Ia = T a) whore E4 = back emf (V)
Ia = armature coil current (A)
T = torque (Nm)

o) = speed in rads'1 (5 5)

The magnetic flux was limited by the cross sectional area of sections of the motor. The smallest area 

was regarded as the constraining value and, for a required magnetic flux density, the mmf of the motor 

was calculated. The mmf produced by the stator coils and the field coil was to match this value and, 

from the dc motor equations, the performance of the motor was dynamically modelled for a given 

rotor speed and supply voltage. The choice of wire size and packing factor was varied and the model 

included error detection to prevent selection of impossible dimensions.

Temperature calculations for the windings using Stefan’s Law is calculated using the same theory as 

in Appendix E.

It should be stressed that this model did not take into consideration that the 4/2 switched reluctance 

section of the machine had laminations and that these laminations were highly likely to affect the 

modelling of the machine. It was suggested that the mmf needed to drive flux across the laminations 

would be greater than expected. The flux paths were three dimensional but the laminations were 

designed for two dimensional fluxes in the same plane as the laminations. Also, effects such as iron 

losses and eddy currents were assumed to not exist.

The field winding was held in place within the steel housing unit but there was some concern that the 

winding, being toroidal in shape, could rotate within the housing and have its insulation scraped off by 

the cooling ducts. The solution was to reduce the number of turns in the field and place insulation 

taping around the toroidal windings preventing any possible rough parts from breaking the insulation. 

The disadvantage of this was lost copper space hence lost ampere-tums for the field winding.

Table 5.1 gives the choice of turns for the armature and field based on the design model used. Pictures 

of the final design and its dimensions can be seen in Appendix G.

TABLE 5.1 - DIMENSIONS WITHIN MACHINE
Field per Phase Total

Turns 1600 556 -

Wire Diameter 0.315mm 0.315mm -

Resistance 36.25ohm 12.6ohm -

mmf - - 1502
Packing Factor, PF 0.517 0.3 -

Power Wanted - - 300W
Speed Wanted - - 8000rpm
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5.6 BACK EMF TEST RESULTS
A variable speed dc motor was used to drive the rotor of the Single Stack Variable Reluctance 

Machine (SSVRM). A discussion of the results and the effects of a bearing imbalance are discussed in 

Appendix G.

5.7 MOTOR TESTING
The machine required optimisation in order to be as efficient as possible for any required specification, 

usually for a given load or speed. This involved the optimisation of the phase firing timing sequence 

to minimise the total input power. A prototyping circuit was developed to allow optimisation of the 

sequences. This is described in Chapter 3 and Appendices B and C.

At no load the machine achieved over 19000rpm but no test data was recorded as it was only done to 

ascertain basic speed limitations. This was actually faster than the speed rating of the ball bearings 

(rated to 18,000rpm). It was noted that at such speeds the motor was exceptionally noisy.

The optimisation of the timing sequence for phase firing at a fixed speed allowed testing the machine 

at varying loads (see Chapter 3 and Appendix G). The use of a hysteresis brake allowed small loads to 

be applied to the machine (by applying a dc current to the brake the load was a function of rotor speed 

and dc current value) (Appendix B).

5.7.1 BIPOLAR EXCITATION WITH BIFILAR WINDINGS TEST RESULTS
This winding type was assumed to provide the best method of transferring current between the phase 

windings as one phase turns off and the next on with the simplest power electronic circuit (half-bridge 

converter). The turn numbers are summarised in Table 5.2.

TABLE 5.2 -  TURN NUMBERS WITHIN MACHINE
Field Armature (2 phases)

1400 turns 4x139 = 556 turns per phase
60.7 ohm 14 ohm per phase

Load tests were carried out at speeds of 5000rpm and 10,000rpm. The machine was initially found, 

for the initial given windings, to be most efficient at no load when in the High Speed Mode.
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5.7.2 NO LOAD TESTING AT 5000RPM IN HIGH SPEED MODE

5.7.2.1 OPTIMISATION OF THE TOROIDAL FIELD WINDING
As can be seen in Figure 5.8 there was a minimum input power. The value chosen as the optimum 

was 6 .6  volts for the field. The current equivalent was used as the optimised value as the ampere-tum 

value it gave was the magnetic circuit value required for constant flux production.

5.7.2.2 OPTIMISE VAL7 (VALUE DETERMINING HOW ADVANCED THE PHASE 
FIRING STARTS AT)
This value represented the delay after opto state change when the phase was energised and was such 

that it altered how far advanced the start of phase firing before the next opto state change was. The 

optimum value for minimum input power was selected to be 90 (Figure 5.9). This variable clearly had 

a great effect on minimising input power for this machine.

5.7.2.3 OPTIMISE VAL6 (VALUE DETERMINING DELAY BETWEEN FIRING 
EACH PHASE)
This variable determined the size of time delay between energising each phase. It was apparent that, 

for this machine, the value selected for minimum input power was near 68  (Figure 5.10).

Grach to show total input power arpirxj tnmKl supply voltage at 5000rpm and fixed timing delays
25

20

§  15

10

Toroid supply voltage /  V

Figure 5.8 Optimisation o f  field supply for minimum input power
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Figure 5.9 Optimisation o f  Val7 for minimum input power.

Graph to show input power (and its smoothed polynomial curve) against Val6 value for SOOOrpm 
with Val7 fixed at 90 and field supply fixed at 6.6volts
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Figure 5.10:- Optimisation o f  Val6 for minimum input power.

The total input power was thus minimised to 4.28 W of which 0.766W was due to the field winding 

(17.89% of the total power). This concluded no load testing for 5000rpm. This appeared to be very 

encouraging for the efficiency during load testing of the machine since the optimised input power was 

very small in value.
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5.7.3 NO LOAD TESTING AT 10000RPM IN HIGH SPEED MODE
Similar tests were carried out as the 5000rpm tests. The results are shown in Appendix G. The final 

optimised power input was 16.2W of which 1.332W was from the field winding (8.22% of the total).

5.7.4 RE-OPTIMISING FOR A SMALL LOAD AT 5000RPM IN HIGH SPEED MODE
A test was carried out to see whether a small load would affect the optimisation of the phase firing 

timings and field current. The hysteresis brake was supplied with 1 OmA current. This represented a 

mechanical load of 7.62mNm and 3.99W output power at 5000rpm.

5.7.4.1 OPTIMISATION OF THE TOROIDAL FIELD WINDING
As the graph in Figure 5.11 portrays, there was a minimum input power when there was about 20.5 V 

in the field winding. Using the theory that more flux would be produced by the field allowing more 

flexibility in the armature windings, a different field supply value was chosen. A value of 26V across 

the field was selected as it allowed a small reduction in the input power required for the armature 

windings. The associated current was then used as this gave a fixed value of ampere turns for the 

machine. Appendix G shows additional optimisation steps between this step and the step discussed in 

the next section.

5.7.4.2 REFINING OPTIMISATION METHOD
Since the machine values were chosen from an unproved method, Val7 was rechecked and a new 

value of 88 was selected (Figure 5.12). This demonstrated that there was sometimes the need to re

assess the optimisation timing values in order to maximise the efficiency of the machine. The 

minimised total input power was 39.8W (10.4W is due to the field). It was noted that the total input 

power for no load was 4.28W and this indicated that the motor required a very large input power for 

increased loads and this would cause a thermal problem with overheating of the windings.
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Graph to show Total input power and the distribution of this as armature and field input powers 
at 5000rom with fixed load of 8.126mNm
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Figure 5.11 Optimisation o f  field supply for minimum input power.

Graph to show total input power and armature power (total input power minus field input
power) against Val7 value for 5000rpm with field supply at 26volts and Val6 at 11570
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Figure 5.12 Re-optimisation o f  Val7 for minimum input power.
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Figure 5.13 Current waveforms for 5000rpm at no load.
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An example waveform of the machine operating during optimisation at 5000rpm is shown in Figure 

5. IS. The advance angle (turn on) was 19.2° (electrical) before the optosensor changed state and the 

phase remained energised for 139.2° (120° after optosensor state change). There was a delay of 40.8C 

before the next phase was energised.

5.7.5 LOAD TESTING AT 5000RPM
By varying the input current to the hysteresis brake the torque to the machine was varied (the 

mechanical output power depended upon the speed as Po^Torque x Speed in rads'1). The mechanical 

load was a function of the hysteresis brake current for a fixed speed. The current and voltage 

waveforms for the field windings were both relatively constant and could be assumed as dc values.

As the load was increased, for a fixed current supply to the field winding and optimised armature 

phase firing timings, the armature input power supply was adjusted until the speed was at 5000rpm. 

The current and voltage values for the field and armature were noted as well as the input power to the 

armature and associated power electronic components (via a power meter). The voltage supply to the 

field was adjusted to keep the field current constant to give fixed ampere turns due to temperature drift
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raising the field resistance due to copper losses. The percentage ratio of the mechanical output power 

to the sum of the input powers was used to calculate the efficiency of the motor.

Graph to  sh o w  input pow ers and output m echanical power a g a in st torque at 5000rpm80
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Figure 5.14 Input and output powers for increasing load.
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Figure 5.15 Efficiency with increasing load.
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Figure 5.16 Efficiency and power distribution at 5000rpm.
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Figure 5.17 Efficiency and power distribution at 5000rpm.

An initial inspection of the test results for a range of very low torques showed that, for a fixed field 

supply, there is a fast increase in armature input power as the load increases (.Figure 5.14). The graph 

shows that the efficiency increases with torque and it suggests that it would increase with a higher 

load. The thermal constraints of the armature windings prevent such testing as the wires quickly 

overheated with increasing load (it was accepted that 110°C was the safe limit before a wire burned 

through its own insulation). If the permanent magnet theory on replacing the flux supplied by the field 

winding was used, the efficiency could be boosted but the gain would diminish with increasing load as 

more flux would be produced by the armature than by the magnet (.Figure 5.15). This of course was 

only a simplified demonstration as the use of a magnet would result in a different geometry machine 

being built (and the magnetics defining a magnet differs from that defining the field winding 

electromagnet). More test results at 5000rpm are shown in Figures 5.16, 5.17.

A table giving test data for this machine in terms of input powers, output powers, torque and 

efficiency at 5000rpm is shown in Table 5.3.

As can be seen from the above results, the maximum efficiency was calculated to be 29.4%. It should 

be noted that the input power to the windings was high and the copper losses were great. This resulted 

in the windings rapidly overheating during tests at higher loads. In one test the armature windings
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rose from 24°C to overl 10°C in under one minute. Long term operation at the conditions producing 

the higher efficiencies would bum out the machine hence these values.

Tests at lOOOOrpm were abandoned as the motor was too inefficient at such high speeds.

TABLE 5.3 -  INPUT AND OUTPUT POWERS AND EFFICIENCY WITH INCREASING LOAD TORQUE
POWER IN (W) POWER OUT (W) Hyst brake 

I (mA)
Torque
(Nm)

Efficiency
(%)Vdc(metef) Idc(meter) lrms(scope) Paim (scope) VfiekJ Ifie Id Pfield Power total Mechanical Armature Toroid Remainder

46.40 0.46 0.57 18.10 26.00 0.40 10.40 28.50 3.67 4.60 10.40 9.84 0.00 0.007 12.86
46 60 0.48 0 59 18.60 26.00 0.40 10.40 29.00 3.98 492 10.40 9.70 5.00 0.008 13 72
48 50 0.53 066 21.40 26 00 0.40 10.40 31.80 4.24 6.05 10.40 11.11 10.00 0.008 13.34
52.00 0.58 0.72 25.30 26.00 0.40 10.40 35.70 4.82 7.36 10.40 13.12 15.00 0.009 13.49
55.40 0.65 0.81 28.90 26.00 0.40 10.40 39.30 5.92 931 10.40 13.67 20.00 0.011 15.06
58.20 0.75 0.94 35.00 26.00 0.40 10 40 45.40 7.96 12.31 10.40 14.73 25.00 0.015 17.53
66.70 0.88 1.17 47.10 26.00 0.40 10.40 57.50 11.26 19.10 10.40 16.74 30.00 0.022 19.58
72.40 1.02 1.35 56.00 26.00 0.40 10.40 66.40 16.13 25.68 10.40 14.19 35.00 0.031 24.29
82.70 1.20 1.62 72.00 26.00 0.40 10.40 82.40 22.88 36.87 10.40 12.25 40.00 0.044 27.77
96.60 1.48 2.06 98.00 26.00 0.40 10.40 108.40 31.83 59 85 10.40 6.31 45.00 0.061 29.37
122 30 1.93 274 160.00 26.00 04 0 10.40 170.40 43.35 105 33 10.40 11.32 50.00 0.083 25.44
161.20 2.60 3.55 292.00 26.00 0.40 10.40 302.40 57.70 177.26 10.40 57.03 55.00 0.110 19.08

5.8 REMODELLING DYNAMIC SIMULATION
A spreadsheet originally used to determine optimum designs for Flux Switching Machines was used to 

model the performance of this machine. Flux Switching Motors have a constant dc winding (field) 

and bifilar phase windings (armature) in a manner similar to the Single Stack Variable Reluctance 

Machine (except the physical placement and geometries differed). The spreadsheet was adapted so 

that test results for the Variable Reluctance Machine were replicated within the spreadsheet with a 

level of acceptable accuracy. By doing so the spreadsheet was used to remodel the machine for an 

improved performance.

Data required were current values in the field, back-emf values and magnetic flux values all with 

respect to mechanical angle of the rotor from aligned position. These were calculated from back-emf 

testing at a known field current which was not large enough to cause magnetic saturation within the 

machine. The current chosen was 400mA in the field.

The model had to predict how hot the windings would become during operation due to an overheating 

problem in the original winding selection. The field and armature windings would heat up as the 

current flowing through them increased. This was proportional to the power in the coils. The power 

per degree Celsius rise above room temperature (25°C), Y ,was calculated from test results (where T 

was the measured temperature in °C) (5.6).

W
Y = ———

T - 2 5D (5.6)
W 

T = —  + 25 
Y
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The test result copper loss powers from the field and armature windings were used for calculating the 

T values for each (at 0.0152Nm torque the temperatures were 58.3°C and 49.95°C for the field and 

armature respectively).

The spreadsheet used data from a test run at 5000rpm, 0.0152Nm torque and from back-emf testing at 

1071rpm. The spreadsheet originally predicted the performance of the machine assuming that there 

was no delay between switching between phases. The optimised machine incorporated a delay 

between energising each phase which had to be included into the model. The spreadsheet also had to 

be altered so that the dc field supply can be kept at a constant supply current (user defined). The 

temperature of the windings had to be calculated using the T values from actual test results. The 

model was also altered such that it calculated how many turns can physically be inserted within the 

machine. The spreadsheet had to determine the maximum number of turns possible for both the 

armature and field based upon available slot area and wire diameters.

This model calculated current density, resistance, power dissipation, torque, efficiency. It showed if 

there were fundamental errors such as overheating wires, too high a current density, and too many 

turns to fit in the machine.

The spreadsheet model was changed so that it predicted the current waveform for the same test 

conditions of armature and field supply as that of the actual test waveform for those conditions. It was 

then assumed that the model would give a more accurate prediction of the machine performance for a 

variety of speeds, loads, supply to the windings, turn off and turn on angles, and winding turn 

diameters and numbers. The spreadsheet was such that calculated values are fed back into the 

equation so that the answers were optimised (an iteration process).

Remodelling to give a better design involved altering the turns ratios and wire diameter and then 

altering the amount of current in the field winding. Altering the field current had the effect of having 

the back-emf values automatically recalculated and fed back into the spreadsheet. The supply voltage 

to the armature windings was kept at the same value as in the original test result that was being 

replicated. The above variables were changed until the original torque was obtained again. The net 

result was identical speed, supply voltage and torque but the efficiency varied. The aim was to 

maximise the efficiency then to note the effect on efficiency as the torque was increased (by increasing 

the supply voltage only -  nothing else was altered).

A table of possible values is shown in Table 5.4 whereby the original torque was reproduced with 

different turn ratios. The possible torque at a higher armature supply was calculated.
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By using the table, a prediction of the correct number of turns for the field and armature windings to 

give the best efficiency possible at 5000rpm was made. The machine was then rewound and retested. 

The optimised windings are included in Table 5.5 containing data for the machine.

TABLE 5.4 -  PREDICTION OF MACHINE PERFORMANCE WITH NEW TURN NUMBERS.
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TABLE 5.5 -  REVIEWED PROPERTIES WITHIN MACHINE

PROPERTY PROPERTY VALUE

Toroidal Field Outer Diameter 72.9mm

Toroidal Field Inner Diameter 43.2mm

Field turns 950, 0.315mm diameter wire

Total length 54mm (motor alone), 108mm 
inclusive

Length of stack 20mm

Outer diameter 92mm

Armature turns per phase 2348, 0.315mm diameter wire
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Graph to show the Flux produced per mA field current but not compensating for 
residual magnetism in motor
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Figure 5.18 Flux density versus field current in toroidal field winding.

5.9 TEST RESULTS
From the graph of flux density against field current in the field winding (determined using the 

equations detailed in Section G.2 in the Appendices), saturation was seen to occur when the plot 

started to lose its linearity trend as the current increased (Figure 5.18). Saturation of the machine was 

seen to occur at about 1.22Tesla. This method was not totally accurate as the graph was clearly non

linear initially. An investigation to the efficiency of flux production was carried out by plotting a 

curve of magnetic flux per mA toroidal field current (.Figure 5.19). At low field current there was the 

most flux per mA and this was due to the fact that back emf testing with the energisation of the field 
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had magnetised the machine. The level of residual magnetisation (when OmA field current was used) 

is found to be 0.191T. If this was taken into account and the graph of flux per mA field current was 

corrected then it was clear that the field had more efficient flux production at around 378mA but this 

was due to magnetic saturation occurring in the machine {Figure 5.20). This is another method to aid 

prediction of magnetic flux saturation.
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Figure 5 . 1 9 Flux produced per mA o f field current.
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Figure 5.20 Corrected flux produced per mA o f field current.
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Back emf testing showed that the back emf waveform was almost triangular in shape {Figure 5.21). It 

was not a good shape for torque production as, for a given voltage supply to the armature windings, 

the initial low back emf allowed fast current rise without significant torque production and the peak in 

the back emf could exceed the supply voltage at higher speeds, reducing torque production. This back 

emf waveshape was caused by the pole arcs of the stator and rotor laminations. The pole arcs were 

optimised for the use of these laminations in a switched reluctance machine. In this machine wider 

pole arcs would have been better. The pulsed Normal Mode supply in which current was applied in 

the middle of the back emf was therefore best suited for torque production. The High Speed Mode did 

give the minimised input power but the back emf curve was such that torque production was impaired 

and the machine would require more ampere-tums to generate higher torque.

5.9.1 BIPOLAR EXCITATION WITH BIFILAR WINDINGS TEST RESULTS
The rewound machine was operated with different combinations of field and armature schemes. It 

was initially tested in the bipolar excitation with bifilar windings configuration. The prototyping 

circuitry was used to optimise the machine in terms of minimising total input power (a value of 32W 

at 5000rpm was obtained at no load, including windage due to an internal fan). Figure 5.22 shows an 

actual test waveform taken at 5000rpm. Under no load conditions, at 5000rpm, the minimum input 

power (electrical) occurred when the turn on point was 21.6 degrees (electrical) after the back emf 

went through zero and turn off was 111.6 degrees after zero.
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Figure 5.21 Back em f waveform.
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Figure 5.24 Higher load waveform.

During testing the field winding was noted to have a ripple instead of being a dc value (.Figure 5.23). 

The spikes in this ripple were due to switching between phases. The average during a cycle was used 

for power calculations.

As shown in Figure 5.22 the no load optimised waveform had a pulsed supply which involved 

energising the armature coils for only the first half of the cycle. In other words this was the same as 

the section of the back emf waveform from zero up until the point at which the back emf had peaked. 

However the load testing revealed that higher torques were obtained if the pulse was lengthened 

further {Figure 5.24) but the current increased in rms value, tending to cause an increase in winding 

temperature.

Load testing revealed that, as expected from the dc machine model, the main source of input power 

was via the armature windings. Armature losses were small but losses in the form of iron losses, 

windage, and circuitry losses were the most significant {Figure 5.25).

Tests were then carried out to ascertain about the effect of the level of excitation in the field winding 

on efficiency {Figure 5.26). At higher torques it was significant that a higher field current raised the 

efficiency. This suggested that it is appropriate to have the field in series with the armature.
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Unfortunately, the winding numbers in the field and armature did not allow testing of the conclusion 

to be performed.

The final test was on the speed of the machine. The effect speed had on efficiency was investigated 

{Figure 5.27). The machine was more efficient at higher torques when the speed was reduced. This 

indicated the iron losses at higher speeds were a major contributing factor to the reduction in 

efficiency.
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Figure 5.25 Input and Output Power distribution and efficiency over a range o f  mechanical output powers.
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The machine was noted to self-start throughout all the tests.

Load testing yielded a peak efficiency of 19%. However, the stack and the rotor poles were laminated 

and this did not assist 3-dimensional flux paths. It was harder to drive flux across the laminations. 

Eddy currents due to cross lamination fluxes were significant. The model overestimated magnetic 

fluxes because of this. It was practically impossible to correct the model for such a situation.

Graph to show effiecincv against torque for a range of field currents for SSVRM at 5000 rpm
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Figure 5.26 The effect o f  field current on efficiency.
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Figure 5.27 The effect o f  speed on efficiency.
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5.9.2 UNIPOLAR EXCITATION WITH SINGLE COIL PER POLE WINDING 
(‘CONVENTIONAL’) TEST RESULTS
Previous tests were carried out using bipolar excitation with bifilar windings where flux is produced in 

all the stator poles when each phase was energised but only half the copper was used in each pole.

The unipolar excitation with single coil per pole windings method for this style of machine was to 

have all the copper for two diametrically opposite stator poles used for one phase only and that the 

flux produced by each phase aided the direction of flux into or out of the poles due to how the field 

winding was energised (it was termed ‘conventional’ as described in Chapter 4 as a reference term). 

The other two stator poles were left unenergised. This different winding style gave identical back emf 

traces as the previous winding model. The same amount of copper was used by each phase (same 

number of turns in each style). The difference was in how the flux was produced in the machine and 

how this affected the flux paths. This alternative winding topology required use of the asymmetric 

half bridge converter circuit.

For a better comparison between the styles, new tests for each style of winding were performed one 

after the other so that the test conditions were as similar as possible. To conclude testing, the machine 

was run as a two phase Switched Reluctance machine by altering the flux directions of the armature 

coils to that for such a machine and ensuring the field was unenergised. The axial residual 

magnetisation of the machine was noted to possibly affect the running of the machine as a Switched 

Reluctance variant. The machine was not demagnetised to aid testing this variant (with a reducing ac 

current in the field coil), which should have ideally have been performed should further testing be 

required for this variant. It was not performed to maintain the integrity of remaining tests (by 

maintaining the residual magnetisation).
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Figure 5.28 The effect o f  field supply on efficiency.
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As with the bipolar excitation with bifilar windings machine, the efficiency of the unipolar excitation 

with single coil per pole windings machine was improved as the field current increased (for a fixed 

speed and fixed phase timings) (Figure 5.28). The machine was also noted to improve efficiency as 

the speed was reduced (Figure 5.29). This followed the same trend as noted previously with the 

bipolar variant. When comparing the efficiencies of the bipolar and unipolar styles there were 

noticeable differences. For any given speed the bipolar excitation with bifilar windings current 

machine (first version) was shown to be less efficient {Figure 5.30).

Efficiency versus mechanical load for various motor speeds (Single Stack VRM with conventional windings)
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Figure 5.29 The effect o f  speed on efficiency.
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Figure 5.30 The effect o f  speed and winding type on efficiency.
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Figure 5.31 Power distribution and efficiency for conventional windings.
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Figure 5.32 Power distribution and efficiency for bifilar windings
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Figure 5.33 The effect o f  winding type on power distribution and efficiency.
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It cannot be said if there was a difference in the change in efficiency with speed as the load increased. 

Plots of the distribution of input and output powers at 5000rpm (and fixed field supply) for both 

winding styles gave interesting results (Figures 5.31, 5.32, 5.33). The first version had a smaller 

copper losses compared to the ‘conventional’ unipolar excitation with single coil per pole windings 

version as the load increases. Also the bipolar excitation with bifilar windings version model had 

higher ‘other losses’ (windage, iron losses and eddy current losses). The difference in these ‘other 

losses’ increased with load between the two styles.

Plots of the ampere turns from the armature windings of each style indicated how the current 

waveforms differed slightly for the optimised timings (.Figure 5.34). The bipolar excitation with 

bifilar windings version had a marginally lower rms current (0.602A c.f. 0.607A) but its mean during 

the time it was energised is higher (0.58A c.f. 0.55A). One theory was that ampere turns were 

required in the first version bifilar model to prevent flux entering the two stator poles that were to 

become the unaligned pole pair. The unipolar excitation with single coil per pole windings model 

used all its flux in torque production and allowed flux leakage in the unaligned pole pair. The bipolar 

excitation with bifilar windings method prevented flux entering the unaligned poles may have 

increased the level of eddy currents and iron losses as the load increased. This could be due the axial 

flux from the field winding being repelled in such a manner by these two coils that flux was being 

driven back across the laminations. Less total flux would be used in torque production than in the 

unipolar excitation with single coil per pole winding. This would be compounded at higher loads 

since a greater amount of flux would be required for additional torque production. This was why the 

input power to the armature windings was significantly higher in the bipolar excitation with bifilar 

winding version.

More current was thus needed for flux production in the bipolar excitation with bifilar winding model 

while the phase was being energised. However, the phase was energised for less time than the 

unipolar excitation with single coil per pole winding model and, due to the use of bifilar windings - the 

time for the current to fall to zero is shorter. This would explain why the copper losses were less in 

the bipolar excitation with bifilar winding version.

The final test was to operate the machine as a Switched Reluctance variant, by altering the flux to flow 

within the laminated sections and to not have the field winding energized (Figure 5.34). The machine 

was heavily magnetised to the point of parking itself in an aligned position when not operated so it 

was not an ideal test for a switched reluctance operation. The current waveform required for 5000rpm 

was optimised such that when the each phase was switched off there was sufficient time for the current 

waveform to fall towards zero. The machine did self start during testing but its efficiency was found
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to be very poor in comparison to the other winding types. The high current required to run the 

machine gave it an overheating problem which meant only two test results were taken (.Figure 5.35).

It was conclusive that this machine operated more efficiently when a unipolar excitation with single 

coil per pole winding arrangement was used. The high iron losses due to the use of laminated material 

to carry flux perpendicular to the plane of the laminations meant that slower rotor speeds aided 

efficiency. Having the field in series with the armature as in a current source half bridge converter 

circuit was an ideal arrangement as an increase in field current boosted efficiency.
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Figure 5.34 Current waveforms (as A-t version) for various winding types
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Figure 5.35 Efficiency for various winding types with load.
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The bipolar excitation with bifilar winding version did not benefit torque production as first thought in 

this machine. Bipolar excitation may possibly detrimentally reduce the amount of axial flux entering 

the stator poles. Energy was wasted in preventing flux entering the unaligned stator poles. It was 

proposed that, as the armature current increases, flux produced in these unaligned poles detrimentally 

affected the flux paths for the aligned poles causing additional losses. More total flux was required to 

generate the torque required for a given load. Having the field in series with the armature allowed 

more field flux to be present as the load increased. It was speculatively suggested that this 

arrangement could benefit the bifilar winding by having more axial flux from the field at higher loads 

to reduce the ‘other losses’ at higher loads by lessening the increase in unaligned armature coil flux as 

the load increased. Only three dimensional flux modelling would reveal the true situation and possible 

solutions.

The immediate solution was to select the ‘conventional’ winding topology for the armatures and to 

have the field winding in series with both phases.

5.9.3 MEASUREMENT OF COGGING TORQUE
TABLE 5.6 -  COGGING TORQUE WITHIN MACHINE

Field 1 
(A)

Force SSVRM Radius
(m)

Torque
(mNm)(gram) (N)

0.3 280 2.74 0.0205 56.25
0.4 320 3.14 0.0205 64.29
0.5 390 3.82 0.0205 78.35
0.6 580 5.68 0.0205 116.52
0.7 760 7.45 0.0205 152.68

Energising the field winding with dc current gives constant flux. The flux is used to bring the rotor 

into the aligned position. This constant source of flux causes a cogging effect as the armature phase 

windings are successively energised to turn the rotor. As the field current increases the cogging torque 

also increases [21] (Table 5.6). The back emf waveform gives a good indication of the torque that 

could be obtained from the machine. The less 'square' the waveshape, the less smooth the torque 

would be. Skewing the rotor could have been used to improve the waveshape but was not performed 

as the laminations were fixed. In this machine cogging torque effects were not resolved due to this 

complexity.

5.10 SUMMARY
The new machine construction has provided a valuable insight into alternative reluctance machine 

geometries and excitation schemes. The test results have demonstrated that the concept of a switched
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reluctance variant of the homopolar inductor alternator works and that control of the machine 

characteristics can be achieved via either the field current or the phase winding (armature) current.

The power electronics only requires two power switches and can produce torque at all rotor angles.

The field winding is a very efficient source of magnetic flux and could be well suited to be placed in 

series with the armature windings.

The effects of end thrust could be used in a beneficial manner if the load produces an axial force 

opposing it as the forces could cancel each other out.

The machine appears to be more suited to a current source half bridge converter circuit to energise the 

armature and field windings when using bipolar excitation with bifilar windings but the asymmetric 

half bridge converter is the circuit for unipolar excitation with single coil per pole windings which is 

the winding type for best torque production. This is due to the machine being more efficient when the 

field coil carries a higher current. As the load increases so too does the current required to produce the 

increased torque. A new model with improved turns ratios between the armature and phase windings 

would allow this circuit to be used effectively.

The main disadvantage of the machine, as constructed, has been its low efficiency. The test results 

have shown that the iron losses are very significant. This was to be expected from the use of 

laminated material to carry flux perpendicular to the plane of the laminations. It is proposed that a 

significant improvement in performance could be obtained through the use of powdered iron material 

in parts of the machine structure. It is suggested that this machine is more suited to powdered iron 

than a conventional switched reluctance machine. The use of unipolar excitation with single coil per 

pole windings with each phase on one diametrically opposite pair of stator poles gives a greater 

efficiency than each phase having windings on all stator poles as more flux is used in torque 

production.

One factor that partly explains efficiency limitations with this design is caused by the use of the field 

winding itself. The dc current in the winding would give dc flux axially within the rotor, when 

considered as the only source of flux. This would not cause significant circumferential eddy currents 

in the steel sections within the field coil as there was small change in flux magnitude to cause the eddy 

currents to oppose the change. But a sense coil around the field winding did show a ripple in the flux, 

and spikes of back emf where switching occured in the armature coils of each phase. Thus there was a 

degree of eddy current losses in these motors. It would be possible to reduce the circumferential eddy 

currents by use of powdered iron or by breaking the paths by insertion of e.g. a plastic spacer so flux 

can still travel axially as desired but electrically insulating from eddy currents.
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CHAPTER 6 

THE PERMANENT MAGNET FLUX SWITCHING MOTOR (PMFSM)

6.1 INTRODUCTION
Magnets are used in many machines, from dc motors to hysteresis brakes. They provide dc flux 

without the need for any input of electrical power. They could be used to replace field coils that 

provide permanent constant dc flux. If done successfully, the machine would be able to provide the 

same torque but at reduced total input power (i.e. higher efficiency).

To replace a field winding with a permanent magnet, the nature by which flux is produced needs 

investigating. A field winding is a coil of wire (usually many turns) that passes current to produce 

flux in the middle of the coil in an axial direction. The coil is often surrounding a steel section that is 

used to direct the flux in preference to air. The coil forms no part of the magnetic circuit except that 

the steel sections of the magnetic circuit have to be designed such that space exists for the field coil.

This chapter introduces the use of permanent magnets in Flux Switching Motors. The design of such a 

motor for applications up to 100W will be discussed.

Small motors are prone to high field magnetising losses, resulting in low efficiencies. The use of 

permanent magnets will be shown to improve the efficiency through replacing the field windings of 

Flux Switching Motor (FSM) designs.

It is difficult to make small motors that are efficient. Except for designs such as the permanent magnet 

brushless dc motor, the smaller the motor the greater the proportion of losses associated with the 

windings (high field magnetising losses). It is common for induction motors with an outer diameter in 

the region of 2 to 3 inches to have efficiencies in the region of 10-30%.

One of the potential applications of such a design is for low power fans (100W or less). This chapter 

shows the design of a PMFSM having the same external dimensions as an induction motor that drives 

a 100mm fan (the Domus SIR 100mm Axial Wall Fan). The PMFSM would match the induction 

motor in terms of its load condition (same rpm and torque hence same net output power) but better the 

overall efficiency by as much as possible using the cheapest and fewest magnets possible.

Motor designs are introduced as a precursor to a direct replacement to the induction motor. The 

replacement motor will be shown to have a reduced copper loss and reduced input power for identical
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output power compared to the similarly sized induction motor. The chapter demonstrates that it is 

possible to increase the efficiency of the Permanent Magnet Flux Switching Motor (PMFSM) at 

potentially no extra cost.

Small machines are well suited for permanent magnet usage as the magnetizing losses are higher in 

smaller machines. By using magnets these losses can be reduced. It is possible to replace a field 

winding with permanent magnets in the FSM. In magnets, flux is produced from the magnet material. 

This means that the magnet has to be a part of the magnetic circuit. This poses interesting design 

issues. As the field winding is no longer required, the space available for it is no longer needed and is 

thus available for machine steel and/or magnet. The magnet also has a higher reluctance to an 

equivalent-sized steel section. The total reluctance of the machine would be different when magnets 

are used.

Any Switched Reluctance Machines with two or more phases is a potential candidate for magnet 

insertion. Take, for example, the two phase 8/12 design {Figure 6.1). By looking at the flux paths 

when each phase is energized, there are four sections in the back iron where flux is always in the same 

direction (uni directional) and four sections where the flux is bidirectional. It is theoretically possible 

to place magnets in the sections of back iron where flux was unidirectional. This has been shown by 

Lipo in [12, 13, 15, 17, 20]. A NASA report [50] also shows, as discussed in Section 2.3.3 of Chapter 

2, uni- and bi-directional flux paths within the stator of a Flux Switch Generator.

The flux from the inserted magnets is in the same direction as the unidirectional flux. If the magnet 

properties and dimensions are selected correctly then the magnet flux aids flux produced by the 

armature coils. With the use of magnets, less armature ampere-tums are required for the same total 

level of flux within the machine, resulting in a possible efficiency boost.

vx. ■

Figure 6.1 8/12 Switched Reluctance Machine with back iron sections that could have magnets included.
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In a brushless dc machine, the magnets are on the surface of the rotor and the air gap flux density is 

the same as the magnet flux density. Buried or interior permanent magnet rotors have the magnet at 

right angles to the air gap. The air gap flux density is greater than the magnet flux density because the 

area at the air gap is reduced, focussing the flux.

Stator based magnets, where the stator teeth are thinner than the magnet surface area, allow the use of 

ferrite magnets with a flux density in the region of 0.2T to give in the region of IT in the air gap due to 

the reduction in area. The use of thinner teeth could produce a back emf trace that has an undesirable 

high peak waveshape. Widening the teeth would improve the back emf waveshape and reduce the 

reluctance in the air gap but this would also reduce flux focussing in the air gap. A trade off is 

necessary. There is less difficulty in constructing a suitable stator for a PMFSM when compared to 

the placement of magnets buried in, for example, a four segment rotor.

6.2 PERMANENT MAGNETS AND THE FLUX SWITCHING MOTOR

6.2.1 FLUX SWITCHING MOTOR FLUX PATHS
An example of a lamination that has been used in the Flux Switching Motor is shown in Figure 6.2. 

The armature and field windings found within the motor are shown in Figure 6.3. The field winding 

slot carries dc current at all times and the armature slots are energised with bi-directional mmf, 

alternating every 45°. Further details of such motors can be found in Chapter 2 (Section 2.2.11 and 

Figure 2.45) and [48].

Magnetic flux paths within the Flux Switching Motor are shown in Figures 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 for each 

polarity of armature current (green and blue) for a two phase armature winding (bifilar wound) 

(current directions shown by arrows) (Figure 6.6). As is shown, the back-iron has sections where the 

flux is bi-directional (behind the armature slots) and sections where the flux is uni-directional (behind 

the field slots). Four orange arrows are where flux is uni-directional. The direction of the arrows are 

in the sense of the flux paths. It is therefore possible to remove the field winding altogether and 

replace the back iron sections of unidirectional flux with permanent magnets. The space that held the 

field windings could be used to allow more space for the permanent magnet. It is then possible to 

have a smaller machine using permanent magnets that operated at reasonably high efficiencies, due to 

removal of field losses and a reduction in magnetizing losses. This machine is termed the Permanent 

Magnet Flux Switching Motor.
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Armature

Figure 6.2 Example o f  lamination used in Flux Switching Motor. Figure 6.3 Field and armature windings o f  Flux Switching Motor.
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Figure 6.4 Flux paths in aligned position.

Flux vectors Rotor angle 45.0

Sections in motor of permanent 
uni-directional flux

DC current in permanently 
energised field, F

o
Magnetic flux paths in motor Magnetic flux paths in motor
when armature A is energised when armature B is energised

Figure 6.6 All magnetic flux paths within Flux Switching Motor.

Y [mmj

Figure 6.5 Flux paths in other aligned position.
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6.3 PERMANENT MAGNET FLUX SWITCHING MOTOR (PMFSM)

6.3.1 MAGNET PLACEMENT

Figure 6.7 More permanent magnet space possible within an initial design.

If permanent magnets were inserted into the back-iron where appropriate then the magnetic properties 

and dimensions of the magnets would need to be correctly selected. The magnets would have to 

provide the flux that the field windings did. That amount of flux in the motor would permanently exist 

with magnets. The only electrical power input is that from the separately excited armature windings.

The efficiency is improved by such a method as the total flux is provided with a reduced electrical 

input power. It is not a simple replacement theory as the magnet sections have a permeance different 

to the steel of the back-iron. Additional magnet ampere turns are required to drive flux through the 

motor as the total reluctance of an equivalent magnetic circuit would be higher than that of a Flux 

Switching Motor topology (based on a comparison between a FSM and the same lamination shape but 

with permanent magnet insertion replacing relevant back iron sections).

It is clear from the investigation into magnet placement and orientation (Appendix H) that the design 

shown in Figure 6.7 has simple steel stator laminations, has the shorter and simpler magnetic flux 

paths and the magnet space has greater diversity in terms of dimensions for modelling.

6.4 MAGNETS AND MAGNET SUPPLIERS
A permanent magnet is an energy storage device. This is because energy has to be put into the 

material when it is first magnetised. If the composition and design of the magnet is correct then the 

magnetisation and hence energy could remain constant indefinitely. Magnets vary from magnetic steel 

alloys to ceramic ferrites to rare-earth alloys. To avoid irreversible demagnetisation during use the 

permanent magnets require a high coercivity. The coercive force is the negative field required to 

reduce the magnetic flux to zero after saturation. A high coercivity is always preferable.
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Anisotropic materials have a preferred direction of magnetisation that cannot normally be changed 

after the material has been manufactured. Anisotropic magnets have a considerably higher energy 

product when compared to the isotropic version of the same material. Isotropic materials have no 

preferred direction of orientation and could therefore be magnetised in any direction.

The Curie temperature is the temperature when the material ceased to have any ferromagnetic 

properties.

TABLE 6.1 -  MAGNET EFFECTIVENESS WITHIN A COMMON LAMINATION AT FIXED ALIGNED ROTOR POSITION 
_________________(SHOWING MAXIMUM FLUX DENSITY IN BACK-IRON BEHIND ARMATURE SLOT.________________

Magnet type Advantages Disadvantages
Ferrite (Ferl, Fer2, Fer3) Operate up to 250 degrees C Brittle

Low cost
Cast Alcomax Low coercive force, needs to be magnetised after assembly 

as poor handling and exposure to magnetic fields reduces performance,
Length must be 5 times diameter

Neodiniumlron Boron 
[NdFeB]

(N33, N3S, N38, N40, N44, N48)

Highest energy per unit volume of any material Poor temperature coefficients (lose 0.1 % of remenance per degree C 
when open circuit)Offers 30-40% higher energy levels than SmCo

Lower cost than SmCo Best to operate at below 80 degrees C
Expensive Brittle (high attractive forces require handling safety procedures)

Plastic Bonded NeodiniumlronBoron 
[NdFeB]

340 degree C Curie temperature Maximum operating temperature 120 degrees C
Expensive Rather poor temperature coefficient

Isotropic
Samarium Cobalt 

(SmCo1:5, SmCo2:17)
Almost impossible to demagnetise Extremely brittle (take great care when handling)

Operate with high field over 100 degrees C 
(which is near copper insulation temperature limit)

TABLE 6.2 -  MAGNET EFFECTIVENESS WITHIN A COMMON LAMINATION AT FIXED ALIGNED ROTOR POSITION 
_________(SHOWING MAXIMUM FLUX DENSITY IN BACK-IRON BEHIND ARMATURE SLOT._________

M agnet T ype Maximum M agnetic Flux Density,B (T)
NdFeB - N38 0.653
NdFeB - N35 0.6525
NdFeB - N40 0.652
NdFeB - N44 0.651
NdFeB - N33 0.65
NdFeB - N48 0.645
Sm Co - 2:17 0.64
Sm Co - 1:5 0.565

Alcomax 0.432
Plastic Bonded NdFeB 0.376

Fer2 0.162
Fer3 0.149
F eii 0.0406

The magnet supplier approached was Magnet Sales [107]. Others were contacted so as to get a range 

of magnet types but many refused to reply. Magnet data for the range in [107] is shown in Table 6 .1.

An IEE presentation into permanent magnets [108] suggests that the cost of rare earth magnets may 

fall soon as one of the major producers, China, is soon to lose its royalties on their production, leading 

to an increase in competition.
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6.4.1 MAGNET SELECTION AND PRICING
B-H curves were replicated for each magnet type, example B-H curves being found in Appendix H. 

For a given lamination shape at a fixed rotor position (Figure 6.8), each material was used in turn as 

the magnet type and the peak magnetic flux density was measured in a fixed cross section of back- 

iron. The ‘effectiveness’ of each was then tabulated as shown in Table 6.2. The table shows, as 

would be predicted, that rare-earth magnets are the most effective with the ferrites the least. Ferrites 

could still be used by altering the lamination geometry to offer sufficient peak air gap flux.

The decision was made to attempt to utilise Fer3 (ferrite) as the magnet for the motor, particularly on 

the grounds of lower cost. Fer2 could not be used as first hoped due to the fact that it was only sold in 

preformed blocks whereas Fer3 could be cut to size (to 0.1mm accuracy).

For a quote of 400,000 blocks of Fer3 magnet a year, each block would cost 15 pence each (60p per 

motor) (120p per motor N38 magnet). One off cost was 2500p per motor for both Fer3 and N38 

magnets. From Table 6.2 it was noted that N38 gave over 4 times the flux as Fer3 but the cost was 

twice that of Fer3 per motor. The cost per Tesla is better with N38 but Fer3 was chosen because the 

need to keep magnet cost low prevails in designing a lower cost machine.
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Figure 6.8 Lamination used for determining magnet effectiveness.
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6.5 SPECIFICATION

6.5.1 INDUCTION MOTOR SPECIFICATION
Small induction motors have low efficiencies due to high field magnetising losses. Iron losses are 

considerable and extra ampere turns are required to generate the required flux in the motor. The 

associated copper losses are a significant factor in motor design. Poor efficiency motors such as the 

shaded pole induction motor are prone to high temperatures due to these factors. The shaded poles 

(copper rings) actually had marks where heat has affected the steel (.Figure 6.9).
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Figure 6.9 Shaded pole motor steel laminations.

Domus Ventilation uses induction motors to drive their fans. The Domus SIR 100mm Axial Wall Fan 

uses a shaded pole induction motor by Gl-EM. The motor has 16mm stack length and has a diameter 

of 58mm. The induction motor was not capable of driving the hysteresis brake, even at no load. This 

implied that the torque from the fan is very low since the brake was meant for low-torque applications 

(hence the mechanical output power was small). From a data sheet from a similar motor, the torque 

was predicted to be 6.41mNm at the load speed of 2520rpm. The data from that sheet matched very 

closely the actual data obtained through testing. Data for the Domus motor and other 16mm stack 

length induction motors is shown in Table 6.3.

TABLE 6.3 -  INDUCTION MOTOR SPECIFICATION
Stack length (mm) Input Power (W) Speed  (rpm) Torque (mNm) Output Power (W) Copper Losses (W) Other losses (W) Efficiency (%)

Domus S1R Induction Motor (Gl-EM) 16 15.96 2520 6.41 1.70 5.89 8.37 10.6
CCL induction motor 16 16.1 2400 6.41 1.61 not kncwn not known 10.0

SR16-HQ2A 16 20 46 1950 10.85 2.21 not known not known 10.8

The aim was to design a PMFSM to have the same external dimensions as the Domus SIR 100mm 

Axial Wall Fan. The PMFSM was to match the induction motor in terms of its load condition (same 

rpm and torque hence same net output power) but to better the overall efficiency by using as few 

cheap magnets as possible.

Standard stack lengths used in small motor designs are 10, 12, 16, 20, 25 and 30 mm but any value 

between 10 and 30 is possible. Many of the motors used in small fans are 16mm in stack length. The 

Domus fan motor has two screws holding the stack in place and, between the two screws, the stacks 

actually splay out. The largest measurement for stack length was 17.5mm for one such motor and, due 

to this the reason, a 17.5mm stack length was used in the PMFSM.

6.5.2 AIR FLOW RATES
The fan impellar design and the speed of the rotation of the fan determin the air flow for the Domus 

SIR fan (given constant duct resistance). Equations exist defining the fan power, pressure generated 

and throughflow (6 .1, 6.2a, 6.2b) [88 , 89]. P is the shaft power, Q is the throughflow of air of density
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<|>, viscosity p., for a fan of diameter D rotating at speed N with blades having representative 

characteristic dimensions, a, and roughness, k.

Under conditions of geometric and dynamic similarity, such equations were used to define a range of 

fan characteristics for the same machine. The effects of varying the fan speed were thus highlighted.

For identical geometric and dynamic similarity, it is shown that

(Ap / N2D2p)1 = (Ap / N2D2p)2, (Q / ND3 \  =(Q/ND3 )2 (6.1)

For a constant fan diameter and constant density it is shown that

(Ap/N2)| =(Ap/N2)2, (Q /N ),=(Q /N )2 (6.2a)

(Q,/Q2) = (N ,/N 2) (6.2b)

Thus it was assumed that as the fan speed increased, the flow of air increased proportionally (6.2b)

(the power required would increase in ratio with the square of speeds).

6.5.3 MINIMUM PMFSM SPECIFICATION
A PMFSM was to be built to directly replace the induction motor that is found in the Domus SIR 

100mm Axial Wall Fan. The minimum required specification was to match the output power at the 

rated load speed of the Domus SIR induction motor with an input power below that of the Domus 

motor. The minimum specification is shown in Table 6.4. It did not matter whether the PMFSM also 

operated at a range of speeds above and/or below the required rated speed. The primary requirement 

was to meet the criteria specified in Table 6.4. The motor was to be modelled using static and 

dynamic analysis.
TABLE 6.4 -  MINIMUM PMFSM SPECIFICATION

Basic specification
Stack length (mm) 17.5

O uter D iam eter (mm) 58
Shaft diam eter (mm) 4

Load speed  (rpm) 2500
Load torque (mNm) 6.41
Output Power (W) 1.7

6.6 ELECTROMAGNETIC DESIGN
The Permanent Magnet Flux Switching Motor was designed using a combination of both FEA and 

Excel spreadsheet. The FEA gave data for the magnetic flux with respect to rotor angle. The 

spreadsheet used data obtained from FEA to aid in prediction of motor performance. Such data 

included flux at different rotor angles that was used to calculate armature reluctance. For an 8/4
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lamination it was possible to use the rotor angle range of 0 to 45 degrees (in 4.5 degree intervals) then 

extrapolate the remaining 45 degrees from the data obtained. This worked only if the flux data 

obtained from FEA was accurate.

6.6.1 STATIC MODEL - FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
A Finite Element Analysis (FEA) package called Opera (by Vector Fields) was used to predict the 

magnetic flux paths that existed within a PMFSM design (due to permanent magnets and due to 

armature currents in energised phase windings). Finite Element Analysis allowed non-linear 

electromagnetic equations for various excitation states and lamination geometries to be solved. The 

machine was parameterised for creating and solving the electromagnetics of differing lamination 

geometries. Finite Element Analysis allowed the size, shape and material components of the motor to 

be defined; the B-H curves of each material used within the motor was definable. The number of 

copper conductors and the current carried by them or a current density for the copper area was defined. 

To model the magnetics of the motor, the laminations including air gaps were split into small 

triangular sections (‘elements’) of one material type only (air, a defined laminated steel, a defined 

permanent magnet type, etc). All the ‘elements’ were connected together and electromagnetic 

equations were solved for each ‘element’ that were then combined in such a manner by the FEA 

package to give a complete solution for the motor. The more elements that were used, especially in 

zones of higher magnetic saturation, the greater the potential accuracy of the model, but at the cost of 

longer time to compute the results. The FEA was used to predict the effectiveness of magnets, 

winding numbers, lamination shapes, variations in size, etc, provided all necessary definitions were 

given to correctly define the motor. Data from the FEA was used in a spreadsheet for further 

calculations, such as inductance calculations. The effects of varying the size and types of magnets 

within the PMFSM was ascertained by the FEA plotting the magnitudes and directions of the flux 

paths produced by the magnets. A Permanent Magnet Flux Switching Motor was designed with the 

help of the Opera2D FEA package. The FEA process could be computationally intensive but Genetic 

Algorithm development could aid this problem.

The magnets had flux path orientations that had to be defined as having internal flux paths which were 

parallel to the tangent of the outer back-iron. The orientation of the plane of flux in each magnet had 

to be defined in such a manner as to replicate the flux paths that would have been produced by the 

field winding in a Flux Switching Motor. Opera2D did have some B-H curves for permanent magnets 

but other B-H curves from Magnet Sales [107] were used.

One disadvantage of this analysis was that it did not account for the effects of eddy currents and 

hysterisis losses. Iron losses are the most difficult calculations to make. To clarify the range of iron
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losses possible, iron loss data was obtained from similarly sized motors. The Domus SIR induction 

motor has iron and windage losses of 8.37W. It is a suitable hypothesis for the PMFSM to say that the 

iron and windage losses would be in the region of 2-4 W as a good first approximation based on an 

assumption that the PMFSM would be a better design than the Domus SIR induction motor.

6.6.2 STATIC MODEL - ARMATURE RELUCTANCE CALCULATIONS
The variation of armature inductance with rotor position was calculated for a dynamic simulation of

the motor. This was found in FEA by demagnetising the magnet while retaining its permeance. FEA 

was performed over a 90° rotor range with a known number of armature turns at 0.1A and 0.2A (the 

choice of currents was such as to avoid saturation in the motor). The rate of change of flux with 

current at each angle position gave the inductance value per turn (6.3). A plot of reluctance against 

rotor angle was then achievable for the given lamination {Figure 6.10).

1) Inductance,! =  ivf —  and also
V d i )

^  r* i . r> mmf  o f  one coil ^2) Reluctance, R = —   =  or (b-3)
flux  o f  _  that _ coil 

N 2
Reluctance, R = —

L

Reluctance against rotor angle (from aligned position) for PMFSM design (zip004)
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Figure 6.10 Reluctance against rotor angle for a given lamination.

6.6.3 DYNAMIC MODELLING OF THE PMFSM
The FEA provided static data (data at fixed rotor position) that was used to calculate the dynamic 

performance of the motor. Such data included rotor position (at which the calculations were 

performed to give the data), armature flux, armature mmf and output torque and armature slot area 

The spreadsheet that utilised the data was a modified version of one that was used to calculate the
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dynamic performance of Flux Switching Motors. The Microsoft Excel spreadsheet took the static data 

and predicted running performance of the motor.

The spreadsheet allowed factors such as stack length, number of turns, wire diameter, packing factor, 

speed, supply voltage, armature turn on/off angles, armature windings temperature, mean length per 

armature turn, etc to be variable. By using these variables the performance of a motor design was 

predicted with a degree of known certainty (limited by the number of assumptions made). The only 

disadvantage was that the eddy current and iron losses could not be predicted so an estimate had to be 

included (2-4W when combined although 10% of the total input power was assumable at higher input 

powers). The workings of the spreadsheet are discussed further in Appendix H.

The performance data was extensive. Among information obtained was -

Armature current Armature Copper losses Supply Current

RMS armature mmf Torque Net Mechanical Output Power

Total Power Input Efficiency

The spreadsheet predicted the back-emf, current and power waveforms. The spreadsheet was used to 

give the same mechanical output power as the induction motor but at a greater efficiency. The 

spreadsheet manipulated the data to provide information about the motor. Parameters that were fed 

manually into the spreadsheet were intended rotor speed, armature supply voltage, armature turns, 

armature turn diameter, armature packing factor, turn on angle, turn off angle, and iron losses.

Finite Element Analysis predicts the flux produced by the permanent magnets that links the armature 

coils. The change in armature flux over a time step, At, induces an instantaneous back emf, Et, in the 

armature coil (6.4):-

where <|)t = flux linking the armature coils, Na = number of armature turns

The polarity of the voltage applied to an armature winding switches between positive and negative as 

the two armatures are energised alternately (6.5):-

(6.4)

V =Va s

where Vs = Supply voltage (can be positive or negative)

(6.5)

The next time stepped value of instantaneous armature current, I(t+At),> is given by (6 .6 ):-
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AAt(Rel)A
N„2 ,

(6.6)

where It previous instantaneous value of armature current

Ra Armature winding resistance

Rel Reluctance of magnetic circuit

The instantaneous output power, Pt , is shown in (6.7):-

Pt=ItEt (6.7)

The mechanical power is the average of these instantaneous values over a commutation cycle.

The effects of eddy currents and hysteresis are added to the spreadsheet as an estimated value. It is

added to the input power, Pin, as the term iron loss, Piron. The input power is calculated from the 

available output power, Pom, plus the copper losses from the armature windings, and the iron loss 

estimation (6 .8 ):-

P =P +(12R )+P (6 .8)in out V a  a  7 iron v 7

where Ia RMS armature current

Ra Armature winding resistance

Piron Iron losses

The average output torque of the machine ,Tav, is calculated using (6.9):-

T = S bl (6.9)
av v 'G)

where go is the speed of the machine (rads'1) from which At is derived. The machine is dynamically 

simulated at constant speed. The time step of length At seconds, is a function of the angular velocity, 

co, and the number of time steps per revolution. The number of time steps depend on the displacement 

angle of the rotor between calculations in the Finite Element Analysis (for static calculations).

6.6.4 PMFSM LAMINATION OPTIMISATION
The starting point of the FEA design is shown in Figure 6.11. It had the same rotor as used in a FSM 

design and had thin magnet section. There was a slot by the magnet between the stator pole teeth to 

allow the flux paths to enter the pole teeth and into the rotor. This slot had a tapered shape (tapering 

towards the magnet to prevent flux crossing the slot instead of entering the rotor poles via the 

stator/rotor air gap. There was no back iron surrounding the outer edge of the magnets as previous 

work has shown that such sections are both too thin for structural integrity and would provide paths 

for undesirable flux leakage.
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Figure 6.11 Lamination used for initial test work.

Figure 6.12 Improved rotor lamination, ZipOOO. Figure 6.13 Investigation into more radical rotor geometries, Zip006.

The rotor was then changed to a style that was known to give a squarer back-emf (.Figure 6.12). The 

magnet was also made larger to enable more flux from the magnet. The armature slot was increased 

as well to allow an increase in wire diameter for a given number of turns. Work was undertaken 

varying the rotor shapes, stator pole shapes and magnet geometries (Figure 6.13). All geometries 

were considered but with the main aim of getting the best efficiency possible out of the motor through 

all possible means.

The FEA allowed the flux paths for each lamination selection to be shown in terms of both direction 

and magnitude. Minimisation of lost flux through improving the lamination design and use of the 

spreadsheet had suggested that the design shown below in Figure 6.14 was an optimum (a design that 

during prototyping was referred to as Zip004 -  the fourth design considered). This was based upon 

the fact that factors such as iron losses were guessed values and, as such, until the motor was built and 

tested this would remain as an assumption. This was based upon the use of Fer3 as the magnet choice. 

More expensive rare earth magnets were not used as the gains in efficiency were not justified by the 

additional costs.
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Figure 6.14 Optimum lamination, Zip004.
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Figure 6.15 Field and armature flux with rotor angle.
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Figure 6.16 Back-emf against rotor angle.
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Total effective armature current
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Figure 6.17 Total effective armature current.

Shown for the selected lamination is a graph for flux against rotor position for this suggested optimum 

design {Figure 6.15). Back-emf plots for 36 turns per armature phase for the optimum design showed 

that the magnitude of voltage was small even at 2520rpm (speed of the induction motor) {Figure 6.16). 

As will be shown later, although this was for a mains supply application the efficiency was still 

maintained.

A current waveform to be expected is shown in Figure 6.17. The data for the optimum design was 

summarised in Table 6.5. The lamination dimensions are shown in Appendix H.

TABLE 6.5 -  EXAMPLE SPECIFICATION DATA FOR DESIGN.

Stack length 17.5
Rotor sp e e d 2520.0

WINDING DETAILS Supply vo ltage 240
A im atu ie W inding tem p eiatu te 110

Turns p ei coil 10.0 Turn on an g le -24
C oils in parallel 1.0 Turn off an g le 21
Packing factor 0.19 A verage e lectrom ech an ica l p ow ei 5.80

Coils in series 4 L ess iron lo sses 4.00
Effective turns 72 Net Pow er output 1.80
Half Slot area (mm*2) 75.68 A verage torque 6.80
Suggested wire diameter (mm) 1.01 P tessu ie 1701.04
C hosen  w ire d iam ete i (mm) 1.00 Copper lo sse s 0.68
mean length of turn (m) 0.18 Field lo sses 0.00
Coil resistance at 25 C 0.07 Armature lo sses 0.68
Winding resistance at 25 C 0.27 Total P ow ei input 6.47
Winding resistance at running temp 0.36 Supply Curient 0.03
Weight of copper (g) 177.49 A verage field  mmf 0.00

RMS Armature mmf 98.12
Total area of copper in end winding (mm*2) Efficiency 27.75
Total copper weight (g)

Armature current density 1.73
Field current d en sity 0.00

The following set of diagrams were printouts for 22.6° rotor angle at 0.3 A, which was a position 

where current was at a maximum {Figures 6.18 -  6.21). The magnet was not demagnetised at any 

angle.
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Figure 6 . 2 1 Flux density plot.
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As was shown, the PMFSM, when operating at exactly the same condition as the induction motor and 

having exactly the same external dimensions gave 27.75% efficiency based on an assumed iron loss of 

4W. It only required 6.47W input power compared to 15.96W required to drive the induction motor. 

Only 9 turns per phase were inserted into the motor due to the compactness of the winding design 

limiting the packing factor obtainable. It was thus expected that the motor would be more effective 

with a lower supply voltage and that a pulsed supply would be needed for higher supply voltages as 

the back emf would not be as large as the supply voltage. This motor was to be referred to as Initial 

Design.

6.7 MECHANICAL DESIGN AND BUILD
The PMFSM was designed such that it would fit within the fan casing of the Domus SIR 100mm 

Axial Wall Fan. This posed build issues relating to fitting the motor within the fan housing.
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6.7.1 PLACEMENT OF POSITION SENSOR IN RELATION TO CASE DESIGN
This type of motor requires some form of position sensor to allow determination of which phase is to 

be energised to successfully turn the motor. An opto sensor is normally used. Internal placement is 

best as it keeps the external casing simple and means that the sensor is protected from external 

damage. An aluminium casing is a good choice but it could also be achieved with plastic injection 

moulding. Developments in ‘sensorless’ control mean opto sensors would no longer be required and 

the case design would be easier. The use of opto sensors is a sensible option for a prototype motor 

where sensorless control is not a final design requirement.

6.7.2 WINDING METHODS I WIRING ARRANGEMENT
Flux Switching Motors employ three winding methods for armature windings. Non-bifilar armature 

windings can be used but this requires floating gate drives and a full-bridge inverter circuit. Bifilar 

armature windings uses a simpler circuit such as the half bridge converter, employing only two 

switches. For bifilar armatures there are two possible windings as shown in Figure 6.22 and Figure 

6.23. The first {Figure 6.22) has four separate coils per armature resulting in 16 terminations in total 

for two phases (this is reduced if the coils are continuous i.e. all wound in series, resulting in four 

terminations in total -  not shown). The alternative {Figure 6.23) has consequent pole bifilar windings 

(though this type is not confined to bifilar windings, and is not motor specific). There are normally 

four terminations in total but, by having a common connection on the high side (the positive supply 

rail), only three terminations are needed for a circuit such as the half bridge converter. This latter 

winding type is the preferred option as it also allows a simple end cap shape to be utilised.

1 coil per armature.
2 coils in total.
3 terminations in total (one common).

Figure 6.23 Consequent pole bifilar winding topology.

151

4 coils per armature.
8 coils in total.
16 terminations in total.

Figure 6.22 Conventional bifilar winding.
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6.7.3 HOLDING THE MACHINE TOGETHER
PLASTIC LAYER

REMAINING SLOT AREA

Figure 6.24 Packing factor affected by plastic mould injection.

Since the motor is made from four separate steel stator sections with the magnets in between, there has 

to be a method of holding the entire stator together.

By convention, for motors used in household fans, one end cap forms part of or is attached to the fan 

housing. There are several possible methods of holding the motor together for such an application.

The simplest is to glue the steel and magnet pieces together with the aid of a former to give the 

circular guide. If a circular steel block is used to put the pieces around then the flux from the magnets 

passes through this block and aids holding the pieces together as the glue sets. However, the method 

would be messy and there is no strict guarantee that the pieces would set to form a perfect circular 

shape and that there would be a risk of the pieces being glued to the former, temporarily holding it all 

in place.

Another similar method is to have a former holding the pieces together in the correct place then using 

plastic injection moulding to make a plastic ‘jacket’ to hold it all together. Plastic injection moulding 

would create the outer casing and one end cap for a fan motor. It would also insulate the windings 

from the stator sections due to a thin plastic layer lining the insides where the slot area is (Figure 

6.24).

An alternative for prototyping is to fill and surround the motor with plastic and machine out any 

unwanted plastic to make a unit to hold motor in place effectively within a fan housing. This could 

also be done with epoxy resin by encasing the motor in the resin and machining out any unwanted 

resin.

A more practical method was to drill small holes through the steel stator sections and bolt them onto 

aluminium end caps. The magnets could then be slid in place. That way the circular nature of the 

motor is ensured and the magnets would hold themselves in place allowing a fast and effective method 

of building and disassembling the motor. Glue could be used to permanently hold the magnets in 

place. From FEA of the motor as the rotor turned, there are stator sections where the magnetic flux is 
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small in value which would be best suited for holes to be drilled (Figure 6.25). The holes were drilled 

in a section where the strength of the stator was maintained and the hole was just large enough for a 

threaded stainless steel rod to be used (M2). Also, notches were added to the stator sections to allow 

the magnets to be held away from the stator poles (Figure 6.26). Wire erosion of steel lamination 

plates (0.3mm thickness) was used to cut the required lamination shapes (a .DXF file was drawn for 

the machine to cut from). This incurred another design issue in that, for a flush fit between the magnet 

and the steel sections, there had to be an undercut of the notch to avoid a bad fit (the wire used in 

cutting the steel laminations was round so an undercut was needed to prevent a rounded comer point 

where a 90 degree point was needed).

zo n e s w here fliK 
can  drill holesY [m m ] 25Q

20.0

15.0

10.0 

5.0 

0.0

-5 .0

- 10.0

-15 .0

- 20.0

-25.0

C o m p o n e n t BM OD 
jM 2966E-04

Figure 6.25

is small 
h ere

J___
-15 .0  -5 .0  5.0 15.0 25.0 35.0

X [mm]

Low flux stator areas where drilling may be allowed.

Drilled holesDrilled holes (M2)

Notch h o ld in g  
magnet in place

Figure 6.26 Steel stator section to be used in motor.

6.27 Possible end cap configuration with winding shown in Figure 6.49 Figure 6.28 Bifilar winding to be used with the
end cap configuration.

Figure
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With this approach, one end cap held all the motor in place while the winding was inserted by a 

method as in Figure 6.23. The other end cap was a very simple end plate to ensure the motor is held 

tightly with the housing of the fan.

Any such method would require the placement of the opto sensor to be taken into account.

Aluminium end caps were easily machined to allow space for the opto sensor. Internal placement of 

the opto sensor allowed a simple external shape (cylindrical) and protected the sensor from external 

damage. The aluminium end caps {Figure 6.27) were designed such that the windings in Figure 6.28 

were used (the end caps at each end were rotated 90 degrees to each other to allow the windings to be 

inserted without being wrapped around the end caps as well).

6.7.4 AVOIDANCE OF THE CURIE TEMPERATURE
Above the Curie temperature the magnet material ceases to have any ferromagnetic properties. Hence, 

in any preparation treatment required to build the motor while magnets are present, the temperature 

must not exceed the Curie temperature value.

The Curie temperature of Fer3 is in the region of 450°C. Its normal operating temperature range is -40 

°C to +250 °C. For N38 it is 310 °C (with a maximum operating temperature of 150 °C).

Most processes involving plastic injection moulding had operating temperatures below these two 

Curie temperatures and hence posed no problem.

6.7.5 THERMOPLASTIC PROPERTIES OF MOTOR CASINGS
The Fan Industry has always looked at ways to reduce motor costs and to improve motor efficiency to 

meet the stricter requirements for more environmentally friendly designs. Low efficiency motors get 

undesirably hot and could melt or deform cheap plastics. To solve this, more costly thermoplastics are 

used. The worst-case current density predicted in dynamic modelling for the PMFSM was 1 A/mm2. 

The losses (copper, iron, hysteresis) were predicted to be less than the Domus SIR Induction Motor, 

indicating that the PMFSM would not get as hot as the inefficient induction motor. This was 

confirmed by the very low current density. The windings would not reach a high temperature which 

allowed the use of cheaper, lower thermal limit, thermoplastics.

Cost savings could therefore be made in the plastic casings. This in turn offset the additional cost of 

the magnets used in the motor. It was possible to build a motor that used magnets (the source of the 

additional cost) but have an end product that had a final cost of little difference to a prototype 

induction motor.
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The lamination designs are shown in Figures 6.29 and 6.30 from which 0.3mm thick laminations were 

cut by wire erosion {Figure 6.31). The magnets were cut to size and the complete stator is shown in 

Figure 6.32.

Figure 6.29 Proposed laminations to be used. Figure 6.30 Proposed final shape o f  laminations for motor.

Figure 6.33 Plastic housing with blue sections highlighted for removal.

Figure 6.31 Actual laminations made by wire erosion method. Figure 6.32 How stator would look within motor.
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Figure 6.34 Plans o f  individual parts o f  motor for assembly into fan housing.

The motor was designed to fit within an existing fan housing. This plastic housing required some 

machining to remove sections that would impair insertion of the motor (Figure 6.33) as the original 

motor was not fully circular in outer shape. Such design limitations led to two end caps being 

designed so that the motor was securely clamped to the plastic housing. The opto sensor was kept 

internally within the motor. The opto sensor itself was housed on a printed circuit board disc and this 

would ideally eventually house the microcontroller and even the gate driver and switches circuitry for 

the armature windings. The rotor shaft needed to be 4mm in diameter to allow the fan to be attachable 

to the shaft. The drawings for the extra components required are shown in Figure 6.34 and the 

proposed layout of the motor is shown in Figure 6.35. Appendix H shows photos of the built motor.
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— m o to r 
lam in a tio n s
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fa n  c a s in g  
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Figure 6.35 Plan o f  motor within plastic housing and with fan attached.

Figure 6.36 N ew  bifilar windings from fan end. Figure 6.37 New bifilar windings from opto sensor end.

Figure 6.36 and Figure 6.37 show how the bifilar winding arrangement actually appeared. 9 turns of 

1 mm diameter wire for each phase were used in the first winding of the motor.

The same fan impellar was used in the PMFSM as the load, allowing the comparison of performance 

with that of the existing induction motor.

6.8 POWER ELECTRONICS CIRCUITRY
The use of a consequent pole bifilar winding topology as in Figure 6.23 meant that the main power 

electronic circuitry should be the half bridge converter circuit as shown in Figure 6.38 (Chapter 3).

The bifilar windings acted as transformers during switching between phases, allowing faster transfer 

of current from the switch that has just turned off. This required the freewheel diodes of the MOSFET 
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switches. There was a possibility of needing current limiting circuitry at start up when using 240V 

supply as the back-emf would not be present initially risking demagnetising currents.

6.9 INITIAL TEST RESULTS
To test the motor a Watt meter was required to measure the input power to the armature windings and 

switches as shown in Figure 6.39. The back emf had a shape as expected from the spreadsheet 

(Figure 6.40). The motor was tested over a range of fan speeds. The results were shown in Table 6 .6  

and Figure 6.41.

Va

a im a lu ie  1 ^  s im a tu ie  IT '

O

jy jy
MOSFET MOSFET

Figure 6.38 H alf bridge converter circuit with two ground 
referenced switches.

3hase A -I Phase B

oo

MOSFETjy jyMOSFET

Two ph ase armature 
windings (bifilar wound)

Figure 6.39 Watt meter placement in circuit
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Figure 6.40 Back emf waveform at 874rpm.
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TABLE 6.6 -  TEST RESULTS FROM PMFSM AND INDUCTION MOTOR COMPARISON
O pto speed R o to r  s p e e d V  rm s I rm s P in p u t P m e c h MR other losses E ffic ien cy

iH z) (rpm ) (V ) - (W) (W) v - (W ) <%)
100 1500 5 .0 2 2 .6 4 3 2.91 0.612 0 .6 8 4 5 7 1 .6 1 3 4 2 5 9 9 8 21 .03093
125 1875 5 .0 3 5 2 .7 7 3.43 0.95625 0 .7 5 1 9 4 1 .7 2 1 8 0 5 8 27.87901

133 .3 2000 4 .9 9 7 2.6 3.54 1.088 0 .6 6 2 4 8 1 .7 8 9 5 2 30 .73446
166 .66 2500 5 .0 0 9 2 .5 9 4.04 1.7 0 .6 5 7 3 9 1 .6 8 2 6 0 6 2 42.07921

200 3000 5 .0 2 9 2 .4 4.89 2.448 0 .5 6 4 4 8 1 .8 7 7 5 2 50 .06135
2 33 .3 3500 5 .0 6 3 .0 7 3 6.83 3.332 0 .9 2 5 4 5 2 .5 7 2 5 5 3 7 5 8 48 .78477

2 6 6 .6 6 4000 5 .0 0 3 3.341 8.95 4.352 1 .0 9 39 3 .5 0 4 0 9 6 4 6 2 48.6257
300 4500 5 .0 0 8 4.511 13.43 5.508 1 .99421 5 .9 2 7 7 8 6 1 4 2 41.01266

S P  IM 2 5 2 0 - - 15.96 1.7 5.89 8 . 3 7 1 0 . 6 5 1 6 3

Efficiency and Mechanical O utput Pow er v e rsu s  Input Power at Various S peeds for 
PMFSM (with equivalent Induction Motor com parison included)

1500 1875 2000 2500 3000
Speed (rpm)

3500 4000
0 

4500

----------Efficiency X 2500rpm Efficiency + IM Efficiency, 2500rpm
----------Electrical Input Power X 2500rpm Input Power + IM Input Power, 2500rpm

M echanical Output P ower X 2500rpm 0  utput P owe r + IM Output Power, 2500rpm

Figure 6.41 Input Power, Output Power and Efficiency versus machine speed.
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Figure 6.42 Pulsed supply at 2500rpm.
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The results were very encouraging. The input power was very low across the speed range. The 

copper losses (IIR in Figure 6.41) were very small. The iron and windage losses were also low. This 

resulted in a very efficient design. 42% efficiency and 4.04W input power was obtained at 2500rpm. 

It was 3.94 times more efficient than the Domus induction motor as it takes only a quarter of the input 

power. The motor was more efficient over a wide speed range.

As noted from the Table 6 .6 , the dc power supply for these speeds was not as high as expected and a 

pulsed armature supply was needed {Figure 6.42).

6.9.1 COMPARISON OF INITIAL DESIGN WITH SIMULATION
The original spreadsheet model used data obtained from Finite Element Analysis to give a prediction 

of the motor performance. The flux from the magnets was used to predict the back emf. It was noted 

that the actual back emf was only 65% of the predicted value. The magnets may not have been as 

effective as predicted. No testing was performed to verify that the magnets produced the flux that the 

Finite Element Analysis had predicted. It was assumed that the magnets, having been carefully 

handled during the build of the PMFSM, had not lost any of its remenant flux.

The motor ran at 2500rpm with a 5V dc supply rather than the expected 240V. This indicated that the 

reluctance calculation was inaccurate. Finite Element Analysis calculated the reluctance based on one 

turn. The turn number actually used in the armature windings in the Finite Element Analysis was 323 

(1292 turns in total per armature phase).

There were 9 turns per phase (an equivalent of 36 due to the consequent winding method chosen).

The difference between the turns numbers gave a value of (323/9)x4=144 (3s.f). It is this value that 

was needed to correct the reluctance such that the spreadsheet calculation of inductance gave the 

correct results.

The efficiency of the motor exceeded the predicted efficiency at 2500rpm. The assumption of iron 

losses to be 4W was a factor but test results showed a true value (1.6 8 W) for iron and windage losses.

6.10 REFINING DYNAMIC SIMULATION WITH EMPIRICAL DATA
The spreadsheet had to be amended so that the predicted performance of the motor more closely

matched the actual test data for the motor.
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Total effective arm ature current against relative rotor position

co h- ro co co oo 00

-10
Rotor Angle Applied armature current!

Figure 6.43 Example o f  spreadsheet current waveform to closely match actual test current waveforms.

Pulsed and non-pulsed armature timings were included in the spreadsheet. The inclusion of a pulsed 

armature supply had not been introduced to this spreadsheet before. The timings of the pulse were 

definable within the refined model.

Iron and windage losses at 2500rpm had been evaluated and a correction for this as the rotor speed 

varied was included.

The magnitude of the back emf waveform was amended to be 65% of the original calculation.

The reluctance was corrected by a factor of 144 to allow a more accurate prediction of the current 

waveforms and hence motor performance.

With the above corrections the test waveform for 2500rpm and a non-pulsed (conventional Flux 

Switching Motor timing sequence) were successfully replicated with accurate predictions for input 

power, losses and efficiency (.Figure 6.43 c.f. Figure 6.2).

6.10.1 IMPROVED DESIGN FOR HIGHER VOLTAGE
The corrected spreadsheet was then used to remodel the motor for 240V supply. Two coils of 295 

turn, 0.2mm diameter wire was selected. This was not as many turns as was really needed for a high 

supply voltage but a higher turn number reduced the wire diameter to a value that could not be wound 

for the motor (0.16mm diameter was the lowest size allowable for this size of motor). One major note 

was that the back emf at 2500rpm was far less than the supply voltage. 240V may not be the best 

supply voltage for this type of machine at 2500rpm as a pulsed supply would have to be used. The 
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positive outcome was that the new motor was able to operate at speeds fast enough to meet all The 

Building Regulations 1991 Approved Document F [87] requirements for air flow. 5730rpm was 

needed for 216m3/hr, the machine would be able to operate at 6000+rpm (the iron losses at these high 

speeds was the determining factor relating to this). With the turns selected as 295tums of bifilar 

wound 0.2mm diameter for each phase (.Figure 6.44), the motor was predicted to be 36% efficient at 

2500rpm, with a suggested 73% efficiency at 6000rpm. This did not take into account the non-linear 

increase in iron losses as the rotor speed increased nor were losses such as noise taken into account. 

The new motor version was to be called Design 2.
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Figure 6.44 Spreadsheet model incorporating pulsed supply.

6.11 TESTING OF REVISED DESIGN

6.11.1 REVISED DESIGN TEST RESULTS
Test results at 240V dc supply are shown in Table 6.7, Figure 6.45. The test waveform for 2500rpm is 

shown in Figure 6.46.
_______________________ TABLE 6.7 -  240V DC TEST RESULTS.________________________________

Opto speed Rotor sp e e d VO V1 HR V rms 1 rms P input P m e c h Efficiency mechpow Air moved Air moved Temp (C)
(Hz) (rpm) value value (W) (W) (V) (A) _JWL <W) .. out factor m'3/hr l/aec after25mins
74 1110 r- 2 0.04 3.39 241.5 0.0352 3 773 0.34 8 88 0.20 41.74 11.59 28.9
100 1500 181 2 0.07 4.14 241.6 0.0434 4.815 0.61 12.71 0.36 56.40 15.67
125 1875 136 2 0.09 4.70 241.4 0.051 5.747 0.96 16.64 0.56 70.50 19.58

133.3 2000 125 2 0.10 4.91 240.9 0.0528 6.099 1.09 17.83 0.84 75.18 20.88
166.60 2500 91 2 0.14 5.09 240 0.0635 6.931 1.70 24.53 1.00 94.00 26.11 28.9

200 3000 68 2 0.19 5.80 241.6 0.0735 8.438 2.45 29.01 1.44 112.80 31.33
233.3 3500 50 2 0.25 6.18 241.2 0.0848 9.765 3.33 34.11 1.96 131.58 36.55

266.66 4000 33 2 0.32 8.59 241.3 0.0953 11.253 4.35 38.87 2.56 150.40 41.78
300 4500 14 2 0.50 10.10 241.3 0.12 16.11 5.51 34.19 3.24 169.20 47.00

333.34 5000 3 2 0.78 12.06 240.7 0.1494 19.64 6.80 34.62 4.00 188.00 52.22
340 5100 1 2 1.01 13.35 240 0.17 21.43 7.07 33.01 4.16 191.76 53.27
400 6000 2 3 2.22 21 66 240 0.2524 33.67 9.79 29.08 5.76 225.60 62.67 29.5
414 6210 1 3 2.69 23 88 240 0.2783 37.06 10.49 28.30 6.17 233.50 64.86
422 6330 1 4 5.54 36.81 240 0.3991 53.25 10.90 20.47 6.41 238.01 66.11

S P IV 2520 - - - - • - 15.92 I f 10.67449196 Improvement at 2500rpm 2.30
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Efficiency. Mechanical Output Power and Input Power at Various
comparison included) Y2ACN supply!

for PMFSM (with equivalent Induction Motor

1500 1875 63302000 2500 3000 3500 4500 5000 5100 6000

 Efficiency
 Electrical Input Power

—  Mechanical Output Power

X 2500rpm Efficiency 
X 2500rpmlrput Power 

25QOpmOutput Power

IM Efficiency, 25C0rpn 
+  IMfput Power, 2500pm 

IM Output Power, 2500pm

Stop  [ i — Z

Figure 6.45 240V dc test results.

 d ____

Opto sensor

Switching-signal

Current

Ch1 5.00 V Ch2 5.00 V M2.00ms A Ch1 \  - 1 . 3 0  V

Chi Freq 
167.5 HZ 

Low signal 
amplitude

H E
O 12.80 %

Figure 6.46 2500 rpm waveforms.

4 Mar 2002 
14:23:07

Tests were then carried out at 240V ac rms. The results are shown in Table 6 .8 , Figure 6.47. The 

tests were repeated for 110V ac rms (Table 6 .8 , Figure 6.48) and 40V ac rms (Table 6 .8, Figure 6.49). 

110V was the supply used in the US. The final test was to ascertain the supply voltage required for 

maximum efficiency at 2500rpm. This was found to be 40V ac rms
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TABLE 6.8 -  240V, 110V AND 40V AC TEST RESULTS

Opto speed Rotor speed VO V1 MR others V rms I rms P Input P mech Efficiency m e c h  p o w A ir  m o v e d Air  m o v e d Temp (C)
after25mins

d B  n o i s e
(Hz) (rpm) value value (W) (W) (V) (A) (W) (W) (%) o u t  f a c t o r m A3 / h r l / s e c 41.1
81 1215 255 2 0.24 11.43 237.7 0.0826 12.07 0.40 3.33 0.24 45.68 12.69 56.9

100 1500 200 2 0.28 12.61 237.6 0.0899 13.5 0.61 4.53 0.36 56.40 15.67 57.4
125 1875 152 2 0.36 13.81 237 0.1015 15.12 0.96 6.32 0.56 70.50 19.58 61.8

133.3 2000 141 2 0.39 14.36 236.6 0.1054 15.83 1.09 6.87 0.64 75.18 20.88 57.2
166.66 2500 104 2 0.46 15.49 236.5 0.1155 17.85 1.70 9.63 1.00 94.00 26.11 45.30 59.6

200 3000 80 2 0.57 16.67 236.5 0.1277 19.69 2.45 12.43 1.44 112.80 31.33 61.9
233.3 3500 62 2 0.67 17.49 236.6 0.1386 21.49 3.33 15.50 1.96 131.58 36.55 59.8

266.66 4000 48 2 0.79 18.64 236.6 0.1503 23.78 4.35 18.30 2.56 150.40 41.78 62.4
300 4500 37 2 0.92 19.48 236.2 0.163 25.91 5.51 21.26 3.24 169.20 47.00 64.6

333.34 5000 27 2 1.10 20.66 236 0.1777 28.56 6.80 23.81 4.00 188.00 52.22 66.6
366.66 5500 18 2 1.31 21.66 235.6 0.1942 31.2 8.23 26.37 4.84 206.80 57.44 66.4

400 6000 9 2 1.66 23.86 235.9 0.2184 35.31 9.79 27.73 5.76 225.60 62.67 66.8
433.33 6500 3 2 2.19 27.97 235.9 0.2512 41.66 11.49 27.58 6.76 244.40 67.89 69.8

445 6675 1 2 2.45 29.45 235.6 0.2654 44.02 12.12 27.53 7.13 250.98 69.72 70.4
SP IM 2620 - - - - - - 15.92 1.7 10.68 % improvement 0.90 45

Opto speed Rotor speed VO V1 HR others V rms I rms P input P mech Efficiency mech pew Air moved Air moved Temp (C) dB noise
(Hz) (rpm) value value (W) (W) (V) (A) (W) (W) (%) out factor try's/hr l/sec after25mins 41.1
78.5 1178 255 2 0.06 1.99 107.99 0.042 2.427 0.38 15.54 0.22 44.27 12.30 52.7
100 1500 190 2 0.07 2.05 107.9 0.045 2.736 0.61 22.37 0.36 56.40 15.67 53.3
125 1875 140 2 0.09 2.03 107.72 0.0511 3.078 0.96 31.07 0.56 70.50 19.58 54.5

133.3 2000 126 2 0.10 2.06 107.72 0.0528 3.247 1.09 33.49 0.64 75.18 20.88 52.3
166.66 2500 55 2 0.13 1.93 107.52 0.0617 3.76 1.70 45.21 1.00 94.00 26.11 24.30 52

200 3000 72 3 0.39 4.08 108.03 0.1064 6.92 2.46 35.38 1.44 112.80 31.33 56.1
233.3 3600 50 3 0.50 4.10 108.05 0.1194 7.93 3.33 42.01 1.96 131.58 36.55 57.8
266.66 4000 23 3 0.64 4.21 107.95 0.136 9.21 4.35 47.25 2.56 150.40 41.78 57.5

300 4500 9 3 1.08 5.77 107.93 0.1766 12.36 5.51 44.66 3.24 169.20 47.00 60.2
333.34 5000 12 4 1.80 7.47 107.53 0.2274 16.07 6.80 42.32 4.00 188.00 52.22 63.1
366.66 5500 3 4 2.84 9.29 107.26 0.2856 20.36 8.23 40.41 4.84 206.80 57.44 64.9

377 5656 1 4 3.23 9.80 107.24 0.3046 21.73 8.70 40.03 5.12 212.63 59.06 65.6
394 5910 1 5 4.88 12.57 107.44 0.3744 26.95 9.50 35.25 5.59 222.22 61.73 67.2

SP IM 2520 - - - - - - 15.92 1.7 10.68 Improvement at 2500rpm 4.23 45

Opto speed Rotor speed VO V1 HR others V rms I rms P input P mech Efficiency mech pew Air moved Air moved Temp (C) dB noise
(Hz) (rpm) value value (W) (W) (V) (A) (W) (W) (%) out factor m*3/hr l/sec after25mins 41.1
79 1185 255 8 0.65 1.28 38.9 0.1368 2.31 0.38 16.53 0.22 44.56 12.38 45.1
100 1500 185 8 0.75 1.08 38.97 0.1469 2.44 0.61 25.08 0.36 56.40 15.67 46.8
125 1875 128 8 0.58 0.92 38.98 0.1286 2.45 0.96 39.03 0.56 70.50 19.58 47.1

133.3 2000 113 8 0.52 0.77 38.95 0.1225 2.38 1.09 45.69 0.64 75.18 20.88 45.9
166.66 2500 45 8 0.43 -0.03 38.98 0.1109 2.1 1.70 80.95 1.00 94.00 26.11 24.2 47.2

200 3000 20 9 1.07 -0.33 38.91 0.1755 3.19 2.45 76.74 1.44 112.80 31.33 50.3
233.3 3500 1 10 2.55 -0.77 38.95 0.2706 5.11 3.33 65.19 1.96 131.58 36.55 52.6
SPIM 2520 - - - - - - 15.92 1.7 10.68 Improvement at 2500rpm 7.58 45
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B f lc le n c v . M e c h a n ic a l  O u tp u t  P o w e r  a n d  In p u t P o w e r  a t  V a r io u s  S p e e d s  f o r  PM FSM  (w ith
e q u iv a le n t  In d u c tio n  M o to r  c o m p a r i s o n  In c lu d e d )  [240V ac a n d  6V s u p p l i e s ]  fn o  ax ia l f lo a t]

1000 4000 5000 60002000 3000
S p e e d  f r o m )

-------------- Efficiency Electrical Input Pow er ------M echanical O utput Pow er
X  2500rpm  Efficiency X  2500rpm  Input Pow er X  2500rpm O utput Pow er
+  IM Efficiency, 2500rpm +  IM Input Power, 2500rpm +  IM O utput Pow er, 250Crpm

. . .  -  5V efficiency -  -  -  -5 V  input power -  -  -  -5 V  m echanical ou tp u t power
* -X -  -5 V  2 5 0 0 p m  efficiency -  -flj-  *5V 2 5 0 0 p m  input pow er ■ - -  5V 2 5 0 0 p m  m echanical ou tpu t power

Figure 6.47 240V ac test results.
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g f lc le n c y .  M e c h a n ic a l  O u tp u t  P o w e r  a n d  In p u t P o w e r  a t  V a r io u s  S p e e d s  fo r  PM FSM  fw lth
e q u iv a le n t  In d u c tio n  M o to r  c o m p a r i s o n  In c lu d e d )  M IQ V ac a n d  5V s u p p l ie s !  fn o  a x ia lf to a t l

<  30
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Figure 6.48 110V ac test results.
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gficiencv. Mechanical Output Power and Input Power at Various Speeds for PMFSM (with equivalent Induction Motor comparison

included) f40Vac and 5V supplies! fno axial float!

1000 2000 3000 4000 
Speed (rpm)

5000 6000

 Efficiency
X 2500rpm Efficiency
+  IM Efficiency, 2500rpm

■ -  -  5V efficiency
-X - -5V 2500 ipm  efficiency

 Electrical Input Power
X  2500rpm Input Pow er
+- IM Input Pow er, 2500rpm

•  '  -5 V  input power
♦  -  5V 2500rpm ripu t power

Mechanical O utput Power 
X 2500rpm Output Power

IM O utput Power, 2500rpm 
5V mechanical ou tput power 
5V 2500rpm mechanical ou tput power

Figure 6.49 40V ac test results.
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TABLE 6.9 -  ARMATURE RESISTANCE.
Resistance (ohms)

Phase A Phase B Total Avge
34.88 34.69 69.57 34.79

TABLE 6.10 -  COMPARISON OF WEIGHTS BETWEEN PMFSM AND ORIGINAL INDUCTION MOTOR.
Motor (including casings) Weight (g)

Domus S1R 100mm Axial Wall Fan 560
PMFSM 100mm Axial Wall Fan 630

The armature resistances are shown in Table 6.9. This was needed not only for copper loss 

calculations but also to verify the resistance calculations in the spreadsheet.

A final comparison of note was relative weights of the PMFSM and the Domus SIR Induction motor 

(when both were inside fan housings). The PMFSM was heavier than the Domus fan but this was 

possibly due to the PMFSM having a larger aluminium end cap holding it in place within the original 

housing (Table 6 .10). The PMFSM weight may have been more similar to the Domus fan had the fan 

housing been built with the PMFSM in mind.

6.11.2 COMPARISON OF REVISED DESIGN WITH SIMULATION
The value from a dc power source was an averaged dc voltage. The value from an ac source was an 

rms voltage. This was why the results from dc and ac power sources differ.

The spreadsheet predicted 36% efficiency at 2500rpm at 240Vdc but the test showed 24.5% 

efficiency. The difference was due to where the armature pulse occurred in relation to the opto sensor 

signal. It was difficult to correct the spreadsheet to match the exact firing angles but the results from 

the spreadsheet were very comparable. The modified spreadsheet was thus successful. It was less 

successful at higher speeds due to the iron losses not being increased with the square of speed in the 

spreadsheet.

The spreadsheet did not predict the temperature of the armature windings. It was assumed that 40- 

60°C would be expected. Due to the high efficiencies obtainable, the I2R copper losses and iron losses 

were so small in the 110V and 40V cases that the motor never exceeded 30°C (Table 6 .8 ).

At 240V ac the pulse required was very short and the spreadsheet was not tested for ac supply. An 

amendment to the spreadsheet would have been required to allow ac supply predictions. The small 

turn number meant that, at lower speeds, the pulse would have to be short, as the spreadsheet 

confirmed. The efficiency was lower at the 240V supply compared to the 110V supply (it was less 

efficient than the induction motor at 240V -  9.63%). The 110V supply offered 45% efficiency with
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3.76W input power. Both the 240V and 110V versions operated at very high speeds (6675rpm and 

5910 rpm respectively) allowing wider potential applications.

81.0% (3s.f.) efficiency was obtained with a 40V rms ac supply (2.1W input power) (Table 6 .8 , Figure 

6.49). This was a 7.58 times improvement on the induction motor currently used (10.7% efficient, 

15.92W input power [9.36 times more power for the same air flow rate]). The motor only had a 

temperature of 24.2°C after 25 minutes of continual use. This highlighted the very low copper losses 

(0.43W at 2500rpm). The use of permanent magnets had substantially improved machine 

performance.

6.11.3 AIR FLOW COMPARISON WITH OTHER MOTORS
To move air at the same rate as the Vent-Axia LoWatt range of machines, the speed of the motor was 

increased in proportion to the increase in air flow rate (Domus quoted 94m3/hr for its induction motor 

model, Vent-Axia quoted 110m3/hr (with wall kit fitted) for its permanent magnet brushless dc motor). 

A comparison of input power for same air movement rate showed the relative efficiencies of the 

designs (Table 6.11). The Vent-Axia LoWatt range of fans had been merchandised as a green product 

so these fans were benchmarks for a ‘green’ design. The PMFSM had to operate at 2500/94x110 

rpm=2925rpm for 110m3/hr (6.2b). The PMFSM was not as efficient as the LoWatt models at higher 

supply voltages (the LoWatt existed in a 12V dc form format in the comparison). At 110V rms ac, the 

PMFSM was similar in performance. The 40V rms ac version took far less input power for the same 

air flow rate (41% less power) thus demonstrating the merit of the motor as a ‘green’ solution. It was 

shown that the PMFSM was very competitive even as a first prototype.

  TABLE 6.11 -  AIR FLOW COMPARISONS.
Motor Input Power (W) Efficiency (%) Input Power at 110mA3/hr air flow (W)

Vent-Axia LoWatt LP (100mm fan) 5.20 ? 5.20
Vent-Axia LoWatt UP (150mm fan) 6.90 ? 6.90
Domus S1R 100mm Axial Wall Fan 15.92 10.68 N/A

PMFSM 5Vrms (dc supply) 4.04 42.00 4.89
PMFSM 240Vrms (dc supply) 6.93 24.50 6.28
PMFSM 240Vrms (ac supply) 17.65 9.63 19.20
PMFSM 110Vrms (ac supply) 3.76 45.20 6.31
PMFSM 40Vrms (ac supply) 2.10 81.00 3.07

PMFSM 40Vrms (ac supply) [one phase] 2.45 69.40 -

PMFSM 40Vrms (ac supply) [other phase] 2.52 67.50 -
PMFSM 240Vrms (ac supply) [skewed rotor] 17.95 9.50 19.50
PMFSM 110Vrms (ac supply) [skewed rotor] 6.50 26.20 7.25
PMFSM 40Vrms (ac supply) [skewed rotor] 2.73 62.30 3.94

6.12 ACOUSTIC NOISE TESTS
The Fan Industry is increasingly becoming aware of the need for greener products. Low power 

consumption is required and there is a possibility of EU directives enforcing strict requirements 
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regarding this issue. Also, the noise from the overall package is of concern. Domus had always 

produced machines that were quiet, a fact that it was keen to retain. Strictly speaking, the motor 

designed for this application had not been built to be a quiet motor -  it was been built to provide a low 

power, high efficiency alternative to the current product range for the Fan Industry as a whole. But a 

comparison was made between noise emissions from the Domus induction motor package and the first 

prototype PMFSM package. The tests were performed in the quietest room available (an anechoic 

chamber would have been ideal), and the readings (measured in dBA -  A weighted range) were taken 

3 metres away from the motors, perpendicular to the central axis of each (Tables 6.12a, b, c, Figures 

6.50 and 6.51). At low speeds, the main noises were from the motors themselves, such as bearing and 

shaft noises, motor vibration, and switching noises (the induction motor did not have the latter 

problem). At higher speeds the noise from the flow of air tended to be more prominent. It was not 

within the scope of this research to cover where noise was produced by the PMFSM. Short pulses in 

the armature windings did cause switching noise, and the size of pulse did affect the tone. This was 

made worse at higher supply voltages where the pulses were shorter. Longer pulses with the 40V rms 

ac source provided a quieter motor. The efficiency was adversely affected by motor noise so any 

future spreadsheet model ought to include this to give a better indication of motor performance. The 

40V version was only 2.2dBA louder than the Induction Motor (47.2dBA c.f. 45.0dBA, background 

level 41.ldBA) (Figure 6.51). For a first prototype that was not built to as high a specification as a 

final product, it was a very encouraging sign. It would possibly be acceptable for applications such as 

toilets and bathrooms where the background noise is low. In applications such as the kitchen, it would 

not be noticed in terms of noise, as cooking and using washing machines etc will create far greater 

dBA levels.

TABLES 6.12a, b, c -  dB NOISE LEVELS.
240V ac rms 110V acrm s 40V ac rms IM at 240V ac rms background noise

speed dB speed dB speed dB speed dB speed dB
1215 56.9 1178 52.7 1185 45.1 1000 41.1
1500 57.4 1500 53.3 1500 46.8 1500 41.1
1875 61.8 1875 54.5 1875 47.1 1875 41.1
2000 57.2 2000 52.3 2000 45.9 2000 41.1
2500 59.6 2500 52 2500 47.2 2500 45 2500 41.1
3000 61.9 3000 56.1 3000 50.3 3000 41.1
3500 59.8 3500 57.8 3500 52.6 3500 41.1
4000 62.4 4000 41.1
4500 64.6 4500 41.1
5000 66.6 5000 41.1
5500 66.4 5500 41.1
6000 66.8 6000 41.1
6500 69.8 6500 41.1
6675 70.4 7000 41.1

dB levels at 3m distance at speed (rpm)= 2500
Background IM 40Vacrms HOVacrms 240Vacrms

41.1 45 47.2 51.2 59.6
Runr«n2jMtt)OnePhase_Ort)|_

Opto speed Rotor speed VO VI ilR others V rms 1 rms P input P mech Efficiency ' mech paw AirimMBd Air moved dB noise
(Hz) (rpm) value value (W) w (A) (W) (W) (%» a *  factor Ifcac 41.1

166.66 2500 28 11 0.60 0.15 39.38 0.131 2.45 1.*0 69.39 1.00 94.00 26.11 46.9
166.66 2500 31 11 0.63 0.19 39.38 0.1348 2.52 1.70 67.46 1.00 94.00 26.11 47.8

It was noted that the motor could be operated with only one phase being used (the other phase was not

given a gate signal to energise it). The motor could start from stationary but only when the rotor poles 
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were in the positions such that energising that phase would cause the rotor to turn. Only half the 

aligned rotor positions were used for torque production. The use of one phase only allowed a 

lengthening of the pulse for torque production and a halving of the number of pulses required. It was 

noted that the machine operated at lower efficiencies than the two phase version for each phase but the 

noise level from one phase was slightly less than the two phase version (the other was slightly more).

dB noise level at 3m from PMFSM and Induction Motor

50

40

60001000 2000 3000 4000 

Speed (rpm)

5000

240V ac rms 110V ac rms 40V ac rms IM at 240V ac rms background noise

Figure 6.50 dB noise levels with rotor speed for various supply voltages.

dB noise level at 3m from PMFSM and Induction Motor

X

X
2500

(rpm)

. 24(V acrrrs *  11Q/acrrrE kACJJdarrs x  M  x B a d ^ a n d  A F haseA crty cp e rsth g -4 0 /ac rT T B  o  Phase B o rty c p e ra th g -4 0 i/a c  m s

Figure 6.51 dB noise levels at 2500rpm.
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6.13 FURTHER DESIGN IMPROVEMENTS
The motor indicated the potential for much improved efficiency and a wide range of practical uses at 

no extra final product cost. It would replace a wide range of motors.

It operated at a lower temperature than many existing motors and hence showed it does not require 

expensive high temperature rated thermoplastics. The reduction in plastic costs offsets the increased 

cost incurred by the use of the magnets. The net result would be a more expensive motor but with a 

same priced end product when compared to the induction motor for a fan application.

A powdered iron variant would make manufacture easier and more cost effective.

6.13.1 SKEWING OF THE ROTOR
For operating the motor at higher supply voltages the pulse width was narrow and the torque produced 

was highly dependent on the position of the pulse in relation to the magnitude of the back emf {Figure 

6.40). The back emf waveform was practically identical to the shape shown in the Excel model 

{Figures 6.16 and 6.52). There were sections where the magnitude was very small but there were also 

sections where the back emf was flat topped (good for smoother torques). It was desired for improved 

torque production over a wider rotor angle. This was achieved by skewing the rotor from its non

skewed axially aligned original state. The skewing was chosen such that there would still be preferred 

aligned positions for the rotor in relation to the stator poles and that any air movement caused by the 

skewing be in the direction of air movement due to the fan blades (left to right rotation in the pictures 

as the air flow is towards the bottom of each photo).

A gradual skew gave a back emf that had small rotor angles where the magnitude was small (the shape 

was more sinusoidal) {Figure 6.53). A gradual skew split in the middle by a step change removed 

some of the sinusoidal shape, but there was a prominent spike at the maximal value {Figure 6.54).

The shape was improved by a simple step change in the rotor stack -  this was very similar to the dual 

stack implementation in the DSVRM machine described earlier in this thesis {Figure 6.55). It was 

regarded as two separate rotors combining the flux variations to give the back emf. There were no 

obvious sections of little back emf. Introducing a middle section to give two steps reduced the spike 

but also returned the sinusoidal nature of the back emf (as was confirmed by gradually skewing this 

middle section) {Figure 6.56).
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Figure 6.52 Non-skewed back emf.
stop ^  a
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Figure 6.54 Stepped skew with graduation.
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Figure 6.56 Tri-stack skew.
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Figure 6.53 Gradual skew.
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Figure 6.55 Dual stack stepped skew.
t  Mar 2002 

11:19:59

Figure 6.57 40V Dual stack graduated skew.

Gradual skewing appeared to give a more sinusoidal back emf but a stepped skew maintained a section 

of larger back emf but there was a high value spike where the step occurred (as this step passed the 

stator pole) {Figure 6.57).

The preferred back emf was from that of the rotor having a single stepped skew {Figure 6.55). This 

demonstrated the usefulness of a dual stack theory for manipulating the back emf waveform. The 

resultant waveform had a back emf that was larger over a wider rotational angle of the rotor but with a 

slight reduction in the maximum value in back emf. This meant that the motor would be less efficient 

but with improved torque production at higher supply voltages. The motor took 2.73W input power 

and was 62.3% efficient at 250rpm at 40V rms ac (c.f. 2.1 W, 81% for non-skewed version).

Tests were then performed to show how a skewed rotor affected the motor performance (Table 6.13, 

Figures 6.58 -  6.60).
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TABLE 6.13 -  240V, 110V AND 40V AC SKEWED TEST RESULTS.

SKEW ED (DUAL STACK VERSION)______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Opto speed Rotor speed VO V1 h r others V  rms I rms P Input P mech Efficiency mech pow Air moved Air moved Temp (C)

(Hz) (rpm) value value (W) (W) (V) (A) <W) (W) (%) out factor mA3/hr l/sec after25mins
92 1380 255 2 0.27 12.24 237.01 0.0874 13.02 0.52 3.98 0.30 51.89 14.41
100 1500 231 2 0.28 12.66 237.4 0.0903 13.56 0.61 4.51 0.36 56.40 15.67
125 1875 176 2 0.35 13.92 237.4 0.1007 15.23 0.96 6.28 0.56 70.50 19.58

133.3 2000 162 2 0.38 14.19 236.9 0.105 15.66 1.09 6.94 0.64 75.18 20.88
166.66 2500 117 2 0.47 15.78 237.4 0.1165 17.95 1.70 9.47 1.00 94.00 26.11

200 3000 83 2 0.58 17.04 237.9 0.1291 20.07 2.45 12.20 1.44 112.80 31.33
233.3 3500 57 2 0.68 17.98 237.5 0.1398 21.99 3.33 15.15 1.96 131.58 36.55

266.66 4000 38 2 0.81 18.85 237.4 0.1529 24.02 4.35 18.12 2.56 150.40 41.78
300 4500 24 2 1.00 20.47 237.4 0.1697 26.98 5.51 20.42 3.24 169.20 47.00

333.34 5000 10 2 1.27 22.94 235.9 0.1909 31.01 6.80 21.93 4.00 188.00 52.22
366.66 5500 20 3 4.10 46.22 235.3 0.3432 58.54 8.23 14.05 4.84 206.80 57.44

400 6000 11 3 4.82 49.25 235 0.3724 63.87 9.79 15.33 5.76 225.60 62.67
433.33 6500 7 3 15.20 90.20 237.5 0.6611 116.89 11.49 9.83 6.76 244.40 67.89 getting hot
S P  IM 2520 - - • - - - 15.92 1.7 10.68 Improvement at 2500rpm 0.89

SKEW ED (DUAL STACK VERSION)
Opto speed Rotor speed VO V1 HR others V  rms I rms P input P mech Efficiency mech pow Air moved Air moved Temp (C)

(Hz) (rpm) value value (W) (W) (V) (A) (W) (W) (%) out factor mA3/hr l/sec after25mins
91.9 1379 255 3 0.16 3.60 108.52 0.0681 4.281 0.52 12.07 0.30 51.83 14.40
100 1500 226 3 0.17 3.76 108.24 0.0707 4.544 0.61 13.47 0.36 56.40 15.67
125 1875 168 3 0.26 4.07 108.12 0.0857 5.28 0.96 18.11 0.56 70.50 19.58

133.3 2000 154 3 0.27 4.22 108.24 0.0877 5.57 1.09 19.52 0.64 75.18 20.88
166.66 2500 99 3 0.34 4.46 108.21 0.0993 6.5 1.70 26.15 1.00 94.00 26.11

200 3000 53 3 0.40 4.39 108.15 0.1074 7.24 2.45 33.81 1.44 112.80 31.33
233.3 3500 25 3 0.59 4.87 108.06 0.1306 8.79 3.33 37.90 1.96 131.58 36.55

266.66 4000 33 4 1.50 8.72 108.08 0.2079 14.58 4.35 29.85 2.56 150.40 41.78
300 4500 14 4 1.93 9.32 108.02 0.2356 16.76 5.51 32.86 3.24 169.20 47.00

333.34 5000 12 5 4.33 14.22 107.8 0.3528 25.35 6.80 26.83 4.00 188.00 52.22
366.66 5500 6 6 9.36 19.66 107.88 0.5186 37.24 8.23 22.09 4.84 206.80 57.44

380 5700 1 6 9.84 19.59 107.47 0.5318 38.26 8.84 23.10 5.20 214.32 59.53
S P  IM 2520 - - - - - - 15.92 1.7 10.68 Improvement at 2500rpm 2.45

SKEWED (DUAL STACK VERSION)
Opto speed Rotor speed VO V1 HR others V  rms I rms P input P mech Efficiency mech pow Air moved Air moved Temp (C)

(Hz) (rpm) value value (W) (W) (V) (A) (W) (W) (%) out factor mA3/hr l/sec after25mins
88 1320 255 7 0.44 1.11 39.24 0.1123 2.02 0.47 23.46 0.28 49.63 13.79

100 1500 214 7 0.52 1.10 39.28 0.1228 2.24 0.61 27.32 0.36 56.40 15.67
125 1875 153 7 0.65 0.96 29.24 0.1368 2.57 0.96 37.21 0.56 70.50 19.58

133.3 2000 136 7 0.68 0.90 39.23 0.1395 2.66 1.09 40.88 0.64 75.18 20.88
166.66 2500 42 7 0.66 0.37 39.1 0.1378 2.73 1.70 62.27 1.00 94.00 26.11

200 3000 6 8 1.68 -0.15 39.22 0.22 3.98 2.45 61.51 1.44 112.80 31.33
233.3 3500 1 11 3.21 -0.52 39.2 0.304 6.03 3.33 55.24 1.96 131.58 36.55
239 3585 1 12 3.71 -0.57 39.19 0.3264 6.63 3.50 52.73 2.06 134.80 37.44

SP  IM 2520 - - - - - - 15.92 1.7 10.68 Improvement at 2500rpm 5.83
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efficiency. M echanical Output Pow er an d  Input P ow er V arious S p e e d s  fo r s k e w e d  ro to r 
PMFSM (w ith equivalent Induction M otor co m p a riso n  included) [240Vac and 5V su p p lie s l [no 

axial floatl
140

120
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1000 2000 4000 
S p eed  (rpm )
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 Efficiency
X 2500rpm Efficiency
+ IM Efficiency, 2SOOrpm

■ -  - 9 / efficiency 
-X- - a /  2900rpm efficiency

— Electrical Input Power 
X 2500pm hput Power 
+  IM Input Power, 2900rpm 

-  -  - tV  input power
* 9J 290Crpm input power

 Mechanical Output Power
2500rpm Output Power 
IM Output Power, 2500rpm 
5V mechanical output power 

- 5V 2500npm mechancal output power
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X 2500rpm hput Power
+  IM Input Power, 2500pm
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- -W* -5V2500rpm input power - 5V 2500rpm mechanical output power |

Figure 6.58 240V ac test results (skewed). Figure 6.59 110V ac test results (skewed).
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E ffic ien cy . M ec h a n ic a l O u tp u t P o w e r  an d  Input P o w e r  at V a r io u s S p e e d s  for  PMFSM (w ith  
e q u iv a le n t  In d u ctio n  M otor  c o m p a r is o n  in c lu d e d ) [40V ac an d  SV s u p p l ie s ]  [n o  axial float]70
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Figure 6.60 40V ac test results (skewed).

TABLE 6.14 -  BEST EFFICIENCIES.
Best non-skewed both p h ases

Opto speed R o to r s p e e d VO hr others V rms 1 rms P in p u t P  m ech Efficiency mech pow 
out factor

Air moved 
m*3ihr

Air moved 
l/sec(Hz) (rpm ) value value <W) (W) (V)23.56 (A) (W) (W) (%)

166.66 2500 1 "  17 0.98 -0.59 22.89 0.1681 2.094 1.70 84.18 1.00 94.00 26.11
SP IM 2520 - - ■ - - - 15.92 " 1 7 16.68 Improvement at 2500rpn 7.60

SKEWED (DUAL STACK VERSION)
Opto speed R o to r s p a e d VO V1 MR others V rms I rms P inpu t P m ech Efficiency m ech pow 

out factor
Air moved

m*3/hr
Air moved 

l/sec(Hz) - (rpm ) value value (W) (W) (V)
m

r  rw— - (%)
166.66 250b " i f ■•7 1.07 -b .b i 23.40(24.21) 0.1752 2.138 ■ lio 79 51 1.66 94.00 26.11
SP IM 2520 - - - - * - 15.92 1.7 10.68 Improvement at 2500rpn 7.45

A comparison with the maximum efficiencies obtainable for the non-skewed and skewed motors 

showed that there was a slight loss in efficiency when skewing was used (79.5% c.f. 81.2%) (Table 

6.14).
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6.13.2 COGGING TORQUE
When a motor contains permanent magnets there is always a source of dc flux (Figure 6.61, Figure 

6.62). This causes two problems. One is that, when the armature supply voltage or signal to the 

armature switch is removed, until the rotor has stopped revolving a back emf is present. There is a 

potential for a dangerous electric shock when the rotor is turning even though the power to the 

armature has been removed. Correct insulation and power electronics may resolve this problem. The 

second problem is that of cogging torque (Table 6.15). One advantage is that the rotor parks in the 

aligned position. The disadvantages are that more power is required for pulling the rotor out of the 

aligned position and smooth torque production is impaired (ripple). If string is attached to the outer 

edge of the fan blade (known radius) and the string is attached to a spring balance, then the force 

required to pull the rotor out of the aligned position indicates the torque due to the magnets. The 

torque about the rotor axis is the product of the force required (shown on spring balance) and the 

perpendicular distance (radius). It was of interest that aligned rotor positions for one phase was 

greater than that for the other phase. Skewing the rotor reduced the cogging torque and the magnitude 

difference between the two sets of rotor poles for each phase. This in turn illustrated why single phase 

operation had different input powers for each phase.

Figure 6.61 Flux paths due to magnets only.

TABLE 6.15 -  COGGING TORQUE.
Stator pole number 
(in rotational order)

Cogging torque (m Nm )
Not skewed Skewed

1 4.17 1.83
2 34.99 8.66
3 4.00 2.00
4 39.98 9.16
5 4.33 2.67
6 36.65 7.33
7 5.66 3.00
8 33.32 8.00

Figure 6.62 Flux density due to magnet only.
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6.13.3 POWDERED IRON
An investigation into the use of powdered iron to replace steel laminations is shown in Appendix H.

Powdered iron has real potential for this type of motor. It is known that magnets can be made from 

powder materials. Replacing the laminations with powdered iron allows more complex three- 

dimensional shapes and three dimensional flux paths. It is therefore suggested that this type of motor 

could be built in a mould injection system -  involving fewer stages in the manufacturing process, 

especially if the plastic outer casing was included in the process.

6.14 SUMMARY
A PMFSM has been successfully built to fit inside a pre-existing fan housing to directly replace a 

shaded pole induction motor. It has one weaved coil (consequent winding) incorporating two parallel 

bifilar strands of wire instead of four sets of coils. The motor is similar in stack length to the 

Induction Motor and is identical in diameter.

It is shown that cheaper ferrite magnets can be utilised by selecting stator geometries that focus the 

flux from the magnets such that the air gap flux density is increased.

The PMFSM has been shown to exhibit potential for very high efficiency at lower supply voltages. 

The use of magnets has dramatically reduced magnetising losses incurred whilst generating flux for 

torque production. A maximum efficiency of 81% with only 2.1W input power at 2500rpm shows the 

potential of the design. It takes less power than the Vent Axia LoWatt range that is marketed as a 

‘green’ product. The PMFSM would never create enough savings in an electricity bill to repay the 

possible retail cost but the energy savings on a global scale are of greater importance. With 

increasingly stringent measures and directives regarding efficiency of products there is a commercial 

niche that this design can fill (c.f. low watt light bulbs).

At fixed speeds increasing the supply voltage reduces the efficiency primarily due to a low number of 

turns in the armature coils (the back emf is not big enough). More turns would be preferable but the 

wire diameter becomes too thin to successfully wind on a commercial basis.

One solution would be to split the distribution of turns. One phase could have only a small number of 

turns to aid initial start up of the motor before the other phase runs the motor on its own -  this other 

phase would have far more turns allowing better performance at 240V rms ac. A second alternative 

would be to alter the fan design such that the motor operated at higher speeds such that the back emf
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would be greater but higher speeds incurs undesirable noise issues (air noise, increased frequency of 

switching noise). A third possibility would be to use NeFeB rare earth magnets to replace the Fer3 

magnets currently used but the increase in back emf and efficiency boost at the expense of increased 

magnet cost is not necessarily a viable option. The last possible solution is to put the armature 

windings from each phase in series and then use an H-bridge inverter circuit to employ bipolar current. 

The number of turns is doubled so this will allow improved efficiency at higher supply voltages but 

the circuit complexity has doubled (four switches instead of two).

The 110V rms ac version has increased efficiency compared to the Domus induction motor and 

operates over a wider speed range. The potential air flow rate is such that the motor can be used for all 

applications. The higher air flow rates are such that this design utilising a 4 inch fan could replace 

larger fan units. This has implications for the Fan Industry in that a single size fan unit may replace a 

wide range of fans, not only in terms of applications but also in terms of larger units being phased out 

(e.g. 6 inch and 9 inch fans). With the PMFSM having its armature phase pulses determining the 

speed of the fan, it is possible for one PMFSM being made such that a set of dip switches can 

determine how the fan is to operate (since a PIC microcontroller is easily programmable for such 

possibilities). The 110V ac version also competes in terms of performance with the Vent-Axia 

LoWatt range.

The 40V rms ac version is the preferred option given the current turns selection. The prototype fan is 

only 2dB noisier than the Domus fan. The efficiency is 81% at the same speed as the Domus fan and 

the input power is 2.1 W. This is a 7.58 times the efficiency of the induction motor currently being 

used (10.7% efficient, 15.92W input power [9.36 times more power for the same air flow rate]). Also, 

by having such a low input power, the motor only operates at 24.2°C, allowing the use of cheaper 

thermoplastics. Integration with low temperature rated thermoplastic moulded products provides 

scope for cost savings that offsets the extra cost of the magnets so the end product is at no additional 

expense. The 40V motor convincingly outperforms the LoWatt range at identical air flow rate (41% 

less input power required).

The model does not predict very accurately the performance of the machine at higher speeds. Losses 

such as noise, vibration, bearing losses cannot be predicted. Iron losses are not predicted accurately 

and this is a major source o f potential losses at higher speeds (non-linear). A newer model would have 

to address these issues. Finite Element Analysis and the current spreadsheet give a clear indication of 

the motor performance at lower speeds and have allowed a motor to be built that is 81% efficient.
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Skewing allows manipulation of the back emf waveform to allow torque production over a larger rotor 

angle. This is at the expense of a small amount of efficiency but it does allow a reduction in cogging 

torque. The use of the dual stack theory of the DSVRM design has proved to be best for this motor.

The motor is best suited for lower supply voltage to the armature coils. Higher voltages require pulsed 

timings and perhaps PWM control algorithms (not covered in this work). Otherwise the use of 

transformers or autotransformers may be needed for efficient motor operation at higher supply 

voltages.

Noise from the motor is an issue which has not been designed for. Longer armature pulses or 

operation of one phase only may improve noise from the motor. Better manufacture of the motor may 

reduce vibrational noise. Also, much work exists on altering the control algorithms for acoustic noise 

cancellation.

It may also be advisable to consider an external rotor version of the motor. The fan can be 

incorporated directly into the design. Less copper will be used as the mean length per turn can be 

reduced (reducing copper losses).

A powdered iron version of PMFSM has scope for further investigation. It is possible for magnets and 

stator sections to be made from powdered material allowing a simple process to incorporate the fan 

housing into the final design (compaction press method, for example).

With the high efficiencies, low running temperatures and wide speed ranges of the motor, it could be 

argued that the PMFSM is too powerful for the 2500rpm application. It may be possible to reduce the 

motor diameter and/or stack length such that the motor will no longer have the ability to produce so 

much output power. A smaller design would be cheaper and allows an improved rotor design for a 4 

inch fan blade. The fan could also have blades to move air over the windings for extra cooling and 

total airflow. The original specification was to design a motor that replaced the Domus induction 

motor unit. This has been achieved with a great amount of success to the point that further work may 

be considered to bring this design to a production level.

The Permanent Magnet Flux Switching Motor has shown significant commercial potential and could 

be used for a wider range of applications than the existing induction motor plus some of the larger fan 

applications (e.g. 6 inch fans). The very low power ability and its inherent electronic control has 

attracted interest from Domus Ventilation Ltd. and Vent Axia Ltd. who are looking at investing in 

furthering its development.
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CHAPTER 7

COMPARISON OF RELUCTANCE MACHINES WITH FLUX ASSISTANCE

7.1 INTRODUCTION
Three machines have been designed, built and tested. The Dual and Single Stack Variable Reluctance 

Machines (DSVRM and SSVRM) have been built using the same design methods, using the same 

underlying theory regarding the use o f the toroidal field winding. They differ in the shape of each 

machine. The Permanent Magnet Flux Switching Motor replaced the field winding with permanent 

magnets. This thesis investigated the design and performance of these machines. This chapter 

investigates similarities and differences between all three machines in terms of effectiveness of flux 

production. This includes use of one or two stacks for the variable reluctance machines, permanent 

magnets replacing the field coils, axial and radial fluxes, and bipolar versus unipolar armature 

currents.

7.2 COMPARISONS BETWEEN SINGLE AND DUAL STACK VARIABLE 
RELUCTANCE MACHINES
The dual stack variable reluctance machine is a unique machine in that its back emf waveform is in 

fact variable depending on the mechanical displacement angle between the two stacks. The back emf 

in each phase is of two components, a back emf in one stack and an additional second back emf which 

is phase shifted due to the angle of the displacement. The back emf at zero degrees displacement is 

triangular due to small stator pole arcs. There is a similar back emf shape in the single stack variable 

reluctance machine. Wider pole arcs would reduce this problem (or a skewing of the rotor and/or 

stator perhaps). The problem was overcome in the dual stack machine by being able to phase shift the 

back emfs within each phase by altering the displacement angle. By doing so the shape of the back 

emf is made less triangular and more square which allows smoother torque production over a larger 

rotational angle of the rotor. The disadvantage is that this reduces the magnitude of the back emf. A 

trade off is required that allows smoother torque production but a larger back emf (which means a 

larger magnitude of torque produced as well). The single stack machine does not have this capability.

The single stack machine has a smaller size. Only one stack is used instead of two. The field winding 

was housed in a steel section linking the back iron to the rotor. This housing allows the field winding 

to be simply dropped in during manufacture. The armature windings prevent the field winding from 

falling out. The dual stack machine needs the field winding clamped inside the cylindrical back iron
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linking the two stacks. The armature windings of each stack hold the field in place. The single stack 

machine uses less steel (it is smaller and lighter) and is easier to build.

Both machines produce axial flux from the toroidal field winding. Both were found to be most 

efficient when having unipolar excitation with single coil per pole windings energised such that all the 

windings on two diametrically opposite stator poles are associated with one phase only. Bipolar 

excitation with bifilar windings hindered torque production as flux is used to prevent flux leaking out 

of the unaligned stator poles. The unipolar excitation with single coil per pole method does not 

attempt to prevent flux leakage so all its produced flux is available for torque production. Also, more 

flux is produced in each energized pole aiding pulling the rotor into the aligned position (the bipolar 

excitation with bifilar windings version has two sets of coils pulling the rotor into alignment and two 

more preventing flux leakage and also pushing the rotor into alignment).

The diagrams may refer to the windings as ‘conv’ and ‘b if for unipolar excitation with single coil per 

phase and bipolar excitation with bifilar windings respectively only for the purpose of simplifying the 

text.

Both machines are well suited for having the field winding in series with the armature windings as 

increasing the field current improves efficiency and torque production.

The tests carried out and the manner of the tests were identical for each machine. The dual stack 

machine had a tendency to improve in efficiency as it heated up, which was not noted in the single 

stack machine. Both machines were capable of self-starting (this is true for the angles of displacement 

chosen for load testing). The use of identical tests allowed a direct comparison of the performance of 

each machine.

The dual stack machine required more total input power at lower loads but, as the load increased, it 

only required a gradual increase in input power to maintain machine speed (Figure 7.7). The single 

stack machine started with much less input power at low load but showed a definite trend for far 

higher input powers at higher loads (a marked increase).

This was shown in the efficiency curves whereby the efficiency of the single stack machine was far 

greater than the dual stack version at low loads but the difference was far less at higher loads. The 

trend implied that the dual stack machine would be more efficient at higher loads if testing was 

continued.
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Total input pow er v ersu s  mechanical load for various motor sp eed s  for Dual Stack (DSVRM) and Single Stack300
(SSVRM) Variable Reluctance Machines
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Figure 7.1 Input powers for VRM machines at various speeds.

BTiciency versu s  mechanical load for various motor s p e ed s  for Dual Stack (DSVRM) and Single Stack (SSVRM)30 n
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Figure 7.2 Efficiencies for VRM machines at various speeds.
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Other lo s s e s  (eg w indage, iron lo s s e s )  versus mechanical load for various motor sp e ed s  for Dual Stack 
(DSVRM) and Single Stack (SSVRM) Variable Reluctance Machines
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Figure 7.3 Iron losses for VRM machines at various speeds.

Efficiency v e r s u s  total input p ow er for various m otor s p e e d s  for Dual Stack (DSVRM) and Single Stack (SSVRM)
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Figure 7.4 Efficiency versus input power for VRM machines at various speeds.

The interesting note was the effect of speed on efficiency (Figure 7.2). The single stack machine was 

more efficient at lower speeds but the trend was reversed in the dual stack machine where lower 

speeds reduced the efficiency. The single stack machine was noted to require significant increases in 

input power for small increases in load and that the efficiency improved with a reduction in rotor 

speed. This implied that iron losses due to cross lamination fluxes were significant. As the load 

increased more input power was required to drive the flux across the laminations. Iron losses and
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eddy currents also increased. This was shown in a plot of the other losses against load (other losses 

being iron losses, eddy current losses, windage, etc) {Figure 7.3). This was not really noted in the 

dual stack motor except perhaps at the highest loads (a small increase is seen). The dual stack 

machine was not obviously affected by iron losses and this was shown by a slight trend of improved 

efficiency with increasing speed.

For interest, a plot of efficiency versus input power for each motor was produced {Figure 7.4). It 

shows that the single stack machine would never reach 25% efficiency as increasing input power 

levels off the efficiency. The dual stack machine also followed the trend of increasing input power, 

levelling off the efficiency, but an efficiency of at least 30-35% seemed obtainable.

The field winding definitely improved torque production. The field efficiently produced the flux. The 

manner in which the flux was directed by the armature windings was important. The armature should 

aid this flux not direct it. The use of laminations hindered the efficiency of the machines as they were 

deigned for flux along the plane of the laminations and not three dimensional flux across the 

laminations. Excess energy was required to drive flux across the laminations and much energy was 

lost through iron losses and eddy currents. The removal of the laminations would benefit the single 

stack machine but the ideal would be to investigate the use of powdered iron for the stator stacks, back 

iron and field housing. A non-laminated rotor would be useful for both machines.

The field winding topology was very effective. By being completely internal it reduces end winding 

losses as any stray flux is ‘absorbed’ into the machine steel. It also allows less flux to be produced by 

the armature windings which reduces end winding losses in the armature coils and reduces the rating 

of the power electronic switches.

7.3 PERMANENT MAGNET FLUX SWITCHING MOTORS
The magnets in the Permanent Magnet Flux Switching Motor are placed in the back iron and provide 

flux in an essentially circumferential plane about the central axis of the motor. By essentially being a 

constant flux source the iron losses in the steel sections either side of the magnets are reduced. The 

iron losses are also reduced by there being no requirement to energise and completely de-energise the 

flux in the motor for each phase excitation.

The use of the magnets dramatically reduce the magnetizing losses during the flux provision for torque 

production in small motors. This allowed a low running temperature for such a motor. With losses 

being low in such a motor the obtainable efficiency was 81% since the required input power was low
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for a given small motor application. This was compared to a same sized induction motor with an 

efficiency of just under 11%.

The laminations used gave back emf waveforms that had sections where the magnitudes were near to 

zero for too great a rotational angle of the rotor. A method of spreading the back emf over a larger 

angle was needed. The DSVRM motor used a displaced stack theory to improve the shape of the back 

emf waveform. By altering the angular displacement between the two stacks, the back emf was made 

more 'square' which in turn improved smoothness of torque production and allowed quieter operation 

to be possible. The back emf was spread over a wider rotational angle so its magnitude was larger 

over that angle. The back emf in the PMFSM was manipulated in a similar manner as the rotor was 

skewed. Skewing, like the angular displacement theory, spread the back emf over a larger angle.

Both methods reduced the peak value of back emf. The PMFSM appeared to have a better back emf 

waveshape when the rotor was skewed by having the rotor as two half sections altered by the skewed 

angle. It was analogous to the displaced stator stack of the DSVRM.

Skewing the rotor and displaced stack theory both were used to reduce the effects of cogging torque. 

The dc energised field windings and permanent magnets gave continuous flux. This flux pulled the 

rotor into aligned positions. Flux from the armature had to overcome this to turn the rotor. Cogging 

was notable as the rotor turned. It gave a torque that was not smooth. Thus cogging was an 

undesirable feature o f machines with a dc flux source. Skewing and stack displacement theory were 

used for this purpose.

The PMFSM could be made with skewed magnet sections to aid as a in smooth torque production.

The magnets could also be placed in an internal stator (external rotor) design. An external rotor design 

could also be possible with the toroidal field winding but would require a much different motor shape 

than shown in this thesis.

7.4 PERMANENT MAGNETS AND EXCITATION COIL WINDINGS
All three machines required a pulsed signal to the armature windings to obtain maximal efficiencies. 

Flux production was best in the DSVRM and SSVRM when unipolar excitation with single coil per 

pole windings were used as opposed to bipolar excitation with bifilar windings. The PMFSM used 

bifilar windings in a consequent winding formation as they allowed a simpler winding configuration to 

be inserted.
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The field windings (as with any coil) concentrated flux axially along the middle of the coil -  the more 

ampere turns there was, the greater the flux produced. The motor shape had to accommodate the 

winding coils of the field winding and the armature coils. End windings accounted for lost flux which 

was not a problem with magnet use. The field winding acts as an inductor to store magnetic energy, 

especially when used in a current source half bridge inverter circuit.

The dc current field coils in the single and dual stack variable reluctance machines produce a constant 

source of additional flux in the axial plane. This flux production requires an input energy that in turn 

has I2R copper losses. The use of magnets provides additional flux but without any input power being 

required (and hence no I2R copper losses).

The use of permanent magnets means that there is always a source of flux whereas the field windings 

could be switched off. This imposes safety issues when the motor excitation is switched off but the 

rotor is still turning (a back emf would still be present). The magnetic flux from the magnets comes 

from the magnet material itself -  the dimensions and B-H curves determine the ampere-tum 

equivalence and hence flux magnitude from the magnet. The magnets are part of the complete 

magnetic circuit but they increase the reluctance of the magnetic circuit (magnets are often regarded as 

virtual air gaps). This allows the magnet shape to be altered to aid the flux paths. Powdered magnets 

are used for three dimensional shapes. When magnets are used there are two problems to be reviewed 

during the design process. The first is that of demagnetization, in either a fault condition in the 

armature windings or at startup, where the back emf does not limit the current from the supply voltage. 

This was checked with Finite Element Analysis. The second is that the magnets limited the maximum 

flux within the motor -  it was preferable to have lower flux densities within the motor. It coincided 

with a fact that lower flux densities allow smaller magnets to be used. Magnets cost more than copper 

hence less magnet material made the overall motor cost less (rare earth magnets invariably cost far 

more than ferrites but there are suggestions that the cost per tonne and the difference in costs per tonne 

is falling [109]).

It was noted that the slot area for the bifilar armature windings was not large enough for enough turns 

for highly efficient higher voltage applications. It was possible that the ferrite magnets could be 

replaced by rare earth magnets such as Neodymium Iron Boron (NdFeB) as the flux from the stronger 

magnets would give more back emf.
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7.5 AXIAL AND RADIAL FLUX PATHS
In addition to the air gap between the stator and rotor lamination there are two air gaps within the flux 

return path that posed interesting design issues within the Single Stack Variable Reluctance Machine 

(.Figure 7.5). The first is the radial airgap whose function is to provide a continuation of the flux paths 

between the cylindrical section of the rotor and the housing of the field. Its purpose is for a return path 

and not for torque production. It is therefore regarded as a parasitic air gap.

This air gap is very small to minimise its reluctance but a mechanical clearance has to be retained. Its 

presence increases the equivalent magnetic reluctance for the machine and hence more ampere turns 

would be required for flux production. A gap of 0.2mm was chosen for the machine.

There is also a gap between the end face of the rotor and the field housing (Figure 7.5). If this was too 

small a large axial force (end thrust) would be produced. This axial gap was chosen to be 10 times 

greater than the radial gap (i.e. 2mm) to minimise this problem.

This end thrust effect could be used to advantage however. Ordinarily this effect is detrimental to the 

machine as bearings are not designed for axial forces. Some loads have an effect of pulling or pushing 

the rotor in an axial direction e.g. fan blades moving air. If the load were connected correctly, the end 

thrust produced by the machine could be used to reduce or cancel the axial forces caused by the load. 

This cancellation technique has to allow for the fact that, at start up, the axial load forces may be 

minimal and so the machine would have to be designed especially for such a use.

The problem of having an axial flux path that may not be of constant flux was that of eddy currents. 

Eddy currents flowed circumferentially to produce a flux in opposition to the change in axial flux. It 

was therefore of note that electrical insulator spacers may be inserted in the axial plane to prevent 

circumferential eddy currents.
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Figure 7.5 The parasitic air gap and the production o f  end thrust.
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7.6 BIPOLAR AND UNIPOLAR EXCITATION
From the test results, bipolar excitation with bifilar windings did not give the required efficiency when 

operating the machine. Flux produced in the stator poles in the unaligned pole pair for that phase 

energisation was not utilized fully for torque production. Instead it was partially used in preventing of 

flux leakage through the poles. The bipolar excitation with single coil per pole windings, from the 

manner in which the coils are connected, could produce more flux but would require the more 

complex H-bridge power electronics circuit.

The unipolar excitation with single coil per pole windings version, by having only two of the stator 

poles in each stack energised at any one time, had more flux available for torque production. Such a 

circuit required a floating gate drive (asymmetric half bridge converter) which complicated the 

circuitry required.

7.7 SUMMARY
Provided that the reluctance machine is designed properly, ideally with three dimensional Finite 

Element Analysis, and that the comments in this chapter are taken into account, it should be possible 

to produce variable reluctance machines with dc assisted toroidal field windings that are of noteworthy 

efficiency.

There are design considerations that should be noted for improved designs of Permanent Magnet Flux 

Switching Motors. The main improvement required would be that of higher efficiency at higher 

supply voltages. The use of magnets can give efficiency boosts to the design of small motors.

Both field windings and magnets reduce the switching losses in the machines as a continuous source 

of flux is provided.

There is potential for a hybrid motor that has field windings and permanent magnets. Such a motor 

uses the field winding to provide additional flux for torque production but it could be used as a flux 

weakening device such that the motor could operate at higher speeds. Perhaps hybrid versions of the 

Single and Dual Stack Variable Reluctance Machines and the Permanent Magnet Flux Switching 

Motor would be of worthy investigation for future research.
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

8.1 CONCLUSIONS
Reluctance drives with flux assistance have been shown to offer advantages in terms of motor 

performance and power electronic ratings. The use of field windings and permanent magnets may be 

used beneficially and without any notable increase in overall product cost.

Toroidal field windings in single and dual stack variable reluctance drives are very effective sources of 

axial flux. The machines were shown to prove the concept of additional flux to aid in the production 

of reluctance torque. The use of switched reluctance laminations were shown to give increased iron 

losses that did not allow the potential efficiency benefits of such a machine to be fully evaluated. The 

three dimensional flux paths of such machines are better suited to powdered iron technology. Iron 

losses would be lowered, the three dimensional flux paths would be improved as there would no 

longer be laminated sheets used (a particular problem was that of the laminated rotor) and eddy 

currents would be practically eliminated. As the machine laminations were originally designed for a 

conventional switched reluctance motor without a requirement for a dc flux path, both machines had 

peaky, almost triangular back emf waveforms that were due to small pole arcs being used in the 

laminations. An improved lamination shape would have aided torque production.

For both the variable reluctance machines, it was shown that bipolar exciation with bifilar windings 

did not give as great an efficiency as the unipolar excitation with single coil per pole. The method by 

which flux is produced by the armature windings has a noticeable effect of torque capability. It was 

also very apparent that the field windings should be placed in series with the armature windings. As 

the load increased an increase in field mmf improved the efficiency.

The single stack variable reluctance machine has parasitic air gaps due to a cylindrical rotor section 

and also has an effect called end thrust due to axial magnetic forces across an axial air gap. It was 

proposed that the latter effect could have been used to compensate for axial forces from rotor impellars 

used in fan applications.

The dual stack variable reluctance machine was successfully shown to have improved torque 

production by changing the mechanical angular displacement between the two stacks such that the 

back emfs components from each stack for each phase could be phase shifted. The net result was an 

ability to alter the displacement angle to give a squarer back emf (by considering the waveshape plus
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the crest factor). This gave a squarer current waveform with a small current ripple and so torque 

production was smoother with a noticeably quieter level of operation.

The permanent magnet flux switching machine has a novel design. It is an innovative use of 

permanent magnets in the stator of a rotating machine. The permanent magnet flux switching motor 

has different flux paths compared to machines with magnets inserted in the stator, such as, for 

example, those by Lipo [14, 15, 17, 19, 22] (for example, in the aligned position of [14, 15], flux 

enters the rotor and travels radially across to the diametrically opposite rotor pole and exits out of that 

pole, which is different to that of the PMFSM).

The field windings and back iron behind the their slots have been replaced with cheap ferrite magnets 

in the Permanent Magnet Flux Switching Motor. The source of flux without any need for input power 

allowed a method for magnetising the motor to a level such that more flux produced by the armature 

coils could be used in torque production. Magnetising losses were reduced. This was the basis for an 

efficiency gain for a small motor for a fan application.

The Permanent Magnet Flux Switching Motor operated at very low temperatures that has allowed the 

possibility of using cheaper lower temperature thermoplastics for the fan housing. It is proposed that 

the cost savings in plastics could offset the cost addition of the magnets hence a more expensive 

Permanent Magnet Flux Switching Motor would not necessarily affect the overall cost of the final 

product.

The motor was compared with similarly priced fans commercially available from Domus and Vent- 

Axia. The price was not a condition for the comparison but it has been an added bonus that the 

improvements have been achieved without excessively expensive magnets and electronics etc. The 

Permanent Magnet Flux Switching Motor was shown to not only be capable o f moving a much higher 

air volume per hour than its competitors but it could also operate at a fraction of the input power of 

induction motors and less than permanent magnet brushless dc motors. It operated at a speed of 

2500rpm with only 2.1 W of input power, at 81% efficiency and well below 30°C operating 

temperature. It was only a fraction louder (2.2dBA louder) than the reputedly quiet commercially 

manufactured induction motor fan (45.0dBA) (47.2dBA c.f. 45.0dBA). An improved construction 

would have made this difference even less noticeable.

The Permanent Magnet Flux Switching Motor was shown to be able to comfortably outperform its 

competitors when the armature commutation timings were optimised. This was possible by using the 

prototyping circuit board and PIC program developed for this thesis. For all the machines designed, 

built and tested, the optimum armature timings were effectively found for any test condition by 
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changing the timings as the motors were still operating. Fast and effective prototyping optimisation 

has been demonstrated for two phase reluctance machines. The only problem may have been that of 

no ability to PWM each phase. PWM may be required for additional current control to allow the 

machine to be drive a range of loads, increasing the potential of the machine in commercial products. 

PWM could be introduced to future improvements.

A low supply voltage design was highly efficient at 81%. The higher supply voltages to the armature 

did lessen the efficiency as there were not enough armature turns.

The torque production in the Permanent Magnet Flux Switching Motor was improved by increasing 

the rotational angle for which the back emf was a large value. This was achieved through a skewing 

of the rotor in a similar manner to the dual stack angular displacement.

The Permanent Magnet Flux Switching Motor has shown significant commercial potential and could 

be used for a wider range of applications than the existing induction motor plus some of the larger fan 

applications (e.g. 6 and 9 inch fans). The very low power ability and its inherent electronic control has 

attracted interest from Domus Ventilation Ltd. and Vent Axia Ltd. who are looking at investing in 

furthering its development.

It has been shown that the axial flux from the toroidal field windings and the circumferential flux from 

the ferrite magnets have been implemented in three novel geometries, all of which have shown much 

potential for improving torque production and lowering power electronic rating requirements for the 

armature windings. Low input power, high efficiency designs may be attainable if correct design 

procedures are followed. Three dimensional Finite Element Analysis is a preferred option for some 

design topologies but, as shown, is not essential.

The reluctance machines with flux assistance that have been built and tested were all successful proof- 

of-concept machines. The variable reluctance machines would be better if redesigned with optimum 

design shapes and improved material selection rather than using existing switched reluctance steel 

laminations. The author believes the Permanent Magnet Flux Switching Motor has the greatest 

commercial potential and only requires minor alterations for a commercial package.
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8.2 RECOMMENDED WORK FOR FUTURE
It was evident that the iron losses in the two variable reluctance machines inhibited the potential 

efficiencies of the machines and that this was attributed to the use of laminated steel affecting the 

three-dimensional flux paths. Powdered iron is suggested as an alternative for such machines as 

complex flux paths are allowed and eddy currents can be minimized. The use of powdered iron 

technology such as Somaloy500 is recommended for future designs. The advantages it offers for the 

variable reluctance machines outweigh the reduction in maximum flux available through a lower 

permeability. The ability to design with complex three dimensional shapes could also be used to 

advantage with three dimensional flux paths.

Permanent magnets used in the variable reluctance machines to replace the toroidal field winding may 

be a worthy investigation. It does cause problems regarding the reluctance of the circuit and the flux 

paths altering due to magnet use so a direct comparison would be difficult.

An external rotor version of the permanent magnet flux switching motor is definitely warranted. By 

being an internal stator, copper usage is lessened and the motor can be made more compactly. 

Efficiencies above 81% could be realized. More work needs to be carried out on the effects of current 

in the armature winding sections adjacent to the magnets to verify the effects of flux from the armature 

on the magnets. In a manufacturing sense, powdered iron would be useful in the permanent magnet 

flux switching motor as simpler manufacturing may be possible.

Perhaps hybrid versions of the single and dual stack variable reluctance machines and the Permanent 

Magnet Flux Switching Motor with field and permanent magnets together may be of worthy 

investigation for future research to give controllable additional dc flux.

The use of three-dimensional Finite Element Analysis is a must where three dimensional flux paths are 

present. It allows a clearer insight into the paths within complex designs and may reveal where any 

problems exist before such a motor is built.
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8.3 CONTRIBUTION TO KNOWLEDGE
C. E. Niehoff & Co. Ltd [110, 111] design and manufacture heavy duty brushless alternators. One of 

the range of products is the Dual Stator Brushless Alternator. The field and stator windings are 

stationary and no magnets are used. It is alleged that the design is similar to that of the Dual Stack 

Variable Reluctance Machine (DSVRM). It has been claimed that a similar design exists from this 

company for a military specification. There has been no contact from the company regarding pictorial 

evidence of this claim as only a commercial catalogue without diagrams has been forwarded. A 

search for patents by the company did not provide any further information of relevance. It would be a 

fair assumption that the alternator has many more pole numbers and that it does not have any Switched 

Reluctance laminations. The alternator is not being used as a motor either. Any similarities are only 

regarded as that of a dual stator concept. Unless proven otherwise the DSVRM will be regarded as a 

novel design concept with no known similarity except as that of being based upon the design concept 

of the homopolar inductor alternator. The internet address [111] for C. E. Niehoff & Co. Ltd does not 

offer any additional information to the product catalogue [110] supplied by the company.
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8.4 SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTION BY AUTHOR
The author has presented the design, build and test of two reluctance machines that use field windings 

and one reluctance machine that uses permanent magnets to give additional dc flux via novel 

geometries.

The additional flux has been shown to help reduce switching losses and to reduce the ampere turns 

needed in the armature coils for torque producing flux. The toroidal field windings in dual and single 

stack variable reluctance machines are presented as switched reluctance variants of the homopolar 

inductor alternator topology. The field winding of the flux switching motor has been replaced with 

permanent magnets. The use of magnets or separately energised dc field windings has removed the 

field energy through the power electronic converter, lowering the kVA/KW rating of the power 

electronics.

The Dual Stack and Single Stack Variable Reluctance Machines can be designed using a dc motor 

equivalence and by calculating the magnetic reluctance of the motor by two dimensional analysis. The 

appropriate choice of winding type for armature flux production in these machines is very important.

The Permanent Magnet Flux Switching Motor has been built as a low power, highly efficient motor 

for a fan application. The motor is more efficient than existing similarly sized machines used by the 

Fan Industry, such as, for example, the single phase shaded pole induction motor. It has been shown 

that the use o f permanent magnets does not necessarily increase the overall cost of the application for 

the motor, as efficiency gains through lowered armature copper losses allows cheaper thermoplastics 

to be used in the build of the complete application containing the motor (as the PMFSM ran at a low 

operating temperature). Reluctance drives with flux assistance are shown to achieve efficiencies of 

over 80%, demonstrating improved performance over similarly sized commercially available small 

motors.

This thesis shows a novel microprocessor program and its circuitry for optimizing the control of the 

three prototype machines.

This thesis shows methods for improving torque production and reducing power electronic converter 

ratings in reluctance machines with flux assistance through appropriate choice of winding type, 

mechanical angular displacement and by skewing.

Reluctance machines with flux assistance are ideal candidates for experimental designs using 

powdered iron to allow three dimensional flux paths whilst reducing eddy currents.
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APPENDICES

These Appendix sections relate to text in previous chapters. The information contained within each 

Appendix is aimed to complement the understanding of the reader.

Appendix A introduces cogging torque, acoustic noise cancellation techniques, powdered iron 

technology and fan industry requirements.

Appendix B shows the flow diagram for the timing control in the PIC16F877 microcontroller. The 

16F84 version of this is shown with fixed delays instead of being able to vary them as in 

thePIC16F877 version. Included is the test procedure for using the prototyping circuitry and some test 

results demonstrating the optimisation obtained from using the experimental contol electronics to 

optimise the armature timings.

The PIC16F877 coding for a two speed variable delay length control program is in Appendix C.

The LCD circuit design and LCD display program coding (for a PIC16F877 microcontroller) to give 

the information obtained from the prototyping circuit is shown in Appendix D.

Data sheet information for Self Bonding Wire (Solderable Self-Bonding Enamel (S ALDA VEX 

AUTOVEX F)), packing factor considerations, the use of plastic formers and the data sheet 

information for Nylon66 is given in Appendix E.

A Dual Stack Variable Reluctance Machine concept diagram is shown in Appendix F.

Photographs of the Single Stack Variable Reluctance Machine, information relating to a noted bearing 

imbalance during back emf testing, and optimisation during load testing can be found in Appendix G.

Appendix H discusses magnetic short circuits obtained when investigating maintaining stator integrity 

in the Permanent Magnet Flux Switching Motor. Also shown are example B-H curves for some of the 

magnets considered, lamination dimensions, the dynamic modelling spreadsheet, powdered iron 

discussion, and photographs of the Permanent Magnet Flux Switching Motor.

The author has kept the program coding for the PIC microcontrollers as small text. This was done to 

minimise the number of pages used in the printing of this thesis.
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APPENDIX A

A.1 COGGING TORQUE
Cogging torque arises from interaction of flux from permanent magnets (or from energised field coils) 

between the rotor and stator poles. Cogging torque can increase the load of the system, increasing 

power dissipation. Cogging torque produces vibration and noise that may be detrimental to the 

performance of position and speed control systems [55]. Cogging torque can be reduced by skewing 

[56] but this can add complexity to the construction (the stator is skewed if the magnets are on the 

rotor and vice versa).

Skewing can also reduce the mechanical output torque which may be disadvantageous. Surface 

mounted rotor magnets can have their angular width changed in relation to the rotor tooth plus slot 

dimension such that the cogging torque may be reduced to 1% of rated torque [56]. A rotational shift 

of one rotor pole pair relative to a second rotor pole pair for a four-pole rotor design can also reduce 

the cogging torque [56]. Such techniques do require, for optimum results, the use of finite element 

analysis.

In the Sandwich Type CD-ROM spindle machine (three phase, 12 poles, 9 slots, radial winding, radial 

air gap type brushless dc machine) [56] used in optical drives, the large cogging torque increases the 

load of the servo system hence increases the power dissipation. This is an undesirable effect that can 

also give dead points where the machine cannot start. It is possible, in this type of machine, to design 

the cogging torque waveform [57] to prevent dead points. Correct design of the machine can 

effectively eliminate the dead points as well as reduce cogging torque (Figure A. 1)[5%\ by having 

multiple radii of curvature of the salient poles.

Skewing of the rotor magnets is another suggested method of cogging torque reduction. Variation of 

the ratio of armature teeth to magnet pole arc can lead to a reduction in cogging torque. This has been 

implemented in a three-phase, Y-connected permanent magnet brushless DC machine with an external 

rotor (for use in a spindle machine in a CD-ROM drive).
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Figure A.1 Sandwich Type CD-ROM spindle machine [58].

A.2 ACOUSTIC NOISE CANCELLATION TECHNIQUES
The reduction of acoustic noise produced by electrical machines has been reported in many papers. It 

is known that noise is produced by mechanical, magnetic and aerodynamic sources [59] and methods 

exist to reduce such noise. It is becoming increasingly more important for motor manufacturers to 

produce machines that are quieter than their competitors, especially as British and European 

regulations are becoming stricter with regards to noise emissions. The sound radiated from the 

machine and the vibration emitted to its supporting structure have to be studied together.

The sound pressure level is only part of the concern for domestic applications. The frequencies at 

which noise is produced is also of particular interest since the human ear is not uniformly sensitive 

across the frequency range and that certain frequencies (e.g. pure tones in the human speech frequency 

range) can create interference and annoyance to individuals [60, 61]. Parts of the driving system can 

also have techniques applied for a reduction in acoustic noise, such as to reduce the amplitude of 

resonant frequency of the fan housing [60].

Although there is little work being carried out on acoustic noise cancellation techniques as part of this 

thesis, the dBA noise levels for fan motors is needed due to low noise levels being a selling point for 

fan applications. There are many sources of noise and vibration in machines [59]. Vibrational 

mechanical noises may result from unbalanced rotors, the type of bearing used, shaft curvature, and 

resonances due to manufacturing asymmetries unbalancing magnetic and mechanical forces.

Magnetic forces in the air gaps account for a degree of mechanical vibration (magnetostriction and

flux between laminations give less vibrations). Variation in armature current in each slot and air gap

lengths cause the machine to vibrate. Torque ripple may also excite stator vibrations that could emit

acoustic noise. Skewing of the rotor and/or stator can reduce vibrational noise [62]. Aerodynamic

noise, especially for fan motors, is due to pressure variations and turbulence in the air flow.
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salient teeth. (External rotor with 4 teeth not shown) (External rotor with 4 teeth not shown)
Figure A.2 External rotor switched reluctance motor [70]. Figure A.3 External rotor flux switching motor [70],

In doubly salient variable reluctance motors the dominant noise source is the radial deformation of the 

stator due to its radial magnetic attraction to the rotor [63]. It is also suggested that the stator current 

could interact with the local magnetic field to produce a force on the windings. The force could excite 

winding vibrations that would emit acoustic noise.

In brushless dc motors where the magnets are on the rotor, a principle source of vibration is the 

induced travelling forces from the rotating permanent magnets acting on the stator [64]. It is a more 

serious problem when the forcing frequencies matches one or more of the structural resonant 

f r e q u e n c i e s .  The stress amplitude varies with B 2 hence rare earth magnets are more problematic than 

ferrites.

The acoustic noise from brushless dc motors is similar to that from switched reluctance drives [65].

As such switched reluctance motor acoustic noise analysis and noise cancellation techniques can be 

found in [65-69]. Radial vibrations of the stator tends to be the dominant source of mechanical 

vibration and acoustic noise [63]. From time domain analysis, each step change in armature winding 

applied voltage creates a step change in the gradient of armature current that produces a dampened 

vibration [65]. Acoustic noise will propagate at the natural mechanical resonance of the motor 

housing.

It has been demonstrated that the Flux Switching Motor is a quieter machine than the Switched 

Reluctance Motor {Figures A.2, AJ)[70]. Identical lamination, two phase, external rotor machines 

(except for the winding types required for each type of machine) were compared. Flux control 

methods between each motor differ considerably (the armature currents orientate the flux paths in the 

Flux Switching Motor, but generate all the flux in the Switched Reluctance Motor as the Flux 

Switching Motor has a dc current conducting field winding that is always energised). The Flux 

Switching Motor provides a smoother transition of flux from one stator pole set to the next as the dc 

field winding prevents flux being removed with every working stroke. This reduces radial forces that
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results in a reduction in acoustic noise. It is therefore of importance to consider flux production and 

flux paths within electrical machines in order to ascertain methods of acoustic noise reduction.

To reduce vibration and acoustic noise, there is a range of different techniques. Techniques include 

two stage commutation [65, 67, 69], three stage commutation [68], and voltage smoothing [68]. Such 

controlling techniques can be implemented to accommodate for the design and construction of the 

motor [65]. Two stage commutation techniques can be realised for the Switched Reluctance Drive 

with an asymmetric half bridge inverter circuit [68]. Three stage commutation techniques are required 

for circuits such as the split dc power converter and the capacitor dump power converter. Vibration 

cancellation can be effective in the switched reluctance motor at any speed [69].

A.3 POWDERED IRON TECHNOLOGY

Metal powders are becoming increasingly common in electric machines. Conventional machines use 

laminated steel to minimise magnetic field losses but this restricts the magnetic forces to two 

dimensions (those in the plane of the laminations). Resultant machines therefore risk being overly 

large, heavy and not as effective as desired. Hoganas [71, 72] are the one of the world leaders in the 

production of iron and steel powders (they developed the Soft Magnetic Composite, SMC, range). 

SMC’s can be used to develop electrical machines with three-dimensional magnetic fields due to it 

having an isotropic nature. Such powders hence improve design flexibility. Powder metallurgical 

methods give minimal material wastes and can be up to 50% more cost effective than conventional 

lamination production methods. Complex shaped parts with good dimensional accuracy, smooth 

surfaces and tight tolerances are easily manufactured with powder metallurgy. Eddy current losses are 

low at higher frequencies due to the powder nature of the material allowing reduction in motor size 

and weight. Alternating magnetic fields in any direction is allowable. Also, the use o f powdered 

materials allows improvements in recyclability compared to laminated steels (the crushing process 

allows quick separation of motor components) [69].

An overview of the powder metallurgy process and technological advances can be found in [70]. The 

paper discusses the merits of the process, the methods of pressing powders, post-pressing operations 

and overviews some recent developments.

Powder metallurgy is already being used to build machines. Claw pole motors, permanent magnet 

machines capable of high torque per unit volume, are made with SMC’s.
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Radial/axial machines employ permanent magnets coupled with electronic commutation. Radial and 

axial air gaps are utilised to achieve direct drive motor designs with minimal weight. The SMC core 

carries three-dimensional fields. High torques per unit volume and high efficiencies are achieved with 

such designs.

The University of Newcastle upon Tyne uses Hoganas Somaloy500 to build permanent magnet 

servomotors capable of increased torque per unit volume [71, 72]. Lyng Electronics (Norway) 

produce a compact electric valve actuator (Lyng Eltorque) utilising a transverse flux machine 

employing SMC materials in the stator core [75]. The Induction Motor represented 80% of total 

machine production in 2000 [76]. Its design is simple yet sturdy, making it suitable for production 

using SMC materials.

Somaloy500 [74] is best used at frequencies below 10kHz and is characterised by high induction and 

lowest core losses below 100Hz. It is best used in electrical machines and ignition systems. 

Somaloy550 [74] is optimised for frequencies below 400Hz and has a higher maximum permeability 

(higher torque potential) but is less suitable for thin sections and is not as strong as Somaloy500.

It is claimed [74] that modem rare earth magnets can be better utilised with SMC materials to produce 

electrical machines with output levels exceeding non-SMC machines of the same size. SMC’s have 

been used to allow improvements in transverse flux machines as three dimensional flux paths are 

better realised compared to laminations in the radial and axial planes. Somaloy500 gives substantially 

reduced low-frequency iron losses and an unsaturated relative permeability of over 5000 with a 

saturation flux density of approximately 2T.

Segway Company produces a self-balancing, electric-powered transportation device which contains a 

brushless servo motor (the product is named Segway Human Transporter, HT). Danaher Motion, 

through its Pacific Scientific business, supplies these motors. Amongst its design features, the motor’s 

construction uses a proprietary injection-moulding process to mould key components of the motor and 

encapsulate the windings in one step [77]. The process simplifies manufacturing and brings the added 

benefits of higher quality and improved motor performance. The motor, with its new design, produces 

40% more torque per unit of volume than comparably sized motors.

Powdered iron technology has been implemented in a 1.5kW 6/4 Switched Reluctance Drives [78].

For the same output power a laminated machine has 85% efficiency compared to 82% for the high- 

density iron composite version (a comparable performance). Hysteresis losses were shown to be 

slightly higher than the laminated version but eddy current losses were negligible up to a frequency of 

100kHz.
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Hoganas have published some of their papers on their internet site at http://www.hoganas.com. One 

paper describes the use of iron powder in electrical machines [79]. It is shown that, for medium 

frequency applications, iron powder components can compete with laminates. The material properties 

of the iron powders can be exploited in particular when considering the methods of compaction. The 

paper also discusses limitations of powder metallurgy. Eddy current losses increase by a power of two 

as the frequency of the alternating magnetic field increases (a dynamic loss). Hysteresis losses 

increase linearly with frequency [79, 80]. Eddy currents can be reduced by use o f smaller particle size 

powders, thicker coating of insulation around the particles with larger amounts of binder/lubricant.

This results in components with good high frequency properties but has lower density, lower 

induction, lower permeability and higher hysteresis losses. High permeability is needed for 

minimising the magnetising currents required. High magnetic induction is needed for high torque 

production. Iron or Silicone-Iron laminations have been previous choices for soft magnetic properties. 

The magnetic properties are good in the plane of the laminates but poor in the direction normal to 

them. The anisotropic properties limit laminations to a two dimensional magnetic flux pattern. Coated 

powdered iron gives isotropic properties. Improvements in manufacture of powdered irons have 

removed the restriction of machine design to laminates with two dimensional flux paths. The exact 

properties depend on the powder used, the mix, the compaction method, and temperature [81].

Sintering cannot be used on SMC’s limiting the strength compared to laminates. Smaller motors are 

better for SMC’s as less magnetic forces tend to be prevalent. Moderate centrifugal forces are the 

limit for a rotor made with SMC. The isotropic nature of SMC’s allows complex three dimensional 

shapes to be utilised fully for optimum machine performance as flux paths are no longer restricted to 

two planes. Radial and axial fluxes are accommodated which is very difficult to implement 

successfully with laminates. The machines can be designed to allow rounded comers of copper 

windings utilising pole faces and slot area in a manner not realistically possible before. Savings to 

copper used and copper losses can be implemented. The compaction press limits the size of 

components manufactured. Close tolerances are achievable and segmenting the machine can allow 

simpler winding processes to be used. The maximum relative permeability in the plane of the 

laminate is above 10 times that of a SMC such as Somaloy500 [82] (due to non-magnetic materials 

constantly present such as coatings, and pores). But, in the third plane, the laminate has poorer 

permeability then the powdered iron. SMC’s are best used where maximum permeability is of less 

importance. This is o f particular note in permanent magnet machines where the magnet sections can 

be viewed as effective air gaps. Machines with large air gaps may also be potential candidates for 

SMC’s, depending on the application. Laminates tend to have lower hysteresis losses but higher eddy 

current losses. The frequency of the application determines whether the SMC gives lower losses. In 

the frequency range of 50 to a few hundred Hz the eddy current loss is higher in SMC components 

than laminates but the difference is smaller than suggested by material data [80, 83]. The magnetic 

induction is dependent on the manufacture of the SMC. The permeability affects the saturation at 
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lower magnetic fields. High density SMC have saturation levels comparable to laminates but, below 

saturation, SMC’s are worse due to lower permeability and hence lower magnetic induction. The use 

of more iron in critical regions can compensate for this. The total cost of SMC tends to be more than 

that of laminates but the benefits of design and reduced losses make SMC motors a realistic viable 

alternative.

SMC’s can be tailored for individual applications and it is important that the correct material is used 

for each application [84, 85]. But to make full use of SMC it is important that design packages such as 

three dimensional Finite Element Analysis (such as by Opera) are utilised to incorporate more 

complex flux paths within the machine designs. It may be that, with increasing concerns regarding the 

global environment, the recyclability of SMC’s and laminates become a greater issue in the choice of 

material to manufacture machines with [86].

A.4 FAN INDUSTRY REQUIREMENTS
The Fan Industry has to produce fans that meet The Building Regulations 1991 Approved Document F

[87]. For the purposes of this thesis, the regulations of interest are those regarding ventilation of 

rooms containing openable windows (i.e. located on an external wall) for domestic and non-domestic 

buildings. For kitchens the extract ventilation rate is 30 litres/second (108m3/hour) adjacent to a hob 

or 60 litres/second (216m3/hour) elsewhere. For utility rooms the extract ventilation rate is 30 

litres/second (108m3/hour). For bathrooms with or without a toilet the extract ventilation rate is 15 

litres/second (54m3/hour). The Domus SIR  100mm axial wall fan [88] extracts at 26.1 litres/second 

(94m3/hour) at about 2520rpm. For the same fan blade a new extraction rate can be obtained by 

altering the rotor speed (in proportion to the change in extraction rate) [89, 90]. Thus 15 litres/second 

(54m3/hour) is obtained at about 1448rpm, 30 litres/second (108m3/hour) at about 2895rpm and 60 

litres/second (216m3/hour) at about 5790rpm. It is however common practice to build fans that exceed 

these extraction rates since these values are minimum values (the Domus SIR fan extracts at 

26.1 litres/second rather than 15 litres/second). Issues such as ducting requirements and applications, 

etc. are not of concern for this thesis, but there are sources of relevant information from fan suppliers 

such as Vent-Axia [91].
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APPENDIX B 

B.1 PIC16F877 PROTOTYPING CIRCUIT FLOWCHART

Flow Diagram Showing PIC16F877 Full Timing Control 
for a Two-Phase Variable Reluctance Motor with DC

o -
Assisted Excitation (non-pulsing 
Normal Mode shown onlvl

NORMAL MODE

HIGH SPEED 
MODE

HIGH SPEED 
MODE

high speed rode?  jhh

NORMAL
MODE

Appendices
Figure B .l:- PIC program flow chart with A/D conversion allowed.
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B.2 PIC16F84 PROTOTYPING CIRCUIT EQUIVALENT FLOW CHART

Flow Diagram Showing Timing Control for a Two-Phase 
Variable Reluctance Motor with DC 
Assisted Excitation (PIC16F84 
version of the A/P coding for 
th e  PIC16F877)
(no-oul si no of Normal
Mode version)

NORMAL MODE

HIGH SPEED 
MODE

HIGH SPEED 
MODE

Test for change Can 1 go to 
high speed mode?high speed mode?

Test tor change
Dpto state

Test for change

Test for changeTest for change 
opto state

delay

Delay! occurs Update the values? Update the values? Delay! occurs

Change in 
opto state?

Change in 
opto state?

Frnase Aon
Delay2 occurs

Imase Boff
De!ay2 occurs

Change
opto state?

Change in
opto state?

opto stale
during delay3?

Change in 
opto state 

during delay3?pmmgokay

NORMAL
MODEThe same shell How diagram is being used here a s  was fo r the 

PIC 16F877 coding so as to highlight that the coding follows the 
same pattern but A/D conversions do not occur, nor do the 
updating o f the delay values since d ie values are fixed at the 
start o f the program. Hence, some parts are blank and some 
arrows no longer exist.

Figure B.2 PIC program flow chart with no A/D conversion allowed.
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B.3 TEST PROCEDURE USING PROTOTYPING CIRCUITRY
The preferred method for optimisation is as follows : -

1. Get the machine running at no load in a chosen Speed Mode at a fixed arbitrarily chosen 

speed (say 5000rpm), selecting timing delays in that Mode to obtain, by inspection, a timing 

sequence giving a low input power. Note down the values for the timing delays as shown by 

the prototyping circuit. The field supply voltage (and hence current) is at a fixed value. Vary 

the supply to the armature phase windings until 5000rpm (or other chosen speed) is reached 

again.

2. Calculate the field supply power and measure (using a power meter) or calculate the 

armature input power supplying the phase windings (which includes power electronic circuitry 

power drain). The sum of these is the total input power.

3. For each Speed Mode there are variables that alter the timings of the phase firings. For 

each variable of the timings, measure the input powers as the value of that variable is altered 

(the other values are noted but left untouched). A value for that variable can be selected 

where minimum total input power is obtainable. Do the same for the other variables that 

affect the timings for that Speed Mode. Repeat as necessary.

4. Repeat stages 1-3 for a range of field winding supply. This will allow a plot of input 

powers (total and components) against field supply to be plotted and a minimised input power 

based upon field supply to be calculated. Calculate the field input supply voltage (or current) 

that minimises the total input power.

5. Repeat stages 3 and 4 until a minimised input power supply is obtained for that Speed 

Mode. Steps 3 and 4 can be carried out in the reverse order as optimisation will be guaranteed 

if the stages are repeated.

6. Repeat stages 1 to 5 for all Speed Modes. Do the same for a fixed load if necessary as the 

timings may be optimised for a given load rather than at no load.

7. Repeat stages 1 to 6 for a range of speeds.

The end result is a machine optimised for minimum input power for a given speed and load.
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Graph to show outer rim speed of optosensor at various motor rom
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Figure B.3 Opto sensor peripheral speed with rpm of rotor.
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Figure B.4 Hysteresis brake torque versus current curve.

From these results a machine could be optimised for changing between Speed Modes (since the timing 

delays involved in changing between the Speed Modes does not affect the timings within each Mode).

The prototyping control circuit being is capable of running a two phase machine of this type at speeds 

up to 120,000rpm, based on tests using a signal generator as an optosensor signal.

The single stack variable reluctance machine utilises an external opto sensor disc for determining

which phase should be energised at any one time. The disc in this machine has a 6cm diameter and

the outer edge speed of the disc rotates at its edge at near 135mph at I9000rpm (Figure B.3). If the 
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machine has to operate at such high speeds the disc should ideally be made smaller in diameter or be 

placed internally.

A hysteresis brake provides adjustable slip torque that is controlled by electrical current {Figure B.4). 

Cogging (pulsating output torque) is possible if the current is not reduced to zero before the rotor stops 

turning. The torque versus current curve has hysteresis due to the magnetic material in the brake. The 

torque for a given amount of current is thus different when the control current is increasing than when 

decreasing. Thus it is important that any load tests are performed using the same methods of 

increasing the current in the hysteresis brake (a torque versus current curve is known {Figure B.4) for 

the brake based upon the current increasing -  each brake has its own unique curve as similar models 

typically have 1% variance in curve shape).

B.4 PROTOTYPING TEST RESULTS
The prototyping circuit was initially tested using a signal generator. The circuit was shown to 

potentially operate at speeds up to 126,000rpm for the 4/2 two phase Variable Reluctance Machines.

B.4.1 OPTIMISATION TESTING OF A SINGLE STACK VARIABLE RELUCTANCE 
MACHINE AT 5000RPM
One of the variables in the High Speed (Advanced) Mode is labelled as Val7. It alters the time from 

opto state change which the phase remains energised for. As is shown in Figure B.5 the optimum 

value for Val7 for minimised input power was selected to be a value 90. In the coding version used 

for the smaller PIC16F84 (which has no analogue to digital conversions and hence no variable delays), 

the value of 90 would be fed as a fixed value into the relevant section of coding. By following this 

manner of optimisation, a simplified optimised coding is achievable.

The same was done with the other variable time delays such as Val6 which represents the delay 

between energising each phase in the Advanced Mode {Figure B.6). As shown, the choice of Val6 is 

less clear as the trend is uncertain but optimisation is still possible so Val6 was chosen to be 67. The 

numerical value was used as a multiplier for the individual time delays.

The machine can be optimised for almost any criteria, for example minimum input power at no load. 

The total input power at no load was thus minimised to 4.28W at 5000rpm. The waveform achieved 

with optimised timing control is shown in Figure B. 7.
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The main feature is that the coding is such that the numbers obtained for each channel is programmed 

into the smaller PIC16F84 microcontroller. The PIC16F84 microcontroller works the machine with 

exactly the same timing delays as determined by the prototyping circuit, but the delays are fixed 

values for optimised operation. The board allows optimization for any specification or requirement 

for example, for a given speed, torque or efficiency. Control is shown to be ‘on-the-fly’ as it is 

immediate upon the machine being optimised.

Full timing control has been demonstrated on the Single Stack Variable Reluctance Machine at speeds 

in High Speed Mode of up to 19020rpm.

Graph to show total input power against Advanced Mode Channel 7 
(Val7) value to demonstrate optimisation process
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Figure B.5 Optimisation o f  input power by varying timing control.
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G ra p h  t o  s h o w  Inpu t P o w e r  a g a i n s t  Val6 v a lu e  fo r  5 000rpm  a t  n o  load
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Figure B.6 Optimisation o f input power by varying timing control.
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APPENDIX C

C.1 PIC16F877 CODING FOR ‘ON-THE-FLY’ VARIABLE LENGTH DELAYS FOR 
ARMATUE TIMINGS FOR TWO PHASE MOTOR WITH TWO SPEED MODES 
(NORMAL MODE WITHOUT PULSING AND HIGH SPEED MODE).

PROGRAM 
WRITTEN BY 
DATE

;PIC PROCESSOR 
INSTRUCTION CLOCK

20MHz3aasm 
Ewan R T Goodier 
06/09/2000

16F877,40 pin device 
20 MHz, T=0.05us 0.2microseconds per instruction

WHAT THIS PROGRAM INTENDS TO DO
The program is to perform A/D conversions on all the channels and to show the output for the selected channel.
Depending on the opto stale, the phase firing routine is determined for a two-phase motor.
The program then starts the motor.
The outputs from the A/D conversions represent time delays for the firing of each phase.
Opportunity is given to update the time delays as the motor is turning allowing the opportunity to maximise performance.
Also, as the motor turns, its speed is noted and if the motor gets fast enough, it is allowed to enter a new firing sequence.
This is the advanced phase firing mode and needs different time delays compared to before.
The A/D conversions also provide such time delays to suit and these can be updated as the motor turns
Updating the A/D timing occurs through the channel selection and then allowing the chance to update if the channel A/D ouput
is preferred.THERE IS NO WAY OF SHOWING WHAT THE OLD VALUE WAS SO MAKE SURE IT IS NOTED AT ALL TIMES.
As the motor is in advanced phase firing, it is monitored by a crude time delay sequence to see if it is always fast enough to maintain 
advanced firing mode. If there is a timing delay problem, the motor will still continue but will light up an LED if wrong.
If the motor is too slow then the motor will return to normal phase firing mode.
The aim is to allow full control on an experimental basis of a two-phase switched reluctance motor where the timing of the 
normal firing of the phases is unknown, the point at which an advance phase firing may be beneficial (plus the timing of the 
phase firing in advance phase mode is unknown) all need to be found to allow maximum performance of the motor.
The motor can be prevented from entering Advanced Mode or brought out of it manually to allow additional testing capability.
NORMAL MODE PHASE FIRING? (for a change in opto state)
Phasel off, a time delay, Phase2 on, wait for opto to change state, when it does then next line 
Phase2 off, a time delay, Phasel on, wait for opto to change state, when it does then above line 
ADVANCED MODE PHASE FIRING (REQUIRES THOUGHT!!!) -  ADVANCED=HIGH SPEED
Wait until other opto state is on, long time delay, Phase2off, small time delay, Phasel on, should be a time gap before opto changes state, then next line 
Long time delay, Phasel off, small time delay, Phase2 on, should be a time gap before opto changes state, then this line again but opposite phases 
The advanced mode phase firing requires a diagram to show it properly, but instead of the phase coming on after the opto changed state and going off 
when the opto enters a new state, the aim is to turn the phase on before the opto has entered the first state and switches the phase off before it 
reaches the second state, but maintaining a time gap between one phase switching off and the other on (the two phases should not be on at the 
same time nor should there be an instantaneous switching between the phases (hence the delays - it makes the motor more efficient as switching 
losses may be reduced).

DEFINITIONS FOR MAKING THE PROGRAM WORK ARE BELOW
AND THE ACTUAL PROGRAM CODING IS FOUND BELOW IT -  NOTE THAT ADVANCED=HIGH SPEED

FIXED REGISTER EQUATES
these must be defined exactly as below for the PIC 16F877 microprocessor 
see data sheet for what they are responsible for

porta equ 05H defining place
portb equ 06H defining place
portc equ 07H defining place
portd equ 08H defining place
porte equ 09H defining place
tmrO equ 01H defining place
status equ 03H defining place
pci equ 02H defining place
pclalh equ 0AH defining place
intcon equ 0BH defining place
adresh equ 1EH defining place
adresl equ 9EH defining place
adconO equ 1FH defining place
ad con 1 equ 9FH defining place
piel equ 8CH defining place
pie2 equ 8DH defining place
pirl equ 0CH defining place
pir2 equ 0DH defining place
trisa equ 85H defining place
trisb equ 86H defining place
trisc equ 87H defining place
trisd equ 88H defining place
trise equ 89H defining place
optionreg equ 81H defining place
sspcon equ 14H defining place
rcsta equ 18H defining place

VARIABLE REGISTER EQUATES
these can have different names for each but you cannot have the same name twice and the position of the equate must fall within the 
designated zones for the microcontroller in question - see the data sheets for guidance 
are used for storing 8bit long values

count equ 20H .defining place - general purpose count register
dell equ 21H ;defining place - time value
del2 equ 22H ;defining place - time value
adres equ 23H ;defining place - A/D conversion value
temp equ 24H ;defining place - time value
tamp equ 25H .defining place - time value
del equ 26H .defining place - time value
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delll equ 28H defining place - time value
dell 11 equ 29H defining place - time value
valO equ 2AH defining place - chO A/D value
vail equ 2BH defining place - chi A/D value
val2 equ 2CH defining place - ch2 A/D value
val3 equ 2DH defining place - ch3 A/D value
val4 equ 2EH defining place - ch4 A/D value
val5 equ 2FH defining place - ch5 A/D value
val6 equ 30H defining place - ch6 A/D value
val7 equ 31H defining place - ch7 A/D value
redell equ 32H defining place - time value
redel2 equ 33H defining place - time value
cheq equ 34H defining place - A/D channel selection shown
chec equ 35H defining place - A/D channel selection shown
zor equ 36H defining place - exclusive or value
valOa equ 37H defining place - chO A/D value
valla equ 38H defining place - ch 1 A/D value
val2a equ 39H defining place - ch2 A/D value
vaBa equ 3 AH defining place - ch3 A/D value
val4a equ 3BH defining place - ch4 A/D value
val5a equ 3CH defining place - ch5 A/D value
val6a equ 3DH defining place - ch6 A/D value
val7a equ 3EH defining place - ch7 A/D value
motval equ 3FH defining place - value for phase firing selection
time equ 40H defining place - time value - advanced mode
timel equ 41H defining place - time value - advanced mode
time2 equ 42H defining place - time value - advanced mode
time3 equ 43H defining place - time value - advanced mode
extrachk equ 44H defining place - used for showing a timing problem
timeS equ 45H defining place - time value - advanced mode
dlstar equ 46H defining place - time value - advanced mode
nothere equ 47H defining place - time value - advanced mode
d2star equ 48H defining place - time value - advanced mode
d2plus equ 49H defining place - time value - advanced mode
extra 1 equ 4AH defining place - time value - advanced mode
extra2 equ 4BH defining place - time value - advanced mode
cownt equ 4CH defining place - time value
valOb equ 4DH defining place - chO A/D value
vallb equ 4EH defining place - ch 1 A/D value
val2b equ 4FH defining place - ch2 A/D value
val3b equ 50H defining place - ch3 A/D value
val4b equ 51H defining place - ch4 A/D value
vaI5b equ 52H defining place - ch5 A/D value
val6b equ 52H defining place - ch6 A/D value
val7b equ 54H defining place - ch7 A/D value
heur equ 55H defining place - time value - advanced mode
heurl equ 56H defining place - time value - advanced mode
heur2 equ 57H defining place - time value - advanced mode
heur3 equ 58H defining place - time value - advanced mode
heur4 equ 59H defining place - time value - advanced mode

;BIT DEFINITIONS
;registers sometimes have names to bit numbers but instead of referring to the bit number itself, they can be given names instead to 
;aid in clarity of what the program is doing/affecting. Below is giving names to some of the bit numbers.
;There is no repetition as the nmemonic coding commands are such that the program automatically works out which bit to aim for and does not 
;mind is the name or bit number is used
strtbut equ 1 start butt cm bit
fast equ 5 direction bit
refresh equ 5 refresh the system bit
phase equ 7 adv/norm phase bit
opto equ 6 optosensor bit
z equ 2 zero bit flag
carry equ 0 carry bit
toif equ 2 TMRO overflow interrupt flag bit
rbif equ 0 RB<7:4> int. flag bit
rpO equ 5 used in bank selector
rpl equ 6 used in bank selector
peie equ 6 peripheral interupt enable bit
gie equ 7 global interupt enable bit
adif equ 6 A/D converter interrupt flag bit
adie equ 6 A/D converter interrupt enable bit
go equ 2 A/D conversion status bit
f equ 1 field register
w equ 0 working register

•OUTPUTS
;Uses names to define bit numbers as explained in the section above 
led3 equ 4 LED bit - for stopped or timing problem in advanced mode
Ihslswl equ 0 Phase A bottom switch
Ihshswl equ 1 Phase A top switch
rhslsw2 equ 2 Phase B bottom switch
rhshsw2 equ 3 Phase B top switch

***************** ******************************************
; CODING STARTS BELOW
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

;tells assembler where to start loading the code 'goto start' is the first bit of REAL program code

l* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

START SEQUENCE 
. * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

goto

init

start

clrf porta
clrf portb
clrf portc
clrf portd
clrf porte
bcf status,6

;goto start

(from start) clear porta for defining inputs/outputs 
clear portb for defining inputs/outputs 
clear portc for defining inputs/outputs 
clear portd for defining inputs/outputs 
clear porte for defining inputs/outputs 
preparing to select bank 1
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lupe

dog

convl

start

main

chzer

chone

chtwo

chthr

chfou

bsf
bcf
bcf
bcf
bcf
bcf
clrf
return

movlw
movwf
movlw
movwf
movlw
movwf
movlw
movwf
movlw
movwf
clrf
bcf
movlw
movwf
bcf
return

movlw
movwf
decfsz
goto
bsf
movlw
movwf
decfsz
goto
btfsc
goto
return

call

call
bcf

bcf
bcf
bcf
bcf
bcf
bcf
bcf
bcf
call
movf
movwf
goto
bsf
bcf
bcf
call
movf
movwf
goto
bcf
bsf
bcf
call
movf
movwf
goto
bsf
bsf
bcf
call
movf
movwf
goto
bcf
bcf
bsf
call
movf
movwf
goto
bsf
bcf
bsf
call
movf
movwf
goto
bcf
bsf
bsf
call
movf
movwf
goto
bsf
bsf
bsf

status,5
option_reg,7
sspcon,5
rcsta,7
trise,4
intcon,7
piel

b'01101 111’ 
trisb
B’OO 111111 ’ 
trisa
B'00000000'
trisc
B'OOOOOlll'
trise
B'00010000' 
trisd 
adcon1 
status,5 
b'01000001' 
adconO 
portb,phase

Ox Of 
tamp 
tamp,f 
lupe
adconO,2
0x3c
temp
temp,f
dog
adconO,2 
convl

initl
portb, led3

portd,lhslswl 
portd, lhshswl 
portd, rhslsw2 
portd,rhshsw2 
portb,led3 
adconO,3 
adconO,4 
adconO,5 
conv 
adresl,w 
valO 
chone 
adconO,3 
adconO,4 
adconO,5 
conv 
adresl,w 
vail 
chtwo 
adconO,3 
adconO,4 
adconO,5 
conv 
adresl,w 
val2 
chthr 
adconO,3 
adconO,4 
adconO,5 
conv 
adresl,w 
val3 
chfou 
adcon0,3 
adconO,4 
adconO,5 
conv 
adresl,w 
val4 
chfiv 
adconO,3 
adconO,4 
adconO,5 
conv 
adresl,w 
val5 
chsix 
adconO,3 
adconO,4 
adconO,5 
conv 
adresl,w 
val6 
chsev 
adconO,3 
adconO,4 
adconO,5

;bankl selected
;portb pull-ups are enabled by individual port latches 
;ra5,rc3,rc4,rc5 configured as I/O pins, serial port disabled 
;disable serial port
;allows general purpose VO mode for portd, disable parallel slave port mode portd
;disable all interupts
.disables peripheral
;go back to line below (start)

opto inputs,start input, A/D select, LED for stop or bad timing,

A/D inputs, A/D select, master clear 

A/D output LED lighting 

A2D inputs and setting up portd 

phase firing, A/D output LED lighting, direction input

;(from main) set up portb 
;set up portb 
,set up porta 
;set up porta 
;set up portc 
;set up portc 
;set up porte 
;set up porte 
;set up portd 
;set up portd
;all A/D inputs analogue, Vref+=supply=5V, Vref-=ground=OV, no reference voltages 
;bankO selected
;Fosc/8, channelO selected,A/Dconversion not in progress, A/D converter module operating 
;set it up as above 
;normal mode
;got back to line below (main)

(from the A/D request for the channel selected) set up time delay (15dec) 
put IS into tamp
decrement by 1, skip next line if zero
not zero so decrement again - delay required to allow internal capacitors to charge up to value of input voltage 
set A/D conversion into progress 
set up time delay (60dec) 
put 60 into temp
decrement by 1, skip next line if zero
not zero so decrement again - allows time for A/D conversions to occur 
has A/D conversion ended? 
no - recheck until it has
A/D ended - value stored in adresl - got back to relevant point in coding

;goto init then return here for line below

;goto initl then return here for line below 
;LEDoflf

turn off phaseA, bottom switch stop motor as timing is wrong
turn off phaseA, top switch 
turn cm phaseB, bottom switch
turn on phaseB, top switch all phases off so set up for normal operation again - motor speed not important 
LED off
select channel zero for A/D conversion (after initl has been called)
elect channel zero for A/D conversion 

select channel zero for A/D conversion
goto conv for A/D conversion of channel selected then return to line below 
A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
move the value in the working register to valO - A/D for that channel now in the file register for that channel
A/D the next channel
select channel one for A/D conversion
select channel one for A/D conversion
select channel one for A/D conversion
>oto conv for A/D conversion of channel selected then return to line below 

A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
move the value in the working register to val 1 - A/D for that channel now in the file register for that channel
A/D the next channel
select channel two for A/D conversion
select channel two for A/D conversion
select channel two for A/D conversion
joto conv for A/D conversion of channel selected then return to line below 
A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
move the value in the working register to va!2 - A/D for that channel now in the file register for that channel
A/D the next channel
select channel three for A/D conversion
select channel three for A/D conversion
select channel three for A/D conversion
goto conv for A/D conversion of channel selected then return to line below 
A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
move the value in the working register to val3 - A/D for that channel now in the file register for that channel
A/D the next channel
select channel four for A/D conversion
select channel four for A/D conversion
select channel four for A/D conversion
*oto conv for A/D conversion of channel selected then return to line below 
A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
move the value in the working register to val4 - A/D for that channel now in the file register for that channel
A/D the next channel
select channel five for A/D conversion
select channel five for A/D conversion
select channel five for A/D conversion
goto conv for A/D conversion of channel selected then return to line below 
A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
move the value in the working register to val5 - A/D for that channel now in the file register for that channel
A/D the next channel
select channel six for A/D conversion
select channel six for A/D conversion
select channel six for A/D conversion
goto conv for A/D conversion of channel selected then return to line below 
A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
move the value in the working register to val6 - A/D for that channel now in the file register for that channel
A/D the next channel
select channel seven for A/D conversion
select channel seven for A/D conversion
select channel seven for A/D conversion
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call conv
movf adresl,w
movwf val7
goto display

display btfsc portb,3
goto disa
btfsc portb,2
goto disb
btfsc porta,4
goto four
goto zero

disa btfsc portb,2
goto disc
btfsc porta,4
goto five
goto one

disb btfsc porta,4
goto six
goto two

disc btfsc porta,4
goto seven
goto three

zero bcf portd,7
bcf portd,6
bcf portd, 5
movf valO,w
movwf portc
sublw b'00000000’
btfsc status,0

goto chzer
goto wrongtimer

one bsf portd,7
bcf portd,6
bcf portd,5
movf vall,w
movwf portc
sublw b'00000000’
btfsc status,0

goto chzer
goto wrongtimer

two bcf portd,7
bsf portd,6
bcf portd,5
movf val2,w
movwf portc
sublw b’OOOOOOOO1
btfsc status,0

goto chzer
goto wrongtimer

three bsf portd,7
bsf portd,6
bcf portd,5
movf vaI3,w
movwf portc
sublw b'00000000'
btfsc status,0

goto chzer
goto wrongtimer

four bcf portd,7
bcf portd,6
bsf portd,5
movf val4,w
movwf portc
sublw b'00000000’
btfsc status,0

goto chzer
goto wrongtimer

five bsf portd,7
bcf portd,6
bsf portd,5
movf val5,w
movwf portc
sublw b’00000000'
btfsc status,0

goto chzer
goto wrongtimer

six bcf portd,7
bsf portd,6
bsf portd,5
movf val6,w
movwf portc
sublw b’00000000'
btfsc status,0

goto chzer
goto wrongtimer

seven bsf portd,7
bsf portd,6

goto conv for A/D conversion of channel selected then return to line below 
A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
move the value in the working register to val7 - A/D for that channel now in the file register for that channel 
display the A/D output for whichever channel is selected using the 3 pink wires - go to display 

pink wires are used to select which A/D channel is to be shown, which is detemined below
1/3/5/7 channels applicable
1/2/4/6 channels applicable
2/6 channels applicable
0/4 channels applicable
4out channel 4 chosen
Oout channel 0 chosen
1/3/5/7 channels applicable
3/7 channels applicable
I/S channels applicable
Sout channel 5 chosen
lout channel 1 chosen

2/6 channels applicable
6out channel 6 chosen
2out channel 2 chosen
3/7 channels applicable
7out channel 7 chosen
3out channel 3 chosen
show channel number 0 using 3 leds channel 0 chosen
show channel number 0 using 3 leds
show channel number 0 using 3 leds
move the value in valO into the working register
move the contents of the working register to the LED sequence and so the A/D result for this channel is shown 
subtract w from zero - if val? is above zero, the result will be negative
est the carry bit, if set, then va!5 is zero and makes the time delay wrong, if val? is above zero, then slap 
the next line and continue
val 5 is zero so go back to the beginning and fix the value
A/D conversions complete, channel selection output given and time delays can be made from the val? contents-  
go start the motor (testdirl)
show channel number 1 using 3 leds channel 1 chosen
show channel number 1 using 3 leds
show channel number 1 using 3 leds
move the value in val 1 into the working register
move the contents of the working register to the LED sequence and so the A/D result for this channel is shown 
subtract w from zero - if val? is above zero, the result will be negative
est the cany bit, if set, then val5 is zero and makes the time delay wrong, if val? is above zero, then 

skip the next line and continue
val5 is zero so go back to the beginning and fix the value
A/D conversions complete, channel selection output given and time delays can be made from the val? Contents
- go start the motor (testdirl)
show channel number 2 using 3 leds channel 2 chosen
show channel number 2 using 3 leds
show channel number 2 using 3 leds
move the value in val2 into the working register
move the contents of the working register to the LED sequence and so the A/D result for this channel is shown 
subtract w from zero - if val? is above zero, the result will be negative
est the carry bit, if set, then val5 is zero and makes the time delay wrong, if val? is above zero, then skip the 
next line andcontinue
val 5 is zero so go back to the beginning and fix the value
A/D conversions complete, channel selection output given and time delays can be made from the val? Contents
- go start the motor (testdirl)
show channel number 3 using 3 leds channel 3 chosen
show channel number 3 using 3 leds
show channel number 3 using 3 leds
move the value in va!3 into the working register
move the contents of the working register to the LED sequence and so the A/D result for this channel is shown 
subtract w from zero - if val? is above zero, the result will be negative
test the carry bit, if set, then val5 is zero and makes the time delay wrong, if val? is above zero, then skip the 
next line and continue
valS is zero so go back to the beginning and fix the value
A/D conversions complete, channel selection output given and time delays can be made from the val? Contents
- go start the motor (testdirl)

show channel number 4 using 3 leds channel 4 chosen
show channel number 4 using 3 leds
show channel number 4 using 3 leds
move the value in val4 into the working register
move the contents of the working register to the LED sequence and so the A/D result for this channel is shown 
subtract w from zero - if val? is above zero, the result will be negative
test the carry bit, if set, then val5 is zero and makes the time delay wrong, if val? is above zero, then skip 
the next line and continue
valS is zero so go back to the beginning and fix the value
A/D conversions complete, channel selection output given and time delays can be made from the val? Contents
- go start the motor (testdirl)
show channel number 5 using 3 leds channel S chosen
show channel number 5 using 3 leds
show channel number 5 using 3 leds
move the value in valS into the working register
move the contents of the working register to the LED sequence and so the A/D result for this channel is shown 
subtract w from zero - if val? is above zero, the result will be negative
test the carry bit, if set, then val5 is zero and makes the time delay wrong, if val? is above zero, then slap 
the next line and continue
val5 is zero so go back to the beginning and fix the value
A/D conversions complete, channel selection output given and time delays can be made from the val? Contents
- go start the motor (testdirl)
show channel number 6 using 3 leds channel 6 chosen
show channel number 6 using 3 leds
show channel number 6 using 3 leds
move the value in val6 into the working register
move the contents of the working register to the LED sequence and so the A/D result for this channel is shown 
subtract w from zero - if val? is above zero, the result will be negative
test the carry bit, if set, then val5 is zero and makes the time delay wrong, if val? is above zero, then skip the 
next line and continue
valS is zero so go back to the beginning and fix the value
A/D conversions complete, channel selection output given and time delays can be made from the val? Contents
- go start the motor (testdirl)
show channel number 7 using 3 leds channel 7 chosen
show channel number 7 using 3 leds
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wrongtimer

nstart

strtflash
strtfla

stitdelay

strdelay

stdelay

sdlay

mastflash
mastfla

mastdelay

masdelay

madelay

mdlay

ninit

ngol

ngo2

ntests

nsgoonsl

nsgoons2

ntestopto

ntestopt

ntestopt 11

ngoonl

nfirel

bsf portd,5
movf val7,w
movwf portc
sublw b'00000000'
btfsc status.O

goto chzer
goto wrongtimer

btfss portb,0
goto mastflash
goto nstart
btfsc portb,strtbut
goto strtflash
goto ninit

goto strtfla
bsf portb,led3
call strtdelay
bcf portb,led3
call strtdelay
goto chzer
movlw 0x0a
movwf dell 11
movlw 0x58
movwf dell 1
movlw Oxee
movwf dell
decfsz del 1,1
goto sdlay
decfsz dell 1,1
goto stdelay
decfsz dell 11,1
goto strdelay
return

goto mastfla
bsf portb,led3
call mastdelay
bcf portb,led3
call mastdelay
goto chzer
movlw 0x0a
movwf dell 11
movlw 0x2c
movwf del 11
movlw Oxee
movwf dell
decfsz del 1,1
goto mdlay
decfsz dell 1,1
goto madelay
decfsz dell 11,1
goto masdelay
return

btfsc portb,6
goto ngol
goto ngo2
movlw Ox 5c
movwf motval
goto ntests
movlw Ox 5a
movwf motval
goto ntests
btfss portb,6
goto nsgoonsl
goto nsgoons2
bsf portd, lhslswl
bsf portd,lhshswl
goto ntestopto
bsf portd,rhslsw2
bsf portd,rhshsw2
goto ntestopto
btfsc portb,strtbut
goto chzer
goto ntestopt
bcf portb.phase
btfsc portb,0
goto ntestopt11
goto chzer
btfss portb,6
goto ngoonl
goto ngoon2

movf motval, w
sublw Ox 5b

btfsc status,0
goto nstill 1
goto nfirel
bcf portd,rhslsw2
bcf portd,rhshsw2
call nxdelay 1
bsf portd,lhslswl
bsf portd,lhshswl
movlw Ox 5a
movwf motval

.show channel number 7 using 3 leds
;move the value in val7 into the working register
;move the contents of the working register to the LED sequence and so the A/D result for this channel is shown 
;subtract w from zero - if val? is above zero, the result will be negative
;test the carry bit, if set, then valS is zero and makes the time delay wrong, if val? is above zero, then skip 
; the next line and continue
,val5 is zero so go back to the beginning and fix the value
; A/D conversions complete, channel selection output given and time delays can be made from the val? Contents 
; - go start the motor (testdirl)

master timing control on?
;yes
;no, so see if can start motor
;test for start button being on
;no, so keep on A/D converting
;yes, so start initialisation for normal mode

;continue A/D conversions whilst the start button detection is being carried out 
;led flashes quickly - prompt for start switch to be put on - LED on
;delay timing sequence to allow visible flashing sequence - return to line below after strtdelay coding has finished 
;LED off - flash occurring
;delay timing sequence to allow visible flashing sequence - return to line below after strtdelay coding has finished
;go to chzer to allow retest of start button being pressed and A/D value alteration
;load 2dec into working register - this coding allows a time delay so flashing of LED is visible
;move 2dec from working register into dell 11 file register
;load 88dec into working register
.move 88dec from working register into dell 1 file register
;load 238dec into working register
;move 238dec from working register into dell file register
.decrement dell and keep new value, skip next line if zero
;dell not zero so decrement again
;de!l is zero, decrement dell 1 and keep new value, skip next line if zero
;dell 1 not zero, reload dell again so can decrement again and maintain delay timing properly
;del 11 is zero, decrement del 111 and keep new value, skip next line if zero
;dell 11 not zero, reload del 1 and dell 1 so can both decrement again and maintain delay timing properly 
;time delay complete - go back to line below the call strtdelay - total 
;delay= 1 micro*2* 88*238*6executions=0 251 sec

continue A/D conversions whilst the start button detection is being carried out 
led flashes quickly - prompt for start switch to be put on - LED on
delay timing sequence to allow visible flashing sequence - return to line below after strtdelay coding has finished 
LED off - flash occurring
delay timing sequence to allow visible flashing sequence - return to line below after strtdelay coding has finished
go to chzer to allow retest of start button being pressed and A/D value alteration
load 2dec into working register - this coding allows a time delay so flashing of LED is visible
move 2dec from working register into dell 11 file register
load 44dec into working register
move 44dec from working register into dell 1 file register
load 238dec into working register
move 238dec from working register into dell file register
decrement dell and keep new value, skip next line if zero
dell not zero so decrement again
dell is zero, decrement dell 1 and keep new value, skip next line if zero
dell 1 not zero, reload dell again so can decrement again and maintain delay timing properly
dell 1 is zero, decrement del 111 and keep new value, skip next line if zero
dell 11 not zero, reload dell and dell 1 so can both decrement again and maintain delay timing properly 
time delay complete - go back to line below the call strtdelay - total 
delay =lmicro*2*44*238*6ex ecu tions=0.1257sec

;test for opto state 
;opto clear ie opto=0 
;opto set ie opto=l
,opto=0 put 5c(hex) into working register
;store Sc in motval file register - motval used to detect how phase firing and opto position are linked 
initialisation complete so motor works properly - go to testopto section 
;opto=l put 5a(hex) into working register
;store Sa in motval file register - motval used to detect how phase firing and opto position are linked 
initialisation complete so motor works properly - go to testoptos section

test for start button still being on 
button off so stop motor 
button still on

if the user wants to set more than one A/D time value before updating, then use this 
not required, so user happy with timing at the moment
timing can be altered for all channels as long as the master switch is on - motor stops and is essentially reset 
test the state of the opto to decide which phase is to be fired first in normal timing 
opto=0 so phaseA on, phaseB off goto goon 1
opto=l so phaseA off, phaseB on gotogoon2

,opto=0
;0x5b-w

bring back value of motval to working rgister.w to determine how firing is to occur
just a calculation to determine if can continue or if the motor has stopped

new state

check value of carry 
+Ve(cany bit set)
-'ve(carry bit clear) Ox5b-Ox5c
turn off phaseB, bottom switch 
turn off phaseB, top switch
time delay (using A/D conversion to give variable delay)
turn on phaseA, bottom switch
turn on phaseA, top switch
5a given to motval
see above

the carry bit shows the result to be +'ve or -'ve
Ox5b-Ox5a same state goto still 1 coding 

goto fire 1 coding 
OPTO=0
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btfsc portb,strtbut
goto chzer

ndisplayln btfsc portb,3 3 pink wires are used to select which A/D channel is to be shown - go to nldell is wrong channel
goto ndisaaln 1/3/5/7 channels applicable
btfsc portb,2 0/2/4/6 channels applicable
goto ndisbbln 2/6 channels applicable
btfsc porta.4 0/4 channels applicable
goto nldell 4out channel 4 chosen
goto nzerl Oout channel 0 chosen

ndisaaln btfsc portb,2 1/3/5/7 channels applicable
goto ndisccln 3/7 channels applicable
btfsc porta,4 I/S channels applicable
goto nldell 5out channel 5 chosen
goto nonel lout channel 1 chosen

ndisbbln btfsc porta,4 2/6 channels applicable
goto nldell 6out channel 6 chosen
goto ntwol 2out channel 2 chosen

ndisccln btfsc porta,4 3/7 channels applicable
goto nldell 7out channel 7 chosen
goto nthreel 3out channel 3 chosen

nzerl bcf portd,7 show channel number 2 using 3 leds channel 0 chosen
bcf portd,6 show channel number 2 using 3 leds
bcf portd,5 show channel number 2 using 3 leds
goto nchzerl A/D conversion for that channel and store the value in different file register to normal (val2a instead of val2)

nzerll btfsc portb,refresh test the bit for the requirement to replace the contents of val2 with val2a - allows alterartion of timing while
program is running

goto nldell no requirement to refresh so ignore value of val la and keep val2 as it is - go to testopt
movwf valO requirement to refresh, so val2 is given the value of val2a which is shown on the LED sequence
goto nldell timing has been carried out and so continue with which motor phase firing sequence for normal operation

- go to testopt
nonel bsf portd,7 show channel number 3 using 3 leds channel 1 chosen

bcf portd,6 show channel number 3 using 3 leds
bcf portd,5 show channel number 3 using 3 leds
goto nchonel A/D conversion for that channel and store the value in different file register to normal (val3a instead of val3)

nonell btfsc portb, refresh test the bit for the requirement to replace the contents of val3 with val3a - allows alterartion of timing while
program is running

goto nldell no requirement to refresh so ignore value of val3a and keep val3 as it is -
movwf vail requirement to refresh, so val3 is given the value of val3a which is shown on the LED sequence
goto nldell timing has been carried out and so continue with which motor phase firing sequence for normal operation

- go to testopt
nchzerl bcf adconO,3 select channel two for A/D conversion

bcf adconO,4 select channel two for A/D conversion
bcf adconO,5 select channel two for A/D conversion
call conv goto conv forA/D conversion oft channel selected then return to line below
movf adresl,w A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
movwf valOa move the value in the working register to val2a - A/D for that channel now in the different file register for tha

channel
movwf portc show die output from this A/D conversion in the LED sequence
sublw b’00000000' subtract w from zero - if val? is above zero, the result will be negative
btfsc status,0 test the carry bit, if set, then val5 is zero and makes the time delay wrong, if val? is above zero, then skip the

,next line and continue
goto chzer ,val5 is zero so go back to the beginning and fix the value
movf adresl,w ,A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
goto nzerll ,go back to the A/D channel selection and see whether this value is to replace the original value

nchonel bsf adconO,3 select channel three for A/D conversion
bcf adconO,4 .select channel three for A/D conversion
bcf adconO,5 .select channel three for A/D conversion
call conv ,goto conv forA/D conversion oft channel selected then return to line below
movf adresl,w ,A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
movwf valla ;move the value in the working register to val3a - A/D for that channel now in the different file register

; for that channel
movwf portc ;show the output from this A/D conversion in the LED sequence
sublw b'00000000' ;subtract w from zero - if val? is above zero, the result will be negative
btfsc status,0 ;test the carry bit, if set, then val5 is zero and makes the time delay wrong if val? is above zero, then

; skip the next line and continue
goto chzer ;val5 is zero so go back to the beginning and fix the value
movf adresl,w ;A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
goto nonell ;go back to the A/D channel selection and see whether this value is to replace the original value

ntwol bcf portd,7 ;show channel number 2 using 3 leds channel 2 chosen
bsf portd,6 ;show channel number 2 using 3 leds
bcf portd,5 ;show channel number 2 using 3 leds
goto nchtwol ; A/D conversion for that channel and store the value in different file register to normal (val2a instead of val2)

ntwoll btfsc portb,refresh ;test the bit for the requirement to replace the contents of val2 with val2a - allows alterartion of
; timing while program is running

goto nldell ;no requirement to refresh so ignore value of valla and keep val2 as it is - go to testopt
movwf val2 .requirement to refresh, so val2 is given the value of val2a which is shown cm the LED sequence
goto nldell ;timing has been carried out and so continue with which motor phase firing sequence for normal operation

go to testopt
nthreel bsf portd,7 ;show channel number 3 using 3 leds channel 3 chosen

bsf portd,6 ;show channel number 3 using 3 leds
bcf portd,5 .show channel number 3 using 3 leds
goto nchthrl ;A/D conversion for that channel and store the value in different file register to normal (val3a instead of va!3)

nthreel 1 btfsc portb,refresh ;test the bit for the requirement to replace the contents of val3 with val3a - allows alterartion of timing
; while program is running

goto nldell ;no requirement to refresh so ignore value of val3a and keep val3 as it is -
movwf val3 ;requirement to refresh, so val3 is given the value of val3a which is shown on the LED sequence
goto nldell ;timing has been carried out and so continue with which motor phase firing sequence for normal operation

; - go to testopt
nchtwol bcf adconO,3 ;select channel two for A/D conversion

bsf adconO,4 ;select channel two for A/D conversion
bcf adconO,5 ; select channel two for A/D conversion
call conv ;goto conv forA/D conversion oft channel selected then return to line below
movf adresl,w ;A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
movwf val2a ;move the value in the working register to val2a - A/D for that channel now in the different file register

; for that channel
movwf portc ;show the output from this A/D conversion in the LED sequence
sublw b’OOOOOOOff ;subtract w from zero - if val? is above zero, the result will be negative
btfsc status,0 ;test the carry bit, if set, then val5 is zero and makes the time delay wrong, if val? is above zero, then
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skip the next line and continue
goto chzer val5 is zero so go back to the beginning and fix the value
movf adresfw A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
goto ntwol 1 go back to the A/D channel selection and see whether this value is to replace the original value

nchthrl bsf adconO,3 select channel three for A/D conversion
bsf adconO,4 elect channel three for A/D conversion
bcf adconO, 5 elect channel three for A/D conversion
call conv goto conv forA/D conversion oft channel selected that return to line below
movf adresl,w A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
movwf val3a move the value in the working register to val3a - A/D for that channel now in the different file register

or that channel
movwf portc show the output from this A/D conversion in the LED sequence
sublw b'00000000' subtract w from zero - if val? is above zero, the result will be negative
btfsc status,0 est the carry bit, if set, then val5 is zero and makes the time delay wrong, if val? is above zero, then skip

the next line and continue
goto chzer val 5 is zero so go back to the beginning and fix the value
movf adresl,w A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
goto nthreel1 go back to the A/D channel selection and see whether this value is to replace the original value

nldell btfss portb,0 master button for more?
goto chzer yes, so do more
movf val2,w time to see if fast enough for advanced mode
movwf heur3 val2 to heur3

nslla movf val3,w
movwf heur2 val3 to heur2

nsllb movlw 0x0a
movwf heurl 10 to heurl

n il decfsz heurl.f start time delay
goto n lla not zero
goto n llb zero

n lla btfss portb,6 opto is 0, has it gone to 1 too early - ie is timing wrong
goto n il opto=0 - still too slow
goto nadvl opto=l - too fast so advanced mode

n 1 lb decfsz heur2,f continue time delay
goto nsllb not zero
goto n llc zero

n llc decfsz heur3,f continue time delay
goto nslla not zero
goto nfinll zero

nadvl bsf portb,led3 LED on ADVANCED MODE WANTED
goto advanced ;o to next firing change as now opto=l

nfinll bcf portb, led3 LED off NORMAL MODE RETAINED
goto ntestopto want to get opto=l - stay in normal mode - go to ntestopto to wait for state change

nstilll bcf portb, led3 stopped or very slow turning - opto=0
movlw 0x82 oad working register with value 26dec state still opto=0 - total

delay=lmicro*26*255*75*6executions=2.9835sec
movwf dell 11 oad this value into dell 11

nlxdeelaya movlw Oxff oad working register with value 255dec
movwf dell 1 oad this value into dell 1

nlxdeeelaya movlw 0x4b oad working register with value75dec
movwf dell oad this value into dell

nlxdlaya decfsz dell, 1 decrement dell and keep new value, skip next line if zero
goto nlxdlayal go and test opto for a change in state
goto nlxdlayaa continue countdown

nlxdlayaa decfsz dell 1,1 dell zero - decrement dell 1 and keep new value, skip next line if zero
goto nlxdeeelaya dell 1 not zero, reload and decrement dell for correct time delay sequence
goto nldoesitsta continue countdown

nldoesitsta decfsz dell 11,1 dell 1 zero - decrement dell 11 and keep new value, skip next line if zero
goto nlxdeelaya dell 11 not zero - reload and decrement dell and dell 1 as before for correct time delay sequence
goto nlrefirela opto state not changed within time limit so motor has stopped - go to refire la coding

nlxdlayal btfss portb,6 test the opto for a change in state
goto nlxdlaya opto=0 still thus continue countdown - go to xdlaya coding
goto nlgoon3 opto=l thus opto state still changing and hence motor still turning - go to goon3 coding to allow motor

to turn still
nlgoon3 movlw 0x5a give w new value of 5a(hex)so can change to next firing routine with no problems - motor is still turning

movwf motval put 5a(hex) into motval so circuit can switch phases on and off correctly for each opto state
nlgoon3a btfsc portb,strtbut test for start button still being on

goto chzer mutton off so stop motor
btfsc portb,0 if the user wants to set more than one A/D time value before updating, then use this
goto nfire2 go to coding labelled goon2
goto chzer timing can be altered for all channels as long as the master switch is on

nlrefirela bsf portb,led3 motor has stopped turning - opto=0 - turn on LED as a warning light - now switch off all phases to avoid
burnout of windings

bcf portd,lhslswl turn off phaseA, bottom switch
bcf portd,lhshswl turn off phaseA, top switch
bcf portd,rhslsw2 turn off phaseB, bottom switch
bcf portd, rhshsw2 turn off phaseB, top switch

nlrefirel btfss portb,6 test opto for being set i.e. output logic 1 - motor must turn to do this
goto nlrefirel 1 opto=0 - no state change - check again - but A/D conversion check first
goto nlfire2more opto=l - state has changed - so try to turn motor again - go to line below

n lfire2more bcf portb ,led3 switch LED off
movlw 0x5a
movwf motval 5a into motval
goto nfire2 go to coding labelled fire2 to start motor again

nlrefirel 1 goto refdisplay although motor has stopped, the A/D timing alterations can still continue
nlrefirll btfsc portb,strtbut start button on?

goto chzer no so stop trying to turn motor
goto nlrefirela go back to checking for the change of opto state - go to coding labelled nlrefirela

ngoon2 movf motval, w ;opto= 1 bring back value of motval to working rgister,w to determine how firing is to occur
sublw 0x5b ;0x5b-w just a calculation to determine if can continue or if the motor has stopped
btfsc status,0 ;check value of carry the cany bit shows the result to be +'ve or -'ve
goto nfire2 ;+'ve(carTy bit set) Ox5b-Ox5a new state goto fire2 coding
goto nstill2 ;-'ve(carry bit clear) Ox5b-Ox5c same state goto still2 coding

nfire2 bcf portd,lhslswl ;tum off phaseA, bottom switch OPTO“ 1
bcf portd,lhshswl ;tum off phaseA, top switch
call nxdelayl ;time delay (using A/D conversion to give variable delay)
bsf portd, rhslsw2 ;tum on phaseB, bottom switch
bsf portd,rhshsw2 ;tum on phaseB, top switch
movlw Ox 5c
movwf motval ;5c into motval
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ndisplay2n

ndisaa2n

ndisbb2n

ndiscc2n

nzer2

nzer22

none2

none22

nchzer2

nchone2

ntwo2

ntwo22

nthree2

nthree22

btfsc portb,strtbut
goto chzer
btfsc portb,3 ;3 pink wires are used to select which A/D channel is to be shown, which is detemined below
goto ndisaa2n ; 1/3/5/7 channels applicable
btfsc portb,2 ,0/2/4/6 channels applicable
goto ndisbb2n ;2/6 channels applicable
btfsc porta,4 ;0/4 channels applicable
goto n2del2 ;4out channel 4 chosen
goto nzer2 ,Oout channel 0 chosen
btfsc portb,2 ; 1/3/5/7 channels applicable
goto ndiscc2n ,3/7 channels applicable
btfsc porta,4 ,1/5 channels applicable
goto n2del2 ;Sout channel 3 chosen
goto none2 ;lout channel 1 chosen
btfsc porta,4 ;2/6 channels applicable
goto n2de!2 ;6out channel 6 chosen
goto ntwo2 ;2out channel 2 chosen
btfsc porta,4 ,3/7 channels applicable
goto n2del2 ;7out channel 7 chosen
goto nthree2 ;3out channel 3 chosen

bcf portd,7 ;show channel number 2 using 3 leds channel 0 chosen
bcf portd,6 ;show channel number 2 using 3 leds
bcf portd,5 ;show channel number 2 using 3 leds
goto nchzer2 ;A/D conversion for that channel and store the value in different file register to normal (val2a instead of val2)
btfsc portb,refresh ;test the bit for the requirement to replace the contents of val2 with val2a - allows alterartion of timing

; while program is mnning
goto n2del2 ;no requirement to refresh so ignore value of val 1 a and keep val2 as it is - go to testopt
movwf valO .requirement to refresh, so val2 is given the value of val2a which is shown rat the LED sequence
goto n2del2 .timing has been carried out and so continue with which motor phase firing sequence for normal operation

go to testopt
bsf portd,7 ;show channel number 3 using 3 leds channel 1 chosen
bcf portd,6 ;show channel number 3 using 3 leds
bcf portd,5 ,show channel number 3 using 3 leds
goto nchone2 ; A/D conversion for that channel and store the value in different file register to normal (va!3a instead of val3)
btfsc portb,refresh ;test the bit for the requirement to replace the contents of val3 with val3a - allows alterartion of timing

;while program is mnning
goto n2del2 ;no requirement to refresh so ignore value of val3a and keep val3 as it is -
movwf vail ;requirement to refresh, so va)3 is given the value of val3a which is shown on the LED sequence
goto n2de!2 .timing has been carried out and so continue with which motor phase firing sequence for normal operation

; - go to testopt
bcf adconO,3 ;select channel two for A/D conversion
bcf adconO,4 ;select channel two for A/D conversion
bcf adconO,5 ;select channel two for A/D conversion
call conv ;goto conv forA/D conversion off channel selected then return to line below
movf adresl,w ;A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
movwf valOa ;move the value in the working register to valOa - A/D for that channel now in the different file register for

; that channel
movwf portc .show the output from this A/D conversion in the LED sequence
sublw b'000000001 .subtract w from zero - if val? is above zero, the result will be negative
btfsc status,0 ;test the carry bit, if set, then val5 is zero and makes the time delay wrong, if val? is above zero, then skip the

.next line and continue
goto chzer ;val5 is zero so go back to the beginning and fix the value
movf adresl,w ;A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
goto nzer22 ;go back to the A/D channel selection and see whether this value is to replace the original value
bsf adconO,3 ;select channel three for A/D conversion
bcf adconO,4 ;select channel three for A/D conversion
bcf adconO,5 ;select channel three for A/D conversion
call conv goto conv forA/D conversion oft channel selected then return to line below
movf adresl,w ;A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
movwf valla ;move the value in the working register to valla - A/D for that channel now in the different file register for

; that channel
movwf portc ;show die output from this A/D conversion in the LED sequence
sublw b'00000000' ;subtract w from zero - if val? is above zero, the result will be negative
btfsc status,0 ;test the cany bit, if set, then val5 is zero and makes the time delay wrong, if val? is above zero, then

,skip the next line and continue 
goto chzer ;va!5 is zero so go back to the beginning and fix the value
movf adresl.w , A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
goto none22 ;go back to the A/D channel selection and see whether this value is to replace the original value

bcf portd,7 ;show channel number 2 using 3 leds channel 2 chosen
bsf portd,6 ;show channel number 2 using 3 leds
bcf portd,5 ;show channel number 2 using 3 leds
goto nchtwo2 ;A/D conversion for that channel and store the value in different file register to normal (val2a instead of val2)
btfsc portb,refresh ;test the bit for the requirement to replace the contents of val2 with val2a - allows alterartion of timing

; while program is mnning
goto n2del2 ;no requirement to refresh so ignore value of val 1 a and keep val2 as it is - go to testopt
movwf val2 requirement to refresh, so va!2 is given the value of val2a which is shown on the LED sequence
goto n2de!2 timing has been carried out and so continue with which motor phase firing sequence for normal operation

; - go to testopt
bsf portd,7 ;show channel number 3 using 3 leds channel 3 chosen
bsf portd,6 ;show channel number 3 using 3 leds
bcf portd,5 ;show channel number 3 using 3 leds
goto nchthr2 ;A/D conversion for that channel and store the value in different file register to normal (val3a instead of val3)
btfsc portb,refresh ;test the bit for the requirement to replace the contents of val3 with val3a - allows alterartion of timing

; while program is mnning
goto n2de!2 ;no requirement to refresh so ignore value of val3a and keep val3 as it is -
movwf val3 requirement to refresh, so val3 is given the value of val3a which is shown on the LED sequence
goto n2de!2 timing has been carried out and so continue with which motor phase firing sequence for normal operation

; - go to testopt
bcf adcon0,3 ;select channel two for A/D conversion
bsf adconO,4 ;select channel two for A/D conversion
bcf adconO,5 .select channel two for A/D conversion
call conv ;goto conv forA/D conversion oft channel selected then return to line below
movf adresl,w ;A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
movwf val2a ;move the value in the working register to vaI2a - A/D for that channel now in the different file register for

; that channel
movwf portc ;show the output from this A/D conversion in the LED sequence
sublw b'OOOOOOOO1 .subtract w from zero - if val? is above zero, the result will be negative
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btfsc status,0 est the carry bit, if set, then val5 is zero and makes the time delay wrong, if val? is above zero, then skip 
the next line and continue

goto chzer val5 is zero so go back to the beginning and fix the value
movf adresl,w A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
goto ntwo22 go back to the A/D channel selection and see whether this value is to replace the original value

nchthr2 bsf adconO,3 select channel three for A/D conversion
bsf adconO,4 elect channel three for A/D conversion
bcf adconO,5 select channel three for A/D conversion
call conv ;oto conv forA/D conversion oft channel selected then return to line below
movf adresl,w A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
movwf val3a move the value in the working register to val3a - A/D for that channel now in the different file register 

or that channel
movwf portc show the output from this A/D conversion in the LED sequence
sublw b'00000000' subtract w from zero - if val? is above zero, the result will be negative
btfsc status,0 est the carry bit, if set, then val5 is zero and makes the time delay wrong, if val? is above zero, then slap the 

next line and continue
goto chzer val5 is zero so go back to the beginning and fix the value
movf adresl,w A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
goto nthree22 go back to the A/D channel selection and see whether this value is to replace the original value

n2del2 btfss portb,0 master button for more?
goto chzer yes, so do more
movf val2,w time to see if fast enough for advanced mode
movwf heur3 val2 to heur3

ns22a movf val3,w
movwf heur2 val 3 to heur2

ns22b movlw 0x0a
movwf heurl i0 to heurl

n22 decfsz heurl,f start countdown
goto n22a not zero
goto n22b zero

n22a btfsc portb,6 opto is 1, has it gone to 0 too early - ie is timing wrong
goto n22 opto=l - still too slow
goto nadv2 opto=0 - too fast so advanced mode

n22b decfsz heur2,f continue countdown
goto ns22b not zero
goto n22c zero

n22c decfsz heur3,f continue countdown
goto ns22a not zero
goto nfin22 zero

nadv2 bsf portb,led3 LED on ADVANCED MODE WANTED
goto advanced go to next firing change as now opto=0

nfin22 bcf portb,led3 LED off NORMAL MODE RETAINED
goto ntestopto want to get opto=0 - stay in normal mode - go to ntestopto to wait for state change

nstill2 bcf portb,led3 stopped or very slow turning - opto= 1
movlw 0x82 oad working register with value 26dec state still opto=l - total 

delay=lmicro*26*255*75*6executions=2.9835sec
movwf dell 11 oad this value into dell 11

n2xdeelayb movlw Oxff oad working register with value 255dec
movwf dell 1 oad this value into dell 1

n2xdeeelayb movlw 0x4b oad working register with value 75dec
movwf dell oad this value into dell

n2xdlayb decfsz dell, 1 decrement dell and keep new value, skip next line if zero
goto
goto

n2xdlayb2
n2xdlaybb

go and test opto for a change in state

n2xdlaybb decfsz dell 1,1 dell zero - decrement dell 1 and keep new value, skip next line if zero
goto
goto

n2xdeeelayb
n2doesitstb

del 11 not zero, reload and decrement del 1 for correct time delay sequence

n2doesitstb decfsz del 111,1 dell 1 zero - decrement dell 11 and keep new value, skip next line if zero
goto n2xdeelayb dell 11 not zero - reload and decrement dell and dell 1 as before for correct time delay sequence
goto n2refire2a opto state not changed within time limit so motor has stopped - go to nrefire2a coding change firing routine

n2xdlayb2 btfsc portb,6 test the opto for a change in state
goto n2xdlayb opto=l still thus continue countdown - go to xdlayb coding
goto n2goon4 opto=0 thus opto state still changing and hence motor still turning - go to goon4 coding to allow motor 

to turn still
n2goon4 movlw Ox 5c give w new value of 5c(hex)so can change to next firing routine with no problems - motor is still turning

movwf motval put 5c(hex) into motval so circuit can switch phases on and off correctly for each opto state
n2goon4a btfsc portb,strtbut test for start button still being on

goto chzer button off so stop motor
btfsc portb,0 if the user wants to set more than one A/D time value before updating, then use this
goto nfirel go to coding labelled nfirel
goto chzer timing can be altered for all channels as long as the master switch is on

n2refire2a bsf portb,led3 motor has stopped turning - opto=0 - turn on LED as a warning light - now switch off all phases to avoid 
burnout of windings

bcf portd,lhslswl turn off phaseA, bottom switch
bcf portd,lhshswl turn off phaseA, top switch
bcf portd,rhslsw2 turn off phaseB, bottom switch
bcf portd,rhshsw2 turn off phaseB, top switch

n2refire2 btfsc portb,6 test opto for being set i.e. output logic 0 - motor must turn to do this
goto n2refire22 opto=l - no state change - check again - but A/D conversion check first
goto n2firelmore opto=0 - state has changed - so try to turn motor again - go to line below

n2firelmore bcf
movlw

portb, led3 
Ox 5c

switch I .ED off

movwf motval 5c to motval
goto nfirel go to coding labelled firel to start motor again

n2refire22 goto refdisplay although motor has stopped, the A/D timing alterations can still continue
n2refir22 btfsc portb,strtbut start button on?

goto chzer no so stop trying to turn motor
goto n2refire2a go back to checking for the change of opto state - go to coding labelled refire2

nxdelayl btfsc portb,3 ;3 pink wires are used to select which A/D channel is to be shown, which is detemined below
goto nldisaa ; 1/3/5/7 channels applicable
btfsc portb ,2 ;0/2/4/6 channels applicable
goto nldisbb ;2/6 channels applicable
btfsc porta,4 ;0/4 channels applicable
goto nxdl ;4out channel 4 chosen
goto nzeroa ,0out channel 0 chosen

nldisaa btfsc portb,2 , 1/3/5/7 channels applicable
goto nldiscc ,3/7 channels applicable
btfsc porta,4 ; 1/5 channels applicable
goto nxdl ;5out channel 5 chosen
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goto nonea
nldisbb btfsc porta.4

goto nxdl
goto ntwoa

nldiscc btfsc porta,4
goto nxdl
goto nthreea

nzeroa bcf portd,7
bcf portd,6
bcf portd,5
goto nchzera

nzeroaa btfsc portb,refresh

goto nxdl
movwf valO
goto nxdl

nonea bsf portd,7
bcf portd,6
bcf portd,5
goto nchonea

noneaa btfsc port), refresh

goto nxdl
movwf vail
goto nxdl

ntwoa bcf portd,7
bsf portd,6
bcf portd,5
goto nchtwoa

ntwoaa btfsc portb,refresh

goto nxdl
movwf val2
goto nxdl

nthreea bsf portd,7
bsf portd,6
bcf portd,5
goto nchthreea

nthreeaa btfsc portb,refresh

goto nxdl
movwf val3
goto nxdl

nchzera bcf adconO,3
bcf adconO,4
bcf adcon0,5
call conv
movf adresl,w
movwf valOa

sublw b'00000000'
btfsc status,0

goto chzer
movf adresl,w
movwf portc
goto nzeroaa

nchonea bsf adconO,3
bcf adconO,4
bcf adconO,5
call conv
movf adresl,w
movwf valla

sublw b’OOOOOOOO1
btfsc status,0

goto chzer
movf adresl,w
movwf portc
goto noneaa

nchtwoa bcf adconO,3
bsf adconO,4
bcf adconO,5
call conv
movf adresl,w
movwf val2a

movwf portc
sublw b'OOOOOOOO1
btfsc status,0

goto chzer
movf adresl, w
goto ntwoaa

nchthreea bsf adconO,3
bsf adconO,4
bcf adconO,5
call conv
movf adresl,w
movwf val3a

movwf portc
sublw b'000000001
btfsc status,0

lout channel 1 chosen
2/6 channels applicable
6out channel 6 chosen
2out channel 2 chosen
3/7 channels applicable
7out channel 7 chosen
3out channel 3 chosen
show channel number 0 using 3 leds channel 0 chosen
show channel number 0 using 3 leds 
show channel number 0 using 3 leds
A/D conversion for that channel and store the value in different file register to normal (valOa instead of valO) 
test the bit for the requirement to replace the contents of valO with valOa - allows alterartion of timing 
while program is running
no requirement to refresh so ignore value of valOa and keep valO as it is - go to testopt
requirement to refresh, so valO is given the value of valOa which is shown on the LED sequence
timing has been carried out and so continue with which motor phase firing sequence for normal operation
- go to testopt
show channel number 1 using 3 leds channel 1 chosen
show channel number 1 using 3 leds 
show channel number 1 using 3 leds
A/D conversion for that channel and store the value in different file register to normal (valla instead of vail) 
test the bit for the requirement to replace the contents of vail with valla - allows alterartion of timing 
while program is running
no requirement to refresh so ignore value of val la and keep val 1 as it is - go to testopt
requirement to refresh, so vail is given the value of valla which is shown on the LED sequence
timing has been carried out and so continue with which motor phase firing sequence for normal operation
- go to testopt
show channel number 2 using 3 leds channel 2 chosen
show channel number 2 using 3 leds 
show channel number 2 using 3 leds
A/D conversion for that channel and store the value in different file register to normal (val2a instead of val2) 
test the bit for the requirement to replace the contents of val2 with val2a - allows alterartion 
of timing while program is running
no requirement to refresh so ignore value of val la and keep val2 as it is - go to testopt
requirement to refresh, so val2 is given the value of val2a which is shown on the LED sequence
timing has been carried out and so continue with which motor phase firing sequence for normal operation
- go to testopt
show channel number 2 using 3 leds channel 2 chosen
show channel number 2 using 3 leds 
show channel number 2 using 3 leds
A/D conversion for that channel and store the value in different file register to normal (val2a instead of val2) 
test the bit for the requirement to replace the contents of val2 with val2a - allows alterartion of 
timing while program is running
no requirement to refresh so ignore value of val la and keep val2 as it is - go to testopt
requirement to refresh, so val2 is given the value of val2a which is shown on the LED sequence
timing has been carried out and so continue with which motor phase firing sequence for normal operation
- go to testopt
select channel zero for A/D conversion 
select channel zero for A/D conversion 
select channel zero for A/D conversion
goto conv forA/D conversion oft channel selected then return to line below 
A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
move the value in the working register to valOa - A/D for that channel now in the different file register 
for that channel
subtract w from zero - if val? is above zero, the result will be negative
test the carry bit, if set, then val5 is zero and makes the time delay wrong, if val? is above zero, then skip 
the next line and continue
valS is zero so go back to the beginning and fix the value
A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
show the output from this A/D conversion in the LED sequence
go back to the A/D channel selection and see whether this value is to replace the original value

;select channel one for A/D conversion 
;select channel one for A/D conversion 
; select channel one for A/D conversion
;goto conv forA/D conversion oft channel selected then return to line below 
;A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
;move the value in the working register to val la - A/D for that channel now in the different file register 
;forthat channel
;subtract w from zero - if val? is above zero, the result will be negative
;test the carry bit, if set, then val5 is zero and makes the time delay wrong, if val? is above zero, then skip 
;the next line and continue
;valS is zero so go back to the beginning and fix the value
;A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
;show the output from this A/D conversion in the LED sequence
;go back to the A/D channel selection and see whether this value is to replace the original value 
;select channel two for A/D conversion 
;select channel two for A/D conversion 
;select channel two for A/D conversion
;goto conv forA/D conversion oft channel selected then return to line below 
,A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
;move the value in the working register to val2a - A/D for that channel now in the different file register 
;for that channel
;show the output from this A/D conversion in the LED sequence 
;subtract w from zero - if val? is above zero, the result will be negative
;test the carry bit, if set, then val5 is zero and makes the time delay wrong, if val? is above zero, then skip 
; the next line and continue
;val5 is zero so go back to the beginning and fix the value 
;A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
;go back to the A/D channel selection and see whether this value is to replace the original value 
;select channel two for A/D conversion 
; select channel two for A/D conversion 
;select channel two for A/D conversion
;goto conv forA/D conversion oft channel selected then return to line below 
;A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
,move the value in the working register to val2a - A/D for that channel now in the different file register 
; for that channel
,show the output from this A/D conversion in the LED sequence 
,subtract w from zero - if val? is above zero, the result will be negative
;test the carry bit, if set, then valS is zero and makes the time delay wrong, if val? is above zero, then skip 
; the next line and continue
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goto chzer ; valS is zero so go back to the beginning and fix the value
movf adresl,w ;A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
goto nthreeaa ;go back to  the A/D channel selection and see whether this value is to replace the original value

nxdl btfss portb,0 ;master on?
goto chzer ;yes, so restart it all as new values wanted
movf valO,w move the value o f the channelO A/D conversion into the working register
movwf dell 11 ;put this value in the file register dell 11

nxdeelayl movf vall,w  ;move the value o f  the channel 1 A/D conversion into the working register
movwf del 11 ;move this value into the dell 1 register

.nxdeedayl movlw 0x02 ;move the value o f  the 10 into the working register
movwf dell ;move this value into the dell register

nxdlayl decfsz dell 1,1 ;decrement the value in dell by one and keep the new value, skip the next line if zero
goto nxdlay 1 ;dell not zero - go and decrement again
decfsz dell 11,1 ;dell is zero - decrement the value in dell 1 by one and keep the new value, skip the next line if zero
goto nxdeelayl ;dell 1 not zero - reload and decrement dell again
decfsz dell 11,1 ;del 11 is zero - decrement the value in del 111 by one and keep the new value, skip the next line if  zero
goto nxdeelayl ;del 111 not zero - reload and decrement del 1 and del 11 again
return dell 11 is ze ro -en d  o f  time delay sequence total delay=lmicro*5**3executions=sec?

refdisplay btfsc portb,3 pink wires are used to select which A/D channel is to be shown, which is detemined below
goto rdisaa Z3/5/7 channels applicable
btfsc portb,2 0/2/4/6 channels applicable
goto rdisbb 2/6 channels applicable
btfsc porta,4 0/4 channels applicable
goto rfoura out channel 4 chosen
goto rzeroa Oout channel 0 chosen

rdisaa btfsc portb,2 /3/S/7 channels applicable
goto rdiscc /7 channels applicable
btfsc porta,4 /5 channels applicable
goto rfivea out channel S chosen
goto ronea out channel 1 chosen

rdisbb btfsc potta,4 2/6 channels applicable
goto rsixa 6out channel 6 chosen
goto rtwoa 2out channel 2 chosen

rdiscc btfsc porta,4 P  channels applicable
goto rsevena 7out channel 7 chosen
goto rthreea 3out channel 3 chosen

rzeroa bcf portd,7 how channel number 0 using 3 leds channel 0 chosen
bcf portd,6 show channel number 0 using 3 leds
bcf portd,5 how channel number 0 using 3 leds
goto rchzera A/D conversion for that channel and store the value in different file register to normal (valOa instead of valO)

rzeroaa btfsc portb,refresh est the bit for the requirement to replace the contents o f  valO with valOa - allows alterartion of timing
while program is running

goto rstill no requirement to refresh so ignore value o f valOa and keep valO as it is - go to testopt
movwf valO requirement to refresh, so valO is given the value o f valOa which is shown on the LED sequence
goto rstill timing has been carried out and so continue with which motor phase firing sequence for normal operation

- go to testopt
ronea bsf portd,7 show channel number 1 using 3 leds channel 1 chosen

bcf portd,6 show channel number 1 using 3 leds
bcf portd,5 show channel number 1 using 3 leds
goto rchonea A/D conversion for that channel and store the value in different file register to normal (valla instead o f  vail)

noneaa btfsc portb,refresh est the bit for the requirement to replace the contents o f vail with val la - allows alterartion of timing
while program is running

goto rstill no requirement to refresh so ignore value o f  val 1 a and keep val 1 as it is - go to testopt
movwf vail requirement to refresh, so vail is given the value o f valla which is shown on the LED sequence
goto rstill timing has been carried out and so continue with which motor phase firing sequence for normal operation

- go to testopt
rtwoa bcf portd,7 show channel number 2 using 3 leds channel 2 chosen

bsf portd,6 show channel number 2 using 3 leds
bcf portd,5 show channel number 2 using 3 leds
goto rchtwoa A/D conversion for that channel and store the value in different file register to normal (val2a instead of val2)

rtwoaa btfsc portb,refresh test the bit for the requirement to replace the contents o f val2 with val2a - allows alterartion of timing
while program is mnning

goto rstill no requirement to refresh so ignore value o f val la  and keep val2 as it is - go to testopt
movwf val2 requirement to refresh, so val2 is given the value o f  val2a which is shown on the LED sequence
goto rstill timing has been carried out and so continue with which motor phase firing sequence for normal operation

go to testopt
rtbreea bsf portd,7 show channel number 3 using 3 leds channel 3 chosen

bsf portd,6 show channel number 3 using 3 leds
bcf portd,5 show channel number 3 using 3 leds
goto rchthra A/D conversion for that channel and store the value in different file register to normal (val3a instead of val3)

rthreeaa btfsc portb,refresh test the bit for the requirement to replace the contents o f val3 with val3a - allows alterartion o f timing
while program is ;running

goto rstill no requirement to refiesh so ignore value o f val3a and keep val3 as it is - go to testopt
movwf val3 requirement to refiesh, so val3 is given the value o f  val3a which is shown on the LED sequence
goto rstill timing has been carried out and so continue with which m otor phase firing sequence for normal operation

- go to testopt
rfoura bcf portd,7 show channel number 4 using 3 leds channel 4 chosen

bcf portd,6 show channel number 4 using 3 leds
bsf portd,5 show channel number 4 using 3 leds
goto rchfoua A/D conversion for that channel and store the value in different file register to normal (val4a instead o f val4)

rfouraa btfsc portb,refresh test the bit for the requirement to replace the contents o f val4 with val4a - allows alterartion of timing
while program is mnning

goto rstill no requirement to refresh so ignore value of val4a and keep val4 as it is - go to testopt
movwf val4 requirement to refresh, so val4 is given the value o f  val4a which is shown on the LED sequence
goto rstill timing has been carried out and so continue with which motor phase firing sequence for normal operation

- go to testopt
rfivea bsf portd,7 show channel number 5 using 3 leds channel 3 chosen

bcf portd,6 show channel number 3 using 3 leds
bsf portd, 5 show channel number 3 using 3 leds
goto rchfiva A/D conversion for that channel and store the value in different file register to normal (val4a instead o f val4)

rfiveaa btfsc portb,reffesh test the bit for the requirement to replace the contents o f val4 with val4a - allows alterartion of timing
while program is mnning

goto rstill no requirement to refresh so ignore value o f val5a and keep val5 as it is - go to testopt
movwf val5 requirement to refresh, so val5 is given the value o f  val5a which is shown on the LED sequence
goto rstill timing has been carried out and so continue with which motor phase firing sequence for normal operation

- go to testopt
rsixa bcf portd,7 show channel number 6 using 3 leds channel 6 chosen

bsf portd,6 show channel number 6 using 3 leds
bsf portd, 5 show channel number 6 using 3 leds
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goto rchsixa
rsixaa btfsc portb,refresh

goto rstill
movwf val6
goto rstill

rsevena b sf portd,7
bsf portd,6
bsf portd,5
goto rchseva

rsevenaa btfsc portb,refiesh

goto rstill
movwf val7
goto rstill

rchzera bcf adconO,3
bcf adconO,4
bcf adconO,5
call conv
movf adresl,w
movwf valOa

movwf portc
sublw b'00000000'
btfsc status,0

goto chzer
movf adresl,w
goto rzeroaa

rchonea bsf adconO,3
bcf adconO,4
bcf adconO,5
call conv
movf adresl,w
movwf valla

movwf portc
sublw b'000000001
btfsc status,0

goto chzer
movf adresl,w
goto roneaa

rchtwoa bcf adconO,3
bsf adcon0,4
bcf adconO,5
call conv
movf adresl,w
movwf val2a

movwf portc
sublw b'00000000'
btfsc status,0

goto chzer
goto rtwoaa

rchthra bsf adconO,3
bsf adconO,4
bcf adconO,5
call conv
movf adresl,w
m ovwf val3a

movwf portc
sublw b'000000001
btfsc status,0

goto chzer
movf adresl,w
goto rthreeaa

rchfoua bcf adconO,3
bcf adconO,4
bsf adconO,5
call conv
movf adresl,w
movwf val4a

movwf portc
sublw b'OOOOOOOO
btfsc status,0

goto chzer
movf adresl,w
goto rfouraa

rchfiva b sf adconO,3
bcf adconO,4
bsf adconO,5
call conv
movf adresl,w
m ovwf val5a

m ovwf portc
sublw b ’00000000’
btfsc status,0

goto chzer
movf adresl,w
goto rfiveaa

A/D conversion for that channel and store the value in different file register to normal (val6a instead o f val6) 
test the bit for the requirement to replace the contents o f val6 with val6a - allows alterartion o f timing 
while program is running
no requirement to refresh so ignore value o f val6a and keep val6 as it is - go to testopt
requirement to refresh, so val6 is given the value o f val6a which is shown on the LED sequence
timing has been carried out and so continue with which motor phase firing sequence for normal operation
- go to testopt

show channel number 7 using 3 leds channel 7 chosen
show channel number 7 using 3 leds 
show channel number 7 using 3 leds
A/D conversion for that channel and store the value in different file register to normal (val7a instead o f val7) 
test the bit for the requirement to replace the contents o f val7 with val7a - allows alterartion of timing 
while program is running
no requirement to refresh so ignore value o f val7a and keep val7 as it is - go to testopt
requirement to refresh, so val7 is given the value o f val7a which is shown on the LED sequence
timing has been carried out and so continue with which motor phase firing sequence for normal operation
- go to testopt

select channel zero for A/D conversion 
select channel zero for A/D conversion 
select channel zero for A/D conversion
goto conv forA/D conversion ofi channel selected then return to line below 
A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
move the value in the working register to valOa - A/D for that channel now in the different file register 
for that channel
show the output from this A/D conversion in the LED sequence 
subtract w from zero - i f  val? is above zero, the result will be negative
test the carry bit, if set, then val5 is zero and makes the time delay wrong, if  val? is above zero, then 
skip the next line and continue
val? is zero so go back to the beginning and fix the value 
A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
go back to the A/D channel selection and see whether this value is to replace the original value

; select channel one for A/D conversion 
; select channel one for A/D conversion 
;select channel one for A/D conversion
;goto conv forA/D conversion oft channel selected then return to line below 
;A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
;move the value in the working register to valla  - A/D for that channel now in the different file register 
;for that channel
;show die output from this A/D conversion in the LED sequence 
;subtract w  from zero - i f  val? is above zero, the result will be negative
;test the carry bit, if  set, then val5 is zero and makes the time delay wrong, if  val? is above zero, then skip 
;the next line and continue
;val? is zero so go back to the beginning and fix the value 
;A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
;go back to the A/D channel selection and see whether this value is to replace the original value 
;select channel two for A/D conversion 
;select channel two for A/D conversion 
;select channel two for A/D conversion
;goto conv forA/D conversion oft channel selected then return to line below 
;A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
;move the value in the working register to val2a - A/D for that channel now in the different file register 
; for that channel
;show the output from this A/D conversion in the LED sequence 
;subtract w from zero - if  val? is above zero, the result will be negative
;test the carry bit, if set, then val5 is zero and makes the time delay wrong, if  val? is above zero, then skip 
;the next line and continue
;val? is zero so go back to the beginning and fix the value
;go back to the A/D channel selection and see whether this value is to replace the original value 
;select channel three for A/D conversion 
;select channel three for A/D conversion 
;select channel three for A/D conversion
;goto conv forA/D conversion oft channel selected then return to line below 
;A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
;move the value in the working register to val3a - A/D for that channel now in the different file 
; register for that channel
;show the output from this A/D conversion in the LED sequence 
;subtract w  from zero - if  val? is above zero, the result will be negative
;test the carry bit, if set, then val5 is zero and makes the time delay wrong, if  val? is above zero, then 
;skip the next line and continue
;val? is zero so go back to the beginning and fix the value 
;A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
;go back to the A/D channel selection and see whether this value is to replace the original value 
;select channel four for A/D conversion 
; select channel four for A/D conversion 
;select channel four for A/D conversion
;goto conv forA/D conversion oft channel selected then return to line below 
,A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
;move the value in the working register to va)4a - A/D for that channel now in the different file register 
;for that channel
;show die output from this A/D conversion in the LED sequence 
;subtract w from zero - if  val? is above zero, the result will be negative
;test the cany bit, if set, then val5 is zero and makes the time delay wrong, if  val? is above zero, then 
;skip the next line and continue
;val? is zero so go back to the beginning and fix the value 
;A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
;go back to the A/D channel selection and see whether this value is to replace the original value 
;select channel five for A/D conversion 
;select channel five for A/D conversion 
;select channel five for A/D conversion
,goto conv forA/D conversion oft channel selected then return to line below 
;A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
;move the value in the working register to valSa - A/D for that channel now in the different file 
; register for that channel
;show the output from this A/D conversion in the LED sequence 
;subtract w from zero - i f  val? is above zero, the result will be negative
;test the carry bit, if set, then val5 is zero and makes the time delay wrong, if  val? is above zero, then skip 
;the next line and continue
;val? is zero so go back to the beginning and fix the value 
;A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
;go back to the A/D channel selection and see whether this value is to replace the original value
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rchsixa

advanced

accei

fopto

fastset

setfast

setfastl

bcf adconO,3
bsf adconO,4
bsf adcon0,5
call conv
movf adresl,w
movwf val6a

movwf portc
sublw b'OOOOOOOO1
btfsc status,0

goto chzer
movf adresl.w
goto rsixaa
bsf adconO,3
bsf adconO,4
bsf adconO,5
call conv
movf adresl,w
movwf val7a

movwf portc
sublw b’00000000'
btfsc status,0

goto chzer
movf adresl,w
goto rsevenaa
movf motval,w
sublw Ox 5b
btfsc status,0
goto nlrefirl 1
goto n2refir22

btfsc portb,fast
goto norm
goto accel
bsf portb,led3
goto ntestopto
bcf portd,lhslswl
bcf portd,lhshswl
bcf portd,rhslsw2
bcf portd,rhshsw2
bsf portb,phase
btfss portb.O
goto chzer
btfsc portb,fast
goto norm
bcf portb,led3
btfsc portb,strtbut
goto chzer
goto fopto
btfss portb,6
goto fastclr
goto fastset
btfss portb,6
goto fastclr
goto setfast
btfsc portb,6
goto fastset
goto clrfast

bsf portd, rhslsw2
bsf portd,rhshsw2
movlw Ox 5a
movwf motval
btfsc portb,refresh
goto flrefte
bsf portb,phase
bcf adconO,3
bcf adconO,4
bsf adconO,5
call conv
movf adresl,w
movwf val4a
sublw b'OOOOOOOO1
btfsc status,0

goto chzer
bsf adconO,3
bcf adconO,4
bsf adcon0,5
call conv
movf adresl.w
movwf val5a
sublw b'000000001
btfsc status,0

goto chzer
bcf adconO,3
b sf adconO,4
bsf adconO,5
call conv
movf adresl,w
movwf val6a
sublw b'000000001
btfsc status,0

goto chzer
bsf adconO,3

.select channel six for A/D conversion 
;select channel six for A/D conversion 
; select channel six for A/D conversion
;goto conv forA/D conversion oft channel selected then return to line below 
;A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
;move the value in the working register to val6a - A/D for that channel now in the different file register 
; for that channel
;show the output from this A/D conversion in the LED sequence 
.subtract w from zero - if  val? is above zero, the result will be negative
;test the cany bit, if  set, then val5 is zero and makes the time delay wrong, if  val? is above zero, then skip 
;the next line and continue
;val? is zero so go back to the beginning and fix the value 
;A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
;go back to the A/D channel selection and see whether this value is to replace the original value 
;select channel seven for A/D conversion 
;select channel seven for A/D conversion 
;select channel seven for A/D conversion
;goto conv forA/D conversion oft channel selected then return to line below 
;A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
;move the value in the working register to val7a - A/D for that channel now in the different file register 
; for that channel
;show the output from this A/D conversion in the LED sequence 
;subtract w from zero - i f  val? is above zero, the result will be negative
;test the carry bit, if set, then val5 is zero and makes the time delay wrong, if  val? is above zero, then slap 
;the next line and continue
;val? is zero so go back to the beginning and fix the value 
;A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
;go back to the A/D channel selection and see whether this value is to replace the original value 
,opto=l bring back value o f  motval to working rgister.w to determine how firing is to occur 
;0x5b-w just a calculation to determine if  can continue or i f  the motor has stopped
;check value o f carry the carry bit shows the result to be +’ve or -'ve
;+'ve(catiy bit set) Ox5b-Ox5a go back to still coding
;-Ve(carty bit clear) Ox5b-Ox5c go back to still coding

can it go to adv mode?
no, so go to norm
yes, so adv mode timing
LED on to show not allowed to be in this mode
can't go to advance mode as not allowed to, so go back to start
turn o ff phaseA, bottom switch
turn o ff phaseA, top switch
turn o ff phaseB, bottom switch
turn off phaseB, top switch
advance phase
master button on?
yes so continue
can it go to adv mode?
no, so go to norm
LED off to show allowed to be in this mode 
test for start button being on 
off 
on
test current state o f opto. Can only begin firing at new change o f opto state
opto clear - now wait til set
opto set - now wait til clear
test for set
still clear
set so start firing in adv mode opto= 1
test for clear 
still set
clear so start firing in adv mode opto=0

turn on phaseB, bottom switch opto= 1
turn on phaseB, top switch
opto=0 put 5a(hex) into working register
store 5a in motval file register - motval used to detect how phase firing and opto position are linked 
update the value?

advance phase
select channel 4 for A/D conversion 
select channel 4 for A/D conversion 
select channel 4 for A/D conversion
goto conv for A/D conversion o f  channel selected then return to line below 
A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
move the value in the working register to val4a - A/D for that channel now in the file register for that channel 
subtract w from zero - if  val? is above zero, the result will be negative
test the carry bit, if set, then val5 is zero and makes the time delay wrong, i f  val? is above zero, then 
skip the next line and continue
val? is zero so go back to the beginning and fix the value 
select channel 5 for A/D conversion 
select channel 5 for A/D conversion 
select channel 5 for A/D conversion
goto conv for A/D conversion of channel selected then return to line below 
A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
move the value in the working register to val 5a - A/D for that channel now in the file register for that channel 
subtract w from zero - if  val? is above zero, the result will be negative
test the carry bit, if set, then val5 is zero and makes the time delay wrong, if  val? is above zero, then skip 
the next line and continue
val? is zero so go back to the beginning and fix the value 
select channel 6 for A/D conversion 
select channel 6 for A/D conversion 
select channel 6 for A/D conversion
goto conv for A/D conversion o f channel selected then return to line below 
A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
move the value in the working register to val6a - A/D for that channel now in the file register for that channel 
subtract w from zero - if  val? is above zero, the result will be negative
test the carry bit, if set, then valS is zero and makes the time delay wrong, if  val? is above zero, then 
skip the next line and continue
val? is zero so go back to the beginning and fix the value 
select channel 7 for A/D conversion
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bsf adconO,4 select channel 7 for A/D conversion
bsf adconO,5 select channel 7 for A/D conversion
call conv ;oto conv for A/D conversion o f channel selected then return to line below
movf adresl,w A /D  value is in adresl - move it to working register
movwf val7a m ove the value in the working register to val7a - A/D for that channel now in the file register for that channel
sublw b'00000000' subtract w from zero - i f  val? is above zero, the result will be negative
btfsc status,0 test the cany bit, if set, then val5 is zero and makes the time delay wrong, if  val? is above zero, then skip 

the next line and continue
goto chzer val? is zero so go back to the beginning and fix the value

fastdispl btfsc portb,3 pink wires are used to select which A/D channel is to be shown, which is detemined below
goto fldisa 1/3/5/7 channels applicable
btfsc portb,2 0/2/4/6 channels applicable
goto fldisb 2/6 channels applicable
btfsc porta,4 0/4 channels applicable
goto flfour 4out channel 4 chosen
goto flrefre Oout channel 0 chosen

fldisa btfsc portb ,2 1/3/5/7 channels applicable
goto fldisc 3/7 channels applicable
btfsc porta,4 I/S channels applicable
goto flfive Sout channel S chosen
goto flrefre lo u t channel 1 chosen

fldisb btfsc porta,4 2/6 channels applicable
goto flsix 6out channel 6 chosen
goto flrefre 2out channel 2 chosen

fldisc btfsc porta,4 3/7 channels applicable
goto fl seven 7out channel 7 chosen
goto flrefre 3out channel 3 chosen

flfour bcf portd,7 show channel number 4 using 3 leds channel 4 chosen
bcf portd,6 show channel number 4 using 3 leds
bsf portd,5 show channel number 4 using 3 leds
movf val4a,w m ove the value in val4a into the working register
movwf portc m ove the contents o f  the working register to the LED sequence and so the A/D result for this channel is shown
btfsc port),refresh update the value?
goto flfou no, so keep original value
movwf val4 yes, so make val?a become val?
goto flrefre m aster update9

flfou goto flrefre m aster update?
flfive bsf portd,7 show channel number 5 using 3 leds channel S chosen

bcf portd,6 show channel number 5 using 3 leds
bsf portd,5 show channel number 5 using 3 leds
movf val5a,w m ove the value in val 5a into the working register
movwf portc move the contents o f  the working register to the LED sequence and so the A/D result for this channel is shown
btfsc portb .refresh update the value?
goto flfiv no, so keep original value
movwf val5 yes, so make val?a become val?
goto flrefre master update?

flfiv goto flrefre master update?
flsix bcf portd,7 show channel number 6 using 3 leds channel 6 chosen

bsf portd,6 show channel number 6 using 3 leds
b sf portd,5 show channel number 6 using 3 leds
movf val6a,w move the value in val6a into the working register
movwf portc move the contents o f  the working register to the LED sequence and so the A/D result for this channel is shown
btfsc portb,refresh update the value?
goto flsixe no, so keep original value
movwf val6 yes, so make val?a become val?
goto flrefre master update?

flsixe goto flrefre master update?
fl seven bsf portd,7 show channel number 7 using 3 leds channel 7 chosen

bsf portd,6 show channel number 7 using 3 leds
bsf portd,5 show channel number 7 using 3 leds
movf val7a,w move the value in val7a into the working register
movwf portc move the contents o f  the working register to the LED sequence and so the A/D result for this channel is shown
btfsc portb,refresh update the value?
goto flsev no, so keep original value
movwf val7 yes, so make val?a become val?
goto flrefre master update?

flsev goto flrefre master update?

flrefre btfss portb,0 ,is the master update button on?
goto chzer y es , so restart everything
goto faststrtl ;no, so continue

faststrtl btfsc portb, strtbut ;is the start button still on?
goto chzer ;no, so restart everything
goto fastadvl y es , so check if the motor can go into advance mode

fastadvl btfsc portb,fast ;can it go to adv mode?
goto norm ;no, so go to norm
goto fldel y es , so adv mode timing

fldel movlw
movwf

0x12
heur3

tsla m ovf
movwf

val7,w
heur2

tl decfsz
goto
goto

heur2,f
t la
tlb

t la btfsc portb,6 ;opto is 1, has it gone to 0 too early - ie is timing wrong
goto tl ;opto=l - still okay
goto erorl ;opto=0 - timing wrong

tlb decfsz
goto
goto

heur3,f
ts la
finl

erorl bsf portb,led3 ;LEDon
bcf portd,rhslsw2 ;tum off phaseB, bottom switch
bcf portd,rhshsw2 ;tum o ff phaseB, top switch
call wdelay ;v smalldelay
bsf portd,lhslswl ;tum on phaseA, bottom switch
bsf portd,lhshswl ;tum on phaseA, top switch
goto clrfastO ;goto next section CORRECT???"??

finl bcf portd ,rhslsw2 ;tum off phaseB, bottom switch
bcf
goto

portd,rhshsw2 
fldel 1

;tum off phaseB, top switch
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fldel 1 

t s l la  

t i l

tl  la

tl  lb

ero rl1

fin 11

quikl

t s l l l a

ts l l lb

t i l l

t l l l a

t i l  lb

t l l l c

clrfastl 1

wdelay

wtrdelay

wtdelay

wdlay

clrfast

clrfastO

movlw 0x05
movwf heur3
movf val6,w
movwf heur2
decfsz heur2,f
goto t l l a
goto t l l b
btfsc portb,6 ;opto is 1, has it gone to 0 too earty - ie is timing wrong
goto t i l  ;opto=l -still okay
goto erorl 1 ;opto=0 - timing wrong
decfsz heur3,f
goto t s l la
goto f in ll
bsf portb,led3 ;LED on TIMING WRONG
bsf portd,lhslswl ;tum on phaseA, bottom switch
bsf portd,lhshswl ;tum on phaseA, top switch
goto clrfastO .goto next section CORRECT???????
b sf portd,lhslswl ;tum on phaseA, bottom switch
bsf portd,lhshswl ;tum on phaseA, top switch
goto quikl ;still fast enough for advanced mode?
movf val5,w
movwf heur3
movf val4,w
movwf heur2
movlw 0x0a
movwf heurl
decfsz heurl ,f
goto t l l l a
goto t i l  lb
btfsc portb,6 ;opto is 1, want it to go to 0 now
goto t l  11 ;opto=l so continue countdown
goto clrfastll ;opto=0 - changed within the time limit thus stay in advanced
decfsz heur2,f
goto t s l l lb
goto t l l l c
decfsz heur3,f
goto t s l l l a
goto slowl .too slow - go to normal mode
bcf portb,led3 ;LED o ff TIMING OKAY
goto clrfastO

movlw 0x0a .load 2dec into working register - this coding allows a time delay so flashing o f LED is visible
movwf dell 11 ;move 2dec from working register into dell 11 file register
movlw 0x02 ;load 2dec into working register
movwf dell 1 ;move 2dec from working register into dell 1 file register
movlw 0x02 ;load 2dec into working register
movwf dell ;move2dec from working register into dell file register
decfsz dell, 1 ;decrement dell and keep new value, skip next line if zero
goto wdlay dell not zero so decrement again
decfsz del 11,1 del 1 is zero, decrement del 11 and keep new value, skip next line if zero
goto wtdelay ;dell 1 not zero, reload dell again so can decrement again and maintain delay timing properly
decfsz dell 11,1 ;dell 1 is zero, decrement del 111 and keep new value, skip next line if zero
goto wtrdelay ;del 111 not zero, reload del 1 and del 11 so can both decrement again and maintain delay tim ing properly
return ;time delay complete - go back to line below the call strtdelay -  total

;delay=lmicro*2*2*2*6executions=48microsec

bsf portd,lhslswl ;tum on phaseA, bottom switch opto=0
bsf portd,lhshswl ;turn on phaseA, top switch
movlw Ox5c ;opto=0 put 5c(hex) into working register
movwf motval ;store 5c in motval file register -motval used to detect how phase firing and opto position are linked
btfsc portb,refiesh ;update the value?
goto fDrefre
bsf portb,phase ;advance phase
bcf adconO,3 ;select channel 4 for A/D conversion
bcf adconO,4 ;select channel 4 for A/D conversion
bsf adconO,5 ;select channel 4 for A/D conversion
call conv ;goto conv for A/D conversion of channel selected then return to line below
movf adresl,w ;A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
movwf val4a ;move the value in the working register to val4a - A/D for that channel now in the file register for that channel
sublw b'000000001 ;subtract w from zero - if  val? is above zero, the result will be negative
btfsc status,0 ;test the carry bit, if set, then val5 is zero and makes the time delay wrong, if  val? is above zero, then

;skip the next line and continue 
goto chzer ;val? is zero so go back to the beginning and fix the value
bsf adconO,3 ;select channel 5 for A/D conversion
bcf adconO,4 ;select channel 5 for A/D conversion
bsf adconO,5 ;select channel 5 for A/D conversion
call conv ;goto conv for A/D conversion o f channel selected then return to line below
movf adresl.w ;A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
movwf val5a ;move the value in the working register to val5a - A/D for that channel now in the file register for that channel
sublw b'OOOOOOOO1 .subtract w from zero - i f  val? is above zero, the result will be negative
btfsc status,0 ;test the carry bit, if set, then val5 is zero and makes the time delay wrong, if  val? is above zero, then

;sldp the next line and continue 
goto chzer ;val? is zero so go back to the beginning and fix the value
bcf adconO,3 ;select channel 6 for A/D conversion
bsf adconO,4 ;se!ect channel 6 for A/D conversion
bsf adconO,5 ;select channel 6 for A/D conversion
call conv ;goto conv for A/D conversion of channel selected then return to line below
m ovf adresl,w ;A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
movwf val6a ;move the value in the working register to val6a - A/D for that channel now in the file register for that channel
sublw b'OOOOOOOO1 subtract w from zero - if  val? is above zero, the result will be negative
btfsc status,0 ;test the cany bit, if set, then val5 is zero and makes the time delay wrong, if  val? is above zero, then

;skip the next line and continue 
goto chzer ;val? is zero so go back to the beginning and fix the value
bsf adconO,3 ;select channel 7 for A/D conversion
bsf adconO,4 ;select channel 7 for A/D conversion
bsf adconO,5 ;select channel 7 for A/D conversion
call conv ;goto conv for A/D conversion o f channel selected then return to line below
movf adresl.w ;A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
movwf val7a ;move the value in the working register to val7a - A/D for that channel now in the file register for that channel
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fastdispO

fDdisa

fOdisb

fDdisc

fDfour

fDfou
fDfive

fDfiv
fDsix

fDsixe
fDseven

fDsev

fDrefre

faststrtO

fastadvO

fDdel

tsOa

to

tOa

tOb

erorO

finO

fDdelO

tsOOa

too

Appendices

sublw b'OOOOOOOO1 subtract w from zero - i f  val? is above zero, the result will be negative
btfsc status,0 test the carry bit, if  set, then val5 is zero and makes the time delay wrong, if  val? is above zero, then 

skip the next line and continue
goto chzer val? is zero so go back to the beginning and fix the value
btfsc portb,3 3 pink wires are used to select which A/D channel is to be shown, which is detemined below
goto fOdisa 1/3/5/7 channels applicable
btfsc portb ,2 0/2/4/6 channels applicable
goto fOdisb 2/6 channels applicable
btfsc porta,4 0/4 channels applicable
goto fOfour 4out channel 4 chosen
goto fOrefre Oout channel 0 chosen
btfsc portb,2 1/3/5/7 channels applicable
goto fOdisc 3/7 channels applicable
btfsc poita,4 1/5 channels applicable
goto fOfive 5out channel 5 chosen
goto fOrefre lout channel 1 chosen
btfsc porta,4 2/6 channels applicable
goto fOsix 6out channel 6 chosen
goto fOrefre 2out channel 2 chosen
btfsc porta,4 3/7 channels applicable
goto fOseven 7out channel 7 chosen
goto fDrefre 3out channel 3 chosen
bcf portd,7 show channel number 4 using 3 leds channel 4 chosen
bcf portd,6 show channel number 4 using 3 leds
bsf portd,5 show channel number 4 using 3 leds
movf val4a,w move the value in val4a into the working register
movwf portc move the contents o f the working register to the I.ED sequence and so the A/D result for this channel
btfsc portb,refresh update the value?
goto fOfou no, so keep original value
movwf val4 yes, so make val?a become val?
goto fOrefre master update?
goto fDrefre master update?
bsf portd,7 show channel number 5 using 3 leds channel 5 chosen
bcf portd,6 show channel number 5 using 3 leds
bsf portd,5 show channel number 5 using 3 leds
movf val5a,w move the value in val5a into the working register
movwf portc move the contents o f the working register to the LED sequence and so the A/D result for this channel
btfsc portb,refiesh update the value?
goto fOfiv no, so keep original value
movwf valS yes, so make val?a become val?
goto fOrefre master update?
goto fDrefre master update?
bcf portd,7 show channel number 6 using 3 leds channel 6 chosen
bsf portd,6 show channel number 6 using 3 leds
bsf portd,5 show channel number 6 using 3 leds
movf val6a,w move the value in val6a into the working register
movwf portc move the contents o f  the working register to the LED sequence and so the A/D result for this channel
btfsc portb,refresh update the value?
goto fDsixe no, so keep original value
movwf val6 yes, so make val?a become val?
goto fDrefie master update?
goto fDrefie master update?
bsf portd,7 show channel number 7 using 3 leds channel 7 chosen
bsf portd,6 show channel number 7 using 3 leds
bsf portd,5 show channel number 7 using 3 leds
m ovf val7a,w move the value in val7a into the working register
movwf portc move the contents o f the working register to the LED sequence and so the A/D result for this channel
btfsc portb,refresh update the value?
goto fOsev no, so keep original value
movwf val7 yes, so make val?a become val?
goto fDrefre master update?
goto fDrefre master update?

btfss portb,0 ,is the master update button on?
goto chzer ,yes, so restart everything
goto faststrtO ,no, so continue
btfsc portb.strtbut ,is the start button still on?
goto chzer ,no, so restart everything
goto fastadvO ,yes, so check if  the motor can go into advance mode
btfsc portb,fast ,can it go to adv mode?
goto norm ;no, so go to norm
goto fDdel ;yes, so adv mode timing

movlw 0x12
movwf heur3
movf val7,w
movwf heur2
decfsz heur2,f
goto tOa
goto tOb
btfss portb,6 ;opto is 0 has it gone to 1 too early - ie is timing wrong
goto to ;opto=0 - still okay
goto erorO ;opto=l - timing wrong
decfsz heur3,f
goto tsOa
goto finO
bsf pottb,led3 ;LED on
bcf portd,lhslswl ;tum o ff phaseA, bottom switch
bcf portd,lhshswl ;tum off phaseA, top switch
call wdelay ;v smalldelay
bsf portd,rhslsw2 ;tum on phaseB, bottom switch
bsf portd,rhshsw2 ;tum on phaseB, top switch
goto setfast1 ;goto next section CORRECT???????
bcf portd,lhslswl ;tum off phaseA, bottom switch
bcf portd,lhshswl ;tum off phaseA, top switch
goto fDdelO
movlw 0x05
movwf heur3
movf val6,w
movwf heur2
decfsz heur2,f
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tOOa

tOOb

erorOO

finOO

quikO

tsOOOa

tsOOOb

tOOO

tOOOa

tOOOb

tOOOc

setfastOO

slowl

slowl 1

slowO

slowOO

sstrtdelay 

sslrdelay 

sstdelay 

s sdlay

end
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goto tOOa
goto tOOb
btfss portb,6 ;opto is 0, has it gone to 1 too early - ie is timing wrong
goto tOO ;opto=0 - still okay
goto erorOO ;opto=l -tim ingw rong
decfsz heur3,f
goto tsOOa
goto finOO
bsf portb,led3 ;LED on TIMING WRONG
bsf portd,rhslsw2 ;tum on phaseB, bottom switch
bsf portd,rhshsw2 ;tum on phaseB, top switch
goto setfast 1 ;goto next section CORRECT???????
bsf portd,rhslsw2 ;tum on phaseB, bottom switch
bsf portd,rhshsw2 ;tum on phaseB, top switch
goto quikO ;still fast enough for advanced mode?
movf val5,w
movwf heur3
movf val4,w
movwf heur2
movlw 0x0a
movwf heurl
decfsz heurl,f
goto tOOOa
goto tOOOb
btfss portb,6 ;opto is 0, want it to go to 1 now
goto tOOO ;opto=0 so continue countdown
goto setfastOO ,opto=l - changed within the time limit thus stay in advanced
decfsz heur2,f
goto tsOOOb
goto tOOOc
decfsz heur3,f
goto tsOOOa
goto slowO ;too slow - go to normal fimg mode
bcf portb,led3 ;LED o ff TIMING OKAY
goto setfast 1

bcf portd,lhslswl ;tum off phaseA, bottom switch stop motor as timing is wrong
bcf portd,lhshswl ,tum off phaseA  top switch
bcf portd,rhslsw2 ;tum off phaseB, bottom switch
bcf portd,rhshsw2 ;tum off phaseB, top switch
bsf portb,led3 ;LED on
call strtdelay
bcf portb,led3 ;LED off
call strtdelay
goto chzer ;start again

bcf portd,lhslswl ;tum off phaseA  bottom switch stop motor as timing is wrong
bcf portd,lhshswl ;tum off phaseA, top switch
bcf portd,rhslsw2 ;tum off phaseB, bottom switch
bcf portd,rhshsw2 ;tum off phaseB, top switch
b sf portb,led3 ;LED on
call sstrtdelay
bcf portb,led3 ;LED off
bcf portb,phase ;normal phase
goto chzer ,start again

movlw 0x0a ;load 2dec into working register - this coding allows a time delay so flashing of LED is visible
movwf dell 11 ;move 2dec from working register into dell 11 file register
movlw Ox 11 ;load 17dec into working register
movwf dell 1 ;move 17dec from working register into dell 1 file register
movlw 0xe7 ;load 23 Idee into working register
m ovwf dell ;move 231dec from working register into dell file register
decfsz de ll,l ;decrement dell and keep new value, skip next line if zero
goto ssdlay ;dell not zero so decrement again
decfsz dell 1,1 ;dell is zero, decrement dell 1 and keep new value, skip next line if zero
goto sstdelay ;del 11 not zero, reload dell again so can decrement again and maintain delay timing properly
decfsz dell 11,1 ;d elll is zero, decrement dell 11 and keep new value, skip next line if zero
goto sstrdelay ,del 111 not zero, reload del 1 and del 11 so can both decrement again and maintain delay timing properly
return ;time delay complete - go back to line below the call strtdelay -  total

;delay=lmicro*2* 17*231 *6executions=0.050112sec
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APPENDIX D 

D.1 LCD INFORMATION DISPLAY
A second microcontroller powers a LCD display to give information about the speed mode, A/D 

values for selected channels, update options, etc (.Figure D. 1). The microcontroller improves the 

display of the timing delay values. The main microprocessor shows each selected channel delay by 8 

LED’s representing the 8-bit binary number of the A/D conversion for that channel. The second 

PIC16F877 drove a 16x2 LCD alphanumeric display. The PIC converts the input from the selected 

channel into a decimal number in terms of hundreds, tens, and ones (in a similar manner to an abacus) 

and then converts each one into the correct 8-bit number for the LCD display.

The second PIC also uses information from the first PIC16F877 to give the following LCD display 

features : -

The time delay channel chosen 

The value of that channel 

The speed Mode that channel affects 

The speed Mode the machine is in

The fact whether the value is being updated into the time delay or not

The working A/D circuit and accompanying LCD display circuit is shown below in Figure D.l. The 

basic flow diagram for the LCD display coding is shown in Figure D.2 but this did not show the fact 

that the LCD program was very coding-intensive (Appendix D.2).

.......ipii

Figure D .l Prototyping circuit running in Advanced Mode.
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S et up the PIC16F877  
for u se
S et up the LCD for u se

Two line LCD display 
initialised

D etect the A/D channel 
that has been  se lected  

(and hence the time delay  
that may be affected)

Each channel represents a 
time delay value

LCD display flow diagram to show 
the PIC16F877 coding requirements 
and the interaction between the 
PIC16F877 controlling the LCD 
display and the PIC16F877 
controlling the motor

DISPLAY SHOW S :-

-Channel Number 
-Channel Value 

(as HTO) 
-High/Normal mode

Take the actual value for that 
channel by performing theA/D 

conversion for that channel 
using the PIC16F877

DISPLAY SHOWS :-

-If the channel can 
be used in that 
speed mode 

-Whether these values 
are being updated into 
the delays

/

Note the input from the other 
PIC16F877 stating which 

sp eed  m ode the motor is in 
(high / normal speed)

Convert the 8-bit A/D value 
for the channel into three 
8-bit numbers which are the 
decimal equivalent of

Hundreds (H)
Tens (T)
O nes (O)

Figure D.2 LCD display flow chart.

D.2 PIC16F877 CODING FOR LCD DISPLAY FOR ‘ON-THE-FLY’ TIMINGS 
CONTROL

PROGRAM 
WRITTEN BY 
DATE

tesplcdasm 
Ewan R T Goodier 
21/09/2000

;PIC PROCESSOR 
;INSTRUCTION CLOCK

16F877, 40 pin device 
20 MHz, T=0 05us 0 2microsecond per instruction

WHAT DOES THIS DO
This program is an assist to the user o f 20MHz3a asm Note that ADVANCED=HIGH SPEED
It takes the output data such as the A/D output from the LEDs and converts it to 
the coding required to control a Hitachi LM016L 16x2 LCD alphanumeric display.
It also notes the channel selected and compares the LED output for that channel from
the first PIC 16F877 with the actual A/D value it obtained from A/D converting that channel
itself. This allows the true A/D value for the channel to be shown on the display as a decimal
number rather than as a binary number which may be wrong for that channel due to the channel
not being used in the speed mode o f the motor (a result o f  maintaining high performance rate for the circuit).
The display will state the channel selected, the value for that channel, the speed mode o f the motor (normal or 
advanced), whether that channel has any effect on that speed mode, and whether the update values button is set or not.
The coding does not affect performance o f the motor as it is not linked to the control o f the motor. It uses data from die control circuit
to tell the user information about that control circuit and the time delay values being used It is merely an aid for the user and could be time saving
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FIXED REGISTER EQUATES
these must be defined exactly as below for the PIC 16F877 microprocessor 
see data sheet for what they are responsible for

porta equ 05H defining place
portb equ 06H defining place
portc equ 07H defining place
portd equ 08H defining place
porte equ 09H defining place
tmrO equ 01H defining place
status equ 03H defining place
pci equ 02H defining place
pclath equ OAH defining place
intcon equ OBH defining place
adresh equ 1EH defining place
adresl equ 9EH defining place
adconO equ 1FH defining place
adconl equ 9FH defining place
piel equ 8CH defining place
pie2 equ 8DH defining place
pirl equ OCH defining place
pir2 equ ODH defining place
trisa equ 85H defining place
trisb equ 86H defining place
trisc equ 87H defining place
trisd equ 88H defining place
trise equ 89H defining place
optionreg equ 81H defining place
sspcon equ 14H defining place
rcsta equ 18H defining place

VARIABLE REGISTER EQUATES
these can have different names for each but you cannot have the same name twice and the position o f the equate must fall within the 
designated zones for the microcontroller in question - see the data sheets for guidance 
are used for storing 8b it long values

acount equ 20H defining place - general purpose count register
dell equ 21H defining place - time value
del2 equ 22H defining place - time value
adres equ 23H defining place - A/D conversion value
temp equ 24H defining place - time value
tamp equ 25H defining place - time value
del equ 26H defining place - time value
dell 1 equ 28H defining place - time value
dell 11 equ 29H defining place - time value
valO equ 2AH defining place - chO A/D value
vail equ 2BH defining place - ch 1 A/D value
val2 equ 2CH defining place - ch2 A/D value
val3 equ 2DH defining place - ch3 A/D value
val4 equ 2EH defining place - ch4 A/D value
val5 equ 2FH defining place - chS A/D value
val6 equ 30H defining place - ch6 A/D value
val7 equ 31H defining place - ch7 A/D value
redell equ 32H defining place - time value
redel2 equ 33H defining place - time value
lcdcha equ 34H defining place - A/D channel selection shown
count equ 35H defining place - A/D channel selection shown
zor equ 36H defining place - exclusive or value
valOa equ 37H defining place - chO A/D value
valla equ 38H defining place - ch 1 A/D value
val2a equ 39H defining place - ch2 A/D value
vaBa equ 3AH defining place - ch3 A/D value
val4a equ 3BH defining place - ch4 A/D value
val5a equ 3CH defining place - ch5 A/D value
val6a equ 3DH defining place - ch6 A/D value
val7a equ 3EH defining place - ch7 A/D value
motval equ 3FH defining place - value for phase firing selection
time equ 40H defining place - time value - advanced mode
timel equ 41H defining place - time value - advanced mode
time2 equ 42H defining place - time value - advanced mode
time3 equ 43H defining place - time value - advanced mode
extrachk equ 44H defining place - used for showing a timing problem
ledcnt equ 45H defining place - time value - advanced mode
decent1 equ 46H defining place - time value - advanced mode
deccnt2 equ 47H defining place - time value - advanced mode
deccnt3 equ 48H defining place - time value - advanced mode
deccnt4 equ 49H defining place - time value - advanced mode
deccnt5 equ 4AH defining place - time value - advanced mode
deccnt6 equ 4BH defining place - time value - advanced mode
ADcnt equ 4CH defining place - time value
phal equ 4DH defining place - chO A/D value
pha2 equ 4EH defining place - chi A/D value
pha3 equ 4FH defining place - ch2 A/D value
pha4 equ 50H defining place - ch3 A/D value
pha5 equ 51H defining place - ch4 A/D value
pha6 equ 52H defining place - ch5 A/D value
pha7 equ 52H defining place - ch6 A/D value
alpha equ 54H defining place - ch7 A/D value
nope equ 55H defining place - time value - advanced mode
heurl equ 56H defining place - time value - advanced mode
heur2 equ 57H defining place - time value - advanced mode
heur3 equ 58H defining place - time value - advanced mode
heur4 equ 59H defining place - time value - advanced mode

unused

BIT DEFINITIONS
registers sometimes have names to bit numbers but instead o f  referring to the bit number itself, they can be given names instead to 
aid in clarity o f what the program is doing/affecting. Below is giving names to some o f the bit numbers.
There is no repetition as the mnemonic coding commands are such that the program automatically works out which bit to aim for and does not 
mind is the name or bit number is used

strtbut equ 1 .start button bit
fast equ 4 ;direction bit
refresh equ 5 ;refresh the system bit
phase equ 4 ;adv/norm phase bit
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opto equ 6 optosensor bit
z equ 2 zero bit flag
carry equ 0 carry bit
toif equ 2 TMRO overflow interrupt flag bit
rbif equ 0 RB<7:4> int. flag bit
rpO equ 5 used in bank selector
rpl equ 6 used in bank selector
Deie equ 6 peripheral interupt enable bit
» e equ 7 global interupt enable bit
adif equ 6 A/D converter interrupt flag bit
adie equ 6 A/D converter interrupt enable bit
go equ 2 A/D conversion status bit
rs equ 6
enable equ 7
f equ 1 .field register
w equ 0 working register

•OUTPUTS
;Uses names to define bit numbers as explained in the section above
led3 equ 4 LED bit - for stopped or timing pro
Ihslswl equ 0 Phase A bottom switch
lhshswl equ 1 Phase A top switch
rhslsw2 equ 2 Phase B bottom switch
rhshsw2 equ 3 Phase B top switch

*********************************************************************
CODING STARTS BELOW

on? 0x000 ;tells assembler where to start loading the code 'goto start* is the first bit o f  REAL program code

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

STARTSEQUENCE
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

bcf
bcf

pclath,3
pclath,4

goto

init

strtlcd2

dectime2

delaylcd2

getn2

decn2

start

clrf porta
clrf portb
clrf portc
clrf portd
clrf porte
bcf status,6
bsf status,5
bcf option_reg,7
bcf sspcon,5
bcf rcsta,7
bcf trise,4
bcf intcon,7
clrf piel
return

movlw b'00000000'
movwf trisb
movlw B'00111111'
movwf trisa
movlw B'00111111'
m ovwf trisc
movlw B'00000111 ’
movwf trise
movlw B' 11111111'
movwf trisd
clrf adcon 1
bcf status,5
movlw b'01000001'
movwf adconO
return

call delay
call delay
call init

call delay
call delay
call initl

call delay
call delay
call delay
bcf portc,rs
movlw b'00111000’
movwf portb
bsf portc,enable
call latch
call delay
movlw Oxff
movwf timel
decfsz tim el,f
goto dectime2
bcf portc,enable
call latch
call delay
movlw Oxff
m ovwf time2
movlw Oxff
m ovwf time3
decfsz time3,f
goto decn2

;goto start

(from start) clear porta for defining inputs/outputs
clear portb for defining inputs/outputs
clear portc for defining inputs/outputs
clear portd for defining inputs/outputs
clear porte for defining inputs/outputs
preparing to select bank 1
bankl selected
portb pull-ups are enabled by individual port latches 
ra5,rc3,rc4,rc5 configured as I/O pins, serial port disabled 
disable serial port
allows general purpose I/O m ode for portd, disable parallel slave port mode portd 
disable all interupts 
disables peripheral 
go back to line below (start)

0out,lin ouputs to LCD display 

A/D inputs, A/D select, master clear 

LCD outputs and switch inputs, phase firing state bit input

A2D inputs and setting up portd 

inputs from LED display

(from main) set up portb 
setup  portb 
set up porta 
set up porta 
set up portc 
set up portc 
set up porte 
set up porte 
setup  portd 
set up portd
all A/D inputs analogue, Vref+=supply=5V, Vref-=ground=0V, no reference voltages 
bankO selected
Fosc/8, channelO selected,A/Dconversion not in progress, A/D converter module operating
set it up as above
got back to line below (main)

;goto init then return here for line below

;goto initl then return here for line below

;8bit operation, 21ine display, 5x7 dot character font
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decfsz time2,f
goto getn2
goto lcdon

delay movlw 0xc3 ;c8
movwf time2

getnl movlw 0xc3 ;c3
movwf time3

decnl decfsz time3,f
goto decnl
decfsz time2,f
goto getnl
return

latch bsf portc,enable
movlw Oxaa ;aa
movwf timel

dectimel decfsz tim el,f
goto dectimel
bcf portc,enable
return

lcdon bcf portc,rs
movlw b'00001110' ;display&cursor on
movwf portb
call latch
call delay

movlw b'000001101 ;set entry mode, When address incremented,
movwf portb
call latch
call delay

movlw b'00000001' ;clear display
movwf portb
call latch
call delay

lcdonl bcf portc,rs
movlw b ’00000011' ;reset and home
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
bsf portc,rs

dfine2 movlw b 'l l l  11110' ;
movwf deccnt4 ;decimal value in
movlw b 'l l l  11110' ,
movwf deccnt5 ;decimal value in
movlw b 'l l l l l l lO "  ;
movwf deccnt6 ;decimal value in
movlw b'11111110’ ;
movwf deccnt3 ;decimal value in
movlw b'11111110' ;
movwf deccnt2 ;decimal value in
movlw b’11111110' ;
movwf decent 1 ;decimal value in

dfine bcf portc,rs
movlw b’00000011’ ;reset and home
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
bsf portc,rs ;set the data register
goto dfinel

dfine3 bcf portc,rs
movlw b'00000011’ ;reset and h one
movwf portb

dfinel bsf portc,rs ;set the data register
movlw b'11111110' ;
m ovwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'11111110' ;
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'11111110' ;
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'11111110' ;
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'11111110' ;
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'11111110' ;
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'11111110' ;
movwf portb
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call latch
call delay
movlw b ' l l l l l l l O 1
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b 'l l l l l l l O '
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b 'l l l  11110’
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'11111110'
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'11111110'
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'11111110'
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'11111110'
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
bcf portc,rs
movlw b'110000001
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
bsf portc,rs
movf decent l,w
movwf port)
call latch
call delay
movf deccnt2,w
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movf deccnt3,w
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'11111110'
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movf deccnt4,w
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movf deccnt5,w
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movf decent],w
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'11111110’
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'11111110'
m ovwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'11111110'
m ovwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'11111110’
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'11111110'
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'11111110'
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'11111110'
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'11111110'
movwf portb
call latch
call delay

bcf portc,rs
movlw b’00000011'
movwf portb
call latch

;move to second line

;reset and home
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call delay
bsf portc,rs ;set the data register
movlw b 'o io io u r ;W
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b 'onooior ;We
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'onoi io<y ;Wel
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'OllOOOll' ;Welc
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'01101 111' ;Welco
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'01101101' ;Welcom
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b’01100101' ;Welcome
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b ’l 11111 lCf ;Welcome (space)
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b’01110100’ ;Welcome (space) t
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'01101 111' .Welcome (space) to
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'11111110' ;Welcome (space) to (space)
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b’01110100' ;Welcome (space) to (space) t
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'OllOlOOO1 ;Welcome (space) to (space) th
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'01100101' ;Welcome (space) to (space) the
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
bcf portc,rs
movlw b’lioooooa ;move to  second line
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
bsf portc,rs
movlw b'01000001' ;A
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'0011001 O' ;A2
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'01000100’ ;A2D
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'11111110' ;A2D (space)
m ovwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b’01100011' ;A2D (space) c
m ovwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'01101 111’ ;A2D (space) co
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'011011 Iff ;A2D (space) con
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'01110100’ ;A2D (space) cont
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b '01110010' ;A2D (space) contr
m ovwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'01101 111’ ,A2D (space) contra
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chazer

conv

lupe

dog

convl

chzer

chone

chtwo

chthr

chfou

chfiv

chsix

chsev

Appendices

movwf portb
call latch
call delay
m ovlw  b '0 1101100' A 7 0  (space) control
m ovw f portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'11111110' ; A2D (space) control (space)
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'01100011' ;A2D (space) control (space) c
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'01100011' ;A2D (space) control (space) cc
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b’01110100" ;A2D (space) control (space) cct
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
btfss portc,5
goto chazer ;button on so stop motor
goto lcdon 1 ;button still off

goto  chzer

movlw OxOf ;(from the A/D request for the channel selected) set up time delay (15dec)
movwf tamp ;put 15 into tamp
decfsz tam p.f ;decrement by 1, skip next line if  zero
goto lupe ;not zero so decrement again - delay required to allow internal capacitors to charge up to value o f input voltage
bsf adcon0,2 ;set A/D conversion into progress
movlw 0x3c ;set up time delay (60dec)
movwf temp ;put 60 into temp
decfsz temp.f ;decrement by 1, skip next line if zero
goto dog ;not zero so decrement again-allow s time for A/D conversions to occur
btfsc adcon0,2 ;has A/D conversion ended?
goto convl ;no - recheck until h has
return ; A/D ended - value stored in adresl - got back to relevant point in coding

bcf portc.rs
movlw b'00000011' ;reset and home
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
bcf adcon0,3 .select channel zero for A/D conversion (after initl has been called)
bcf adcon0,4 .select channel zero for A/D conversion
bcf adcon0,S .select channel zero for A/D conversion
call conv ;goto conv for A/D conversion o f channel selected then return to line below
movf adresL,w ;A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
movwf valO ;move the value in the working register to valO - A/D for that channel now in the file register for that channel
goto chone ;A/D the next channel
bsf adcon0,3 ;select channel one for A/D conversion
bcf adcon0,4 ;select channel one for A/D conversion
bcf adcon0,5 ;select channel one for A/D conversion
call conv ;goto conv for A/D conversion of channel selected then return to line below
movf adresl, w ;A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
movwf val 1 .move the value in the working register to val 1 - A/D for that channel now in the file register for that channel
goto chtwo ,A/D the next channel
bcf adcon0,3 select channel two for A/D conversion
b sf adcon0,4 ;select channel two for A/D conversion
bcf adcon0,5 ;select channel two for A/D conversion
call conv ;goto conv for A/D conversion o f channel selected then return to line below
movf adresl,w ;A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
movwf val2 ;move the value in the working register to val2 - A/D for that channel now in the file register for that channel
goto chthr ;A/D the next channel
b sf  adcon0,3 ;select channel three for A/D conversion
b sf adcon0,4 .select channel three for A/D conversion
b c f adcon0,5 ; select channel three for A/D conversion
call conv ;goto conv for A/D conversion o f channel selected then return to line below
movf adresl.w ;A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
m ovwf val3 ;move the value in the working register to val3 - A/D for that channel now in the file register for that channel
goto chfou ;A/D the next channel
bcf adcon0,3 .select channel four for A/D conversion
bcf adcon0,4 ;select channel four for A/D conversion
b sf adcon0,5 .select channel four for A/D conversion
call conv ;goto conv for A/D conversion o f  channel selected then return to line below
m ovf adresl.w ;A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
m ovwf val4 ;move the value in the working register to val4 - A/D for that channel now in the file register for that channel
goto chfiv ;A/D the next channel
b sf adcon0,3 select channel five for A/D conversion
bcf adcon0,4 ;select channel five for A/D conversion
b sf adcon0,5 ;select channel five for A/D conversion
call conv ;goto conv for A/D conversion of channel selected then return to line below
movf adresl.w ;A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
movwf val5 ;move the value in the working register to val5 - A/D for that channel now in the file register for that channel
goto chsix ;A/D the next channel
bcf adcon0,3 ;select channel six for A/D conversion
b sf adcon0,4 select channel six for A/D conversion
b sf adcon0,5 ;select channel six for A/D conversion
call conv ;goto conv for A/D conversion o f channel selected then return to line below
movf adresl.w ; A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
m ovwf val6 ;move the value in the working register to val6 - A/D for that channel now in the file register for that channel
goto chsev ;A/D the next channel
bsf adcon0,3 ;select channel seven for A/D conversion
b sf adcon0,4 ;select channel seven for A/D conversion
bsf adconO.5 ;select channel seven for A/D conversion
call conv ;goto conv for A/D conversion o f channel selected then return to line below
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movf
movwf

adresl,w 
val7
chandetect

;A/D value is in adresl - move it to working register
;move the value in the working register to val7 - A/D for that channel now in the file register for that channel 
;display the A/D output for whichever channel is selected using the 3 pink wires - go to display

chandetect

disal

btfsc portc, 1
goto disal ; 1/3/5/7 channels applicable
btfsc portc,2 ;Q/2/4/6 channels applicable
goto disbl ;2/6 channels applicable
btfsc portc,3 ;0/4 channels applicable
goto fourl ;4out channel 4 chosen
goto zerol ;0out channel 0 chosen
btfsc portc,2 ; 1/3/5/7 channels applicable
goto disci ;3/7 channels applicable
btfsc portc,3 ;l/5 channels applicable
goto fivel ;5out channel 5 chosen
goto onel ;lout channel 1 chosen
btfsc portc,3 ;2/6 channels applicable
goto sixl ;6out channel 6 chosen
goto twol ;2out channel 2 chosen
btfsc portc,3 ;3/7 channels applicable
goto seven 1 ;7out channel 7 chosen
goto three1 ;3out channel 3 chosen
movlw
movwf
movf
movwf
goto
movlw
movwf
m ovf
movwf
goto
movlw
movwf
movf
movwf
goto
movlw
movwf
m ovf
movwf
goto
movlw
movwf
movf
movwf
goto
movlw
movwf
m ovf
movwf
goto
movlw
movwf
movf
movwf
goto
movlw
movwf
movf
movwf
goto

3 pink wires are used to select which A/D channel is to be shown, which is detemined below

b’00110000'
lcdcha
val0,w
ADcnt
numer
b’00110001'
lcdcha
vall,w
ADcnt
numer
b’00110010'
lcdcha
val2,w
ADcnt
numer
b'00110011'
lcdcha
val3,w
ADcnt
numer
b'00110100'
lcdcha
val4,w
ADcnt
numer
b'00110101’
lcdcha
val5,w
ADcnt
numer
b'00110110'
lcdcha
val6,w
ADcnt
numer
b’00110111'
lcdcha
val7,w
ADcnt
numer

showitl goto letsgo

numer movf ADcnt,w
movwf alpha

leddetect btfsc portd,0
goto brtOl
goto bitOO

bitOl bsf ledcnt,0
goto detl

bitOO bcf ledcnt,0
goto detl

detl btfsc portd, 1
goto b itll
goto bitlO

b itll b sf ledcnt, 1
goto det2

bit 10 bcf ledcnt, 1
goto det2

det2 btfsc portd,2
goto bit21
goto bit20

bit21 bsf ledcnt,2
goto det3

bit20 bcf ledcnt,2
goto det3

det3 btfsc portd,3
goto bit31
goto bit30

bit31 bsf ledcnt,3
goto det4

bit30 bcf ledcnt,3
goto det4

det4 btfsc portd,4
goto bit41
goto bit40

;LCD chan values done, val? put into ADcnt

;find the LED value - stated A/D value - not necessarily the correct one
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bh41

bit40

det5

bitSl

bh50

det6

bit61

bit60

det7

bit71

bit70

detend

differ

same

contin

letsgo

itsnorm

itsadv

charefre

isrefre

notrefre

chacha

Appendices

bsf ledcnt,4
goto det5
bcf ledcnt,4
goto det5
btfsc portd,5
goto bitSI
goto bit50
bsf ledcnt,5
goto det6
bcf ledcnt,5
goto det6
btfsc portd,6
goto bit61
goto bit60
bsf ledcnt,6
goto det7
bcf ledcnt,6
goto det7
btfsc portd,7
goto bit71
goto bit70
bsf ledcnt,7
goto detend
bcf ledcnt,7
goto detend

movf ledcnt,w
xorwf ADcnt, w
movwf extrachk
btfsc extrachk,0
goto differ
btfsc extrachk, 1
goto differ
btfsc extrachk,2
goto differ
btfsc extrachk,3
goto differ
btfsc extrachk,4
goto differ
btfsc extrachk,5
goto differ
btfsc extrachk,6
goto differ
btfsc extrachk, 7
goto differ
goto same

movlw b'OOOOOOOl'
movwf nope
goto contin
movlw b'000000001
movwf nope
goto contin

bsf pclath,3
bcf pclath,4
goto numem

btfss portc,phase
goto itsnorm
goto itsadv
movlw b 'l l l  111 lty ;(space) NORMAL MODE WITHOUT PULSING
movwf phal .decimal value in
movlw b'0100111 O' ;N
movwf pha2 ;decimal value in
movlw b'01101 111' ;o
movwf pha3 ;decimal value in
movlw b'01110010’ ;r
movwf pha4 ;decimal value in
movlw b'01101101’ ;m
movwf pha5 .decimal value in
goto charefre
movlw b'11111110' ;(space) HIGH SPEED MODE advanced timing
movwf phal ;decimal value in
movlw b'01000001' ;A
movwf pha2 ;decimal value in
movlw b'01100100' ;d
movwf pha3 ;decimal value in
movlw b'01110110' ;v
movwf pha4 ;decimal value in
movlw b'11111110’ ;space
movwf pha5 ;decimal value in
goto charefre
btfss portc,0 ;test if refreshed is on - clr if on
goto isrefre
goto notrefre
movlw b'11111110' ;(space)
movwf pha6 ;decimal value in
movlw b'01010010' ;R refresh timing number used
movwf pha7 ;decimal value in
goto chacha
movlw b ' l l l l l l l O '  ;(space)
movwf pha6 .decimal value in
movlw b'010101011 ;U don’t update timing number used
movwf pha7 ;decimal value in
goto chacha
movlw b'01000011' ;C
movwf decent 1 ;
movlw b'011010001 ;h
movwf deccnt2 ;
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itsadv 1

fine

movf lcdcha,w whatever the channel number is
movwf deccnt3
btfss portc,phase retest phase state
goto itsnorm 1 normal mode
goto itsadv 1 advanced mode

movf lcdcha,w chan no norm
sublw b'00110011' 3-chan no (0-3 is 0 or +ve=l, rest -ve=0)
btfsc status,0
goto fine 0-3 norm = wrong
goto noway 4-7 adv = rigjit

movf lcdcha,w chan no adv
sublw b'00110011' 3-chan no(0-3 is 0 or +ve, rest -ve)
btfsc status,0
goto noway 0-3 norm = wrong
goto fine 4-7 adv = right

bcf portc,rs
movlw b'00000011' reset and home
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
bsf portc,rs ;set the data register
movlw b'01000011' ;C
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b’01100001' ;Ca
movwf port)
call latch
call delay
movlw b’01101110' ;Can
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'11111110' ;Can(space)
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b 'om oio r ;Can u
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'01110011’ ;Can us
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b’OllOOlOl' ;Can use
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'11111110’ ;Can use( space)
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b’01110100’ ;Can use t
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b’OUOlOOff ;Can use th
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'01101001' ;Can use thi
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b’01110011' ;Can use this
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'11111110’ ;Can use this(space)
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'11111110' ;Can use this (space) (space)
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'11111110' ;Can use this (spaceXspaceXspace)
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
bcf portc,rs
movlw b 'l 1000000' ;move to second line
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
bsf portc,rs
movf deccntl,w ;C
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movf deccnt2,w ;h
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movf deccnt3,w ;actual channel number
movwf portb
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call latch
call delay
movlw b'11111110' 
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movf deccnt4,w
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movf deccnt5,w
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movf deccnt6,w
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movf phal,w
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movf pha2,w
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movf pha3,w
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movf pha4,w
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movf pha5,w
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'11111110'
movwf port)
call latch
call delay
movf pha7,w
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'11111110'
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
btfss portc,5
goto chzer
goto lcdon 1

noway bcf portc,rs
movlw b'00000011’
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
bsf portc,rs
movlw b'01000011'
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'01100001'
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'0110111 O'
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'OOlOOlll'
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'01110100'
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'11111110'
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'01110101'
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'01110011'
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'01100101'
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'11111110'
movwf portb
call latch

;space

;lst number value

;2nd number value

;3rd number value

;space

;N/A

;o/d

;r/v

;m/space

;space

;R/U

;space

;button cat so stop motor 
;button still off

;reset and home

;set the data register
;C

;Ca

;Can

;Can'

;Can’t

;Can't(space)

;Can’t u 

iCanh us 

;Can't use 

.Can't use(space)
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org 0x800

numem

abitOisO

call delay
movlw b'01110100'
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b ’01101000’
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'01101001'
movwf port)
call latch
call delay
movlw b'01110011’
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'11111110'
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
bcf portc.rs
movlw b 'l 1000000'
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
bsf portc.rs
movf decent l,w
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movf deccnt2,w
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movf deccnt3,w
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'11111110'
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movf deccnt4,w
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movf deccnt5,w
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movf deccnt6,w
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movf phal.w
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movf pha2,w
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movf pha3,w
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movf pha4,w
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movf pha5,w
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'11111110'
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movf pha7,w
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
movlw b'11111110'
movwf portb
call latch
call delay
btfss portc,5
goto chzer
goto lcdon 1

btfss alpha,0
goto abitOisO
goto abitOisl
btfss alpha, 1
goto abitlisO
goto abhlisl

;Can't use t 

;Can't use th 

;Can1 use thi 

;Can't use this 

;(space)

;move to second line

,C

;h

;actual channel number 

;space

; 1 st number value

;2nd number value

,3rd number value

;space

;N/A

;o/d

;r/v

;m/space

;space

,R/U

;space

.button on so stop motor 
;button still off

,xxxxxxxx 

;xxxxxxx0
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abitOisl btfss alpha, 1 xxxxxxxl
goto aabitlisO
goto aabitlisl

abitlisO btfss alpha,2 xxxxxxOO
goto abit2is0
goto abit2isl

abrtlisl btfss alpha,2 xxxxxxIO
goto aabit2is0
goto aabit2isl

aabitlisO btfss alpha,2 xxxxxxOl
goto aaabit2is0
goto aaabit2isl

aabitlisl btfss alpha,2 xxxxxxll
goto aaaabit2is0
goto aaaabit2isl

abit2is0 btfss alpha,3 xxxxxOOO
goto abitlisO
goto abit3isl

abit2isl btfss alpha,3 xxxxxlOO
goto aabiOisO
goto aabit3isl

aabit2is0 btfss alpha,3 xxxxxOlO
goto bbit3is0
goto bbit3isl

aabit2isl btfss alpha,3 xxxxxllO
goto bbbit3is0
goto bbbit3isl

aaabit2is0 btfss alpha,3 xxxxxOOl
goto cbit3is0
goto cbtt3isl

aaabit2isl btfss alpha,3 xxxxxlOl
goto ccbit3is0
goto ccbh3isl

aaaabit2is0 btfss alpha.3 xxxxxOl1
goto dbiOisO
goto dbit3isl

aaaabit2isl btfss alpha,3 x x xxx lll
goto ddbit3is0
goto ddbit3isl

abh3is0 btfss alpha,4 xxxxOOOO
goto abit4is0
goto abit4isl

abit3isl btfss alpha, 4 ,xxxxl000
goto aabit4is0
goto aabit4isl

aabit3is0 btfss alpha,4 ;xxxx0100
goto bbit4is0
goto bbit4isl

aabit3isl btfss alpha,4 .xxxxl 100
goto bbbit4is0
goto bbbit4isl

bbit3is0 btfss alpha,4 ;xxxx0010
goto cbit4is0
goto cbit4isl

bbit3is 1 btfss alpha,4 ;xxxxl010
goto ccbit4is0
goto ccbit4isl

bbbit3is0 btfss alpha,4 ;xxxx0110
goto dbit4isO
goto dbit4isl

bbbit3is! btfss alpha,4 ;x x x x lll0
goto ddbit4is0
goto ddbit4isl

cbit3is0 btfss alpha,4 ;xxxx0001
goto ebit4is0
goto ebit4isl

cbit3isl btfss alpha,4 ;xxxxl001
goto eebit4is0
goto eebit4isl

ccbit3is0 btfss alpha,4 ;xxxx0101
goto fbit4is0
goto fbit4isl

ccbit3isl btfss alpha,4 ;xxxxl 101
goto ffbit4is0
goto ffbit4isl

dbit3is0 btfss alpha,4 ,xxxx0011
goto gbit4is0
goto gbit4isl

dbit3isl btfss alpha,4 ;xxxxl011
goto ggbit4is0
goto ggbit4isl

ddbit3is0 btfss alpha,4 ;xxxx0111
goto hbit4is0
goto hbit4isl

ddbit3 is 1 btfss alpha,4 ;xxxx 1111
goto hhbit4is0
goto hhbit4isl

abit4is0 btfss alpha,5 ;xxx00000
goto abit5is0
goto abitSisl

abit4isl btfss alpha,5 ;xxx10000
goto aabit5is0
goto aabit5isl

aabit4is0 btfss alpha,5 ;xxx01000
goto bbit5is0
goto bbit5isl

aabit4isl btfss alpha,5 ;xxxll000
goto bbbitSisO
goto bbbit5isl
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bbit4is0

bbit4is 1

bbbit4is0

bbbit4isl

cbit4is0

cbit4isl

ccbit4is0

ccbit4isl

dbit4isO

dbit4isl

ddbit4is0

ddbit4isl

ebit4is0

ebit4isl

eebit4is0

eebit4isl

fbit4is0

fbit4isl

Sbit4is0

ffbit4isl

gbit4is0

gbit4is 1

ggbit4is0

ggbit4isl

hbit4isO

hbit4isl

hhbit4is0

hhbit4isl

abit5isO

abitSisl

aabitSisO

btfss alpha,5
goto cbit5is0
goto cbit5isl
btfss alpha,S
goto ccbit5is0
goto ccbit5isl
btfss alpha,5
goto dbitSisO
goto dbitSisl
btfss alpha,5
goto ddbitSisO
goto ddbitSisl
btfss alpha,5
goto ebitSisO
goto ebit5isl
btfss a!pha,S
goto eebitSisO
goto eebit5isl
btfss alpha,S
goto fbit5is0
goto fbh5isl
btfss alpha,5
goto ffbit5is0
goto ffbit5isl
btfss alpha,5
goto gbitSisO
goto gbitSisl
btfss alpha,5
goto ggbhSisO
goto ggbit5isl
btfss alpha,5
goto hbit5is0
goto hbitSisl
btfss alpha,5
goto hhbitSisO
goto hhbitSisl
btfss alpha,5
goto ibit5is0
goto ibitSisl
btfss alpha,5
goto iibit5is0
goto iibit5isl
btfss alpha,5
goto jbitSisO
goto jbit5isl
btfss alpha,5
goto jjbit5is0
goto jjbit5isl
btfss alpha,5
goto kbit$isO
goto kbit5isl
btfss alpha,5
goto kkbit5is0
goto kkbit5isl
btfss alpha,5
goto Ibit5is0
goto IbitSisl
btfss alpha,3
goto IlbitSisO
goto llbitSisl
btfss alpha,S
goto mbit5is0
goto mbit5isl
btfss alpha,5
goto mmbitSisO
goto mmbit5isl
btfss alpha,5
goto nbitSisO
goto nbitSisl
btfss alpha,5
goto nnbit5is0
goto nnbit5isl
btfss alpha,5
goto obitSisO
goto obitSis 1
btfss alpha,5
goto oobit5is0
goto oobitSisl
btfss alpha,5
goto pbitSisO
goto pbhSis 1
btfss alpha,5
goto ppbit5is0
goto ppbitSisl

bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6
goto abit6is0
goto abit6isl
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6
goto aabit6is0
goto aabit6isl
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6
goto bbit6is0
goto bbit6isl

;xxx00100 

;xxx10100 

;xxx01100 

;xx x lll0 0  

;xxx00010 

;xxxl0010 

;xxx01010 

;xxxll010 

;xxx00110 

;xxxl0110 

;xxx01110 

;x x x ll ll0  

;xxx00001 

;xxxl0001 

;xxx01001 

;xxxll001 

;xxx00101 

;xxxl0101 

;xxx01101 

;xxxlll01  

;xxx00011 

,xxxl0011 

;xxx0I011 

;xxx ll011 

;xxx00111 

;xxxl0111 

;xxx01111 

;x x x ll l l l

;xx000000 

;xx 100000 

;xx010000
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bbitSisO

bbit5isl

bbbitSisO

bbbit5is 1

cbit5is0

cbitSisl

ccbit5is0

ccbit5isl

dbitSisO

dbitSis 1

ddbitSisO

ddbit5isl

ebit5is0

ebit5isl

eebitSisO

eebit5isl

fbit5is0

fbit5isl

ffbit5is0

ffbit5isl

Appendices

bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6 ;xx110000
goto bbbit6is0
goto bbbit6isl
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,b ;xx001000
goto cbit6is0
goto cbit6isl
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6 ;xxl01000
goto ccbit6is0
goto ccbit6isl
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6 ;xx011000
goto dbit6is0
goto dbit6is I
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6 ;x x l11000
goto ddbit6is0
goto ddbit6isl
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,b ,xx000100
goto ebit6is0
goto ebit6isl
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6 ;xxl00100
goto eebit6is0
goto eebit6isl
bcf pclath.3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6 ;xx010100
goto fbit6is0
goto fbit6isl
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,b ;xxl 10100
goto ffbit6is0
goto flbit6is 1
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6 ;xx001100
goto gbit6is0
goto gbit6isl
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6 ;xxl01100
goto ggbit6is0
goto ggbit6isl
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6 ;xx011100
goto hbitbisO
goto hbitbis 1
bcf pclath,3
bsf pc!ath,4
btfss alpha,6 ;xx 111 100
goto hhbitbisO
goto hhbit6isl
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6 ;xx000010
goto ibit6is0
goto ibit6isl
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6 ;xxl00010
goto iibit6is0
goto iibitbisl
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha.6 ;xx010010
goto jbitbisO
goto jbit6isl
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,b ;xxl 10010
goto jjbit6is0
goto jjbit6isl
bcf pclath,3
bsf pciath,4
btfss alpha,6 ;xx001010
goto kbit6is0
goto kbit6is 1
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6 ;xxl01010
goto kkbitbisO
goto kkbit6isl
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6 ;xx011010
goto IbitbisO
goto Ibitbis 1
bcf pciath,3
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gbit5is0

gbit5isl

ggbit5isO

ggbitSisl

hbit5isO

hbitSisl

hhbitSisO

hhbit5isl

ibitSisO

ibit5isl

iibit5is0

iibrtSisl

jbitSisO

jbit5is J

jjbit5is0

jjbit5isl

kbitSisO

kbitSis 1

kkbitSisO

kkbit5isl
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bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha.6 ;xxl 11010
goto HbitbisO
goto Hbitbis 1
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha.6 ■xxOOOUO
goto mbit6is0
goto mbit6isl
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6 ;xxl00110
goto mmbit6is0
goto mmbitbisl
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha.6 ;xx010110
goto nbitbisO
goto nbit6isl
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha.6 ;xxll0110
goto nnbit6is0
goto nnbit6isl
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha.6 ;xx001110
goto obit6is0
goto obit6isl
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha.6 ;xxl01110
goto oobitbisO
goto oobit6isl
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6 ;xx011110
goto pbitbisO
goto pbit6isl
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha.6 ;x x ll ll lO
goto ppbit6is0
goto ppbit6isl
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha.6 ;xx000001
goto qbit6is0
goto qbitbisl
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha.6 ;xxl00001
goto qqbit6is0
goto qqbitbisl
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha.6 ,xx010001
goto rbh6isO
goto ibit6isl
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath.4
btfss alpha.6 ;x x l10001
goto nbit6is0
goto nbit6isl
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6 ;xx001001
goto sbitbisO
goto sbit6isl
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6 ;xxl01001
goto ssbit6is0
goto ssbitbis 1
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha.6 ;xx011001
goto tbit6is0
goto tbitbis 1
bcf pc!ath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha.6 ;xxl 11001
goto ttbit6is0
goto ttbit6isl
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha.6 ;xx000101
goto ubit6is0
goto ubitfisl
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha.6 ;xxl00101
goto uubitbisO
goto uubit6isl
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha.6 ;xx010101
goto vbit6is0
goto vbit6isl
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath.4
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btfss alpha,6 ;xxl 10101
goto wbit6is0
goto wbit6isl

Ibit5is0 bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6 ;xx001101
goto wbit6is0
goto wbit6isl

IbitSisl bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6 ;xxl01101
goto wwbit6is0
goto wwbit6isl

UbitSisO bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6 ;xx011101
goto xbitfoO
goto xbit6isl

HbitSisl bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6 ;xxl 11101
goto xxbit6is0
goto xxbit6isl

mbit5is0 bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6 ;xx000011
goto ybit6is0
goto ybit6isl

mbit5isl bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6 ,xxl00011
goto yybit6is0
goto yybit6isl

mmbit5is0 bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6 ;xx010011
goto zbit6is0
goto zbit6isl

mmbit5isl bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6 ;xx110011
goto zzbit6is0
goto zzbit6isl

nbit5is0 bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6 ;xx001011
goto daabit6is0
goto daabit6isl

nbitSisl bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss aipha,6 ,xxl01011
goto daaabit6is0
goto daaabit6isl

nnbit5is0 bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6 ;xx011011
goto dabbit6is0
goto dabbit6isl

nnbitSisl bcf pclath.3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6 ,x x l11011
goto dabbbit6is0
goto dabbbit6isl

obit5is0 bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6 ;xx000111
goto dacbit6is0
goto dacbit6isl

obit5isl bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6 ;xxI00111
goto daccbit6is0
goto daccbit6isl

oobit5is0 bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6 ;xx010111
goto dadbit6is0
goto dadbit6is1

oobit5isl bcf pclath,3
b sf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6 ;xxl 10111
goto daddbit6is0
goto daddbit6isl

pbit5is0 bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6 ;xx001111
goto daebit6is0
goto daebit6isl

pbitSis 1 bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6 ;xx!01111
goto daeebit6is0
goto daeebit6isl

ppbit5is0 bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6 ;xx011111
goto dafbit6is0
goto dafbrt6isl

ppbit5isl bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,6 , x x l l l l l l
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goto daffbit6is0
goto daffbit6isl

oig 0x1000
abit6is0 btfss a lpha j

goto abit7is0
goto abit7isl

abit6isl btfss a lp h a j
goto aabit7is0
goto aabh7isl

aabit6is0 btfss a lp h a j
goto bbitTisO
goto bbit7isl

aabit6isl btfss a lp h a j
goto bbbit7is0
goto bbbit7isl

bbit6is0 btfss a lp h a j
goto cbit7is0
goto cbit7isl

bbitbisl btfss a lp h a j
goto ccbit7is0
goto ccbit7isl

bbbit6is0 btfss a lp h a j
goto dbrtTisO
goto dbit7isl

bbbit6isl btfss a lp h a j
goto ddbit7is0
goto ddbit7isl

cbrt6is0 btfss a lp h a j
goto ebit7is0
goto ebit7isl

cbit6isl btfss a lp h a j
goto eebit7is0
goto eebit7isl

ccbit6is0 btfss a lp h a j
goto fbit7is0
goto fbit7isl

ccbit6isl btfss a lp h a j
goto ffbh7is0
goto ffbrt7is 1

dbit6is0 btfss a lp h a j
goto gbit7is0
goto gbit7isl

dbit6is 1 btfss a lp h a j
goto ggbit7is0
goto ggbit7isl

ddbit6is0 btfss a lp h a j
goto hbit7is0
goto hbit7is 1

ddbitbis 1 btfss a lp h a j
goto hhbit7is0
goto hhbit7isl

ebit6is0 btfss a lp h a j
goto ibit7is0
goto ibit7isl

ebit6isl btfss a lp h a j
goto iibit7is0
goto iibh7isl

eebitbisO btfss a lp h a j
goto jbrt7is0
goto jbit7isl

eebit6isl btfss a lpha j
goto jjbit7is0
goto jjbit7isl

fbit6is0 btfss a lpha j
goto kbit7is0
goto kbit7isl

fbit6isl btfss alpha,7
goto kkbh7is0
goto kkbit7isl

ffbit&sO btfss a lp h a j
goto Ibit7is0
goto lbrt7isl

ffbit6is 1 btfss alpha,7
goto libit 7is0
goto llbit7isl

gbit6is0 btfss alpha,7
goto mbit7is0
goto mbit7isl

gbit6isl btfss a lp h a j
goto mmbit7is0
goto mmbit7isl

ggbit6is0 bsf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss a lp h a j
goto nbit7is0
goto nbit7isl

ggbit6isl bsf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss a lp h a j
goto nnbit7is0
goto nnbh7isl

hbit6is0 bsf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss a lp h a j
goto obit7is0
goto obit7isl

hbit6is 1 bsf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss a lp h a j
goto oobit7is0

;PAGE1
;x00000000

;x10000000

;x0100000

;x 1100000

;x0010000

;x 1010000

;x0110000

;xl 110000

;x0001000

;xl001000

;x0101000

;xll01000

;x0011000

;x l011000

;x0111000

;x 1111000

;x0000100

;xl000100

;x0100100

;xl 100100

;x0010100

;xl010100

;x0110100

;x l110100

;x0001100

;xl001100

;x0101100

;x l101100

;x0011100

;x1011100
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goto oobit7isl
hhbit6is0 bsf pclath,3

bsf pclath.4
btfss alpha,7 ;x0111100
goto pbit7is0
goto pbitTisl

hhbit6isl bsf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,7 ;xl 111100
goto ppbit7is0
goto ppbit7isl

ibithisO bsf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha.7 ;x0000010
goto qbit7is0
goto qbit7is 1

ibit6isl bsf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha.7 ;xl000010
goto qqbh7is0
goto qqbit7isl

iibit6is0 bsf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,7 ;x0100010
goto rbit7is0
goto ibit7isl

iibit6isl bsf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,7 ;xl 100010
goto nbit7is0
goto nbit7isl

jbit6is0 bsf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,7 ;x0010010
goto sbit7is0
goto sbit7isl

jbitbisl bsf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss a lp h a j ;xl010010
goto ssbit7is0
goto ssbit7isl

]jbit6is0 bsf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss a lp h a j ;x0110010
goto tbit7is0
goto tbit7isl

jjbit6isl bsf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss a lp h a j ;x lll0 0 1 0
goto ttbit7is0
goto ttbit7isl

kbit6is0 bsf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss a lp h a j ;x0001010
goto ubit7is0
goto ubit7isl

kbit6is 1 bsf pclath,3
bsf pclath.4
btfss a lp h a j ;xl001010
goto uubit7is0
goto uubit7isl

kkbitbisO bsf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss a lp h a j ;x0101010
goto vbit7is0
goto vbit7isl

kkbit6is 1 bsf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alp h a j ;x l101010
goto vvbit7is0
goto wbit7isl

Ibit6is0 bsf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss a lp h a j ;x0011010
goto wbit7is0
goto wbit7isl

Ibit6isl bsf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha.7 ;xl011010
goto wwbh7is0
goto wwbit7isl

llbitbisO bsf pclath,3
bsf pclath.4
btfss alpha,7 ;x0111010
goto xbit7is0
goto xbit7isl

llbit6isl bsf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,7 ;x ll ll0 1 0
goto xxbit7is0
goto xxbit7isl

mbit6is0 bsf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,7 ;x0000110
goto ybit7is0
goto ybit7isl

mbit6isl bsf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss alpha,7 ;xl000110
goto yybh7is0
goto yybrt7isl
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mmbit6isl

nbitfnsO

nbit6isl

nnbitdisO

nnbit6isl

obit6is0

obit6is 1

oobit6is0

oobit6isl

pbitbisO

pbit6is 1

ppbitbisO

ppbitbisl

qbit6is0

qbit6is 1

qqbit6is0

qqbit6isl

ibit6is0

rbit6isl

nbit6is0
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bsf pciath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss a lp h a j ;x0100110
goto zbit7is0
goto zbit7isl
bsf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss a lp h a j ;xll00110
goto zzbit7is0
goto zzbit7isl
bsf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss a lp h a j ;x0010110
goto fdabit7is0
goto fdabit7isl
bsf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss a lp h a j ;xl010110
goto fdaabit7is0
goto fdaabit7isl
bsf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss a lp h a j ;x0110110
goto fdbbft7is0
goto fdbbit7isl
bsf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss a lp h a j ,xl 110110
goto fdbbbh7is0
goto fdbbbit7isl
bsf pclath,3
bsf p c la th j
btfss a lpha j ;x0001110
goto fdcbit7is0
goto fdcbit7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf pclath,4
btfss a lp h a j ;xl001110
goto fdccbit7is0
goto fdccbit7isl
bsf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss a lp h a j ;x0101110
goto fddbh7is0
goto fddbit7isl
bsf pclathj
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j ;xl 101110
goto fdddbit7is0
goto fdddbit7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf pclath,4
btfss a lp h a j ;x0011110
goto fdebit7is0
goto fdebit7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf pcla th j
btfss a lp h a j ;x l011110
goto fdeebrt7is0
goto fdeebh7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j ;x0111110
goto fdfbit7is0
goto fdfbit7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j ; x l l l l  110
goto fdffbit7is0
goto fdffbit7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j ;x0000001
goto fdgbit7is0
goto fdgbit7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j ;xl000001
goto fdggbit7is0
goto fdggbit7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf pcla th j
btfss a lp h a j ;x0100001
goto fdhbit7is0
goto fdhbit7isl
bsf pcla th j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j ;xll00001
goto fdhhbit7is0
goto fdhhbit7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j ;x0010001
goto fdibit7is0
goto fdibit7isl
bsf pcla th j
bsf p c la th j
btfss alpha,7 ;xl010001
goto fdiibh7is0
goto fdiibit7isl
bsf p c la th j
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sbit6is0

sbit6isl

ssbit6is0

ssbit6isl

tbitbisO

tbitbisl

ttbit6is0

ttbit6isl

ubit6is0

ubit6isl

uubit6is0

uubit6isl

vbit6is0

vbit6is 1

wbit6is0

wbit6isl

wbit6is0

wbit6isl

wwbit6is0
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bsf pclath,4
btfss a lp h a j ;x0110001
goto fdjbit7is0
goto fdjbit7isl
bsf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss a lp h a j ;x ll  10001
goto fdjjbit7is0
goto fdjjbit7isl
bsf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
btfss a lp h a j ;x0001001
goto fdkbrt7is0
goto fdkbit7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf pclath,4
btfss a lp h a j ;xl001001
goto fdkkbit7is0
goto fdkkbit7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j ;x0101001
goto fdlbit7is0
goto fdlbit7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf pc la th j
btfss alp h a j ;xl 101001
goto fdllbit7is0
goto fdllbit7isl
bsf pc la th j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j ;x0011001
goto fdmbit7is0
goto fdmbit7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j ;x l011001
goto fdmmbit7is0
goto fdmmbit7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j ;x0111001
goto fdnbitTisO
goto fdnbit7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j ;xl 111001
goto fdnnbit7is0
goto fdnnbit7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j ;x0000101
goto fdobit7is0
goto fdobit7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf pclath j
btfss a lp h a j ;xl000101
goto fdoobit7is0
goto fdoobrt7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j ,x0100101
goto fdpbit7is0
goto fdpbit7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf p clath j
btfss a lp h a j ;x l100101
goto fdppbit7is0
goto fdppbit7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j ;x0010101
goto fdqbhTisO
goto fdqbit7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf p cla th j
btfss a lp h a j ;xl010101
goto fdqqbit7is0
goto fdqqbit7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j ;x0110101
goto fdrbit7is0
goto fdrbit7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j ;xl 110101
goto fdrrbh7is0
goto fdrrbit7isl
bsf pc la th j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j ;x0001101
goto fdsbit7is0
goto fdsbit7isl
bsf pcla th j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j ;xl001101
goto fdssbit7is0
goto fdssbh7isl
bsf pc la th j
bsf pc la th j
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xbit6is0

xbit6isl

xxbit6is0

xxbh6isl

ybit6is0

ybit6isl

yybit6is0

yybit6isl

zbit6isO

zbit6isl

zzbit6is0

zzbit6is 1

daabit6is0

daabit6isl

daaabitbisO

daaabit6isl

dabbit6is0

dabbit6isl

dabbbit6is0
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btfss a lp h a j ;x0101101
goto fdtbit7is0
goto fdtbit7isl
bsf pclathj
bsf pclath j
btfss a lp h a j ;x l101101
goto fdttbit7is0
goto fdttbit7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lpha j ;x0011101
goto fdubit7is0
goto fdubit7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf pclath j
btfss a lp h a j ;xl011101
goto fduubit7is0
goto fduubit7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j ;x0111101
goto fdvbit7is0
goto fdvbit7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf pclath j
btfss a lpha j ;xl 111101
goto fdwbit7is0
goto fdwbit7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j ;x0000011
goto fdwbit7is0
goto fdwbit7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf pclath j
btfss a lp h a j ;x 1000011
goto fdwwbit7is0
goto fdwwbit7isl
bsf pcla th j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j ,x0100011
goto fdxbit7is0
goto fdxbit7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf pclath j
btfss a lpha j ;xl 100011
goto fdxxbit7is0
goto fdxxbit7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j ;x0010011
goto fdybitTisO
goto fdybit7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j ;x 1010011
goto fdyybit7is0
goto fdyybrt7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j ;x0110011
goto fdzbit7is0
goto fdzbit7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j ;xl 110011
goto fdzzbit7is0
goto fdzzbit7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf p cla th j
btfss a lp h a j ;x0001011
goto gfabit7is0
goto gfabit7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf pclath j
btfss a lpha j ;xl001011
goto gfaabit7isO
goto gfaabit7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf p cla th j
btfss a lpha j ;x0101011
goto gft>bit7is0
goto gfbbit7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j ;x l101011
goto gft>bbit7is0
goto gfbbbit7isl
bsf pcla th j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j ;x0011011
goto gfcbit7is0
goto gfcbit7isl
bsf pclath j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j ;x l011011
goto gfccbit7is0
goto gfccbit7isl
bsf pc la th j
bsf p c la th j
btfss a lp h a j ;x0111011
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goto gfdbit7is0
goto gfdbit7isl

dabbbit6isl bsf pclath j
bsf pclath j
btfss alp h a j
goto gfddbit7is0
goto gfddbit7isl

dacbit6is0 bsf pclath j
bsf pclath,4
btfss a lp h a j
goto gfebit7is0
goto gfebit7isl

dacbit6isl bsf pclath j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j
goto gfeebit7is0
goto gfeebit7isl

daccbit6is0 bsf pc la th j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j
goto gffbit7is0
goto gffbit7isl

daccbit6isl bsf pclath j
bsf p cla th j
btfss a lp h a j
goto gfffbit7is0
goto gfffbh7isl

dadbit6is0 bsf pclath j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j
goto gfgbit7is0
goto gfgbit7isl

dadbit6isl bsf pcla th j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j
goto gfggbit7is0
goto gfggbit7isl

daddbit6is0 bsf pclath j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j
goto gfhbit7is0
goto gfhbit7isl

daddbit6is 1 bsf pc la th j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j
goto gflihbit7is0
goto gfhhbit7is 1

daebit6isO bsf pclath j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j
goto gfibh7is0
goto gfibit7isl

daebit6isl bsf pclath j
bsf pc la th j
btfss alp h a j
goto gfiibit7is0
goto gfiibit7isl

daeebit6is0 bsf pclath j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j
goto gf)bit7is0
goto g§bit7isl

daeebit6isl bsf pclath j
bsf pc la th j
btfss alp h a j
goto gfjjbit7is0
goto gfjjbit7isl

dafbit6is0 bsf pc la th j
bsf pclath j
btfss a lp h a j
goto gflcbit7is0
goto gfkbit7isl

dafbit6isl bsf pclath j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j
goto gfkkbit7is0
goto gfkkbit7isl

daffbit6is0 bsf pc la th j
bsf pc la th j
btfss a lp h a j
goto gflbit7is0
goto gflbit7isl

daffbit6isl bsf pc la th j
bsf p c la th j
btfss a lp h a j
goto gfllbit7is0
goto gfllbit7isl

abit7is0 movlw b'00110000'
movwf deccnt4
movlw b’00111101’
movwf deccnt5
movlw b’00100001'
movwf deccnt6
goto showit3

abit7isl movlw b'00110001'
movwf deccnt4
movlw b'001100101
movwf deccnt5
movlw b'00111000'

;x1110111

;x 1001 111

00000000 000 
decimal value in

decimal value in 

decimal value in

10000000 128 
decimal value in

decimal value in

1st

2nd

3rd

1st

2nd

3rd

Appendices LVI
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aabit7isl

bbit7isO

bbit7isl

bbbh7isO

bbb«7isl

cbit7isO

cbit7isl

ccbit7isO

ccbit7isl

dbit7is0

dbit7isl

ddbit7is0

ddbit7isl

ebit7is0

Appendices

movwf deccnt6 .decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b'00110000' ;01000000 064 1st
movwf deccnt4 ;decimal value in
movlw b'00110110' ; 2nd
movwf deccnt5 ;decimal value in
movlw b’OOl 1010C ; 3rd
movwf deccnt6 ;decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b'00110001' 11000000 192 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00111001' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'0011001 O’ 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b'00110000' 00100000 032 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110011' 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'00110010 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b'00110001' 10100000 160 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110110’ 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'00110000 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b'001100001 01100000 96 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00111001' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110110' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b'00110010 11100000 224 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’OOl 10010 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110100' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b'00110000' 00010000 16 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110001' 2nd
movwf decent5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110110 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b'00110001' 10010000 144 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’00110100’ 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110100 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b'00110000 01010000 80 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00111000 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110000 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b’OOl 10010' 11010000 208 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110000 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’00111000 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b'00110000’ 00110000 48 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110100' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00111000 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showh3
movlw b'00110001' 10110000 176 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110111’ 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'00110110' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b’00110001' 01110000 112 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110001' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110010' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b'001100101 ; 11110000 240 1st
movwf deccnt4 ;decimal value in
movlw b ’001101001 2nd
movwf deccntS .decimal value in
movlw b'00110000' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 ;decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b'00110000’ ;00001000 8 1st
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eebit7is0

eebit7isl

fbit7is0

fbit7isl

ffbitTisO

ffbit7isl

gbit7is0

gbit7isl

ggbit7is0

ggbit7isl

hbit7is0

hbit7isl

hhbit7is0

Appendices

movwf deccnt4 ;decimal value in
movlw b'001 lOOOff ; 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00111000' ; 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b'00110001’ 10001000 136 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110011' 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'001101 Iff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b'00110000' 01001000 72 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’00110111' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'001 lOOlff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b’001 lOOlff 11001000 200 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110000' 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'00110000' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showh3
movlw b'001 lOOOff 00101000 40 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’001 lOlOff 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110000' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b'00110001' 10101000 168 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'001101 Iff 2nd
movwf decent5 decimal value in
movlw b'00111 OOff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b'00110001' 01101000 104 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110000’ 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110100' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b'001 lOOlff 11101000 232 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110011' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110010’ 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b'00110000' 00011000 24 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'001 lOOlff 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’OOl lOlOff 3rd
movwf deccntb decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b'00110001' 10011000 152 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110101' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'001 lOOlff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b'001 lOOOff 01011000 88 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00111000' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00111000' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b'001 lOOlff 11011000 216 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110001' 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'001101 Iff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b'00110000' 00111000 56 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110101' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'001101 Iff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b'00110001' 10111000 184 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00111000' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’00110100' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b'00110001' ;01111000 120 1st
movwf deccnt4 ;decimal value in
movlw b'001 lOOlff 2nd
movwf deccntS ;decimal value in
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ibit7is0

ibit7isl

iibit7is0

iibit7isl

jbit7is0

jbit7isl

jjbit7is0

jjbit7isl

kbit7is0

kbit7isl

kkbit7is0

kkbit7isl

Ibit7is0

Appendices

movlw b'001100001 ; 3rd
movwf deccnt6 ;decimal value in
goto showit3
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
movlw b’00110010’ 11111000 248 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’00110100’ 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’00111 OOff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b’00110000' 00000100 4 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’00110000' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’00110100’ 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b’00110001’ 10000100 132 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’00110011' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’00110010' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b’001100001 01000100 68 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’001101 Iff 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’001 llOOff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b’00110001’ 11000100 196 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b ’00111001’ 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’OOllOllff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b ’001 lOOOff 00100100 36 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’00110011' 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b’OOl 101 Iff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b’00110001’ 10100100 164 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movhv b ’001101 Iff 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b’OOl lOlOff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b'00110001’ 01100100 100 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’001 lOOOff 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'001 lOOOff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b’001 lOOlff 11100100 228 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110010' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’00111000' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b’001 lOOOff 00010100 20 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’001 lOOlff 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’001 lOOOff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b’00110001’ 10010100 148 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’001 lOlOff 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b’OOl 11 OOff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit3
bcf pclath,3
bsf pclath,4
movlw b'00110000’ 01010100 84 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’OOl 11 OOff 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b’001 lOlOff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b’001 lOOlff 11010100 212 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’00110001’ 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’OOl 10010' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit3
movlw b’OOl lOOOff ;00110100 52 1st
movwf deccnt4 ;decimal value in
movlw b’00110101’ 2nd
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Hbit7isO

llbit7isl

mbit7is0

mbitTisl

mmbh7isO

mmbh7isl

showit3

org 0x1800
nbit7is0

nbit7isl

nnbit7is0

nnbit7isl

obh7is0

obit7is 1

Appendices

movwf
movlw
movwf
goto
movlw
movwf
movlw
movwf
movlw
movwf
goto
movlw
movwf
movlw
movwf
movlw
movwf
goto
movlw
movwf
movlw
movwf
movlw
movwf
goto
movlw
movwf
movlw
movwf
movlw
movwf
goto
movlw
movwf
movlw
movwf
movlw
movwf
goto
movlw
movwf
movlw
movwf
movlw
movwf
goto
movlw
movwf
movlw
movwf
movlw
movwf
goto

bcf
bcf
goto

movlw
movwf
movlw
movwf
movlw
movwf
goto
movlw
movwf
movlw
movwf
movlw
movwf
goto
movlw
movwf
movlw
movwf
movlw
movwf
goto
movlw
movwf
movlw
movwf
movlw
movwf
goto
movlw
movwf
movlw
movwf
movlw
movwf
goto
movlw
movwf
movlw
movwf
movlw
movwf
goto

deccntS
b'00110010'
deccntS
showit3
b'00110001'
deccnt4
b’00111000’
deccntS
b'001 lOOOO1
deccntS
showit3
b'00110001'
deccnt4
b'00110001'
deccnt5
b'00110110'
deccnt6
showit3
b’001 lOOlff
deccnt4
b'001101001
deccntS
b'00110100'
deccnt6
showit3
b'00110000'
deccnt4
b'00110001'
deccnt5
b'001 lOOlff
deccnt6
showit3
b'00110001'
deccnt4
b'00110100'
deccnt5
b'001 lOOOff
deccnt6
showit3
b'001 lOOOff
deccnt4
b'00110111'
deccnt5
b’OOl 10110'
deccnt6
showit3
b'001 lOOlff
deccnt4
b'001 lOOOff
deccntS
b'001 lOlOff
deccnt6
showit3

pclath,3
pclath,4
showitl

b'001 lOOOff
deccnt4
b'00110100’
deccnt5
b'00110100'
deccnt6
showit
b’OOl 10001'
deccnt4
b’00110111’
deccnt5
b'001 lOOlff
deccnt6
showit
b'00110001’
deccnt4
b'00110000'
deccnt5
b'00111 OOff
deccntS
showit
b'001 lOOlff
deccnt4
b'00110011’
deccnt5
b'001101 Iff
deccnt6
showit
b'001 lOOOff
deccnt4
b'001 lOOlff
deccnt5
b'0011100ff
deccnt6
showit
b'00110001'
deccnt4
b'00110101'
deccnt5
b'001101 Iff
deccnt6
showit

decimal value in 

decimal value in

10110100 180 
decimal value in

decimal value in 

decimal value in

01110100 116 
decimal value in

decimal value in 

decimal value in

11110100 244
decimal value in

decimal value in 

decimal value in

00001100 12 
decimal value in

decimal value in 

decimal value in

10001100 140
decimal value in

decimal value in 

decimal value in

01001100 76
decimal value in

decimal value in 

decimal value in

11001100 204
decimal value in

decimal value in 

decimal value in

;PAGE0

PAGE2
00101100 44
decimal value in

decimal value in

decimal value in

10101100 172
decimal value in

decimal value in

decimal value in

01101100 108 
decimal value in

decimal value in

decimal value in

11101100 236
decimal value in

decimal value in

decimal value in

00011100 28 
decimal value in

decimal value in

decimal value in

10011100 156
decimal value in

decimal value in

decimal value in

3rd

1st

2nd

3rd

1st

2nd

3rd

1st

2nd

3rd

1st

2nd

3rd

1st

2nd

3rd

1st

2nd

3rd

1st

2nd

3rd

1st

2nd

3rd

1st

2nd

3rd

1st

2nd

3rd

1st

2nd

3rd

1st

2nd

3rd

1st

2nd

3rd
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oobit7isl

pbitTisO

pbit7is 1

ppbit7is0

ppbit7isl

qbit7is0

qbit7isl

qqbit7is0

qqbit7isl

ibit7is0

ibit7isl

rrbit7is0

nbitTis 1

sbit7is0

Appendices

movtw b'001lOOOff ;01011100 92 1st
movwf deccnt4 ;decimal value in
movlw b'00111001' ; 2nd
movwf deccnt5 ;decimal value in
movlw b’00110010' ; 3rd
movwf deccnt6 ;decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'OOllOOlff 11011100 220 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'OOllOOlff 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110000' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110000' 00111100 60 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110110' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110000’ 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 10111100 188 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00111000' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’00111000' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 01111100 124 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'0011001 O' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110100' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b’00110010' 11111100 252 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110101' 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'OOllOOlff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110000' 00000010 2 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’00110000' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'OOllOOlff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 10000010 130 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’00110011' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110000’ 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b’001 lOOOff 01000010 66 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’001101 Iff 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'001101 Iff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 11000010 194 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00111001' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'001 lOlOff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b’001 lOOOff 00100010 34 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110011' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110100' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001’ 10100010 162 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'001101 Iff 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'OOllOOlff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110000' ;01100010 98 1st
movwf deccnt4 ;decimal value in
movlw b'00111001' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 ;decimal value in
movlw b'00111 OOff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 ;decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'OOllOOlff ; 11100010 226 1st
movwf deccnt4 ;decimal value in
movlw b'OOllOOlff 2nd
movwf deccnt5 ;decimal value in
movlw b'00110110’ 3rd
movwf deccnt6 ;decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'001 lOOOff ;00010010 18 1st
movwf deccnt4 ;decimal value in
movlw b'00110001' 2nd
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ssbit7is0

ssbit7isl

tbit7is0

tbit7isl

ttbit7is0

ttbit7isl

ubit7is0

ubit7isl

uubh7isO

uubit7isl

vbit7is0

vbit7is 1

wbit7is0

Appendices

movwf deccnt5 ;decimal value in
movlw b’001 llOOff ; 3rd
movwf deccnt6 ;decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001’ 10010010 146 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110100' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'001101 Iff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'001 lOOOff 01010010 82 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00111000' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’OOllOOlff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'OOllOOlff 11010010 210 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110001' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'001 lOOOff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b‘00110000' 00110010 50 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110101' 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'001 lOOOff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 10110010 178 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110111' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’00111 OOff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 01110010 114 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110001' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110100' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110010' 11110010 242 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110100’ 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'OOllOOlff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110000' 00001010 10 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’00110001' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'001 lOOOff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 10001010 138 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110011' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00111000' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'001 lOOOff 01001010 74 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110111' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110100' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'OOllOOlff 11001010 202 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'001 lOOOff 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'OOllOOlff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110000' 00101010 42 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’00110100' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110010' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' ,10101010 170 1st
movwf deccnt4 ;decimal value in
movlw b'00110111' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 ;decimal value in
movlw b'00110000' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 ;decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' ;01101010 106 1st
movwf deccnt4 ;decimal value in
movlw b'001 lOOOff 2nd
movwf deccnt5 ;decimal value in
movlw b'001101 Iff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 ;decimal value in

LXII



Reluctance Machines with Flux Assistance

wbit7is0

wbit7isl

wwbit7is0

wwbh7isl

xbit7is0

xbit7is 1

xxbit7is0

xxbit7isl

ybit7isO

ybit7isl

yybit7is0

yybit7isl

zbit7is0

zbit7isl

Appendices

goto showit
movlw b'00110010' 11101010 234 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110011’ 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110100’ 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'001 lOOOff 00011010 26 1st
movwf decent4 decimal value in
movlw b’OOllOOlff 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'001101 Iff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 10011010 154 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b ’00110101’ 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'0011010C 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b’00110000' 01011010 90 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b‘00111001' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'001 lOOOff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'OOllOOlff 11011010 218 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110001' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00111000’ 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'001 lOOOff 00111010 58 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110101' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00111 OOff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 10111010 186 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00111000' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'001101 Iff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001’ 01111010 122 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'OOllOOlff 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'OOllOOlff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b ’OOllOOlff 11111010 250 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110101' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110000' 3rd
movwf deccntb decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110000' 00000110 6 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110000' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'001 lO llff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 10000110 134 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110011’ 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'00110100' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110000' 01000110 70 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110111' 2nd
m ovwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110000' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 11000110 198 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00111001’ 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'001 llOOff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'001 lOOOff 00100110 38 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110011' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'001 llOOff 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' ;10100110 166 1st
movwf deccnt4 ;decimal value in

LXIII



Reluctance Machines with Flux Assistance

zzbit7isl

fdabit7isO

fdabh7isl

fdaabit7isO

fdaabit7isl

fdbbit7is0

fdbbit7isl

fdbbbit7is0

fdbbbit7isl

fdcbit7is0

fdcbit7isl

fdccbh7isO

fdccbit7isl

Appendices

movlw b'00110110* 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110110' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 01100110 102 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110000’ 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'OOllOOlff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110010' 11100110 230 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110011' 2nd
m ovwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'001 lOOOff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'001 lOOOff 00010110 22 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'OOllOOlff 2nd
m ovwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'OOllOOlff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001’ 10010110 150 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’00110101' 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'001 lOOOff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110000' 01010110 86 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00111000' 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'001 lO llff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'OOllOOlff 11010110 214 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110001’ 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'00110100’ 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b’001 lOOOff 00110110 54 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110101' 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'001 lOlOff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 10110110 182 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'001 llOOff 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'OOllOOlff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 01110110 118 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’00110001’ 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00111000' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'OOllOOlff 11110110 246 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'001 lOlOff 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'001101 Iff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110000' 00001110 14 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110001' 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b’001 lOlOff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001’ 10001110 142 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110100' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’OOllOOlff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'001 lOOOff 01001110 78 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110111' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00111000' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'OOllOOlff 11001110 206 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b ’001 lOOOff 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'001 lO llff 3rd

LXIV



Reluctance Machines with Flux Assistance

fddbit7isl

fdddbit7is0

fdddbit7isl

fdebit7isO

fdebit7isl

fdeebit7is0

fdeebit7isl

fdfbit7is0

fdfbit7isl

fdffbit7is0

fdffbit7isl

fdgbit7is0

fd{d>it7isl

fdggbit7isO

Appendices

movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'001 lOOOff 00101110 46 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110100’ 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110110' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 10101110 174 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110111' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110100' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 01101110 110 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110001' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'001 lOOOff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'OOllOOlff 11101110 238 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110011' 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b’001 llOOff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'001 lOOOff 00011110 30 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110011' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110000' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 10011110 158 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110101' 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'001 llOOff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110000’ 01011110 94 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00111001’ 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’001 lOlOff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'OOllOOlff 11011110 222 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'OOllOOlff 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'OOllOOlff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b’001 lOOOff 00111110 62 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'001101 Iff 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110010' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b’00110001' 10111110 190 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00111001’ 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'001 lOOOff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b’00110001’ 01111110 126 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’OOllOOlff 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b’001 lO llff 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'OOllOOlff 00111100 254 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110101' 2nd
m ovwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'00110100' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'001 lOOOff 00000001 1 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'001 lOOOff 2nd
m ovwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'00110001' 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 10000001 129 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'OOllOOlff 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00111001' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'001 lOOOff ,01000001 65 1st

LXV



Reluctance Machines with Flux Assistance

fdggbit7isl

fdhbit7is0

fdhbit7isl

fdhhbit7isO

fdhhbit7isl

fdibit7is0

fdibit7isl

fdiibit7is0

fdiibit7isl

fdjbh7is0

fdjbit7isl

fdjjbit7isO

fdjjbit7isl

fdkbit7is0

Appendices

movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'001101 Iff 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110101' 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 11000001 193 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00111001' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movhv b'00110011' 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110000' 00100001 33 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110011' 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'00110011' 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 10100001 161 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110110' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110001' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'001 lOOOO1 01100001 97 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’00111001’ 2nd
m ovwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'00110111' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b’OOllOOlff 11100001 225 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'OOllOOlff 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110101' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'001 lOOOff 00010001 17 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110001' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110111' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 10010001 145 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'001 lOlOff 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'00110101' 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110000’ 01010001 81 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'001 llOOff 2nd
m ovwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'00110001' 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'OOllOOlff 11010001 209 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110000' 2nd
m ovwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00111001' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b’001 lOOOff 00110001 49 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’00110 lOff 2nd
m ovwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00111001' 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 10110001 177 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110111’ 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110111' 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 01110001 113 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110001' 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'00110011' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'OOllOOlff 11110001 241 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'001 lOlOff 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’00110001' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'001 lOOOff 00001001 9 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'001 lOOOff 2nd
m ovwf deccntS decimal value in

LXVI



Reluctance Machines with Flux Assistance

fdkkbit7isO

fdkkbit7isl

fdlbit7is0

fdlbit7isl

fdllbit7is0

fdllbit7isl

fdmbit7isO

fdmbit7isl

fdmmbit7is0

fdmmbit7isl

fdnbit7is0

fdnbit7isl

fdnnbit7is0

Appendices

movlw b'00111001' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 ;decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001’ 10001001 137 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110011' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’00110111’ 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110000 01001001 73 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110111' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’00110011' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110010 11001001 201 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110000 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'00110001' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110000' 00101001 41 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110100' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110001’ 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 10101001 169 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110110’ 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00111001’ 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 01101001 105 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'001 lOOOff 2nd
m ovwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110101' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b’OOllOOlff 11101001 233 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’00110011' 2nd
m ovwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110011' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110000' 00011001 25 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110010' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110101' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 10011001 153 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110101' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110011' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b’001 lOOOff 01011001 89 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’001 llOOff 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'00111001’ 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'OOllOOlff 11011001 217 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110001’ 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110111' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'001 lOOOff 00111001 57 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110101' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110111’ 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b’00110001' 10111001 185 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'001 llOOff 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110101' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 01111001 121 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'OOllOOlff 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110001' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit

LXVII
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fdobhTisO

fdobitTisl

fdoobit7is0

fdoobit7isl

fdpbit7is0

fdpbit7isl

fdppbit7is0

fdppbit7isl

fdqbit7is0

fdqbrt7isl

fdqqbit7is0

fdqqbit7isl

fdrbit7is0

fdrbit7isl

Appendices

movlw b'OOllOOlff 111 11001 249 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110100* 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b’00111001’ 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b’001 lOOOff 00000101 5 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’001 lOOOff 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'00110101' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b’00110001’ 10000101 133 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’00110011’ 2nd
m ovwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’00110011’ 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b’00110000' 01000101 69 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’00110110’ 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’00111001’ 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b’00110001’ 11000101 197 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’00111001’ 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b’00110111' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110000' 00100101 37 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’00110011’ 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’00110111’ 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b’00110001' 10100101 165 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110110’ 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’00110101’ 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001’ 01100101 101 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’00110000' 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b’00110001' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b’OOllOOlff 11100101 229 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’OOllOOlff 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b’00111001’ 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b’00110000' 00010101 21 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’OOllOOlff 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’00110001’ 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b’00110001’ 10010101 149 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’00110100’ 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’00111001' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'001 lOOOff 01010101 85 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’001 llOOff 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110101’ 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'OOllOOlff 11010101 213 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’00110001’ 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’00110011’ 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b’001 lOOOff 00110101 53 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’00110101’ 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’00110011’ 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b’00110001’ 10110101 181 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’001 llOOff 2nd
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fdrrbit7isl

fdsbit7is0

fdsbit7isl

fdssbit7is0

fdssbit7isl

fdtbit7isO

fdtbit7isl

fdttbit7isO

fdttbit7isl

fdubit7is0

fdubit7isl

fduubit7isO

fduubit7isl

Appendices

movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'00110001' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b ‘00110001' 01110101 117 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110001' 2nd
m ovwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movtw b'00110111’ 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110010' 11110101 245 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110100' 2nd
m ovwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’00110101’ 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110000’ 00001101 13 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110001' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110011* 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 10001101 141 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'001101001 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110001' 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'001 lOOOO1 01001101 77 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110111' 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'00110111' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'0011001 O' 11001101 205 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110000' 2nd
m ovwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110101' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b’001100001 00101101 45 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’001101001 2nd
m ovwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’00110101' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001’ 10101101 173 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110111' 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'00110011' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b’00110001' 01101101 109 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110000' 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'00111001' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'0011001 O' 11101101 237 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110011' 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'00110111' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b’00110000' 00011101 29 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110010' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00111001' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001’ 10011101 157 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110101' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’00110111' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110000' 01011101 93 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00111001' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110011' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110010’ 11011101 221 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’0011001 O' 2nd
m ovwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’00110001' 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
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fdvbit7isl

fdwbit7isO

fdwbit7isl

fdwbit7isO

fdwbit7isl

fdwwbit7is0

fdwwbit7is1

fdxbit7is0

fdxbit7isl

fdxxbit7is0

fdxxbit7isl

fdybit7is0

fdybit7isl

fdyybit7is0

Appendices

goto showit
movlw b'00110000' 00111101 61 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'OOllOllO' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110001’ 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 10111101 189 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'001110001 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00111001' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001’ 01111101 125 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'0011001ff 2nd
m ovwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110101' 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110010' 11111101 253 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110101' 2nd
m ovwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110011' 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'OOllOOOff 00000011 3 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110000' 2nd
m ovwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110011' 3rd
m ovwf decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b’00110001’ 10000011 131 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’00110011' 2nd
m ovwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b’00110001’ 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b’00110000’ 01000011 67 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110110' 2nd
m ovwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'00110111' 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001’ 11000011 195 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’00111001' 2nd
m ovwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’00110101' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110000' 00100011 35 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110011' 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'00110101' 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 10100011 163 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110110' 2nd
m ovwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b’00110011' 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110000' 01100011 99 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00111001' 2nd
m ovwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00111001' 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'OOllOOlff 11100011 227 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'OOllOOlff 2nd
m ovwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110111’ 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110000’ 00010011 19 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110001' 2nd
m ovwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00111001' 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b’00110001' 10010011 147 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110100' 2nd
m ovwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110111' 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'001 lOOOff 01010011 83 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
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fdyybit7isl

fdzbit7is0

fdzbit7isl

fdzzbit7is0

fdzzbit7isl

gfabit7is0

gfabit7isl

gfaabit7isO

gfaabit7isl

gfbbit7is0

gfbbit7isl

gfbbbh7is0

gfbbbit7isl

gfcbit7is0

Appendices

movlw b'00111000' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110011' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'OOllOOlff 11010011 211 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110001' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110001' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110000' 00110011 51 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110101' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110001' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 10110011 179 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110111' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’00111001' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 01110011 115 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110001' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movhv b’00110101' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110010' 11110011 243 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110100’ 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110011' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'001100001 00001011 11 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110001' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110001' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 10001011 139 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110011' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00111001' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110000' 01001011 75 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110111' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110101' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b’OOllOOlff 11001011 203 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'OOllOOOff 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110011' 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'001 lOOOff 00101011 43 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'001 lOlOff 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110011' 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 10101011 171 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110111' 2nd
m ovwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b ’00110001' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 01101011 107 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'OOllOOOff 2nd
m ovwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110111' 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movhv b'OOllOOlff 11101011 235 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110011’ 2nd
m ovwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b ’00110101' 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b’001 lOOOff 00011011 27 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'OOllOOlff 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110111’ 3rd
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gfcbit7isl

gfccbit7is0

gfccbit7isl

gfdbit7is0

gfdbrt7isl

gfddbit7is0

gfddbit7isl

gfebit7is0

gfebit7isl

gfeebit7is0

gfeebit7isl

gffbit7is0

gffbit7isl

gfffbit7is0

gfHbit7isl

Appendices

movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 10011011 155 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’00110101' 2nd
m ovwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110101' 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'OOllOOOff 01011011 91 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00111001' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110001’ 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'OOllOOlff 11011011 219 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’00110001' 2nd
m ovwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'00111001' 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'001 lOOOff 00111011 59 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’00110101' 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'00111001' 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 10111011 187 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b ’00111000' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110111' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 01111011 123 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'OOllOOlff 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'00110011' 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'OOllOOlff 11111011 251 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110101' 2nd
m ovwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110001' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110000' 00000111 7 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'OOllOOOff 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110111' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001’ 10000111 135 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movhv b'00110011' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110101' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'OOllOOOff 01000111 71 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110111' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110001' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 11000111 199 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00111001' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00111001' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'001 lOOOff 00100111 39 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110011' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’00111001' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 10100111 167 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'001101 Iff 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'00110111' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 01100111 103 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110000' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110011' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'OOllOOlff 11100111 231 1st
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gfgbit7is0

gfgbit7isl

gfggbit7is0

gfggbit7isl

gflibit7isO

gfhbit7isl

gfhhbit7isO

gfhhbit7isl

gfibit7is0

gfibit7isl

gfiibit7is0

gfiibit7isl

gljbit7is0

gfjbit7isl

Appendices

movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110011' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110001' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'001 lOOOff 00010111 23 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'OOllOOlff 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110011’ 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b’00110001' 10010111 151 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b ’00110101' 2nd
m ovwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'00110001' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'001 lOOOff 01010111 87 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00111000' 2nd
m ovwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110111’ ; 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 ;decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'OOllOOlff 11010111 215 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’00110001' 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'00110101' 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'OOllOOOff 00110111 55 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110101' 2nd
m ovwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'00110101' 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001’ 10110111 183 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00111000' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110011' 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 01110111 119 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110001' 2nd
m ovwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00111001' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'OOllOOlff 11110111 247 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110100' 2nd
m ovwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110111’ 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'001 lOOOff 00001111 15 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’00110001' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’00110101' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 10001111 143 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110100' 2nd
m ovwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110011’ 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b ’OOllOOOff 01001111 79 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’00110111' 2nd
movwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'00111001' 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'OOllOOlff 11001111 207 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110000’ 2nd
m ovwf deccntS decimal value in
movlw b'00110111’ 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'OOllOOOff 00101111 47 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'001 lOlOff 2nd
m ovwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110111' 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 10101111 175 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110111' 2nd
m ovwf deccntS decimal value in
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gfjjbit7is0

gQjbit7isl

gfkbit7is0

gfkbit7isl

gfkkbit7is0

gfkkbit7isl

gflbit7is0

gflbit7isl

gfllbit7is0

gfllbit7isl

showit

end

Appendices

movlw b'00110101' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 ;decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 01101111 111 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’00110001’ 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’00110001' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movhv b'001 lOOlO1 11101111 239 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110011' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00111001' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b’001100001 00011111 31 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b’00110011’ 2nd
m ovwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110001' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 10011111 159 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110101' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’00111001’ 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110000' 01011111 95 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00111001’ 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’00110101’ 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110010 11011111 223 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110010 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110011' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b’00110000' 00111111 63 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00110110 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'OOl 10011’ 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'OOl 10001' 10111111 191 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'00111001' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b’00110001' 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b'00110001' 01111111 127 1st
m ovwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'OOl 10010' 2nd
m ovwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'00110111' 3rd
m ovwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit
movlw b’OOl 10010' 11111111 255 1st
movwf deccnt4 decimal value in
movlw b'OOl 10101' 2nd
movwf deccnt5 decimal value in
movlw b'OOl 10101’ 3rd
movwf deccnt6 decimal value in
goto showit

bcf pclath,3
bcf pclath,4
goto showit 1 PAGE0
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APPENDIX E 

E.1 SOLDERABLE SELF-BONDING ENAMEL (SALDAVEX AUTOVEX F)
(as provided by Scientific Wire Company, London)

Applications

Round copper wires used in wirings of electrical machines and electrical instruments.

Chemical and Physical Properties

-Composition of resin modified polyurethane, polyamide, polyvinilbutiral (PVB), with self-bonding 

properties.

-Thermal class (IEC172) 155.

-Softening temperature of bonding layer 160-190°C.

Storage and Handling

-Special transport precautions -  none.

-Special storage precautions -  none.

-Personal protection measures -  none.

Inflammability and Explosion Danger 

-Not inflammable without primer.

-With primer it is inflammable at temperatures over 400°C.

-It is immediately auto-extinguishing.

-It is not explosive.

Toxicological Data

Hazardous fumes or dust may be generated when soldering, welding , hot staking, burning, wire 

brushing, melting, or processing magnet wires. Excessive exposure to dust may cause irritation to the 

eyes, skin, and/or respiratory systems. Wear proper protective eye, skin and breathing equipment. 

Avoid breathing fumes.

During the curing of AUTOVEX wire, some fumes are produced. These are made by the wire surface 

lubrication (wax and paraffin) and by the residue of AUTOVEX resin solvents (aromatic hydrocarbon, 

etilglycole).

These fumes are less than 0.01% of the mass. It is better to evacuate these solvents fumes by a cowl on 

the bonding place.

In case of total destruction for fire (for example by a persisting flame at approximately 700°C), before 

self-extinguishing, the product will exale CO, C 02, H20  steam and will leave a carbon residue.
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Round wires are lubricated using a minimum quantity of wax materials of max 75mg/m2 of wire 

surface, which for diameter ranging around 0.50mm corresponds to a max of 75mg per kg of wire, or 

following Customer Specifications.

Testing with such wires showed that when a high enough current was in the coil to start the self

bonding process the coil became more malleable and the temperature within the coil of over 100°C 

was usually sufficient to enable the process (the size of coil affected the temperature required due to 

the heating effects of copper losses).

Self-bonding wire is a wire which, when subject to a short duration of a higher current than normal 

operation rating current, will bond together and maintain its overall shape. It will not have short 

circuits if done correctly.

E.2 PACKING FACTOR CONSIDERATIONS
The range of values of packing factor for wire in the field and stator coils needs to be calculated.

Since the wire is essentially circular in cross-section, then there must be a proportion of the allowed 

space for the coils which cannot be filled, the remaining fraction (the packing factor) is for copper (the 

coils) (E.l).

e.g. number of turns = N

radius o f one copper turn = r 

area of one turn = 7ur2=a 

total area = A

Packing factor = PF = = ^ 7rr-
A A

(E. l )

2r

►

\

/

Figure E .l Simplest packing calculation method. Figure E.2 Best conventional packing method.
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r=R+x

Figure E.3 Insulation layer.

Assume that the wire is packed as in Figure E. 1 (a simple winding style, viewable as a pessimistic 

method of winding the coils) 

area of square = Ar1 

area of circle = nr2

ratio of circle area to square area = n/4 = 0.7854 = Packing Factor

A more efficient packing is as shown in Figure E.2. As shown, more wires occupy the squares (same 

length of 2r as the first example). The centres of each circle are linked by isosceles triangles. The area 

of each triangle can be shown to be 7 3 ,2 where r is the radius of the wire. As shown the middle of 

each triangle is air space. The area which is copper is 3 individual 60° segments, each of area Ij , 2 ■

_ ( ^ - 14)r2 _ - ,The packing factor is th e n  -A —— L = A-__zL—  = A  = 0.855662 (E.2)
73, 2 7 3 ,2 73

The next problem to investigate is that of insulation layers, since it is common form to give diameter 

of the copper only, not of the diameter of the copper plus its insulation layer. A simple diagram 

highlighting the situation is shown in Figure E.3. Suppose the radius r is made up of the actual radius 

of copper, R, plus the insulation layer, x. Thus the total area is (E.3):-

n r 1 = ;r (/? + *)(/? + x) = n[^R2 + 2Rx + x 2>} (E.3)

If the wire was to be packed as in the first example {Figure E. 1), for argument sake, the total available 

area would now be

4 r 2 = 4 ( i ?  + A:)(R + Jc) =  4^ i?2 + 2Rx + jr2j 

and the packing factor, PF, would be (E.4):-

7i ilF  + 2Rx + x2) a
P F =—  ̂ '  = — (E.4)

4(R 2+2R jc + jc2) 4
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This gives a packing factor of tc/4 again in that the amount of wire that can be fitted in the space is a 

fixed proportion as the total radius varies. The value of x determines how much of this is actually for 

copper, since the total radius is actually a variable copper radius, R, plus an assumed fixed value of 

insulation thickness. Hence the true packing factor will vary with total wire radius (E.5):-.

P.F. = — -----— ------- , < -  (E.5)
4 ( t f 2 +  2Rx + Jc2) 4

For small changes in total wire radius where the insulation layer is small compared to the total wire 

thickness it can be acceptable to assume a calculated packing factor based on actual test data, 

especially if little effort was put into compacting the wire into the space. This is shown below where 

R is very much bigger than x (E.6 ):-.

R2 + 2 Rx + x 2 —> R 2 i f  R »  x

thus p mF. = — -----— -------- r  R » x
4 (R 2 +2Rx + x 2)

hence p jr ,  = 71̂ — = — (E.6)
4(*2) 4

The equation shows that, in this situation, x has little or no real effect on the packing factor and hence 

the packing factor and true packing factor have almost identical values.

The more pessimistic a value of packing factor, the greater is the chances of the turns fitting within the 

given slot area e.g. 80% of the calculated value could be used for all wire types.

Self bonding wire has a third layer on its outside that is used to bond wires together during bonding 

treatment {Figure E.4). This third layer has caused a reduction in the packing factor for the wire. A 

conventional 0.315mm diameter wire in a manually wound toroidal coil can have a packing factor of 

0.7. The self bonding 0.315mm equivalent in a similar sized toroidal coil only offers 0.52 as a packing 

factor. This would mean that an initial assumption of the packing factor of self bonding wire is 74% 

of that for similar sized conventional wire. This is due to the thickness, y, of the additional layer that 

performs self bonding. Let the wire thickness of 0.315mm be the size of the copper plus insulation 

(R+x) and let the self-bonding layer be y. Calculating the areas of a conventional wire and a self 

bonding wire and incorporating the packing factors allows the thickness of y to be calculated (E.7). 
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R + x + y

R  + x

Figure E.4 Copper layer, insulation layer and self-bonding layer.

Jt(0.315+y)2 = 71(0.315)2 f

(0.315+y)2 = (0.315)2 (1.346) =0.134 
0.315+y = 0.365 
y = 0.05mm = 50pm

The self bonding wire is therefore 0.415mm in diameter based on this calculation, a 31% increase in 

size. The self bonding layer is 50pm thick. This explains the reduction in packing factor. The packing 

factor will improve with thicker wire choice to a value more similar to that of conventional copper 

wire.
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E.3 USE OF PLASTIC FORMER FOR ALIGNED STACKS

Bifilar (armature) 
windings

Toroid field 
winding

Plastic former to hold 
stator stacks in place

Figure E.5 Dual Stack Machine in section displaying field (toroid) and bifilar armature windings [test windings included].

Figure E.6 Nylon66 former to hold stacks in place with two perspex discs to hold toroidal windings in place.

A plastic former is required to guarantee that the toroidal field winding was held in place and that the 

two stacks are held in perfect alignment {Figures E.5 and E.6). This has to be incorporated into the 

design of the dual stack variable reluctance machine. Perspex was originally used but was found to be 

thermally unsuitable. 1mm thickness was also wanted as it allowed more copper area. However the
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former could only be made from 2mm thickness. This means that more current is required in the 

windings to give the same ampere turns as a 1mm design. This gave rise to concerns over increased 

temperatures in the windings during operation. Nylon6 6  was used in the final zero degree alignment 

model. It comprises of 30% glass-filled engineering plastic (Nylon66  -  see below for more data). It 

offers dimensional stability, easier machining, high melting point and excellent electrical insulation. 

When the stator stacks were displaced, the former was removed (the field was wound so as to hold 

itself in place between the armature coils within the DSVRM).

E.4 NYLON66-ERTALON®66GF-30
(as provided by October 1999 Famell Industrial catalogue)

This is 30% Glass-filled Engineering Plastic.

Properties

-High strength and stiffness 

-Excellent creep resistance 

-Good dimensional stability 

-Black colour or white

-Continuous working temperature (120°C). Maximum 145°C 

-Good chemical resistance (pH5 to pHl 1)

-Good hydrolysis resistance 

-Excellent electrical insulator

-The addition of 30% glass fibre produces an outstanding composite material which is ideal for 

demanding compression/load bearing applications :-

gears, bearings, rollers, wheels, cams, nuts, valve seats, pulleys, gaskets, electrical insulators

-Specific gravity = 1.35

-Water absorption = 5.5% max

-Tensile strength (23 °C dry) = 190N/mm2

-Flexural strength (23°C dry) = 270N/mm2

-Hardness (Rockwell) = M100

-Melt point = 255°C

-Thermal conductivity = 0.24W/k.m

-Flammability = UL94-HB

-Volume resistivity = 1013Qcm

-Dielectric strength = 45kV/mm

-Surface resistivity = 1020Q
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E.5 STEFAN’S LAW
Stefan’s Law is used to calculate the radiated heat as a temperature rise above ambient temperature 

when the wire carried a current (E.8). The modelling used on Microsoft Excel was such that, for any 

calculated slot area, mmf proportions from the windings or plastic former thickness, at any specified 

flux density (B), the currents in the coils, the voltages required, the I2R resistive losses and the 

associated temperature rises above ambient were instantaneously calculated. The design was 

optimised numerically to give the shape with minimum reluctance and optimum thermal 

characteristics. This allowed the maximization of the magnetic flux for a given supply.

The temperature rise, Trjsen (in Kelvin), had to have 293 Kelvin subtracted to get temperature rise 

above an ambient temperature of 20°C. The total surface areas of the windings were calculated 

{Figures E. 7, E.8). For ease of calculation, each area was regarded as the surface area if each set of 

windings were just a single large wire of cross-sectional area equalling the proportion of the slot area 

available. Stefan’s Law was only provides an indication of the radiated heat from the wires by linking

the I R resistive losses to radiated heat into the air. Conduction and radiation by the outer surface of 

the motor were not taken into account. Work was carried out to model how heat was conducted into 

the motor’s metal body and, from this, how heat was lost from the whole motor by radiation. This was 

halted as it would have become a research study in its own right. Work concentrated on maximizing 

the radiated heat loss from the stators as a whole and the field on its own. Equilibrium temperature 

rises from the motor at various flux densities (and hence currents) had to be measured experimentally 

when the motor was built, to verify the Stefan’s Law calculations.

P -  <j Ae (T Y - ( t  )4V risen /  y original )

<T — 6.67x10* W / m 2K 4 

A = surface area / m2 
e = emissivity(0.7 for copper) 

T = temperature / Kelvin 

P = i2R power loss

(E.8)

Total 
Surface
Area =  27t[< r i . a- .R 212-«-«r i  .l+<R 2 . l ]

Figure E.7 Surface area calculations for field coil.

Tolal Surface Area = 
4(AD+AC+6E+DE-2BC-BD-CD)

Figure E.8 Surface area calculations for an armature coil.
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It is possible to calculate the thermal model for all the windings if the I2R power losses and the 

dimensions are known for the windings in question. It gave an insight into the possible temperature 

performance of the machine. This theory assumed no fan was present.

The static and dynamic modelling process gives information about the machine. The power loss from 

the windings was known, the total surface area was calculated and the ambient temperature was used 

as Toriginai leaving Trisen as the unknown. The temperature rise above ambient was found from 

subtracting Tonginal from Tmknown.
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APPENDIX G 

G.1 PHOTOGRAPHS OF SINGLE STACK VARIABLE RELUCTANCE MOTOR

Figure G .l Rotor and toroid housing. Figure G.2 Toroid housing.

Figure G.4 Field winding inside 
housing.

Figure G.3 Field winding inside 
housing.

Figure G.5 Field adjacent to armature 
coils.

Figure G.7 Space for rotor.Figure G .6> Armature windings. Figure G.8 Cooling ducts.

Figure G.9 Space for cylindrical section o f  rotor. Figure G.10 Complete machine.
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G.2 BACK EMF TEST RESULTS
The maximum speed obtained from the dc motor was slightly above 1 lOOrpm. The two sets of stator 

coils (labelled as Phase 1 and Phase2) were connected to the oscilloscope so the generated voltage 

(back-emf) could be seen and measured. The source of the magnetic flux for back-emf production 

was the field winding. The current in the field winding was varied for different speeds so an 

indication of the back emf waveform at higher speeds (e.g. 8000rpm) was obtainable through 

interpolation of the data (since the dc motor would not operate over 1105rpm).

The initial test was to ensure that the back emfs from each coil for each phase summed in the correct 

manner for each winding topology used to drive the machine. The total back emf waveform in one 

armature phase winding would be the same size but in antiphase to that in the other armature phase 

winding.

The magnetic flux produced can be calculated from the back emf waveform. From Faraday’s Law 

(G. 1 ):-

E=N—  (G.l)
dt

Integration of both sides will yield jEdt= jNdO

Further simplification gives the flux linkage Et=N®
The magnetic flux is then <D=Et^ where ®=BA

EtThe magnetic flux density is calculated as B=-----
NA

The magnetic flux linkage was thus a function of time (motor speed) and back-emf value (G.l). 

Instead of trying to integrate a non-sinusoidal back-emf waveform, calculating areas under the 

waveform using trapezoid area calculations is a fast and effective alternative, as shown in the example 

back-emf waveform of Figure G .l 1. The sum of all the individual trapezoids gives the magnetic flux 

linkage. Dividing this by the number of turns in the phase winding gives the magnetic flux. The 

magnetic flux can be converted to magnetic flux density as the cross-sectional area, A, of the stator 

poles is known. The cross-sectional area of one stator pole was 3.4793x10"4 m2 for the SSVRM.

Actual waveform and associated calculated magnetic flux linkage waveforms are shown for the Single 

Stack Variable Reluctance Machine in Figures G. 12 to G .l5. These values are accurate at the speed at 

which back-emf testing was carried out. For predicting the waveforms for an operating speed of 

5000rpm, the back-emf was increased by the proportional difference in speed (1071rpm to 5000 rpm 

was a 4.67 increase in proportion). The magnetic flux was increased in a similarly crude manner and 

hence linearity was assumed for simplistic comparisons. It is possible to regard these values as
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acceptable since the actual calculated maximum magnetic flux density was in the region of about 0.8T 

(which is close to the point at which saturation would start).

Sample back-emf againsttime

area=(di1ference in voltageftdifference in time)20  - 3  ~  3
00  -

*

□  ID □  
ID ID CD

CD □  I D  CD 
N  CD CD CD

CD C fj
CO CO

area=

area=(10-5y(10 -5 ^ 1  e -3 )

area=(47-35)s(30-25)fX1 e-3) 

=(35-25)*(25-2D)iX1 e-3 ) T i m  6 / m  S
area=(15 -107(15-107(1  e -3 ) area=C25-157(20- i 57(1 e-3 )

■ Sam ple back-emf

Sum o f  areas astim e increments givesthe total magnetic lu x  linkage up to that point in time. If an area is negative (je.back-em k if negative)
then the sum value d ecreases. This value, if divided bythe num beroftum s in the armature winding,will give the magnetic lu x  value atthat point in time
D e p e n d in g  o n  th e  s p e e d  th e  tim e  c a n  b e  c o n v e rte d  into e lec trical a n g le  o r  m ech an ica l a n g le .

Figure G.l 1 :-Summation o f area under curve yields flux linkage.

Graph to  show  magnetic flux linkage and back-emf at 1071 rpm. 0.4A field wndinq
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Figure G.12 :- 1071rpmback emf and flux linkage.
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Graph to  shew  magnetic flux density and back-emf 1071 rpm 0.4A field vending
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FigureG.13 1071rpm back emf and flux density.

Graph to  show magnetic flux linkage and back-emf projected at 5000rpm. 0.4A field
winding
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Figure G.14 5000rpm back emf and flux linkage.
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Graph to  show  magnetic flux density and back-emf projected a t 5000rpm. 0.4A field
winding
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Figure G.l 5 5000rpm back emf and flux density.

The waveform seen in one phase was in antiphase to the other ( tz radians difference). For each half 

cycle, the mean generated voltage was noted and the time for that half cycle noted. The product of 

these two values equalled the magnetic flux linkage for that half cycle. The value of generated voltage 

(which represented the back-emf) was positive when that phase would be switched on if it were to be 

run as a machine (and hence negative when it would be switched off)- The zero volt cross-over of the 

back emf curve occurred when the rotor was at the aligned position. The opto sensor was positioned 

to change state at this point.

The field winding current is responsible for production of all the magnetic flux within the machine 

during back emf testing. The back-emf generated in each phase was measured for 50mA increments 

in the field current (the field had 1600 turns, so current multiplied by turn number gave the field 

ampere-tums). It was assumed that, for a fixed speed, based upon Faraday’s Law, as the field current 

increased to provide more magnetic flux, the back-emf generated would increase linearly until 

saturation occurred.

Initial testing with the SSVRM produced some interesting results most significantly at higher field 

currents {Figure G. 17). The modulus of back-emf for each half cycle of each phase was plotted as 

graphs of peak and mean generated back emfs against field current and as magnetic flux linkage 

against field current. It was noted that, as the field current increased from zero, the general trend 

between phases was similar. But as the current increased further the half cycle values differed within 

each phase but the sums of the half cycles for each phase matched very closely that of the other phase.
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The half cycle values for each phase should all have been identical regardless of field current value. A 

bearing problem was discovered which caused the discrepancy.

The original 4/2 switched reluctance machine used ball bearings to hold the rotor shaft in place. The 

original ball bearings had an inner diameter of 8mm, which implied that an 8mm inner diameter 

needle roller bearing would be a suitable replacement. On closer inspection, it was discovered that the 

bearing was in fact 8mm inner diameter as expected but the shaft was slightly less than that. Two 

suggestions were that it was perhaps an Imperial shaft of 5/16inch (7.94mm) or that the shaft had 

become worn.

The rotor of the SSVRM has a cylindrical section that is inside a narrowly larger cylinder (which 

formed the inner part of the toroidal field housing). The magnetic flux should ideally be the same 

throughout the constant radial airgap between the cylinders. If, as shown (Figure G .l6), the axis is not 

centrally placed because the shaft of the rotor was not held still by the bearings. The force of gravity 

acts upon the rotor as the rotor is not fixed in place due to the bearing mismatch. As the phase 

armature windings are energised in sequence, the magnetic fluxes from each phase attempt to align the 

rotor with the relevant stator poles. The magnetic forces are affected by gravity and the rotor does not 

remain in a fixed axial plane. The planes of the stator poles affect the positions of the rotor axis as the 

rotor turns. The unwanted axial plane movement of the rotor axis causes additional unwanted acoustic 

noise that increases with speed. If the cylindrical part of the rotor were loose enough to be in contact 

with the field housing then friction would provide additional noise and heating effects. This was 

possible as the radial airgap was very small (0.2mm).

Rotor Is 2 pole

Figure G.l 6 Explanation of mismatch in back emf curves.
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Graph to  shew half cwle maqniti rfag rf peak and rms back anfs generated against
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Figure G. 17 Back emf test results at 1070rpm.

The small (suggested to be 0.06mm) shaft discrepancy was enough to cause the strange results (.Figure

G .l 7), where the magnitudes of negative and positve half cycle peaks of the back emf traces varied 

more with increasing flux (increasing field current) but the average magnitudes for each phase were 

similar. As the positive cycle increased in magnitude, the negative cycle decreased and vice versa, for 

each phase. This was due to the bearing problem. The solution was to re-machine the shaft down to 

7mm which meant that a ball bearing replaced the needle roller bearing to hold the rotor in a fixed, 

centred, axial plane.
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G.3 NO LOAD TESTING AT 10000RPM IN HIGH SPEED MODE

G.3.1 OPTIMISATION OF THE TOROIDAL FIELD WINDING
As shown in Figure G. 18 the field supply gave minimum total input power when at 9 volts. The 

ampere-tum equivalent was then used as the optimum value.

G.3.2 OPTIMISE VAL7 (VALUE DETERMINING HOW ADVANCED THE PHASE 
FIRING STARTS AT)
The value represented the delay after opto state change when the phase was energised and was such 

that it altered how far advanced the start of phase firing before the next opto state change was. The 

optimum value was less clear but the below graph showed a minimum input power at a value of 38 

{Figure G. 19).

Graph to show total input power against field supply voltage at IQOOOrpm
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Figure G.l 8 Optimisation of field supply for minimum input power.
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G raph to  show  total input pow er ag a in st Val7 value for IQOOOrpm with field supply fixed at
9.0volts
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Figure G .l9 > Optimisation o f Vai7 for minimum input power.

Graph to show total input power (and its smoothed curvefdottedH against Val6 value for 
IQOOOrpm with Val7 fixed at 38 and field supply fixed at 9.0volts
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Figure G.20 Optimisation o f Val6 for minimum input power.

G.3.3 OPTIMISE VAL6 (VALUE DETERMINING DELAY BETWEEN FIRING EACH 
PHASE)
This variable determines the size of time delay between energising each phase. The optimum value 

was not a clear choice from the results but a smoothed curve parabola for the best fit indicated that 

minimum power occurs at a value of 40 (Figure G.20).
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As was shown, the final optimised power input was 16.2W of which 1.332W was from the field 

winding (8.22% of the total). This concluded the no-load testing at 10,000rpm.

G.4 INTERMEDIATE STEPS IN RE-OPTIMISING FOR A SMALL LOAD AT 
5000RPM IN HIGH SPEED MODE

G.4.1 OPTIMISE VAL7 (VALUE DETERMINING HOW ADVANCED THE PHASE 
FIRING STARTS AT)
As clearly shown there was a minimum input power when Val7 is at 91 {Figure G.21).

G.4.2 OPTIMISE VAL6 (VALUE DETERMINING DELAY BETWEEN FIRING EACH 
PHASE)
As happened in the no load 5000rpm optimisation process, Val6 was less obvious to optimise and a 

value of 115 was regarded to be a preferred value {Figure G.22).

Graph to shew total input power (and smoothed dotted curve) against Val7 value
for5000rpm with field fixed at 26vdts
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Figure G.21 Optimisation of Val7 for minimum input power.
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Graph to show  total input power and armature power (total input power minus field input poyyerl
against Val6 value for 5000rpm with Val7 fixed at 91 and fidd supply at 26volts
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Figure G.22 Optimisation of Val6 for minimum input power.

G.5 SSVRM DIMENSIONS
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Figure G.23 Optimisation of Val6 for minimum input power.
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APPENDIX H

H.1 MAGNET PLACEMENT
Parts of the back-iron can be cut away allowing the magnetic material to be ‘dropped’ in. The 

possible variants and their advantages and disadvantages are shown and discussed in Figures H. 1 to 

H.6.

Figures H.l and H.2:- Outer insertion o f permanent magnet and variant with aluminium ring to hold magnets in place. This potentially 

weakens the back-iron and the thinned section o f the back-iron left by the cutting out of the back-iron provides a magnetic short-circuit path 

for the flux paths from the permanent magnet. The magnet has to be held in place. Flux is lost in the short circuit meaning selecting a larger 

magnet or selecting a magnet with a greater magnetic remanent flux density, Br, either o f which means a greater cost in motor production.

Figures H.3 and H.4:- Inner insertion o f permanent magnet and variant with aluminium ring to ensure machine held stably. The potentially 

weak back-iron probably needs strengthening (outer casing o f aluminium, for example) and the thinned sections by the magnets provides a 

magnetic short-circuit path for the flux paths from the magnets. The magnets have to be held in place to stop falling into the middle of the 

machine. Flux is lost in the short circuit means selecting a larger magnet or selecting a magnet with a greater magnetic remanent flux 

density, Br, either o f which means a greater cost in motor production.
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Figure H.5 Magnets directly replacing back-iron sections and variant with aluminium ring to ensure machine is held stably. This has no 

magnetic short circuit by the magnets but the magnets need holding in place and the stator sections need to be held firmly in place with, for 

example, an external aluminium ring.

Figure H.6 Magnetic short circuit at axial ends o f motor. Structural integrity of stators is improved, but magnets still need to be held in 

place, possibly with an external casing such as an aluminium casing. The main difference between a magnetic short circuit at the end relative 

to being in the back-iron is that magnetic cross lamination flux is needed to get flux into the end ring so reducing the amount of short circuit 

and there is no method for holding the magnets in place.

Figure H.7 :- Aluminium end caps holding magnets in place. A reduction in the amount of aluminium casing used to hold the motor together 

may be advantageous. This can be done by the use o f conventional motor end cap (a gain from this would be reduced costs in the motor 

since less metal is needed in motor design).
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Figure H.8 More permanent magnet space within an initial design.

The preferable design concept is that of no short-circuit sections associated with the magnets and the 

possible use of an aluminium casing to prevent the magnetic sections from falling out. The permanent 

magnet is to replace the field windings. Removal of the field windings allows the space they occupied 

to become available for insertion of extra permanent magnet material. Finite Element analysis aids in 

the determination of the best magnet type, magnet shape, and optimum machine lamination shape. A 

simple untested initial solution was proposed as below {Figure H.8).

It is noted that the magnets are often sold at lower cost when in preformed shapes, many of which 

having right angles since it is easy to cut them to these shapes. Any low cost motor design should 

therefore follow this geometry (square or rectangular).

The stator sections could be compacted together to maximise the packing factor of the armature 

windings within the sections while leaving the back-iron mechanically strong. The permanent magnet 

materials could not be compacted in such a manner as they are generally too brittle and would shatter 

(especially with rare earth magnets).

The permanent magnets could provide the flux that the field winding would have done. The magnets 

must be placed in the back-iron sections where unidirectional flux existed. Figures H.9 and H. 10 

show the actual flux paths due to the permanent magnet for an aligned position for a first concept. The 

rotor lamination is left alone for all the magnet orientations discussed in this section. The steel stator 

laminations are simple in shape and the associated flux paths in the motor appear to be short and 

simple. Note the dimensions of the magnets and the fact that the magnitude of the magnet end face 

area is a guide to the magnitude of magnetic flux produced and that the magnet length (in the direction 

of flux inside the magnet) represents magnetomotive force (mmf) from the magnet. This orientation 

was used as a reference against the other possible magnet orientations. It was called ‘original concept 

orientation’.
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Figures H.9, H.10 Original design (called zip004) with flux directions shown. Easiest design. Shortest flux paths.

Figures H.l 1, H.12 Magnets at diagonal angle. More complex steel laminations, risk o f unwanted areas of saturation (* in diagram), but 

longer meaning more flux due to larger end lace area. Thinner magnet giving less mmf. Longer flux paths

Another possible orientation is shown by Figures H .l 1, H.12. The magnets are orientated at a 

diagonal angle. The end face area of each magnet is larger than those in Figures H.9, H.10 which 

meant that there is more magnetic flux from the magnets but the magnet is thinner (when constraining 

the inner and outer radii of the stator sections to be constant in all cases) so less magnetomotive force 

is produced by the magnets. The positioning of the magnets presented the problems of magnetic 

saturation occurring in sections other than the rotor and stator poles (which are the only places where 

saturation is potentially wanted). These saturation problem areas are shown by the symbol * in Figure 

H .l 1. The magnetic flux paths are longer than those shown in Figure H. 10. The steel stator 

laminations are more complex in shape than the original concept orientation. This design is not as 

desirable as that of Figure H. 10.

The next possible orientation is that of magnets inserted at 90 degrees to that of the original concept 

orientation (Figures H .l3, H.14). To prevent magnetic short circuits (a loss in useful magnetic flux) 

there are sections of air or aluminium inserted to guide the magnetic flux in the paths shown in Figure

H .l3. The steel stator laminations are complex in shape and there is great potential for unwanted 

magnetic saturation in the sections shown by the symbol * in Figure H. 13. The magnetic flux paths
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are longer and more complicated and the magnet end face area is reduced with a potential reduction in 

magnet length. The effectiveness of the magnets is compromised so this orientation is not good.

The final orientation type is a new approach to this problem. Figure H .l 5 shows the main shape of 

Figure H.9 but with a few alterations. There are spacers (plastic or aluminium) where the magnets 

used to be. The magnets are now four sections making a rubber ring magnet which surround the 

original lamination. This is enclosed by a steel ring to provide the completion of the magnetic flux 

path circuit (Figure H .l 6). The sections of the rubber permanent magnet provide radial flux. The 

steel ring outside this provides completion of the flux paths for the magnets. The bi-directional path 

sections in the inner back-iron aid directing the flux from the magnets into the stator poles (bi

directional due to armature winding energisation). The spacers have to be non-magnetic to avoid 

magnetic short circuits and, as such, would be plastic or aluminium. Solid spacers hold the 

laminations in place. Air spacers make holding the machine innards in place more difficult as the 

laminations have to be glued in place. Generally, this orientation type would make the design more 

complex as well as increasing the overall size. Very long and complex flux paths exist and it should be 

noted that the motor is the largest of all the concepts introduced.

Figure H.13, H.14 Magnets flux rotated 90 degrees. Shaded areas to be air or aluminium. More complex steel laminations, shaded areas of 

air or aluminium to reduce flux leakage paths, risk o f saturation in sections other than stator poles (surrounding the magnets) (* in diagram), 

magnet size is reduced. Very long flux paths.
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Figure H. 15 Layout of a rubber ring permanent magnet.
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Figure H .l6 Magnetic flux from a rubber ring permanent magnet.

Chapter 6 summarises this investigation into magnet placement topologies.

H.2 SHORT-CIRCUIT FLUX PATHS WHEN MAINTIANING STATOR 
STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY
As shown in Figures H .l 7 and H. 18, there is lost torque producing flux when the back-iron behind the 

magnets is maintained as flux is lost in the short circuit.. For small machines, a narrower short-circuit 

loses stator structural integrity due to being too thin and hence it is better to have no short circuit and 

then to address methods for holding the magnets and stator sections together.

Figure H.17 Magnetic short circuit causing loss o f ‘useful’ magnetic flux.
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MAGNET DEPTH: 30% back-iron 60% back-iron 95% back-iron 100% back-iron

Figure H.l 8 :- Flux paths within motor as magnet occupies increasing proportion o f back-iron.

H.3 EXAMPLE B-H CURVES
B-H curves were for Fer2 {Figure H. 19) and N48 {Figure H.20).
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Figure H.19 :- BH curve for Fer2.
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Figure H.20 :- BH curve for N48.
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H.4 PMFSM LAMINATION DIMENSIONS

Figure H.21 Rotor lamination.

Figure F1.22 Stator lamination.
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H.5 SPREADSHEET FOR DYNAMIC MODELLING OF PMFSM
The spreadsheet used to model the Permanent Magnet Flux Switching Motor is based upon the

spreadsheet developed by Professor Charles Pollock and his staff and students at the Centre for 

Advanced Electronically Controlled Drives, now based at the University of Leicester, to model Flux 

Switching Motors. This section of the Appendices compliments Chapter 6 of this thesis.

The spreadsheet has been written using Microsoft Excel. The spreadsheet used to model the Flux 

Switching Motor assumes that each phase, energised in sequence, will have permanent supply of 

armature voltage to each phase i.e. the model does not support a pulsed armature supply voltage. The 

model does allow the start of energisation of each phase to be varied in relation to rotor position. The 

spreadsheet uses iterative mathematic equations to allow a cycling of data to produce an optimum 

solution based upon the given data supplied (dynamic modelling).

Finite Element Analysis performs static analysis of the machine at different rotor positions -  the rotor 

angles being selected to provide suitable data points for the spreadsheet. The spreadsheet is given data 

from the Finite Element Analysis -  the data being based on rotor position defined by the number of 

rotor and stator poles. The Finite Element Analysis usually provides data in relation to flux from field 

windings, but it was able to measure field flux from the magnets used due to the way it calculated the 

flux.

Magnetic reluctance against rotor position is needed for the spreadsheet. As magnets are used in the 

PMFSM, the Finite Element Analysis model had to be modified. This requires the magnet material 

used in the Finite Element Analysis model to be ‘demagnetised’ whilst retaining its permeance (same 

shape of its B-H curve). The magnet sections can be redefined as having mathematically translated B- 

H curves such that the B-H curve is the same shape as that for the magnet but the magnet produces no 

flux, giving a B-H curve akin to a steel or similar alloy. The flux from small currents (e.g. 0.1 A and 

0.15 A, with a known small number of armature turns, Na e.g. Na=10) is calculated using Finite 

Element Analysis for the ‘demagnetised’ machine at fixed rotor positions. The change in flux due to 

the change in current is measured from the Finite Element Analysis data. The change in flux 

multiplied by the number of turns and divided by the change in current gives a value for inductance 

from which the reluctance can be calculated. The reluctance at a given rotor position is suitably 

termed in the spreadsheet as RELUCTANCE.

The spreadsheet had been given its own Microsoft Excel cell reference definitions, based upon it being 

originally used for modelling the Flux Switching Motor.
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The maximum angle over which a phase should be energised for is defined as (.Figure H.23) 

HALF_ELEC_ANGLE=360*((1/Nr)-(1/Ns)), where Nr is defined as the number of rotor poles and Ns 

is defined as the number of stator poles.

In the PMFSM spreadsheet model, ‘ON’ defines a negative angle value. This angle allows the angular 

position of determining when energisation of the phase may be started to be selected (as the Finite 

Element Analysis does not necessarily have zero degrees rotor position at the point where a back emf 

trace would be changing polarity at the zero crossing (this angle allows the Finite Element data and 

spreadsheet model to be matched). Adding the angular value of ‘DIFF’ to ‘ON’ defines the angle 

when to turn on the armature winding for that phase (Figure H.23). Adding the angular value of 

‘OFF’ to ‘ON’ defines when to turn the phase off (Figure H.23). This is the basis for allowing the 

spreadsheet to model a pulsed supply.

Vs is defined as the armature supply voltage in the spreadsheet. When a phase is energised, it is given 

Vs as the supply and the armature current in that phase increases in magnitude. When the phase turns 

off, the voltage is -V s due to freewheel diodes of the half bridge converter circuit and the current will 

start to fall. The spreadsheet calculates the current for the rotor positions and stops the current 

becoming negative in the following rotor position by forcing the current to zero for that following 

position if it is attempting to become negative, and also setting the supply voltage is to Vs=0 until the 

next phase is energised (the current is forced to zero until the next phase is energised. This requires a 

degree of complexity in the Microsoft Excel equations used.

Figure H.23 defining how spreadsheet model determines turning on one phase using angles relative to rotor angle.
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Figure 6.44 in Chapter 6 shows the main user interface of the spreadsheet used to model the PMFSM. 

The spreadsheet was adapted to show the air moved per minute such that the potential applications of 

the designed motor are instantly shown. The spreadsheet allows the rotor speed to be changed, the 

armature supply voltage to be varied, and the armature turn numbers and turn diameter to be changed.

Shown below is a list of main calculations added and amended in the spreadsheet for the first phase 

energisation (the second phase energisation requires minor alterations to the coding, such as changing 

*<’ to *>’, etc, so as to ensure the spreadsheet worked correctly. Also shown are some of the basic 

equations required to facilitate understanding the calculations. This list is incomplete due to the 

complexity of the spreadsheet. The spreadsheet uses iterative calculations to determine an optimum 

solution for the given parameters and supplied data, by feeding back answers back into the equations.

BASIC EQUATIONS
INSTANT ANEOUS_POWER=MOTIONAL_EMF*ARMATURE_CURRENT 

TOT AL_ARMATURE_MMF=Na*ARMATURE_CURRENT

TIME_FOR_CHANGE_IN_ANGLE=(ROTOR_ANGLE-PREVIOUS_ROTOR_ANGLE)/(SPEED*6)

MOTIONAL_EMF=INDUCEDARMATURE_VOLTS_PERTURN*Na*BACK_EMFCORRECTION

AVERAGED_MOTIONAL_EMF_CD=(MOTIONAL_EMF_AT_PREVIOUS_ANGLE_STEP+MOTIONAL_EMF+MOTIONAL_EMF_A

T_NEXT_ANGLE_STEP)/3

ROTORANGLEPOSITION = determinedfrom rotor and stator pole numbers andfrom choice o f  number o f  rotor positions used in Finite 

Element Analysis

ADAPTED EQUATIONS
ARMATURE_l_SWITCH_LOGIC=IF(AND(ROTOR_ANGLE_POSmON>=(ON+DIFF+(360/2/Nr)),ROTOR_ANGLE_POSmON<(OF
F+(360/2/Nr))),l,0)

ARMATURE_2_SWITCH_LOGIC=IF(OR(AND(ROTOR_ANGLE_POSITION>=ON+DIFF,ROTOR_ANGLE_POSITION<OFF),ANEK
ROTOR_ANGLE_POSITION>=ON+DIFF+(360/Nr),ROTORANGLEPOSITION<OFF+(360/Nr))),l,0)

VOLTAGE_POLARITY=ARMATURE_2_SWITCH_LOGIC-ARMATURE_l_SWITCH_LOGIC

APPLIED_VOLTAGE=IF(ABS(VOLTAGE_POLARITY)=0,IF(PREVIOUSROTORPOSITIONCURRENT>0,- 
1 *Vs,0),(Vs)*VOLTAGE_POLARITY)

ARMATURE_CURRENT=IF((PREVIOUS_ROTOR_POSITION_CURRENT+((APPLIED_VOLTAGE- 
(PREVIOUSROTORPOSITIONCURRENT *Ra)-
AVERAGED_MOTIONAL_EMF_CD)*TIME_FOR_CHANGE_IN_ANGLE/Na/Na*RELUCTANCE)<0),0,PREVIOUS_ROTOR_POSIT
ION_CURRENT+((APPLIED_VOLTAGE-(PREVIOUS_ROTOR_POSITION_CURRENT*Ra)-
AVERAGED_MOTIONAL_EMF_CD)*TIME_FOR_CHANGE_IN_ANGLE/Na/Na*RELUCTANCE))

ARMATURECURRENTSQUARED =ARMATURE_CURRENT*ARMATURE_CURRENT

ARMATUREICURRENT =IF((IF(((IF(AND(ROTOR_ANGLE_POSITION>=(ON+(360/2/Nr)),
ROTOR_ANGLE_POSITION<(OFF+(360/2/Nr))), 1,0))+ARMATURE_l_S WITCH_LOGIC+ARMATURE_2_SWITCH_LOGIC)=l, 1,0)) 
=1 ,ARMATURE_CURRENT,0)

ARMATURE_2_CURRENT=IF((IF(((IF(AND(ROTOR_ANGLE_POSITION>=(ON+{360/2/Nr)),
ROTOR_ANGLE_POSITION<(OFF+(360/2/Nr))), 1,0))+ARMATURE_1_SWITCH_LOGIC+ARMATURE_2_SWITCH_LOGIC)=1,1,0)) 
=0,-1 * ARM AT UREC URRENT,0)
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H.6 POWDERED IRON
To possibly lower the iron losses in the motor the steel laminations could be replaced with powdered 

iron (Figures H.24, H.25). The rotor may not always be manufactured with powdered iron due to the 

possibility of the material falling apart at higher speeds due to rotational forces (there would have to 

be an upper rotor speed limit depending on the rotor shape and size). There are three grades based 

upon the densities o f a powdered iron called Somaloy500 (6.97g/cm3, 7.23g/cm3, 7.3 lg/cm3) (made 

by Hoganas in Sweden). The densities vary due to differences in the compaction process used. The 

B-H curves for Somaloy500 (a powdered iron) {Figures H.26, H.27, H.28) confirm that any motor 

using this material requires more armature ampere turns to derive the same total flux within the motor 

when compared to steel. The reduction in permeability in flux is due to the iron powder particles in 

Somaloy500 being coated in insulating material and also containing compounds used for bonding 

resulting in less flux for a given magnetic field. This reduction in permeability requires an increase in 

armature current to provide the same flux level which in turn increases the copper losses. There is a 

requirement to find the trade off point where the reduction in iron losses is more than the increase in 

copper losses. The difference between a steel lamination design and same lamination shape designs 

incorporating Somaloy500 in the stator only or stator plus rotor are shown by graphs of armature flux 

versus rotor position {Figures H.28, H.29, H.30). These graphs compare (using all three grades of 

Somaloy500) an all steel lamination design (that has been built i.e. the PMFSM), a laminated steel 

rotor plus Somaloy500 stators design, and a Somaloy500 rotor plus stator design.
Y [mm] 40.0

- 4 0 .0  - 20 .0 3 0 .0  00.0
X [mm]

Figure H.24 powdered iron microscopically Figure H.25 Somaloy500 (stator) and steel (rotor) FE model of Zip004 
design
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BH curves for SomalovSOO
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Figure H.26 BH curves for Somaloy500.

BH curves for SomalovSOO and Steel
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Figure H.27 BH curves for Somaloy500 and steel.
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BH curves for SomalovSOO and Steel
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Figure H.28 BH curves for Somaloy500 and steel.

Graph of armature flux against rotor angle for different machine materials with Zip004 Fer3 design
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Figure H.29 Armature flux per rotor cycle for materials.
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Graph of arm ature flux against rotor angle for different machine m aterials with Zip004 Fer3 design
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Figure H.30 Armature flux per rotor cycle for materials.

The original lamination shape is used as a test for powdered iron (hence using the Zip004 design used 

to build the PMFSM motor). Appropriate steel sections were replaced with powdered iron 

(Somaloy500) in the Opera 2D FE environment to allow the comparisons to be made. Each variant 

was modeled to maintain the same torque and speed specification as the steel Zip004 design. The 

copper losses for each were then noted - 0.45W copper losses steel model, 0.68W copper losses 

Somaloy500 (7.23g/cm3). Thus, for this lamination, the copper losses increase when powdered iron is 

used. The increase in copper loss for the Somaloy500 variants could be offset by the reduction in iron 

losses.
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H.7 PHOTOGRAPHS OF PERMANENT MAGNET FLUX SWITCHING MOTOR

Figure H.31 Fan end o f motor. Figure H.32:- Comparison between PMFSM (lower) 
and induction motor (upper).

Figure H.33 Optosensor end o f motor. Figure H.34 Optosensor disc in place.

Figure H.35 Optosensor end of motor in parts. Figure H.36 Optosensor end of motor assembled.
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Figure H.37 Assembled induction motor (left) and PMFSM (right).

Figure H.38 Motor operating at 2500rpm at 4W input power.
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